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SYNOPSIS

This thesis is concerned with the development of decision support systems for determining

performance targets and allocating resources in multi-unit organisations. These

organisations are organised into networks of decision making units (DMUs) that seek to

satisfy demand for services in the public sector or attract demand for services in the for

profit making sector. Mathematical programming methods in general, and data

envelopment analysis in particular are the methods chiefly used throughout the thesis.

The decision support systems sought to address two distinct problems faced by multi-unit

organisations.

The first is concerned with the allocation of recurrent type of budgets to decision making

units which use their resources without interference from their headquarters. This type of

problem is called a-posteriori decision support and it is addressed by developing a

framework of effective target setting. Data envelopment analysis models are developed for

setting targets at the DMU and the global organisational levels. Two target-based resource

allocation models are then developed seeking to encapsulate alternative organisational

structures and objectives of resource allocation, namely equity, effectiveness and efficiency.

The second case concerns problems where the allocation of resources is made directly to

prespecified DMUs. This problem is called a-priori decision support which includes a

phase of managerial diagnosis and planning. In the diagnostic phase performance targets

for different management tiers are assessed, and systematic procedures of micro level

benchmarking are developed. In the planning phase targets for improving the scale size of

individual units are assessed, the long & short run viability of the network of outlets is

examined and, fmally, the marginal impacts of past investments on the performance of

DMUs are investigated. The two phases of the decision support system would aid

management in making decisions regarding the future of individual DMUs (e.g. investment,

expansion, divestment). Application of the method to a network of 154 public houses is

throughout the relevant chapters of the thesis.
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PROLEGOMENA & THESIS STRUCTURE

Performance measurement, target setting and resource allocation are key issues in the

managerial agenda of for-profit and not-for-profit organisations. It is widely recognised

that organisations' viability rests more than ever on their ability to achieve and sustain high

levels of internal and external performance at all levels of their operations.

Performance measurement, however, is not a set of numerical figures obtained

mechanisticly by a particular function of the organisation or by some external consultants.

In this thesis, performance is viewed as an integrated part of the organisational operations.

The latter implies coordination and integration between performance measurement and

decision making (i.e. resource allocation).

The integration of performance measurement and resource allocation in multi-unit

organisations is a key theme of the thesis. This is pursued via the development of decision

support mechanisms that seek to incorporate managerial preferences, from different levels

of the organisational hierarchy, in developing systematic processes for setting targets and

allocating resources.

The thesis is organised in three thematic sections of ten chapters in total. Section one

(chapters 1 and 2) defines the problem area of the thesis, whilst a literature review reports

on methods for resource allocation and performance measurement. Section two (chapters

3, 4, 5 and 6) is concerned with the development of decision support systems for target

setting and resource allocation in a-posteriori decision making. That is, DMUs of the

organisation are responsible for deploying resources allocated centrally by top management

in the form of budgets. Section three (chapters 7, 8 and 9) contains decision support

systems for a-priori decision making. That is, DMUs are allocated resources from their

headquarters to undertake specific tasks (projects). The thesis concludes in chapter 10

with an overall assessment of its achievements and a discussion of possible avenues for

further research. The structure of the thesis is discussed in more detail next.
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SECTION 1

MANAGING MULTI-UNIT ORGANISATIONS:

CURRENT PRACTICE & FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

Chapters one and two develop the research agenda of the thesis and also review the state of

the art methodologies in the field of our research. As research objective we have envisaged

the development of decision support mechanisms that will enable management to link

control and planning mechanisms in multi-unit organisations. Control and planning will be

operationalised using target setting and resource allocation respectively.

Chapter one outlines the research questions addressed in the thesis. illustrative examples

of multi-unit organisations are used as vehicles for introducing the concepts of control and

planning. The general definitions concerning performance measurement and resource

allocation are followed by a review of the state of the art methodologies for resource

management with particular emphasis on their ability to capture performance characteristics.

The chapter leads into developing a broad classification of multi-unit organisations and also

the nature of their control/planning problems which will be explored further in the

subsequent chapters.

Chapter two focuses on the state of the art methods for assessing performance and it is

organised in two parts. In the first part the political, accounting, economic and

management science dimensions of performance measurement are discussed. Frontier

analysis is then presented as an attempt to synthesise these alternative views. The chapter

proceeds analysing the technical framework of frontier analysis with particular emphasis

given to issues that will be used in the main part of the thesis.
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SECTION 2

TARGET SETTING & RESOURCE PLANNING

IN A -POSTERIOR! RESOURCE MA NA GEMENT

In the research agenda discussed in chapter one a distinction is made between "market" and

"relative need" oriented cases of performance measurement and resource planning. This

section focuses on the development of performance based decision support methods for

"relative need" cases. In need based resource allocation the management of individual

operating DMUs decide on the use of centrally allocated global resources. This relative

flexibility of DMUs, to allocate resources to various activities according to their discretion,

creates an a-posteriori decision making framework. The development of decision support

mechanisms for this type of problem constitutes the research agenda of this section.

Section 2 is divided into four chapters as can be seen in the pictorial representation below.

A-posterior! decision making framework

Chapt3___—_— -----Capter 4

Target setting as aid	 Analytic tools for asssessing
for control & planning	 performance targets &

economic implications

Target-based planning models

Chapt5___—------hapter 6

Centralised model 	 Decentralised model

In chapter three it is argued that in a-posteriori decision making performance measurement

and planning mechanisms should be linked. This is not feasible, however, as performance

measurement and resource management are not compatible by being parts of distinct

organisational processes, namely control and planning. Target setting is introduced as an

effective instrument for linking control and planning processes in MUOs. The enhanced

role of target setting needs to be supported by a set of target setting principles. More

advanced operational models need to be developed in order to address the principles of

target setting.
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Chapter four draws upon the conclusions of chapter three and develops frontier based

models to assess performance targets in line with the principles of target setting. A

prioritised target framework model is put forward for assessing performance targets at the

individual activity centre and also at the global organisational level. The managerial and

economic implications of these models are explored further using a numerical example.

Chapter five seeks to pursue the resource management objective of the decision support

system. A target-based planning model is put forward anticipating the links between target

setting and resource allocation in multi-unit multi-level organisations. This was done having

found limited support from the current literature on multi-level planning to address this type

of problems. The planning model in this chapter is appropriate for organisations that adopt

a centralised behavioural system of decision making. Issues related with the characteristics

of this model and its ability to satisfy the principles of target setting as well as the planning

objectives of MIJLOs are also discussed.

Chapter six concludes the a-posteriori decision support section by putting forward an

alternative framework for target-based planning. This framework seeks to capitalise on the

case of the decentralised approach to decision making. Crucial issues here are the

representation of individual activity centres on the planning process, and also the

coordination of the different levels of decision making in the planning process.
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SECTION 3

TA RGET SETTING & RESOURCE PLANNING

IN A N A -PRIORI RESOURCE MANA GEMENT

In the previous section (chapters three, four, five and six) a decision support framework

was developed for assisting managerial control and planning in not-for-profit multi-unit

organisations. This type of problem was called a-posteriori decision support as individual

operating DMUs were allocated resources without project specific mission, (e.g. recurrent

grant to a university).

This section (chapters seven, eight and nine) seeks to investigate issues of control and

planning in cases where DMUs are selected a-priori for allocating resources. This is a

problem often met when capital investment decisions are made in for-profit or not-for-profit

organisations. The nature of capital investment requires development of a-priori decision

support framework where investment opportunities are identified, evaluated and thus capital

is allocated. The term a-priori indicates the project-based character of capital investment

decisions. It is argued that the development of effective a-priori decision making processes

should provide diagnostic and planning related management support.

A pictorial representation of how this section is organised is given below:

A-Priori decision making framework

9

Diagnostic	 Planning	 Investment

analysis	 analysis	 impacts on
performance

\7 /
Empirical	 _________	 Empirical

illustration /	 illustration II

Chapter seven is concerned with diagnostic problems of performance in for-profit making

multi-unit organisations. A key issue of the diagnostic analysis, is the definition of market

and cost efficiency as separate, although related components of performance. Market

efficiency is used as a tool for assessing the extent to which for-profit making DMUs utilise
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their market potential and generate sales. The presence of a two tier management in multi-

unit organisations makes it necessary to distinguish the assessed market efficiency for each

tier of management. This chapter is also concerned with the identification of "role

operating practices" that can be used as benchmarks within organisations. These ideas are

illustrated using a set of 154 pubs from one of the major UK breweries.

Chapter eight seeks to develop decision support mechanisms with planning orientation.

This is pursued by developing models for assessing improved scale size targets which is the

key issue of the chapter. It concerns the elimination of DMUs' inefficiencies due to the

wrong scale size of operation. The long run viability of outlets is assessed using their

profitability and market efficiency scores. Finally, the effectiveness of service mix provided

by individual outlets is another important element that would affect planning decisions in

organisations.

In chapter nine we seek to advance the current methodology for assessing the

effectiveness of capital investment decisions on the infrastructure of individual DMUs. As

the use of accounting measures is by no means sufficient for assessing the impacts of

infrastructure investments, a DEA based methodology is developed to address the question

more effectively. The estimated investment effectiveness indices seek to evaluate the

extent to which past investment policies have succeeded in improving the market efficiency

of individual DMUs. The latter in conjunction with the planning market efficiency targets

estimated in chapter eight can provide invaluable information on the selection of the most

prominent DMUs during the capital investment process. The method developed was

applied on the set of pubs used in the previous chapters.

Chapter ten is the concluding chapter of the thesis. An overall evaluation will be made of

the extent to which the thesis objectives as stated in chapter one were achieved. A

validation framework will be proposed for assessing the usefulness of control and planning

models developed in the thesis. Finally, the chapter proposes avenues of further research.

xiv



Chapter 1

Developing a research agenda of management

control and planning in multi-unit organisations

1. Introduction

Multi-unit organisations (MUOs) are perceived within general organisational clusters

regarding the nature of their services e.g. food sector (grocery chains), financial services

(bank branches), public service sector (schools and hospitals), utilities (electricity generating

plants), etc. The practices followed for assessing performance and managing resources are

very often determined by the characteristics of the industrial sector an organisation belongs

to. In the Brewing industry, for example, most companies use periodic profitability figures

(e.g. profit per ft2 of bar area) in order to monitor outlet performance while in the

telecommunications industry the cost per connection has widespread applicability as a key

measure of performance (see Manzini and Thalmann (1994)).

Despite the presence of alternative methods for assessing performance there is always a

core set of indicators which are considered by organisations as the most important. As the

role of performance measurement is rising significantly over time, some questions can be

posed regarding the appropriateness of the traditional performance measurement methods

to cater for the demanding features of the changing economic/business environment. The

linkage between performance measurement and decision making mechanisms (e.g. resource

allocation) is one of the issues that has gained considerable popularity during the last two

1
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decades'. This issue is one of the primary motives of this research, whose principle

observations can be stated as follows.

The development and implementation of synergistic processes between

performance measurement and resource planning can aid the effectiveness of

control and planning mechanisms in MUOs.

. Methods currently used for assessing performance and allocating resources in

MUOs are not always compatible. The development of synergies between the

two would require methodological enhancements.

The thesis ultimately develops and implements models and processes which link

performance measurement and resource management in MUOs.

The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. An introductory analysis of the

nature and basic features of MUOs is followed by a discussion of the concepts of

managerial control and planning applied in MUOs. In the context of this study performance

measurement is considered as the basic component of managerial control, whilst resource

management is considered as the basic function of managerial planning. Most resource

allocation methods developed since the evolution of scientific management by Taylor

(1911) sought to improve organisational performance. The extent to which performance is

incorporated effectively within these resource management methods is examined using

evidence drawn from the literature. A research framework focusing on resource

management and performance measurement in MUOs is then developed revealing topics to

be considered in the remainder of the thesis.

2. The essence of multi-unit organisations (MUO)

During the last 20 years there has been a considerable shift in Western Economies and in the

UK in particular towards service sector economic activities. New patterns of interactions

between customers and suppliers have emerged following the growth in service sector

activities. Organisations sought to be as close as possible to their customers and customers

needs. Business strategies (e.g. gigantism in the size of International Business Machines)

that led firms successful in the past are theoretically and practically inappropriate at present.

New types of organisational structures (e.g. reduction or elimination of middle management

In the UK, for instance, the Conservative governments (1981 - ) seek to link pay rises in the

public sector with direct productivity improvements.
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in large corporations) emerge as we move towards the end of the century (see Tom Peters:

Liberation management, 1992).

An interesting type of organisational structure is that of the multi-unit organisations which

share, as a common feature, the presence and management of multiple activity centres. In

the profit sector one can find retail stores organised into networks, manufacturing plants

with multiple sites, etc. Activity centres in the private sector tend to be called "profit units"

whilst in the public sector "cost or service units". However, this is not always the case as

for instance bank branches are considered more as activity and less as profit centres.

Illustrative examples of MUOs can be found in different facets of economic activity:

Commercial banks, Public houses and Restaurants, Supermarket chains, Insurance

companies, Sales forces, Air transport companies, Hospitals, Educational institutions, Patrol

stations, Post offices, Police departments, Manufacturing plants, and Electricity and water

productionldistribution units.

For-profit and not-for-profit MUOs, have followed a steady pattern of expansion (and often

over expansion). In the not-for-profit sector this was a result of the interpretation given by

successive central governments to the tax payers' pressure for higher quantity and quality of

services (equitable provision of services) in the post second world war era. It was in the

early eighties that the over expansion trend was challenged for its inefficiency but more

importantly its macroeconomic implications. In the for-profit sector on the other hand the

annual reports of many corporations give particular emphasis to the increasing number of

their outlets as a sign of strength. Excess capacity in many for-profit making industries (e.g.

bank branches, patrol stations and supermarkets) has resulted in marginal revenues that do

not exceed the marginal costs.

MUOs have many similarities in their structural and operating characteristics:

Producing/delivering multiple goods and services,

Are organised into spatial networks that are linked hierarchically,

Individual units of MUOs operate under internal and external

"market"2 conditions.

2 
The case of developing internal markets has recently become the flagship for UK Governmental

reforms in the public sector.
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Different levels of management are involved in the administration of individual decision

making units (DMUs) depending on the type of decisions concerned. For example, a bank

branch is affected by its own manager, by the regional planning management and by the

central headquarters of the bank for policy, marketing, resource levels and other issues.

The presence of intermediate levels of decision making can lead to tradeoffs and internal

conflicts between the different levels of management. At the most extreme, one can argue

that in certain cases (e.g. capital investment decisions) MUOs operate as internal markets

where the different levels of administration "compete" for higher authority and access to

decision making. The immediate implication of this is that the assessment of a DMU's

performance should accommodate the different levels of management that have a direct or

indirect impact on its operations.

2.1. For-profit and not-for-profit MUOs

Undoubtedly, for-profit organisations are affected by the competitive market in which they

operate. The fundamental objective of a profit making enterprise is to penetrate its market

and generate profit. Profit, however, is not the only criterion that dominates resource

allocation decisions. Galbraith (1977), among other influential writers, notes the existence

of a wide spectrum of criteria regarding the objectives of profit making organisations. For

example, shareholders' satisfaction, market share, long range stability, return on investment,

and adaptation to technological innovations and economic shake-ups.

Not-for-profit organisations are mainly involved in the delivery of public and social goods

(health, education, social security, emergency services and charity services). Resource

allocation, decision making and performance measurement in these organisations is always a

composite function of governmental policies, citizens' expectations and management's

reactions.

The multitude of organisational objectives does not allow for "black and white" distinctions

between for-profit and not-for-profit organisations. Generally, it can be argued that MUOs,

while maintaining autonomy (due to their different nature) in setting their goals and

objectives share similar resource management problems. For instance, a for-profit making

establislment may allocate its resources towards increasing/sustaining the demand for its

services/products and generate profits. On the other hand, a not-for-profit organisation

uses its resources to meet the demand for services (quantity/quality) at the minimum

possible cost. In both cases there is an element of choice from central management in order
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to get the highest possible returns from its decisions to allocate resources in one or the

other way.

Management is always expected to make decisions towards maximising the organisational

"welfare". Welfare is conceptualised as the satisfaction of organisational aims (mission).

These aims are expressed through the development of objectives; objectives are then

transformed into goals; goals lead to organisational targets and overall they constitute a

welfare structure (function) of an organisation. The maximisation of this welfare will be

supported in the thesis by the development of effective resource management and

performance measurement methods which are parts of the more general concepts of

planning and control in MUOs.

2.2. Managerial control and planning in MUOs

Managerial control and planning are inextricably linked concepts in the operation of

organisations. There is a host of organisational behaviour, business policy and accounting

literature concerned with issues of organisational control and planning.

There is no unique definition describing managerial control, Hogler and Hunt (1993).

However, most research seems to agree that Antony's (1965) definition "control is the

process of assuring that the organisation does what management wants done" is universally

accepted as a starting point. Theories of control have been developed along the lines of

organisational and agency theory approaches. The organisational approach, Ouchi (1979),

recognises a performance measurement and a social based control strategy.

In this research the performance led strategy has been adopted and therefore control

encompasses output and behavioural issues. The representation of behavioural issues in

assessing performance is discussed, in detail, in chapter four where the extent to which

goals and targets are achieved is assesed incorporating managerial priorities.

The agency theory approach draws upon the economic and accounting theory of control.

The fundamental concept is that of contracting, which is based on the dual scheme between

principals and agents. Following the principal-agent paradigms control is realised via

behavioural and outcome based strategies.

Comparison of agency theory with the organisational approach reveals similarities and

differences. As Eisenhardt (1985) argues, both agency and organisational approaches are
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rational, efficiency based, and both distinguish between behavioural and outcome based

control. Insofar as the differences between the two theories are concerned, Eisenhardt

(1985) notes differences in costs, rewards, information, and uncertainty.

In summary, the organisational and agency approaches are complementary. The

organisational approach emphasises:

•	 The importance of task characteristics to the choice of control
methods,

•	 The existence of social control as an alternative to performance
based control.

Agency theory adds to the organisational approach emphasis on:

•	 Information systems
•	 Uncertainty
•	 Costs
•	 Rewards

Management control in isolation of the methodology adopted for its support is an important

aspect of organisational design, Eisenhardt (1985). Rotch (1993) defines a conceptual

framework of management control using a set of five components: Performance, Strategy,

Organisational structure, Direction and Motivation. Based on this framework Rotch argues

the importance of considering the interrelationships between these components in a

management control system.

A unified framework of managerial control and planning can be found in Figure 1.1. This

framework emphasises the role of performance measurement as a managerial control

component and also introduces management planning as an internal component of the

control process. The joint consideration of management control and planning systems will

be the basis for investigating the research hypotheses of this thesis.
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Figure 1.1

Managerial control & planning in MUOs

Multi Unit Organ isation
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There is a number of assumptions portrayed in Figure 1.1 concerning management control

and planning. Organisational strategy and structure are considered as the starting points of

MUOs management which is then employs control and planning mechanisms for realising

the strategies. Performance measurement and resource allocation are among the most

typical perceptions of management control and planning mechanisms in MUOs.

Furthermore, in Figure 1.1 an extended conception of management control is advocated,

which enhances the role of control from a simple feedback mechanism towards an

integrated process that interacts with the very nature of organisational design. This type of

control systems seek to relax the traditional view that management control follows on and is

inferior to the organisational design process.

A dialectic consideration of organisational control and planning processes would need to

expand the traditional performance measurement and performance reporting features of

control. It is argued that this enhancement of control mechanisms can be achieved by

linking performance measurement with target setting and resource allocation processes.

Performance measurement is a multi-disciplinary concept which allows different

disciplines e.g. political, organisational behavioural, economic and management science to

adopt their own perspectives, with profound implications, in defining and assessing
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performance. These alternative perspectives can also be found when analysing the

development of planning (resource allocation) processes in MUOs. The effects of

alternative perspectives of performance assessment are discussed in more detail in chapter

two.

3. Managing resources in organisations: Concepts & current practice

The operation of organisations is based on the use and deployment of resources. There is a

variety of tangible (e.g. human resources) and intangible (e.g. information) factors that can

be considered as resources. It is argued, however, that resources (inputs) have no value

unless organised into systems which ensure that resources will be transformed into goods

and services (outputs). The design of effective systems for allocating, managing and

controlling resources determines the organisational success. Issues concerned with the

allocation and mix of resources and also with the relation between resource management

and organisational structure are discussed next.

Decisions concerning resource allocation deal with two principal issues:

The broad issue of how resources should be allocated between

the various functions, departments, divisions, and separate units.

ii.	 The more detailed considerations of !1 ..QW resources should be

mixed and ultimately deployed within organisational units.

In the parlance of resource auditing resource mix reflects the "technology" employed by

individual units anchor organisations. As Gold (1981) emphasised, an on-going scientific

debate exists concerning the significance of input/output mix and scale/size problems in the

neo-classical production theory. Chapter 2 will show that the economic approach for

assessing efficiency assumes that the input/output mix of the assessed units/firms is to be

pre served.

The amount of allocated resources among different operating functions is guided by the

achievement of strategic/corporate organisational plans. The distinction between the

amount of used inputs versus the optimal mix of inputs reflects the fundamental economic

definitions of performance (technical and allocative efficiency, Fare (1988)) which are

analysed in chapter two.

The significance of resource management can be seen in conjunction with many other

managerial issues, for example target setting, corporate and strategic planning, Ansoff
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(1987) and Argenti (1989). It can be argued that resource management is concerned with

the capacity constraints whilst corporate and strategic planning reflects ppiicy constraints in

view of the global organisational profile. This is portrayed graphically in Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2

Policy & capacity domains in MUOs

.i Policy Domain	 ..' Capadlly Domain

Individual Unit level +
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Figure 1.2 portrays the mechanism guiding the association between policy and capacity

constraints in a MUO. Resource availability 3 influences the decision making process

towards the global organisational achievements. In contrast, the policy constraints affect

the allocation of resources at the individual unit level. The two issues, deciding at the

macro and implementing at the micro level need to be addressed separately. This is due to

the fact that the objectives/criteria for making decisions at the micro and macro level are

different. Macro level resource commitments encapsulate a "feasible" version of the

strategic vision of the organisation due to capacity limitations. On the other hand, micro

level resource commitments facilitate the achievement of strategic and corporate targets

with reference at the individual operating unit. The case of global and unit level decision

making will be considered in more detail in chapters five and six with operational models

that will address both problems simultaneously.

To facilitate the disentanglement of capacity and policy domains let us consider a

commercial bank. The total amount of capital to be allocated amongst bank branches in a

time period forms the capacity domain of the bank. In other words, the bank's central

Even in the case of loans and external financial support, at the stage of planning an organisation

has a given amount of resources to allocate.
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management has a given amount of capital to allocate among a set of operating activity

centres, namely bank branches 4. The achievement of Corporate objectives of the bank are

customised per individual branch and supported by appropriate resources. Illustrative cases

of short run objectives concern profitability achievements; capital investment; the level of

controllable expenses, etc. The long run objectives of the bank are concerned with its

market share; the type of targeted clients; the number of operating branches, the policies

regarding its major competitors, etc.

The capital available for investment will, effectively, influence the bank's expectations

concerning the achievement of its short andlor long run objectives. For instance, the extent

of redecoration in the branches' network is a function of capital availability. However, the

actual implementation of the allocation process follows the opposite direction. The aim of

accomplishing the policy objectives of the bank will drive the allocation of resources at the

individual bank branch's level.

The previous example highlights the two way communication regarding the association

between target setting and resource allocation in MUOs. Resource management

overshadows target setting at the global organisational level. On the other hand in the

management of individual operating units the allocation of resources is guided by the

targets' achievement. The two way association between target setting and resource

allocation creates trade-offs within multi-unit and multi-level organisations that will be

discussed in more detail in chapters five and six.

3.1. Objectives for unit level resource allocation

The allocation of resources between operating entities is a major concern of corporate and

strategic planning, Johnson and Scholes (1988). Resource allocation decisions have to be

compatible with the short, as well as ig run organisational welfare. Organisational

objectives need, therefore, to guide the resource allocation processes. The term objective

indicates a preferred direction of movement for an organisation 5 , Keeney and Raiffa

(1976). To measure and stimulate the achievement of individual objectives organisations

Generally speaking organisations decide at the beginning of each year on a level of expenditure.

It is then a distinct issue to allocate resources to various organisational functions.

A very interesting debate can be found in the multiobjective programming literature regarding

on the nature of the organisational objectives in Operational Research, notably optimisation

versus satisfaction, Achoff (1982) and Zeleny (1982).
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use sets of criteria. For example, the objective of profit maximisation can be reflected using

as criteria return on investment, return on equity, return on assets, residual income, etc. An

objective for maximising the quality in the provision of health services can be reflected using

patients' perspectives, recovery rate and quality adjusted life years (QALY).

A set of aims affecting resource management at the individual unit level is as follows:

•	 Improve the short-run achievements

•	 Reward the good performers over time

•	 Support underperforming units with high potential

Discussion for each attribute is provided below.

3.1.1. Improve the short-run achievements

The time horizon of achievements sought by organisations is affected by the nature of their

stakeholders. A public limited company (plc), for example, may seek short run

achievements in order to increase its share price in the stock market. Coates (1989) argues

that in the post-1980 period in the UK the short run organisational performance has proven

to be a highly significant factor guiding decision making. Short-termism in isolation can be

a very dangerous practice with very adverse implications on the long run viability of

organisations.

3.1.2. Reward the good performers over time

This attribute relates both to the short and the long run success of an organisation.

Organisations seek to identify units with good operating practices and use them as

benchmarks. Benchmarking has become a very fashionable tool of business policy, (see

Journal of Business Strategy, (1993)). However, the identification of benchmark units is

not sufficient if it is not supported by corresponding motivation mechanisms with the

following characteristics.

a. Quantity

A good performer is a potential candidate (not always 6) for being given additional
resources.

6 
As Athanassopoulos and Thanassoulis (1991) mentioned, there are cases with units operating

efficiently but having reached a saturated level in their performance due to exogenousfactors.
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b. Effort

Rewarding the good performers provides stimuli for the underperforming operating
units to improve their efficiency.

Evidently, "rewarding the good performers" has a "means to an end" character concerning

the accomplishment of organisational objectives. In effect, rewarding "benchmarks" is a

necessary but not sufficient condition for improved performance. Penalising the "bad

performers" on the other hand, which could be seen as a natural by-product of the

rewarding mechanism, could worsen the position of poor performers.

Needless to say the definition and identification of "good and bad performers" is a very

important issue. MUOs are currently employing traditional profitability ratios in the private

sector or performance indicators in the public sector for identifying good and bad operating

practices. Chapters seven and eight discuss in more depth the limitation of these methods

to assess performance and identify benchmarks.

3.1.3. Supporting underperforming entities with high potential

As mentioned earlier on, the management of MUOs allocates resources in order to achieve

organisational objectives. A for-profit organisation, for example, allocates resources to

increase demand for marketed products/services. To pursue this task management is called

upon to identify individual units with products and services with the highest marketable

prospects and then allocate resources. On the other hand, a "regulated" agency (public

sector) allocates resources in order to satisfy demand for services under the regulation

restrictions imposed by government or other regulating bodies (e.g. equitable provision of

services, allowable price increases, allowable rate of return). Allocated resources are used

to ensure sufficiency, efficiency and high quality in the provided services in a sector, where

the demand is exogenously determined and there is legislation for its satisfaction (e.g.

policing, education, health, etc.).

Undoubtedly, in both for-profit and not-for-profit organisations the available resources are

scarce. This creates a problem of choice in the actual allocation of resources. Should more

resources be allocated to efficient units or should they be used to support underperforming

units to revive their performance ? This dilemma stems from the fact that it is very difficult

to forecast the outcomes from the allocation of extra resources to an operating unit. For

example, the allocation of extra resources to efficient units can increase production levels

due to their very good operating practices. Equally likely, however, extra resources
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allocated to efficient units can be underutilised as the unit's performance can be "saturated"

due to exogenous factors (e.g. value added achievement at schools may prove to be

bounded by the vely poor socio-economic status of the pupils' families). Similar arguments

hold in the allocation of resources to inefficient units. Therefore, the current level of

performance, in itself, does not indicate whether extra resources need to be allocated

to a unit.

It is argued that the allocation of resources should be given priority towards the units with

the highest "potential" for improving the overall performance of the organisation. The term

"potential" has a twofold interpretation. Firstly, it measures the fertility of the environment

in which a unit operates in (e.g. market's size for a profit making unit) and secondly, it

reflects the internal ability of the unit to operate effectively (e.g. operating practice).

Assessment of the external potential of a unit is particularly useful in the allocation of

resources to profit making units and it will be explored further in chapter seven and eight.

On the other hand, the tradeoffs between the allocation of resources to individual units and

the improvement of the global performance of the organisation are of particular importance

to non-profit organisations (see chapters five and six).

In summary, rewarding the good performers as well as supporting the underperforming

units with high potential creates managerial trade-offs. Moreover, the achievement of

optimum financial or fiscal type (e.g. market share) figures, in the short run could be

conflicting with the long run achievements 7 of organisations. Finally, resource allocation

needs to consider the potential incompatibilities and trade-offs between the allocation of

resources in view of individual units' needs as opposed to those that seek to maximise the

global organisational welfare. This issue is pursued in more detail in chapters five and six

of the thesis.

3.2. Resource management methods & performance

Management accounting literature, Ashton et al. (1991) argues that resource management

ought to be seen in line with organisational control and planning and not just as "routine"

based periodic job.

mentioned, it is very common in the post-1980 period to see organisations sacrificing the long

run success, in favour of the short run financial targets.
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Undoubtedly, resource allocation is the "bread and butter" for different functions of an

organisation. Budgetary planning; investment appraisal; portfolio investment; maintenance

expenses and recurrent grants are illustrative cases of resource management in MUOs. This

is an area of intense research by the accounting, economics, and management science

disciplines during the last 30 years. A plethora of general processes have been developed

and applied in various real life organisations e.g. Incremental Resource Allocation, planning

Program Budgeting System (PPBS), Zero Base Budgeting (ZBB), Quasi markets

(contracts) in the public sector, Profits Impacts on Market Strategy (PIMS), Product

Portfolio Management, (PPM) evaluating the resource allocation process in the public

and/or private sector of the economy. Despite the presence of numerous models for

resource allocation found in the literature the challenge of performance measurement and

its enhancement as an integral part of resource allocation is yet to be addressed

sufficiently.

A synopsis of the state of the art methodologies of resource management follows next. It

draws, mainly on the limitations of traditional resource management methods to encapsulate

performance measurement characteristics. This analysis highlights the necessity for

enhancing the current perceptions and practices of resource management to integrate

it with performance measurement.

Undoubtedly, incremental resource allocation is a common practice for a large number of

profit and non-profit organisations. The term "incrementalism" refers to a pattern of

marginal change in final allocation of capital relative to some base, which is frequently the

previous year's capital allocation, Davis and Dempster (1966). The simple to use and the

pragmatic character of incrementalism are necessary but not sufficient conditions for

effective resource management. The main drawback of this methodology emanates from

the fundamental assumption that the past decisions for allocated resources were used

efficiently without any allowances for inefficiency and/or mismanagement.

The dissatisfaction with the incremental method led to the development of alternative

methodologies for managing resources like the Program- planning-Budgeting System

(PPBS) 8 . The key feature regarding PPBS is the "program" element as being the subject of

PPBS have originated (1969) from Texas Instruments Inc. and transferred by Mac Namara, at a

later stage, in the public sector
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the resource allocation appraisal in an organisation. For instance in the context of, say,

Local Authorities the tax collection service requires collaboration of staff operating in

different departments. Under PPBS rules the "program" will be evaluated as if it was a

coherent "program" providing the given service. The very demanding procedures (timewise

and managerial effort) for implementing PPBS is one of the main drawbacks of the method

in real life problems, Coates et al. (1989).

In an attempt to overcome the difficulties of the PPBS a new system, namely Zero-Base

Budgeting, has been introduced. In essence, Zero Base Budget (ZBB) is a decentralised

mechanism by which management can closely examine and reconsider the resource levels

used by operating units. Departmental activities are organised into decision packages which

are then prescribed functions, goals, and costs. Each decision is evaluated and ranked in the

light of cost-benefit analysis and it is repeated from a zero base9 every year. The method

succeeds in focusing managerial attention on reviewing the organisational functions and

their costs and benefits. In practice, the management responsible for implementing ZBB has

proven very indecisive in articulating preferences over alternative decision units which made

the method very time consuming. Finally, the strong judgmentallqualitative character of the

method does not allow for the measurement of any direct impacts on the productivity of the

operating units, (Sherman (1986)).

A relatively new methodology of resource management in the public sector in the UK is the

contract or quasi internal markets with main area of application (at present) the National

Health Service in the UK. Resources are allocated by district health authorities to hospitals

with the most "attractive" bids concerning particular health services. The basic assumption

is that the quasi-competitive market will force hospitals to increase efficiency and therefore

reduce the costs of running the National Health System (NHS). Despite the embryonic

stage of the system it has already surged a very serious scientific and political debate

regarding the evaluation and appropriateness of the quasi-market experiments, Ferlie

(1993). The early signs from the application of the quasi-market system indicate increases in

efficiency whilst strong concerns have been raised regarding the deterioration in equity and

possible effectiveness of the provided services. The importance of these objectives of

resource management are discussed in more detail in chapter four and six of the thesis.

The non-historical considerations of the ZBB constitutes the main difference from the PPBS.
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The Profit Impacts on Market's Strategy (PIMS) system is a popular tool for resource

management and strategy evaluation of profit making organisations, Schoeffler (1974).

PIMS seeks to combine information from a wide sample of organisations with ultimate

scope to provide decision support to companies included in the sample of the system.

Nowadays, a whole variety of databases with purposes similar to PIMS can be found

around the world. However, the use of very simplistic analytical tools for obtaining

statistical forecasts has been criticised as the main limitation of these systems. As it will be

argued in chapters seven, eight and nine, the limitation of these models emanates from their

inability to disentangle different components of organisational performance (e.g.

distinguishing responsibility of different level management) and also from the lack of

differentiation between diagnostic and planning focused analyses (see Epstein and

Henderson (1989)).

Strategic resource planning has been given great academic and consulting research

attention in the late 1960s. Illustrative examples are the Boston Consulting Group (BCG)

model, Henderson (1973), the Industry Attractiveness and Business Strength model, Hax

and Majluf (1983), the Marakon's model (1980). These models view firms as a portfolio of

businesses, each one offering a unique contribution to growth and profitability. The

methods adopted are based on the development of product portfolio matrices classifying

individual businesses into business clusters with different planning implications. The

growth-share matrix systems have had a major contribution to strategic resource planning

providing a basis for systematic analysis. Major achievement of this debate is the realisation

of the multidimensional nature of any attempts for devising resource management plans in

organisations, see Hax and Majluf (1983).

Management appreciates the possible link between resource allocation decisions and the

assessment of performance. This awareness, however, is not reflected into management's

actions. Schick (1990) argues that the use of performance measures in allocating resources

is an old problem that is receiving renewed attention in recent years. Almost all

methodologies of resource management discussed earlier seek to link resource allocation

and performance measurement with a limited degree of success. This is undoubtedly a

strong motivational factor of this thesis.
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4. Resource management and improved performance

"The concept is simple- objectives, results, and resources should all be linked. The

application is difficult'°"

The ultimate objective to mould the resource management process into a "performance

manifesto" constitutes a managerial aspiration. Undoubtedly, the financiallfiscal difficulties

that many countries are facing reinforces the necessity for embracing performance in

resource management decisions. This, although very prominent as an idea, has very many

operational and practical difficulties. Schick (1990) argues that what is needed is merely to

foster a managerial environment which is attentive to performance when funds are parcelled

out. However, it seems unlikely that current resource allocation methods are able to

encompass performance measurement effectively.

The numerous resource allocation processes discussed earlier on are not very successful in

accommodating performance issues within the allocation process. This is mainly a result of

the incompatibilities between the managerial processes adopted for allocating resources and

those for assessing performance. Some of these incompatibilities are sought to be alleviated

in the remainder of the thesis.

4.1. Relation between organisational structure and resource allocation

Heretofore, the discussion on the notion of resource allocation has been seen independently

from the structural characteristics of MUOs.

Does the organisational structure of MUOs have an impact on the
adopted resource allocation processes?

. Is resource allocation in the National Health Care systems, for
instance, the same as the resource allocation in a grocery retailing
company?

Are the same analytic methods needed for supporting resource
allocation decisions made for covering running costs to the ones
covering costs of investment projects?

Resource allocation will be distinguished next into a number of categories depending on the

structure and nature of the MUOs concerned.

° Auditor General of Canada, Annual report to the house of Commons (Ottawa: 1987), para 4.28.
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Figure 1.3

Resource allocation & MUO structure

Resource Aflocailon

"Need" based	 "Market" based

Project	 Recurrent	 Project	 Recurrent
spedfic	 specific

Figure 1.3, exhibits cases of resource allocation in relation to the nature of corresponding

MUOs. In the first level of distinction a differentiation takes place based on the nature of

the MUOs concerned. The second level distinguishes between the nature of resource

allocation decisions within MUOs. The implications of the two level classification are

discussed next.

4.1.1. "Need" versus "Market" resource allocation

As discussed earlier resources are allocated in not-for-profit MUOs in order to support their

activities to meet the demand for services. Various resource allocation systems are used to

estimate this demand, based on sociodemographic factors and then convert this "demand"

into monetary equivalent terms. Examples" of "demand" driven systems are the Rate

Support Grant (RSG) for the local authorities and the Resource Allocation Working Party

(RAWP) formulae for the NHS in the UK. These "relative need" based systems often

assume that the demand for services is more or less given whilst there is legislation guiding

public MUOs to meet demand in the best possible way, (e.g. pupils allocated to schools).

These systems typically allocate resources without, however, having any concern on how

efficiently these resources are used. For example, the official document following the

development of the RAWP (1976) states:

' In recent years the policy changes in British public policy have affected the purity of these

"demand' driven systems by incorporating elements of efficiency into the allocation process. In

the case of resource allocation within the District/Regional Health Authorities in the UK there has

been a progressive shift towards an efficiency-based resource allocation system via the internal

market processes.
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"Resource allocation is concerned with the distribution of financial resources which
are used for the provision of real resources. In this sense it is concerned with the
means rather with the end. We have not regarded our remit as being
concerned with how resources are deployed."	 (pp. 8 emphasis added).

Market based MUOs allocate resources to penetrate their markets. Therefore resources are

allocated to support the operation of individual units m delivering goods/services in market

environments. Although there is no legislation forcing market MUOs to provide services

the ability to satisfy and increase demand determines their long run viability.

Satisfaction of demand for services is a key differential factor that affects resource

allocation decisions. Not-for-profit MUOs seek to satisfy demand for services whilst profit

making MUOs seek to attract and maintain demand from their markets. The development

of the internal markets in selected areas of the public sector in the UK has elements of both

the profit and non-profit characteristics. The demand driven characteristics of control and

planning are treated with different methods, philosophy and priorities by the for-profit and

not-for-profit organisations. These differences necessitated the need for considering the

case of performance measurement and target setting in for-profit and not-for-profit

organisations as separate cases.

4.1.2. Project specific versus recurrent resource allocation

MUOs' classification based on market and need based resource allocation can be taken one

step further focusing on the actual use of resources. A distinction of resource allocation

models can be made based on the differentiation between project specific and recurrent

resource allocation.

Project specific resource allocation concerns capital investment decision making in MUOs.

Capital investment decision making is made using investment appraisal techniques in profit

and cost-benefit analysis in non-profit MUOs. Project specific resources are allocated a-

priori into different operating units, in the sense that, resources are allotted to

support projects with limited life cycle and well defined purpose.

A-priori resource allocation is associated with performance measurement by the very nature

of the project selection process. Projects are selected on the basis of their higher expected

performance (e.g. returns on investment or net present value) from alternative project

proposals. However, the question of estimating the expected performance of candidate

projects is not a trivial task. Investment management literature makes particular reference
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to the problems of estimating capital inflows and outflows of investment projects, Drury

(1991). This includes forecasting and market research methods in the profit-making sector

whilst the controversial cost-benefit analysis methods which are used in not-for-profit

environments.

Allocation of recurrent grants seem to have a much "smoother" nature as a problem.

Incremental resource allocation is a particularly attractive mechanism which has found wide

application in these types of problems. Recurrent grants have general purpose and are used

by individual operating units a-posteriori. In other words there is no direct correspondence

between allocated resources and tasks to be undertaken. This has profound implications on

efficiency in cases where the allocation of resources is made incrementally based on past

history. Public accountability is a notion that has been suggested for addressing the lack of

direct evaluation of the actual use of allocated resources. Information concerning the

degree of utilisation of resources allocated in the past would provide useful information

about future resource allocation decisions.

Organisational structure has considerable influence on the way performance is measured and

resources are allocated in MUOs. Centralisation and Decentralisation represent the

generic form of two different organisational structures that are used to guide decision

making in MUOs. The two systems differ on issues concerning information flow,

hierarchies, decision making and autonomy among the different levels of MUOs'

administration.

Performance measurement studies assess the appropriateness of actions taken by individual

agents that have been assigned various types of contracts. As the links between agents and

contracts are determined by the way MUOs are structured this needs to be reflected in the

design of mechanisms for linking performance measurement and resource allocation.

Chapters five and six will concentrate on the impacts of organisational structure in

designing target-based resource allocation mechanisms in non-profit MUOs. Chapter eight

on the other hand concentrates on developing methods that will assess performance

customised to different levels of profit making MUOs.

5. Conclusions and research implications

This chapter focused on methodological issues of resource management in multi-unit

organisations (MUOs). The linkage between managerial control and planning in MUOs is
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the main concern of this research. Control and planning will be represented by performance

measurement and resource management respectively. It is generally accepted that the

leading methodologies for allocating resources in for-profit and not-for-profit organisations

have limitations for linking performance measurement and resource allocation decisions. A

more rigorous framework for resource management and performance measurement was put

forward to address the lack of integration between control and planning in MUOs.

The effects of MUOs' structure on the use of performance measurement and resource

management methods were examined. This led to introducing a distinction between

"relative need" and "market based" oriented decision making in MUOs management. A

further distinction was also made, based on the actual purpose of allocated resources in

MUOs. Project specific (a-priori) resource allocation is made to support predetermined

projects in MUOs (e.g. capital investment) whilst recurrent grants (a-posteriori) are

allocated into activity centres which spend resources at their discretion.

The immediate research implication from this analysis is that one needs to appreciate the

structure of organisations and the nature of resource allocation decisions involved in the

development of methods that link performance and planning mechanisms in MUOs. The

problems of performance measurement and resource allocation are heavily influenced by

political, strategic, managerial and other factors that are not always quantifiable. Therefore,

the main contribution of the thesis should be on the development of decision support

mechanisms and not decision making per Se. Development of decision support

mechanisms aim at progressing and improving organisational understanding about the

importance of linking control and planning mechanisms in MUOs. This will also highlight

the importance of improving and/or changing the way performance is assessed and

resources are allocated in MUOs. Thus the real achievement will be to develop a

sustainable framework of analysis of issues related with performance measurement and

resource allocation in MUOs.

- END OF CHAPTER ONE -



Chapter 2

Recent developments for assessing performance:

The evolution of frontier analysis methods

1. Introduction

During the last two decades, enormous attention has been given to the assessment and

improvement of the performance of productive systems. Economic activities at the firm,

industry, region or nation level are affected by the world-wide trend for improved

performance. During these decades, national economies, in Japan for example, have gained

economic advantage due to their ability to improve performance in their manufacturing and

service delivery systems. On the other hand, the continuous economic recessions in the

western world, the failure of the welfare state of the seventies in Europe and the subsequent

failures of the liberal and neo-liberal systems of the eighties to control public spending and

public deficit put enormous pressures on for-profit and not-for-profit organisations for the

improvement of performance as a means to long run viability 1 . More recently, the collapse

of the socio-economic structure in many eastern European countries has brought into focus

the question of performance in a previously unknown scale. The question of improving

performance has gained popularity among various political parties, and now, various

initiatives can be found that discuss the issue of performance as a distinct political,

economic and social concept.

1 1n the 1988-1 993 recession in the UK most organisations sought to increase their productivity by
cutting costs in order to survive under the adverse market conditions.

22
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In the UK during the 1980's there erupted, in particular, a concern for accountable

management within public sector organisations. Since then, a new generation of

professionals and academics has flourished, with a greater emphasis upon the assessment of

productive efficiency of systems. On the other hand, accountability and performance

measurement in the private sector received increased attention, mainly spurred, by the

unsuccessful experiences of auditing bodies (accounting firms) to uncover the true

performance prospects of many profit making organisations, (e.g. see the Poly-Peck and

BCCI fraud cases in the UK).

The revival of the performance measurement culture especially in the public sector but also

in the private, has brought closer the previously unconnected disciplines that are, by nature,

involved with the assessment of performance. Clearly, the assessment of performance has

political, economic, accounting and management science dimensions which could be

integrated for improving the way performance is assessed.

This chapter is organised as follows. Firstly, a review of performance measurement is made

emphasising its multi-dimensional nature. It is then argued that individual disciplines can

address the question of assessing performance in part. Thus a framework needs to be

developed for integrating the strong features of different disciplines within a common

performance measurement framework. This framework is called frontier analysis and its

development includes stochastic and deterministic variants. This chapter concentrates on

the nonparametric and deterministic aspects of frontier analysis with particular emphasis on

issues that will be used later on in the thesis.

2. Aspects of the multi-disciplinary nature of performance
measurement

For some authors the history of analysing performance of organisations is dated back to

Plato's and Aristotle's discussions about the effectiveness of different military organisations,

Hoagland (1964). Leonardo da Vinci in the fifteenth-century also studied performance

questions concerning the labour effort in shovelling. Evidently, the concept of performance

is an old problem in the history of sciences and philosophy. However, the glory of the

systematic development and assessment of performance belongs almost exclusively in the

post nineteenth century and in particular to F. Taylor who has been characterised as the
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father of scientific management2 . Leaving outside the history about its originator, scientific

management represents an attempt at improving the efficiency of various operating systems

using laws and methods from the natural sciences.

Since the development of scientific management other related disciplines have advanced

which define and consider the concept of performance from their own perspective. Figure

2.1, below lists four major disciplines with vast interests in the definition and assessment of

performance.

Figure 2.1

Alternative views on performance measurement

Politics

Economics}-i( Performance )-Accountingmeasurement

anageme
Sciences

Politics and performance

The assessment of the performance of systems has an inherent political dimension as it

reflects the purpose and mission of the system. Based on a set of ideological principles

political institutions seek to improve and enhance the performance of societies and

economies. For many political scientists, the assessment of performance of institutions

should primarily emphasise issues related with freedom, access to power, decision making

and rationalisation. The latter conception shows that economic achievements in societies

without democratic freedoms are not considered of any real value and it is argued that in the

long run the performance of these systems wifi decline and eventually collapse. This is

evident in the case of the ex-communist countries whose economic performance was

impeded by the lack of real political democracy.

2 Hoagland (1964), however, argues that many of Taylor's theories can be found published in
previous research work.
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Another area of linkage between politics and performance emanates from the concept of

political choice. This can be demonstrated by using as an example the privatisation of the

public utilities in the UK in the eighties. Advocates of privatisation argue that public

control of telecommunications, electricity, water, etc. prevent these companies from

operating efficiently, and therefore, should be run under private control. Competition and

market conditions are expected to stimulate the economy, reduce costs, thereby, benefit the

tax payer who will not have to contribute through taxation to the potential inefficient

operation of companies like British Telecom. Performance can be used, therefore, to

support decisions of political nature.

The opponents of privatisation, however, also use performance related arguments in order

to object to privatisation. For example, while Mayston (1993) argues that the political

decision to sell public assets has short run benefits on public finance he also claims that in

the long run the public "loses" the opportunity to gain fmancially from the very high profits

of these companies (e.g. £96 per second profits for British Telecom). The political debate

on performance issues seems to be endless and undoubtedly has very subjective nature.

Accounting and performance

The concept of organisational accountability in both profit and not-for-profit organisations

constitutes another dimension of performance. Accountability has strong political origins as

it is the process that informs shareholders 3 on the propriety of decisions made in

organisations. Historically, the accounting profession has been employed to generate

information related to organisational performance. Booth and Cocks (1990) state that the

accounting profession has traditionally been viewed as a neutral purveyor of the facts.

Solomon's (1978) discussion of accounting methodology describes it as a cartographic

method (accounting is financial mapmaking). Accounting's role in many types of

institutions is growing with time. Critiques and advocates give various explanations for this

phenomenon. The most important issue that arises from this debate, however, is whether

accounting information provides sufficient evidence on the performance of organisations.

Evidence obtained from the accounting literature emphasises that the current accounting

practices give little assurance to shareholders on whether companies perform adequately.

Shareholders in the public sector are assumed to be the taxpayers
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An empirical study in the private sector by Citron and Taffler (1992) found no correlation

between whether or not an audited firm received a going concern qualification and whether

or not it did subsequently fail in the next 12 months. The more general case of creative

accounting is well discussed in the accounting literature as an on-going and growing

problem of the accounting profession, Griffiths (1992) and Smith (1992). Similar messages

can also be found in the use of accounting practices in the public sector. For example, the

demanding data requirements for implementing the Resource Management Initiatives (RMI)

in the national health system have very high cost implications for developing appropriate

information systems without substantial performance returns, (National Audit Office

(1992).

Economics and performance

The economic approach to efficiency is perhaps the most elegant one. The reason for this

lies in that economic phenomena, such as production, are axiomatically defined and then

subsequently examined whether they are supported by real life facts. Productive efficiency

is perceived in economics as the outcome of comparing the actual output of productive

units against a theoretically defined maximum output given the resources they use. At the

theoretical level, this is represented by the notion of the production function which, in short,

represents an extreme relationship between inputs and outputs, and also, accounts for the

maximum obtainable amount of output for a given level of input and vice versa.

The closest association between efficiency and economics can be found in the theory of

production. Historically, one can find a number of key contributors that affected in one way

or another by the development of what we shall introduce later as frontier analysis.

Chambers (1990), in his monograph on production theory, uses the agricultural experiments

(1820-1830) of Von Thuenen as a starting point of production theory whilst recognising

Moore (1929) as one of the originators in using statistics to examine economic phenomena

such as the marginal productivity theory.

According to Lovell (1993) a departure point of efficiency studies is Knight's (1933) work

who defined efficiency as the ratio between outputs and inputs and furthermore discussed

issues related with the selection of inputs/outputs for assessing efficiency. Chambers (1990)

argues that, despite the earlier studies of production relationships, it was only after the

seminal work by Cobb and Douglas (1928) that the estimation of production function
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became commonplace in economics. Since then, more flexible production function forms

were developed and tested on empirical data.

Using theoretically defined production functions, economic theory progressed for a period

of twenty-five years by examining the extent to which empirical data was compliant with the

assumptions made in various production functions.

Love!! (1993) and Greene (1993) discuss in more detail the issues and problems related to

the econometric methodology for assessing efficiency. One can argue that the estimation of

econometric based frontiers, despite its advances during the last two decades, has yet to

address the problem of selecting appropriate functional forms, the distributional problems of

the inefficiency terms and the accommodation of multiple input-output cases. Schmidt

(1985) and Thanassoulis (1993) discuss in more detail the pros and cons of econometric

frontier estimation.

Management science and performance

As was mentioned earlier, the development of scientific management sought to borrow from

the natural sciences for improving performance of soclo-economic systems. In the post

second world war period, scientific management was enhanced by "operational research"

techniques. A large number of problems concerning resource allocation, location analysis,

transportation planning, educational and health care planning and delivery were supported

using tools like linear programming, project management (PERT, GANTT), decision trees,

simulation, and queuing theory.

The main emphasis of OR methods was to provide decision support for planning. These

efforts, however, did not consider the possibility of using operational research techniques in

a control mission for assessing organisational performance. As Charnes and Cooper (1978)

note:

"Almost no attention (by operational research) has been devoted to improved

procedures of accountability and/or other approaches to the control of

management behaviour"

The original engagement of management science techniques, notably linear programming, in

a pure control mode was launched by Charnes et al. (1978). This development initiated a

whole new area of expansion for management sciences which, apart from its own

development, has brought closer the previously diversified components of performance

measurement.
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In summary, performance measurement has very important political, accounting, economic

and management science affiliations. The definition and assessment of performance

measurement can vary from an abstract political concept to a set of performance indices

reported by accounting auditors. There is a fundamental agreement that performance

measurement needs to have a quantitative component at least where performance is

assessed by some type of ordinal or nominal scale.

3. The evolution of frontier analysis

3.1. Background discussion

The previous discussion focused on the political, accounting, economic and management

science dimension of performance measurement. As none of these disciplines can capture

performance measurement in full, some synthesis towards a unified framework is necessary.

An attempt towards that direction is made via frontier analysis.

Charnes et al. (1985) argue that Frich in (1935) analysing the chocolate production in

France concluded that methods were needed to estimate frontier functions. Moreover,

Aigner, Lovell and Schmidt (1977) mentioned:

The theoretical definition of a production function expressing the maximum

amount of output obtainable from given input bundles with fixed technology has

been accepted for many decades. And for almost as long, econometricians have

been estimating average production functions.

[Aigner, Lovell and Schmidt (1977, p.21)]

Traditional economic approaches use theoretically justified production functions and test

their behaviour on real data. Data sets that do not support the prespecified production

functions lead to two possible conclusions -either the specification of the production

function was inappropriate or the productive units in the analysis were very inefficient and

therefore, could not give a sufficient statistical fit. Unfortunately, problems like this do

not seem to have any obvious answer.

Farrell (1957) was the first to put forward an alternative, to the traditional economic,

framework for assessing productive efficiency. Farrell suggested that productive efficiency

should be assessed using empirical observations which avoids a-priori specification of

functional forms. A pictorial representation of the work promoted by Farrell (1957) is

given in Figure 2.2 below.
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Figure 2.2

Farrell decomposition of efficiency

Input 1 / Output

Figure 2.2 contains an example where decision making units (DMUs) require two inputs

for producing one output. The input quantities have been standardised per unit of output

produced and, therefore, the example has adopted a constant 4 returns to scale assumption.

Suppose that the efficient production function is known and given by the curve SS'. In

other words, the output that a perfectly efficient firm could obtain from any combination of

inputs. Let us also assume that the prices Pi ' P2 for the two input quantities are also

known, and the line AX (p1 x 1 + p2 x2 = C) has a slope equal to the ratio of the prices of the

two inputs, where C is the cost of securing one unit of output and x 1 , x2 are quantities of

input 1 and input 2 per unit of output produced.

Let us compare DMUs P and Q. They are both on the same ray from the origin which

implies that they employ the same input mix (proportions). However, DMU Q produces

the same output as P using only a fraction OQ/OP of the inputs used by Q. We shall

define, therefore, the ratio OQIOP as the technical efficiency of DMU Q.

It is equally important to find out the extent to which a firm uses the various factors of

production in the best proportions in the light of their prices. Comparing points Q and Q'

on the theoretical production function it is obvious that Q' uses the least cost input

Increasing (decreasing) the inputs by a constant factor would increase (decrease) the outputs
with the same factor.
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combination per unit of output produced. The costs of production at Q' are a fraction

OR/OQ of those at Q . This ratio is defined as the price or allocative efficiency of Q

and represents the price efficiency of all technically inefficient DMUs such as P that

have been projected at point Q.

Overall, if DMU P was technically and price efficient, its costs would be a fraction OR/OP

of what they are. This ratio is called the overall efficiency of DMU P and can be

decomposed into its technical and price efficiency components as follows:
O%p°%pxOR/QQ.

Farrell's work was innovative for a number of reasons:

•	 The need for specifying the. functional form of production functions prior to

estimating the productive efficiency from empirical data is relaxed,

•	 Efficiency was decomposed into technical, a/locative and overall components.

Later, he also added a scale efficiency component (Farrell and Feldstein (1962)),

• Linear programming in a performance measurement mode was used,

•	 The existence of multi-input and multi-output production functions was

recognised without, however, providing a way of estimating them.

Farrell's work did not find an immediate widespread use and it is Aigner and Chu (1968)

that launched the first attempt for assessing efficiency using Farrell's rationale. This

approach was a linear programming based one and was extended later by Forsund and his

associates (1976). The Aigner and Chu formulations will be discussed next.

Let us assume that a set of decision-making units (DMUs) use inputs X E R' to produce a

single output y € 9. It is also assumed that the amount of output produced using the

available input quantities is given by the following function:

y = f(X;f3)—u	 (M2.1)

Where 3 is a vector of parameters to be estimated, j the DMU and j= 1,... ,n is the number of

DMUs. The disturbance term uj is assumed to satisfy u1 ^ 0 and is deterministicaly defined.
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Using the functional form introduced in M2.1 Ainger and Chu (1968) used the goal-

programming model 5 in M2.2 to estimate the technical efficiency of DMUs.

n

Mm ' [f(x3)_y]

j=I

s.t.[f(xj3)_y]^o Vj

13^O

(M2.2)

This formulation allowed Aigner and Chu (1968) to estimate deterministic parameters f3 that

described the structure of the production function.

The efficiency of individual DMUs E_c was obtained as: Et_c 
=	

;*)

This type of frontier was used mainly for assessing the industry production function or the

so-called structural efficiency. The notion of the industry production function is elaborated

further in chapter four when the estimation of global organisational targets is discussed.

Along side of all these developments, a parallel stream of economic thought was developed

by Leibenstein (1976) postulating the existence of nonallocative inefficiency in production

(i.e. non-optimal mix of inputs in terms of cost minimisation or profit maximisation). Frantz

(1992) argues that until that time economists thought mainly about allocative inefficiency

and assumed that firms were always maximising their technical efficiency due to the

market's pressure. X-efficiency as a concept is more ambitious than the technical efficiency

as defined by Farrell (1957). Leibenstein (1976, 1987) clarified these distinctions:

"X-efficiency is not the same thing as what is frequently referred to as technical

efficiency, since X-efficiency may arise for reasons outside the knowledge or

capability of management attempting to do the managing ... . In other words, it is

not only a matter of techniques of management, or anything else technical in

carrying out decisions that is involved in X-efficiency",

[Leibenstein, 1976, p.27]

Lovell (1993) argues that there is scope for linking the literature of X-efficiency with the

performance measurement literature which was evolved in the post Farrell (1957) period.

In their formulation Aigner and Chu (1968) have taken a logarithmic transformation of inputs and

outputs as they assumed a so-called Cobb-Douglas production function linking inputs to the single

output produced ( y = c[J(x ) ).
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Leibenstein and Maital (1992) seem to agree with this as they appreciate the potential

similarities between X-efficiency and frontier analysis.

The turning point after Farrell (1957) in the assessment of productive efficiency came via

two parallel attempts6 for assessing performance at the firm level. The economic attempt

was made by Fare and Lovell (1978), whilst the operational research attempt was made by

Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes (1978). A new "technique" called data envelopment analysis

emerged from these initial attempts opening a very wide research area which since then has

gained widespread development.

In this research frontier analysis denotes the methodology that draws upon

economic, engineering economic, econometric, system, accounting and

operational research disciplines with the objective to assess productive efficiency

based on observed behaviour using the minimal possible sets of assumptions.

The remaining sections of this chapter attempt to review the technical side of frontier

analysis for assessing productive efficiency. The models presented refer to efficiency

models in the post Charnes and Cooper (1978) period.

3.2. Frontier analysis via Data Envelopment Analysis

This section focuses on the development of a framework for assessing the technical

efficiency of DMUs using the principles of frontier analysis. Frontier analysis is perceived

as having three interrelated components.

• A systems' component

• A mathematical programming component

• A decision support component

It is argued that in the last fifteen years the development of frontier analysis has been

drifting towards the mathematical programming component without a balanced

development of the other two components. This thesis will attempt to emphasise the

remaining two components.

Frontier analysis seeks to investigate the performance of productive systems which employ

input factors to deliver outcomes as represented diagrammatically in Figure 2.3.

6 
These attempts are limited to the non-parametric deterministic methodologies. One needs to

note that the presence of the stochastic methodologies for assessing productive efficiency (see

Jondrow et al. (1982)) which are outside the scope of the current thesis.
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Figure 2.3

Input-output systems for frontier analysis

INPUTS	 OUTPUTS

IN PUTS
	 OUTPUTS

The very nature of performance measurement is heavily influenced by the inputs/outputs

identified in a production process. For example, assessing the performance of schools using

as inputs the resources available at a school (no. of teachers, facilities and expenditure) and

as an output the examination achievements of pupils one can examine the rate that

individual schools utilise their resources by achieving high examination results. If, however,

the input list of the assessment included information on the entry standards, as well as

sociodemographic background of pupils the assessment would yield information concerning

the value added at schools, Thanassoulis and Dunstan (1994). Apart of the nature of the

input/output used in assessing performance, questions can also be raised concerning the

appropriate number of inputs/outputs for describing an activity process.

In economic literature one can find extreme opinions about the role of input-output systems

in assessing performance. For instance, Knight (1933) has argued that if all inputs and

outputs are included in assessing the efficiency of DMUs then they will all get an efficiency

of unity (100%). Knight, therefore, suggests for redefining productivity using only the

"useful" inputs and outputs. More recently Stigler (1976) and Ray (1988) have argued that

the measured inefficiency may reflect the failure to incorporate the right variables and the

right constraints and to specify the right economic objective, of the production unit.

The definition of input-output models incorporates behavioural aspects of an organisation

with profound implications for the subsequent assessment of performance. The frontier

analysis literature is short of systematic attempts for developing input-output models for

assessing efficiency. The methods chiefly used are statistical significance, influence

diagrams and expert opinion. As Varian (1988) argues, statistical significance has been

given emphasis in setting up input-output models without, however, supporting always the
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economic significance of the included variables. The process for defining input-output

production sets can be enhanced linking frontier analysis with other methodologies like the

cognitive mapping and systems dynamics approaches, Eden (1988).

3.3. Production possibilities and efficient frontiers

The discussion of any production activity in economic theory must draw on the notion of

the production possibility set. The production possibility set Ct is, in theory, an unknown

and it will therefore either be defmed in abstract or it will be defined using observed

production units. Let us suppose that we have data on a set of j = 1,...,n DMUs and each

DMU use inputs X E 9 to produce outputs Y e Thus, DMU j uses amount x of

input i to produce amount yq of output r. A referent production set (or production

possibility set) contains all input-output feasible combinations. Formally this can be stated

as follows:

{(x, Y)Ilnput vector X can produce output vector 	 (M2.3)

The definition of the production possibility set is strengthened further using the following

postulates:

Postulate 1. (Non-Stochastic) AU observed operating DMUs are included in the referent

set,

Postulate 2. (Inefficiency or Free disposal)

(a) If(X,Y)e ct and X'^X,then (X',Y)Ect

(b) If(X,Y)Eand Y'^Y,then (X,Y')e

Postulate 3. (Ray Unboundedness)

ff(X,Y)Ethen (kK,kY)EVk>O

Postulate 4. (Convexity)

If (xi , vi) cti,j = 1,. ..,n and	 are non - negative indices

such that	 p = 1, then 
(n t,x' ,	 p,YJ) e cti.

Postulate 5. (Minimality assumption)

C1 is the intersection of all ct satisfying Postulates 1, 2, 3, 4 and subject to
the condition that each of the observed vectors (xi , vi) e i, j = 1,. . . , n.

Postulates 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 can be used to define a constant returns to scale (CRS)

production possibility set shown below in M2.4.

CRS {(x Y)E m+s k ^	 y ^	 ^ o}	 (M2.4)
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Exclusion of postulate 3 wifi lead to the definition of a variable returns production

possibility set (VRS) shown below in M2.5.

j
(X Y) E R'1x ^	 Y ^

VRS	

^ 0 are scalars with	 = }
	

(M2.5)

The CRS and VRS production possibility sets in M2.4 and M2.5 have in common a

fundamental feature that includes as members of the production possibility set linear

combinations of inputs and outputs of observed DMUs. The convexity property, however,

affects the frontier of the production possibility set. In the case of CRS the frontier is

defined as a conical hull whilst in the case of VRS the frontier is defined as a convex hull of

the production possibility set.

To each production possibility set there corresponds an efficient frontier which

consists of a subset of its DMUs that satisfy the property of efficiency. Notice here that

the concept of an efficient frontier is linked with the production possibility set. Technical

efficiency can be defined as input-saving, output-augmenting or a combination of the two.

In an input-saving sense the efficiency E of DMU j under constant returns to scale can be

defined as follows:

E7 = min{OX ^ OX', Y ^ yf and (X, Y) € CRS}	 (M2.6).

All production possibilities (xi , y ) with a 0 = 1 are called Farrell-efficient DMUs and

constitute the Farrell efficient frontier. This definition, however, is not sufficient for

defining "truly" efficient frontiers in the Pareto sense. Koopmans (1951) defined technical

efficiency as follows:

A producer is technically efficient if an increase in any output requires a reduction

in at least one other output or an increase in at least one input, and if a reduction

in any input requires an increase in at least one other input or a decrease in at

least one output.	 [Koopmans, 1951, pp. 60]

The mathematical expression of this definition is as follows:

E' K max{	
IX^X'_sY^Y'+dand(XY)EtcRs}	

(M2.7)=	 s+d
sE9,dE9

An optimal solution of s*+d* = 0 to model M2.7 indicates that the corresponding assessed

DMU j is a Pareto-Koopmans efficient DMU. DMUs satisfying this criterion constitute an
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efficient subset of the frontier of a production possibility set. (In the remainder of the thesis

the term efficient frontier will always correspond to DMUs that satisfy the Pareto-

Koopmans criterion).

Farrell's efficiency in M2.6 is based on the radial contraction factor 0 which does imply that

at the boundary for some individual inputs (outputs) there is no scope for further reduction

(expansion). Koopmans efficiency in M2.7 investigates the performance of each input and

output of assessed DMUs beyond the radial contraction factor 0. Let us illustrate the

distinction between Farrell and Koopmans frontiers graphically using a two input

production possibility set standardised per unit of output as exhibited in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4
Farrell Vs. Pareto efficient frontiers

Input 1/Output

In Figure 2.4 above it is assumed that the theoretical production function is an unknown and

therefore efficiency is estimated on the basis of an empirical production function based on

the performance of DMUs A, B and C. The technical efficiency of DMU P is defined as the

ratio OP/OP and it estimates the proportionate excess use of input 1 and input 2 in

producing one unit of output. In the case of DMU D (and each DMU on its horizontal

expansion) the Farrell test will give an efficiency equal to one as the OD ray from the origin

meets DMU D without any interference from the efficient frontier. Is DMU D, then an

efficient one? Clearly not, as DMU C uses that same amount of input 2 and less amount of

input ito produce one unit of output. Farrell in his work in (1957) appreciated the problem

caused by these type of DMUs which he called "DMUs at infinity" without, however,

providing any methods for identifying the true efficiency of these DMUs. Using the

Koopmans definition of efficiency it is clear the DMU D is an inefficient DMU.
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3.4. Linear programming models for assessing efficiency

The frontier analysis discussion has so far succeeded in providing a systematic definition of

production possibility sets and their efficient frontier. The next step will be to define some

type of "metric" that would enable us to project inefficient DMUs on the efficient frontier of

their production possibility set in M2.4. This can be done using the linear programming

models developed by Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes (1978) which operationalised and

extended the earlier work by Farrell (1957).

The technical efficiency of a DMU j0 can be obtained in using the two-stage linear

programming model in M2.8. The assessment of efficiency can be done by using an input

contraction (CRS') or output expansion (CRS°) orientation. For convenience sake, only the

first stage of this process will be stated in the remainder of the thesis, assuming however,

that any numerical calculations for assessing efficiency require this two stage process.

Linear programming for assessing technical efficiency	 (M2.8)

CRS' - Input contraction

Stage 1 - Contraction factor ( 0)	 Stage 2 - Pareto test (j'r)
m

Mm O = 0	 Mm	 - s -
3, .3,

	

i=I	 r=I

n	 n

	

^ 0x Vi	 +s = 0	 Vt
j=1	 j=1

n

	

^ y47 Vr	 :&jyq —s	 y,	 Vr
j=I	 j=I

	A. ^O,O free	 ^O

CRS0 - Output expansion

Stage 1 - Expansion factor ( z)	 Stage 2 - Pareto test (di,dr)

	

s	 m

Max z = z	 Mm	 - d, - d
r=I

n	 n

	

Vi	 7.x+d1= x Vi
j=I	 j=I

n	 n

	

Vr	 ?jyq_dZtyrjo Vr

j=I	 j=I

dd? ^O

	

X^O,z free	
f r' j

Where x is the level of th input and	 is the level of rth output of the th DMU; m and s

are the dimensions of the input and output space respectively and n is the number of DMUs.
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The solution process in M2.8 yields input contraction or output expansion efficiencies

obtained from a two-stage process. Stage 1 seeks to identify the maximum pro rata input

decrease or output increase. The optimal solutions obtained correspond to the Farrell type

of efficiency discussed earlier on. Stage 2 investigates the potential extra input reduction or

output expansion beyond that which is already achieved at the first stage 7 . The combined

solutions from stage 1 and stage 2 can be used for identifying Pareto-Kooprnans efficient

DMUs.

A DMU j0 will be efficient if and only if the solution of the input contraction LP
model is 0* =1 and 51* =•±* =OVi,r. Similarly DMU Jo will be efficient if and

only if the solution of the output expansion LP is z = 1 and s = s = 0 Vi,r.

Charnes et al. (1978) baptised the method used for assessing efficiency, "data

envelopment analysis" (DEA), in an attempt to describe the rationale of the method: use

the relatively efficient DMUs of a production possibility set in order to create an efficient

envelope for inefficient DMUs. From the solution of model M2.8 emanate a number of

observations summarised below:

• Model M2.8 assesses the efficiency of DMUs under constant returns to scale

by solving an LP problem for each observed DMU in the production possibility

set cRS

•	 For each assessed DMU j 0 the solution process of M2.8 seeks to identify a

comparator	 (or	 combination	 of)	 efficient	 DMUs

that dominate j 0 in all

input/output dimensions. It can be argued that this mechanism is based on an

offensive behaviour of the relatively efficient DMUs over the inefficient ones.

• The technical efficiency of a DMU j 0 is measured by the radial contraction 0

or radial expansion factor z respectively. Despite the suggestions for

adjusting the radial efficiencies to incorporate the slacks, Ali (1991), it is argued

here that efficiency should be defined from the radial factors obtained in the

first stage of M2.8.

• There is an inverse relationship between the input contraction 0 and output

expansion z efficiencies under constant returns to scale. It can be shown

(see Seiford and Thrall (1990)) that in the optimal solution of M2.8 the following

The original formulation by Charnes et al. (1979), compounds the two stages in one by including

the slack variables in the objective function of the first stage multiplied by very small coefficients.

This method despite its simplicity creates computational difficulties by Ali and Seiford (1989).
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relation holds: 0* = 3./s. This, however, should be seen as a special case

(constant returns to scale) and not as a general rule.

The linear programming model in M2.8 will be used in the rest of the thesis as the basic

component for assessing the efficiency of decision making units.

3.5. An alternative formulation of DEA: The defensive LP model

The mathematical programming models employed in M2.8 were interpreted as "offensive"

DEA models due to the use of composite DMUs as comparators to

inefficient DMUs. An alternative (value based) formulation can, however, be given for

assessing efficiency based on the dual form of the models in M2.8. Value based models will

present DEA in the light of a generalised total factor productivity index, often met in

accounting and economic literature.

A total factor productivity index TFP of a DMU or firm can be defined as the weighted sum

of its outputs divided by the weighted sum of its inputs. Using the notation used earlier in

DEA the TFP of DMU j is given in M2.9.

TFP =
j	 m	 u,v^O.	 (M2.9)

i=1	
'1J

The selection of the weights for inputs v,' and outputs u respectively in M2.9 leads to the

value of TFP for individual firms. The absence of market prices that will convert TFP into

monetary terms necessitates the assignment of arbitrary weights reflecting the relative

importance of individual inputs/outputs in assessing productivity. Very often an assignment

of equal weights among inputs and outputs is used to resolve the problem of input/output

aggregation. The presence of non-commensurate inputs/outputs causes extra difficulties in

the assessment of weights of importance.

In DEA the TFP formulation is enhanced by selecting weights based on a comparative basis.

In other words, the weights are treated as variables of an optimisation problem that seeks to

maximise the TFP of individual DMUs, subject to the constraint that no other DMU can

achieve a TFP value higher than unity (or some other upper limit). This is similar to the

engineering definition of efficiency where the energy produced by a process cannot exceed

the energy consumed for its generation, Charnes et al. (1985d).
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The mathematical formulation of this model is given in M2. 10 as was developed by Charnes

et al. (1978) and modified by Charnes eta!. (1979).

ilax	
U'Yr

i

s.t.	 ^1 Vj=1,...,n	

(M2.l0)i=I

>0 Vr

:

>0 Vi
:

The model in M2. 10 is a linear fractional programming problem which can be converted to

an ordinary linear programme using the Charnes and Cooper (1961) transformation.

However, the important feature of this model lies more on the interpretation of its

mechanism rather than on its mathematical transformation.

An assessed DMU Jo "chooses" the set of weights (v1'" , u) that maximise its

efficiency TFP . The same weights are then attached to all other DMU5 which

try to "defend" their efficiency. If no other DMU reaches a higher efficiency score

using the weights of the assessed DMU j0 the DMU is efficient; otherwise

inefficient.

Based on this rationale the model in M2.10 will be called a defensive DEA model . The

linear programming equivalent (for the output expansion case 8) of model M2. 10 is provided

next in M2. 11 which is the dual mathematical model for the output expansion in M2.8.

8 
An equivalent formulation holds for the input contraction case which was omitted to avoid

repetitions.
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Offensive - Defensive output expansion DEA models

CRS0 - Offensive	 CRS0 - Defensive 	 (M2.11)

Max z	 Mm Ec°Rs =	 V1XU0

n
—X1x+s =—x 	 i1,...,m	 s.t.	 IUrYO	 =1

X1 y —s =	 r = 1,.. .,s	
m'V V•X••UrYrjtj= 0

	

I	 If

zfreeand?^O,Vj sT,s^O	 ViUrtj^O

	

Strong Complementary Slackness Condition 	 (M2.1 2)

- x v =0 and	 + v >0.

Sr xu=O

The solutions obtained via the offensive and defensive DEA models are linked via the

duality theorem in mathematical programming. They, therefore, yield the same objective

function value whilst their variables are linked via the Strong Complementary Slackness

Condition (SCSC) stated in M2. 12. The importance of the complementarity between the

solutions of the two problems will be discussed more extensively in the fourth chapter of

this thesis.

3.6. Decomposing technical efficiency

The technical efficiency obtained by M2.8 is under constant returns to scale. Banker et al.

(1984) relaxed this assumption and developed ways for disentangling technical efficiency

into scale and pure technical components. The idea is illustrated using the small numerical

example in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5

Efficient frontiers & returns to scale assumptions
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Figure 2.5 represents a single input-output production technology made of DMUs Ul-U6.

Under the assumption of constant returns to scale, DMU U2 is the only efficient DMU as it

has the highest output per unit of input (5/3). The efficient frontier is in this case made of

the conical hull OU2E which is an envelopment surface that can be stated as

(x2 , Y3 ^ o}, where X2 and Y2 are the inputs/outputs of DMU U2. DMU U5 should,

therefore, either expand its output along the ray U5E or contract its input along the ray

U50 in order to be technically efficient.

The frontier is developed under the assumption that DMU U2 can be extrapolated to points,

say, E and G without altering its output to input ratio. Relaxing this assumption one may

redefine the efficient frontier without allowing scale extrapolations. The best observed

practices, therefore, will be selected on the basis of performance given their scale of

operation. The frontier in Figure 2.5 will be redefined, therefore, to be the piece-wise

segment U1U2U3U4. This frontier is a variable returns to scale (VRS) frontier and is made

of convex combinations of the extreme points lying on its surface.

DMU U5 is an output-inefficient DMU projected on the envelopment surface U2U3 defined

as {t 2 (x2, )+ .t3(x3, Y3)It2 + .t3 = i}. DMU US, in this case, should expand its output by

a factor of 2.10 which is equivalent with the ratio LF/L,US (47.5% output efficiency). In

the input side DMU U5 should contract its input by a factor of 2.155 which corresponds to

the segment U5K (46.4% efficiency).
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There are a number of important observations emanating from the VRS frontier.

• The orientation of the efficiency assessment (input or output) affects the facet of

the projection and therefore input and output efficiency of a DMU will not be the

same.

• Combining the constant and variable returns to scale frontier we can define a

new efficiency component, namely the scale efficiency of a DMU. For example

the output scale efficiency of DMU U5 is LF / LE.

Finally a frontier of mixed character can be developed where extrapolations are permitted

for only a subset of efficient DMUs. Let us consider the piecewise segment 0U2U3U4.

This will be defined as a non-increasing returns to scale (NIRS) frontier. Under this

assumption, the scale size of technical efficient DMUs, e.g. DMU U2, can be extrapolated

for comparisons with smaller, e.g. DMU U!, but not larger DMUs, e.g. DMU U3. This

type of frontier is used very rarely in the DEA literature, Tulkens et al. (1993), Fare et al.

(1983).

Banker et al. (1984) and Fare et al. (1985) extended the original DEA models in order to

estimate efficiency under the new set of assumptions. The offensive and defensive (dual)

version of these models for an output expansion case are provided in M2. 13.

DEA models for pure technical efficiency 	 (M2.13)

Offensive output expansion 	 Defensive output expansion

variable returns to scale VRS	 variable returns to scale VRS

Max p
tJ , p	 In

Miii E° =	 v.x.. +oVRS	 i=I	 'Jo
,	 II X <	 X	 i=1	 m

	

u -	 u.
s.t.	 uy.	 =1

-"V	 ii.ij.<—nu	 r=1	 s	 r=I r 1J0

	

_ r' jJ - rJ,7	 ,...,

	• 1 

°	

VIX,) -
	

UrYrj + 0) ^ 0

vi ,ur ^O;o) free

	

p_free and ^ 0, Vj	 ___________________________________

Offensive output expansion 	 Defensive output expansion

non-increasing returns to scale NIRS 	 non-increasing returns to scale NIRS

	

In previous formulation change ,	 ^ 1	 In above formulation change w ^ 0

Model M2.13 differs from the original DEA model in M2.8 in that it has an extra

(convexity) constraint added in the offensive model and the extra free variable ( w) added

in the defensive model. The changes for the non-increasing returns to scale are also
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provided in the last row of the formulation. The solution of model M2. 13 yields estimates

on the pure managerial efficiency (1/p*)of assessed DMUs. Combining the technical

efficiency from M2.1 1 and pure technical efficiency from M2.13 we can obtain the output

expansion scale efficiency index as the ratio z / p*.

3.7. Economies of scale & most productive scale size

The definition of DEA efficient frontiers has been associated with scale related issues. As a

result efficient frontiers that satisfy three different assumptions of returns to scale were

developed. A constant returns to scale frontier assumes that proportionate inputs'

reductions (increases) would be followed by equiproportionate outputs decrea3es

(increases). A variable returns to scale assumption allows deviations in both directions.

These directions constitute the nature of scale inefficiency and are listed below.

• A DMU operates under local increasing returns to scale if a proportionate

increase (decrease) to its inputs will result in a higher than proportionate

increase (decrease) to its outputs.

• A DMU operates under local decreasing returns to scale if a proportionate

increase (decrease) to its inputs will result in a lower than proportionate increase

(decrease) to its outputs.

The discussion will be facilitated using the geometric illustration of Figure 2.6.
Figure 2.6

Classifying local economies of scale

0	 '	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
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As discussed earlier, DMU U2 has the highest ratio of output per DMU of input and is,

therefore, the only efficient DMU under an assumption of constant returns to scale. A

different efficient frontier is, however, obtained under a variable returns to scale
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assumption. DMUs U 1 and U3 and U4 are, therefore, pure managerially efficient but scale

inefficient DMUs.

Banker et al. (1984) observed that the point of intersection between the constant and

variable returns to scale frontiers can be used for characterising the nature of scale

inefficiencies for individual DMUs. The segments below point U2 such as U1U2

characterise local increasing returns to scale whilst the segments above point U2 such as

U2U3 and U3U4 characterise local decreasing returns to scale. An immediate implication

from this definition is that DMIJs will get returns to scale characterisation depending on the

segment of the VRS frontier they are projected.

A numerical criterion for characterising increasing or decreasing returns to scale can be

obtained from the extent to which CRS efficient DMUs adjust their scale size to be

compared with inefficient DMUs. In the case of DMU U5, its comparator (DMU U2)

needs to expand its performance up to point E. This can be expressed using the scale

indicator

A°=OE/0U2. As A°> 1 this implies that the non-optimal scale of DMU U5 is larger than

the scale of DMU U2 which operates under constatit returns to scale. For the input

contraction orientation of the efficiency of DMU U5 its comparator (DMU U2) needs to

move at point G. This can be expressed using the scale indicator A'=OG/0U2 which, as it

is less than unity, indicates that the non-optimal scale of U5 is smaller that DMU's U2 and

therefore DMU U2 operates under local increasing returns to scale.

The notion of the Most Productive Scale Size (MPSS) of scale inefficient DMUs is also

related with the assessment of scale inefficiencies in DEA. Banker (1985) defined MPSS

for an input-output combination as follows.

• A production possibility (x, Y) E VRS is a MPSS for its input and output mix,

if and only if for all (aX,Y)E cI VRS we have a ^ 3.

Banker and Thrall (1992) showed that a MPSS corresponds to points of the efficient

frontier that maxiniise the average productivity (= a43) of a production possibility given its

input output mix (aX,13Y). According to that definition DMU U2 in Figure 2.6 is the only

MPSS DMU. This implies that the projection of U5 on points G or E albeit results in

efficient positions they do not maximise the average productivity of DMU U5. Banker et

al. (1984) and Banker and Thrall (1992) have shown that the scale factor A, as defined
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above, indicates the extent to which DMUs operate away from their most productive scale

size.

The MPSS for DMU U5, therefore, can be estimated as ('1,//Ao Yy/0) for output

expansion or	 for input contraction strategies. In the two dimension case

these two points coincide, without this being the case in the multiple input/output

case.

To characterise economies of scale in a multi-input multi-output case Banker et al. (1984)

gave a set of criteria which were generalised latter by Banker and Thrall (1992). A different

set of criteria has also been suggested by Fare et al. (1985) and Forsund et al. (1992). In

our view, the question of identifying economies of scale using DEA will need further

elaboration for comparing and integrating the alternative tests suggested in the literature.

Table 2.1 lists the Banker and Thrall (1992) criteria for characterising returns to scale.

Table 2.1

Criteria for identifying returns to scale (output expansion case)

Characterisation	 Offensive model (M2.8)	 Defensive model (M2.13)

Local increasing	 A =	 <1 for all optimal solutions	 ,,
returns to scale

Local decreasing	 A =	 ? > 1 for all optimal solutions	 0 < i)	 ^ (1)

returns to scale

Constant returns	 A =	 ?J = 1 for all optimal solutions	 -

to scale

The criteria for characterising economies of scale in DEA as listed in Table 2.1 are based on

the solutions of the offensive DEA model under constant returns to scale and/or the

defensive DEA model under variable returns to scale (output expansion). The scale factor

A has already been mentioned in the discussion of Figure 2.6. Economies of scale can also

be characterised using the sign of the o variable estimated by the solution of the defensive

VRS model. For example, a DMU with range of w > 0 in output expansion efficiency

operates under local decreasing returns to scale whilst in an input contraction efficiency the

criterion operates with reverse signs and therefore range of w > 0 characterises local

increasing returns to scale. In Figure 2.6 the w variables denoted as o and O respectively

correspond to input contraction and output expansion cases.
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The returns to scale investigation is illustrated next for the six DMUs used in our example.

The relevant information is provided in Table 2.2 below.

Table 2.2
Returns to scale for the six DMU

(Output expansion - Input contraction)

Model (M2.8)	 Model (M2.13)

DMU	 ^	
Returns to scale

Output	 Input	 Output	 Input
	 Output Input

Ui	 0.6	 0.4	 (-° -2]	 [0.66, 1]	 Incr	 Incr

U2	 1	 1.0	 -	 Con	 Con

U3	 2	 1.4	 [0.42, 0.71]	 [-2.5, -0.75]	 Decr	 Decr

U4	 3	 1.6	 [0.62, 1]	 (- ° -1.6]	 Decr	 Decr

U5	 1.6	 0.6	 1	 0.26	 I....'. .Decr	 mar

U6	 1.3	 0.2	 3	 0.50	 Deer mncr

DMU U2 is the only technical efficient DMU and therefore operates a most productive

scale size. As technical efficient (CRS) DMUs operate under constant returns to scale

possible estimation of w values has not any scale efficiency relevance. For technically

inefficient DMUs, however, the estimation of the range of 0) values is essential for

characterising the presence of economies of scale. It is interesting to observe from Table

2.2 that for manageriall y efficient but scale inefficient DMUs the w variable takes multiple

optimal values.

4. Managerial implications of DEA

Frontier analysis as a methodology was originally developed for addressing real life

managerial questions. Indeed, the very early application of the method by Charnes et al.

(1978) and (1981) sought to compare the performance of national educational programmes

(program follow through) in the USA. Use of frontier analysis models for assessing

performance has many by-products with profound managerial implications, Boussofiane et

al. (1991). We shall discuss next a set of direct implications of frontier analysis whilst more

advanced issues are discussed in the next section.
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• Target setting

The assessment of efficiency using frontier analysis models is based on the projection of

inefficient DMUs on the efficient frontier and therefore each inefficient DMU is given a set

of input-output targets that would render it efficient relative to the frontier. This feature of

frontier analysis is called target setting and as we shall see in chapters three and four target

setting is a very important element of organisational control and planning.

The target setting formulae of DEA models are listed in Table 2.3.

Table 2.3
Target setting using DEA

Constant Returns to	 Input contraction X Rs = 8X, - S	 V CRS =	 + Sr

scale (M2.8)	 Outputexpansion Xg 5 = X_S	 V }'c°Rs=Z'j+

Variable Returns to	 Input contraction XRs =XJ — d1 v	 =	 Y, +d

scale (M2.13)	 Output expansion X° = Xj 	 v Yv°RS =p°Y +dVRS

The assessment of efficient targets for inefficient DMUs should be seen as independent from

the efficiency of the corresponding DMUs. For example, in the constant returns to scale

case the input and output efficiency are equal. However, the estimated input and output

targets yield different points on the efficient frontier.

. Focus on performance profile

The operating profile of a DMU is determined by the amount (size) and mix of inputs

employed and the mix of outputs delivered. For a given input/output mix DEA can provide

useful information, namely virtual inputs/outputs on the extent to which inputs and outputs

contribute to the efficiency of assessed DMUs.

The output expansion efficiency of a DMU is EJcRS = l i m	 , given that the
i=1	 Jo

weighted sum of outputs has been standardised as 	 Ury* = 100. The contribution of

the ith input and rth output to the assessed efficiency can be defined as v.x and uy
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respectively. The higher9 the contribution to the assessed efficiency the better the

performance of the DMU is on that particular input/output. A cautionary note must be

made concerning DMUs with multiple optimal sets of weights. These are typically

relatively efficient DMUs and methods for focusing on their performance are discussed in

chapter six.

5. Recent developments of frontier analysis

Frontier analysis, as an econometric and operational research method, has witnessed

considerable expansion during the last twenty years. Seiford (1990), provides a

comprehensive listing of most of the published and unpublished frontier analysis literature.

The number of 500 papers listed in Seiford's literature review indicates the widespread

theoretical and applied expansion of the field. The latter, however, makes it difficult to

keep up with this expansion in a literature review chapter. A judgmental selection was

made therefore to report advanced research issues of frontier analysis since its inception by

Farrell (1957).

The chronological tree of frontier analysis

1986	 1986

	

1984, 1990	

/'Itabl"\ (caI"\
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1991

1992, 1991,
1993 (Pefloc_,)	 /	 I	 \	 1993
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This effectively can create problems as units with, say, very Pow input values would put the

majority of their weight on this particular input. In the subsequent discussion we report methods

used in the literature for preventing these extreme phenomena.
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The review is organised by a thematic area of development without following a

chronological time progress.

• The structure of the Production Possibility set

This is perhaps the area where most research effort has been concentrated since the original

development of DEA by Charnes et al. (1978). The first extension by Banker et a!. (1984)

relaxed the constant returns to scale production possibility set to one of variable returns to

scale. Banker and Morey (1986a) move further by making distinctions between controllable

and uncontrollable inputs and outputs in assessing technical efficiency. These models were

complemented later by Thanassoulis and Dyson (1992). Banker and Morey (1986b) also

introduced categorical variables in assigning priorities in the comparisons between DMUs

that satisfy given properties. For example, in assessing the performance of restaurants one

may restrict efficient restaurants that have drive-in facilities to be compared with restaurants

without these facilities but not the other way round. This idea, was generalised later by

Dyson et al. (1993) introducing the notion of multiple production functions within a given

production possibility set.

The convexity of a production possibility set was relaxed as early as (1983) by Deprins et

a!. in assessing the performance of post offices in Belgium. This extension received wide

publicity and was named Free Disposal Hull (FDH) about seven years later with Tulkens

(1990) and his associates at the Centre of Operations Research and Econometrics leading

this research direction. The FDH idea is based on the observation that the production

possibility set should be made by firms using inputs and outputs without however

recognising linear combinations of the observed firms as members of the production

possibility set.

The FDH efficient frontier is illustrated graphically in Figure 2.7 using our earlier numerical

example in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.7
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Under the FDH assumption the efficient frontier is made of DMUs Ui, U2, U3, U4 which

has a step-wise shape. The output expansion required for DMU U5 is now U5C as

compared to U5B under VRS and U5A under CRS assumptions respectively. DMU U5 is

inefficient as compared with only DMU U2. This is because U5 is located within the area

of "dominance" of DMU U2 (shaded area) which assumes that the efficient DMU U2 will

always deliver its current outputs if it is provided with more input (disposability). The FDH

idea was extended further by Athanassopoulos and Storbeck (1992) in assessing spatial

efficiency whilst similar principles have been developed independently by Petersen (1990).

Defining efficiency metrics

Earlier developments of frontier analysis reveal that the definition of production possibility

sets and their efficient frontiers should be kept separate from the measure of efficiency of

DMUs. To do that one needs to employ "metric functions" that measure the distance

between inefficient DMUs and the efficient frontier. A variety of metric measures followed

the initial developments by Debreu (1951) and Farrell (1957). One needs to mention the

work by Fare and Lovell (1978) which developed the so-called Russell efficiency index; the

Charnes et al. (1985c) attempt which developed the additive DEA model; the Zieschang

(1984) attempt to link the Russell-efficiency index with DEA and the Fare et al. (1985) and

(1993) attempt to define hyperbolic efficiency metrics.

In summary, the main debate on efficiency measures focuses on whether they have a radial

or non-radial nature. Economists like Russell (1985) express the view that efficiency
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indices should be homogenous of degree-i and as non-radial measures fail to satisfy this test

they are "undesirable". In the management science field Thanassoulis and Dyson (1992)

have found advantages in using non-radial efficiency measures for target setting. The

advantages of the non-radial efficiency metrics will be capitalised and further developed in

chapters four and five of this thesis.

Weight restrictions and value frontiers

The original development of DEA by Charnes et al. (1978) was based on the assumption

that each assessed DMU should have free choice in selecting weights for inputs and outputs

without any preliminary restrictions (see defensive DEA model in M2.11). However, this

era lasted until 1986 when Thomson et al. (1986) argued that in selecting potential sites for

the location of a nuclear research laboratory, they had to restrict the flexibility of weights in

order to reduce the number of DMUs assessed as efficient by the standard DEA. This

attempt was followed by a very rapid expansion of ideas on how weight constraints should

be imposed in assessing efficiency, Dyson and Thanassoulis (1988), Charnes et a!. (1990)

and Beasley (1988), Thanassoulis et al. (1994), Dyson eta!. (1993) and Cook et al. (1990).

Dyson et al. (1993) in a later attempt sought to investigate the consequences of the use of

weight restrictions on the production possibility set of DMUs, the efficient frontier and

finally the efficiency metrics. Weight restrictions have so far been used either for reducing

the number of efficient DMUs in ordinary DEA or for incorporating experts' opinion of the

importance of some of the inputs/outputs on the assessed efficiency. These uses are,

however, subject to intense research focus seeking to develop systematic methods for

setting weight restrictions and understanding the full impact of weight restrictions on the

efficiency process.

. Integrating the time element into efficiency assessments

The original use of frontier analysis was based on cross section observations and therefore

the efficiency of DMUs was assessed for a particular time period. Charnes et al. (1985)

introduce the notion of window-analysis for assessing performance over time. In window

analysis, DMUs with data over a number of time periods are assessed by considering

observations from adjacent'° time periods on one cluster. Next, another cluster of

10 
The number of time periods combined was decided arbitrarily
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observations is created by removing the latest time period from the previous cluster and

adding observations from one further time period.

The major integration of time into the assessment of efficiency was later developed by Fare

et al. (1990) which introduced the so-called maim quist indices. In the Malmquist analysis a

combination of four performance indices are estimated for each DMU. For example if the

DMU is observed in time period t and t+ 1 then we estimate the efficiency of the observed

DMU at t against the frontiers at t and t+ 1; we also estimate the efficiency of the observed

DMU at t+1 against the frontiers at t and t+1. Fare et ai. (1990) and (1992) use the

geometrical mean of these indices to define the technological progress/regress of DMUs.

Maim quist analysis has for the last four years been an area of rapid research expansion,

Forsund (1992), Lovell (1993). This research has sought to advance the earlier Malmquist

models and to decompose efficiency over time into economic components. Attempts to use

Malmquist types of analysis for decision support can be found in Athanassopoulos and

Thanassoulis (1994) and are discussed in more detail in chapter nine of this thesis.

•	 Organisational science, frontier analysis & decision support

Lewin and Minton (1986) launched an attempt to open a research debate for opening a

communication network between the general managerial concepts of performance and

organisational effectiveness and frontier analysis. Epstein and Henderson (1988) moved

further and examined the appropriateness of frontier analysis as tools for control and

diagnosis.

At the operational level, Lewin et al. (1993) used frontier analysis to support the

identification of strategic groups in the brewing industry in the USA. Athanassopoulos and

Ballantine (1993) on the other hand worked at the corporate firm level to examine the

performance differences between strategic groups in the UK grocery industry, using frontier

analysis as the performance yardstick. The early sign of these studies are that frontier

analysis can be used for advancing the current state of the art methodologies used in

strategic planning. Further research work in this area can be found in the doctoral theses of

Gerberman (1992) and Lerne (1992) which are concerned with the use of frontier analysis

for addressing strategic management issues.
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•	 The econometric school of frontier analysis

The early development of non-parametric frontier analysis in (1978) was followed by a

series of studies comparing DEA with traditional econometric techniques. Banker et al.

(1984), used a known production function with simulated observations to compare

econometric with envelopment frontier analysis. Banker et al. (1986) also compared DEA

with the translog production function in assessing the cost efficiency of hospitals. Ferrier

and Lovell (1990) employed econometric and linear programming frontier methods for

assessing the cost efficiency in banking. More recently Thanassoulis (1993), has compared

ordinary least squares regression with DEA as tools for performance measurement and

target setting. These studies have sought to emphasise the differences between

econometrics and envelopment frontier analysis and have sometimes resulted in

considerable methodological debates between the students of the two methods, (see the

debate between Charnes, Cooper and Sueyoshi (1988) and Evans and Heckman (1988)

about the break-up of Bell telecommunications due to the violation of monopolistic

regulations).

A second and perhaps more interesting field, concerns the attempts for linking econometric

and data envelopment frontier estimation in assessing productive efficiency. Here we have

two main schools of development.

One of these schools considers DEA as a first stage process where DMUs are assessed for

their performance and then are adjusted to their efficient levels (targets) The second stage

makes use of econometric models for estimating production/cost functions based on the

adjusted (inefficiency free) observations. These type of studies have been advocated by Ray

(1988), Tulkens et a!. (1993), Cooper and Galhiegos (1991) and Sexton et al. (1991).

The second school seeks to relax the deterministic nature of DEA in at least two ways.

Land et al. (1991) and (1993) sought to estimate efficiency by introducing uncertainty into

the coefficients of the DEA assessment. This study was based on the chance-constraint

approaches developed long ago by Charnes and Cooper (1959). Stochastic DEA has also

been developed by Petersen and Olesen (1992) in an attempt to introduce quality dimension

in the assessment of performance.

•	 Computational aspects of frontier analysis

The non parametric frontier analysis methods that were discussed in this chapter have a

linear programming nature. Thus the computational problems that emerge from frontier
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analysis can be addressed using the powerful linear programming codes that are

commercially available (e.g. GAMS, MPL, AIMMS, SAS/OR, LP88). The solution of

separate linear programmes for each assessed DMU requires, however, the generation of a

sequence of similar but not identical problems to be solved. Therefore, the computational

problems related with frontier analysis are related mainly with speed and efficiency.

During the writing of this thesis there were two commercial software codes specifically

designed for non-parametric frontier analysis. The first, is called IDEAS and was developed

by Dr. Au (1989) whilst the second in called the Warwick-DEA (1987) and was developed

by the DEA research team at the University of Warwick. A small numerical illustration of

the computational efficiency of the Warwick -DEA is given in Table 2.4.

Table 2.4
Efficient algorithmic procedures using the Warwick-DEA

(3 Inputs - 3 Outputs in 486DX processor)

No. of DMUs	 Efficient DMUs 10 %	 Efficient DMUs 20 %

50	 4sec	 9sec

200	 lOsec	 24sec

600	 125 sec	 220 sec

2000	 600 sec	 1020 sec

The special structure of a DEA formulation enables the frontier analysis program to develop

preliminary tests that identify the dominated DMUs using simple ratio analysis. Dominated

DMUs are removed from the basis of the corresponding linear program and therefore the

size of the linear programming matrix that needs to be inverted is reduced substantially.

6. Conclusion

The assessment of performance of economic systems has undoubtedly gained substantial

publicity over the last two decades. Traditional ways of management and decision making

are constantly being revised, and decision support tools are needed to keep up with these

changes. Traditional mechanisms of control and performance diagnosis have an accounting

bias which do not provide all necessary information concerning the assessment of

performance.
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Frontier analysis seeks to co-ordinate and integrate research efforts from different

disciplines by assessing the productive efficiency of DMUs. The rapid expansion of the field

during the last twenty years indicates the healthy prospects of the method in assessing

performance. The frontiers of frontier analysis are constantly expanded with applications in

previously "virgin" research areas.

The remaining chapters of the thesis will seek to use/extend the existing technology of

frontier analysis in assessing the performance of profit making outlets, whilst a new frontier,

analysis framework will be developed for linking target setting with resource allocation in

non-profit multi unit organisation.

- END OF CHAPTER TWO -



Chapter 3

Target setting as an aid for control & planning in

"need based" MUOs

1. Introduction-Motivation

This is the first chapter that deals with performance and planning issues in multi-unit

organisations (MUOs) engaged in a-posteriori decision making. The flexibility of individual

DMUs to allocate their resources with some degree of autonomy presupposes the use of

control and co-ordination mechanisms from central management. The type of organisations

discussed in this section, namely MUOs, involve at least two levels of hierarchy. This

implies that the analysis anticipates at least two groups of stakeholders, notably central

management and individual DMUs' management. For example, central management could

represent the governmental policy whilst DMUs could be local authorities. Alternatively

central management could be a local education authority (LEA) and DMUs could be the

individual schools within the LEA.

In the introductory chapter of this thesis the importance of control and planning mechanisms

in MUOs was highlighted. Anthony (1965) defines control as the "mechanism that ensures

that plans are achieved or goals are attained". To pursue this task organisations employ

performance measurement mechanisms. These mechanisms have a reactive role based on

the assessment and reporting of past performance. Managerial control, however, can be

utilised further if linked with the planning process in MUOs. Target setting is being

advocated as the process that could enhance managerial control with planning features.

This undoubtedly requires systematic development of the target setting process within

MU Os, and will be the main theme of this chapter.

57
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The rest of the chapter is organised as follows. The essential components of performance

measurement are discussed whilst particular emphasis is given to the importance of

assessing organisational efficiency. The various aspects of goal setting in organisations are

introduced and a comparison is made between target setting and efficiency assessments as

tools for monitoring performance. The superiority of target setting over simple efficiency

measurement is advocated and a set of principles that would enhance target setting as a tool

for managerial control and planning are provided. The chapter concludes with an analysis

of the operational implications of the target setting principles on the frontier analysis

methods introduced in chapter 2. This is expected to highlight the potential extensions to

frontier analysis necessary for addressing the new features of target setting.

2. Performance issues in non-profit MUOs

Performance review has always been an essential element in the management of public

sector organisations. It is becoming critical today with the increased demand for

"improving" the services provided by the public sector. Despite the "popularity" of the

notion of performance in public sector activities, little work has been done todate defining

the term in its full dimension. The performance measurement manifesto addressed by the

Audit Commission (1985) emphasised that performance cannot be captured sufficiently as a

single dimension issue. The Audit Commission, and authors in public economics e.g.

Brown and Jackson (1990), identify performance as comprising of three successive

components, namely Effectiveness, Economy and Efficiency.

Effectiveness measures to what extent an organisation has achieved its targets; to measure

effectiveness a set of predetermined ideal targets (outcomes) are contrasted with the actual

outcomes of the organisation. Economy measures the cost of achieving the organisational

targets; a set of predetermined ideal costs for the resources used is contrasted with the

actual costs incurred in measuring econom y. Efficiency measures how well an organisation

converts its resources (inputs) into outputs and services. This measure helps to estimate the

"waste" in organisational operations. To measure efficiency one needs to compare the

actual amount of inputs used and outputs delivered between groups of organisations

performing similar tasks. A fourth component, namely equity, will be introduced later in the

thesis as the factor that can be used to link performance (control) with resource

management (planning) in MTJOs.
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The clarity by which performance can be defined theoretically is, however, limited when

performance is assessed in practice. The monopolistic nature of many public sector

operations does not allow for the development of a market which will force prices (costs) to

an efficient level. As a result the measurement of economy is a difficult task for

management. The definition of ideal targets in assessing organisational effectiveness

presents similar difficulties which are worsen by the qualitative nature of many public

services e.g. health and education. Efficiency appears to be the most plausible performance

component to assess as it is based on observed input/output relations. Petisteau and

Tulkens (1990), argue that the assessment of technical efficiency (as defined in chapter 2) in

the provision of public services is the only defensible though partial indicator of

performance comparison in the absence of market prices that would allow for assessing

allocative efficiency.

Most empirical and theoretical studies concerned with the quantitative assessment of

performance in the public sector seek to assess technical efficiency. This, however, tends to

create an imbalance in the importance of other performance components like effectiveness.

The measurement of efficiency in the public sector is by no means a new concept. However,

the systematic measurement and reporting of performance, together with its linkage to the

decision making process in public sector organisations has emerged during the last two

decades in the public management agenda of many industrialised countries. In the UK, for

example, performance reviews are more commonly referred to as the value for money audit

(VFM). The objective of VFM studies is to investigate and improve performance in the

provision of public services based on the assessment of effectiveness, economy and

efficiency. The instruments customarily used for assessing and reporting performance are

the so-called peiformance indicators (PIs).

Performance indicators are univariate measures that quantify the relationship between inputs

and outputs of operating units. At present they cover the majority of public sector activities

in the UK and some thousand PIs are currently used to assess performance of public sector

activities. The introduction of PIs in the public sector is used to satisfy two main objectives.

The first is internal and concerns the management control process in the provision of goods

and services. It is anticipated that constant provision of information on the performance

status of organisations will increase the management's awareness for the need for better

efficiency. The second objective is external and concerns the use of PIs for informing tax-
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payers on the level of efficiency in the provision of public services. Here the use of

performance measures anticipates the "benefits" from external pressure that can be imposed

by tax-payers demanding higher performance of public services.

Examples of external use of performance assessments can be found in the publication of

comparative statistics concerning the provision of local services by local authorities in the

UK and also the publication of the so-called "league tables" concerning the performance of

schools in the UK. Butterwoth et al. (1989) and Smith (1993) argue that the comparative

statistics of that kind have not been welcomed by the interested parties either because of

methodological problems or because they fall to provide information of the vital parts of the

activities of the organisations assessed (e.g. information on outcomes).

There is a host literature which criticises the use of PT as a general concept (Smith (1990),

Mayston (1985)) or for specific sectors of public activity (Boussofiane et a!. (1990), Birch

and Maynard (1986)). Furthermore, Smith (1993) highlights the importance of outcome

related performance indicators and discusses intended and unintended managerial and

behavioural consequences from the introduction of performance measurement in public

services. This work was extended later by Dyson et a! (1994) which provide a managerial

framework under which DEA can overcome the limitations of tools like the PIs.

The critique of performance indicators concerns their nature and also their managerial use.

PIs have univariate nature and therefore concentrate on one performance dimension at a

time without providing a global performance perspective on the assessed performance of

units. In a situation where, say, five PIs are used to assess performance of a set of DMUs,

each DMU will be assessed a target value for each P1. These targets are not realistic as

they reflect the extreme performance of different DMUs on each of the five PIs separately.

The limited ability of PIs to capture overall performance makes them appropriate for only

diagnostic studies without any scope for supporting decision making. The use of PIs for

assessing performance in the public sector may have partial success to identify some

symptoms rather than the causes of poor performance. Although the identification of the

real causes of under performance is a difficult problem, other methods e.g. regression and

data envelopment analysis are advocated by Sherman (1986) and Smith (1990) as being

more insightful than performance indicators. In brief, this is mainly because regression and

data envelopment analysis can accommodate multiple inputs and outputs; provide summary

information on the overall performance of assessed DMUs and fmally investigate important
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issues concerning returns to scale and input/output rates of substitution, Thanassoulis

(1993).

The theoretical debate on the selection of the most appropriate performance measurement

tools has recently been enhanced by the governmental tendency in the UK to utilise

performance for decision support'. This new role of performance measurement, however,

reopened the debate on the relation between efficiency the other performance dimensions,

namely effectiveness, economy and more importantly equity as resource planning criteria.

Clearly equity in the provision of public goods is a very important issue that has been

addressed mainly from the political science, Lineberry (1977) and economic literature

Thurow (1976). The distribution of public services can be formulated using alternative

equitable formulae with different policy making nature. Savas (1981) proposed a

classification of equity formulae into four basic categories: equal payments, equal outputs,

equal inputs, and equal satisfaction of demand. These principles represent alternative

considerations on the criteria that an allocation process should follow in order to distribute

resources equitably. Unfortunately, there is no unique way to define and measure this

process. One may argue that public services should be allocated in proportion to what

people are prepared to pay for services they receive from providers. In the case of road

lighting or sanitation this may be justifiable but when a house is on fire many people other

than the homeowner benefit from having the blaze extinguished before it spreads. Many

examples and counter examples can by found in Savas (1981) highlighting the importance

and complexity of defining equity as a criterion for resource management in the public

sector.

The concept of equity and its relation with efficiency and effectiveness will be explored in

more detail in chapter six of the thesis. The intention in this chapter is to highlight the

tradeoffs between efficiency and equity when they are considered as objectives for

allocating resources. Whilst in the seventies these trade-offs were mainly discussed within

the academic community the political changes in the UK during the eighties have brought

these tradeoffs to the forefront within the managerial agenda of real life decision making.

At the extreme one can find two opposing views on efficiency and equity.

Attempts are on their way in the UK to link performance and resource allocation in series

on public activities e.g. Local authorities, Schools, Universities, Police forces.
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Those that advocate efficiency as the most important criterion in the provision of public

services often adopt cost saving policies. They argue that the lack of clear efficiency

objectives results in high resource underutilisation which in turn puts under pressure the

fiscal policy of central governments. On the other hand, the advocates of equity and

relative need are mainly concerned with reduction of inequality in the allocation of

resources. There is an ongoing concern, for example, on the impacts of the internal markets

in the national health system in the UK on the equity by which health services are provided.

This thesis will acknowledge the importance of both issues as vital components in the

planning process within MUOs. Efficiency, effectiveness and equity will be recognised as

objectives of MUOs' management and therefore any resource planning process would seek

their satisfaction. The use of target setting is intended to facilitate the quantitative

representation of these objectives in the planning process whilst to support anticipating the

tradeoffs concerning their satisfaction. This would facilitate to overcome the polarisation of

the objectives of resource management within an integrated planning model.

3. Assessing performance through target (goal) setting

As mentioned earlier, target setting is adopted in this thesis as an appropriate tool for

managerial control and planning in MUOs. An introductory discussion on the nature and

classification of target (goal) setting in organisations is made prior to investigating its

usefulness as a performance measurement tool. As Brown and Pyers (1988) argue target

and goal setting constitute integral parts of performance measurement, and in some cases

can motivate organisations for improved performance. It is also emphasised, that target

setting in the public sector is underutilised and, moreover, it is analogous to the profit

motive found in the private sector.

Organisations are goal-attainment devices. An organisational goal is a desired state of

affairs that the organisation attempts to reach, Amitai Etzioni (1964). A goal represents a

result or an end point toward which organisational efforts are directed. There are two broad

categories within which organisational goals can be classified: the officially stated goals of

the organisation; and the operative goals that the organisation actually pursues, Daft (1989).
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Table 3.1

Classification of goals

Type of Goals	 Purpose of Goals

Official goals	 Legitimacy, Public image
Mission statement, Vision

Operative goals	 Employee direction & motivation, Monitoring
decision making, "Accountability" over time,

Overall performance, Productivity,	 Reduction of uncertainty, Performance
Increase quality of services 	 standards, Integrating control and planning

Table 3.1 exhibits the two goal categories together with their purpose. Official goals are

often found to be abstract and vague. They cannot be measured precisely, and goal

attainment cannot be evaluated precisely. This is because official goals describe a value

system for an organisation; they represent broad vision, and they seek to legitimise the

organisation. The "mission statement" usually embraces the various stakeholders in the

organisation and highlights quality, responsiveness, competitiveness, job satisfaction,

community well-being and ecological concerns.

The use and publicity of the official set of goals is typically found in private sector

organisations as a result of market competition and the pressure to keep up with

shareholders' expectations. The statement of official goals in public sector institutions has

gained publicity in recent years as a result of the increased demand for public accountability.

Examples of official goals in the public sector can be found in the citizen's charter, the white

paper for health care provision in the UK, the Maastrict treaty for the European Union, the

election manifesto of each political party before the election, etc.

Operative goals designate the ends sought through the actual operating procedures of the

organisation and explain what the organisation is actually trying to do, Perrow (1961).

Operative goals describe specific measurable outcomes and they pertain to the primary tasks

an organisation must perform. Table 3.1 lists some examples of operative goals. The

quantification of the overall performance of organisations can be expressed in many

different ways. Pittsburgh Plate Glass company, for example, had defined as an operative

goal raising return on equity to an average of 18% in 1994 compared with 15.7% in 1984,

and increasing annual sales volume to $ 10 billion from $ 4.7 billion, Resener (1987). The

reduction of the public deficit as a percentage of the GDP in the UK in the period 1992-

1997 is an operative goal in the public sector. The creation of some thousands of new jobs
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in the European Union via infrastructure investment is an operating goal for combating

unemployment.

Service level goals mirror the public image of not-for-profit organisations. For example,

response rate by emergency units, delivety rates by post offices, punctuality of trains, time

spent on the NHS waiting lists, etc. constitute service goals for individual public sector

organisations. Achievements in the level of provided services are often used in the public

debate concerning the performance of public sector organisations. Technology goals relate

to organisational targets to adapt to market changes by launching new products, delivering

new services and developing new production processes. R&D expenditure is considered as

a primary criterion affecting the long run viability of organisations and, therefore, it is

reported annually for all sectors of the economy in the UK, (the UK R&D Scoreboard).

Finally, productivity goals are concerned with the amount of output achieved from available

resources. In periods of recession productivity goals tend to be key factors of

organisational viability.

Official goals have a very broad character and they reflect organisational vision at a

strategic level. Therefore, official goals make no specific quantitative references as to when,

to what extent, and how they will pursue their targets. Operating goals cover all aspects of

organisational activities in a more specific and quantified manner.

The development of models for estimating targets for operating goals, as

well as facilitating their achievement Is the primary aim of this research.

Having provided an introduction to the notion and classification of organisational goals we

can now turn to discussing the association of goals and targets with organisational

performance.

3.1. Efficiency assessments and target setting

Field and Shutler (1991) investigating the use of performance targets in eight nationalised

industries in the UK argued that there is plenty of detail concerning the actual performance

but little concerning targets. Along the same lines Allen (1994) recognises the inherent

problems in attaching quantitative values in setting targets. Field and Shutler also argue

that it is difficult to isolate the various performance components, namely economy,

effectiveness and efficiency, from the annual reports of private/public organisations. This

may limit the ability to compare expected with actual performance to only financial factors.
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Companies that employ target setting (e.g. Post Office Counter Services) do not necessarily

adopt systematic procedures for monitoring and reviewing this process. This would assist

organisations into setting feasible and challenging targets without over or under estimating

the ability of the organisation to meet these targets. Moreover, action scenarios need to be

put forward supporting the achievement of the assessed targets. For example, the targets

concerned with the volume of letters processed andlor customers serviced by the Post

offices can be affected by the extent to which investment is made for training, automation

and new technology.

The association between performance measurement and target setting is unclear. Despite

their affiliation they tend to be parts of unrelated processes, namely control and planning

and therefore used for addressing different organisational problems. The literature

discussing performance issues in the public sector, e.g. Smith and Mayston (1987), Smith

(1991) focus on the pros and cons of tools for assessing performance. Methods such as

peiformance indicators, regression analysis, data envelopment analysis have been

proposed, applied and criticised for assessing organisational performance.

As mentioned in chapter two the more advanced of these methods, namely data

envelopment analysis, yield as by-products "efficient performance targets". However, these

performance targets are treated more as by-products rather than as the main objective of

these studies. The inability of performance indicators to be used for setting targets has been

noted earlier in this chapter. On the other hand, the claim that the current frontier analysis

literature gives secondary importance to the estimation of targets is a fair one. Exceptions

to this trend are the frontier analysis studies conducted by Golany (1988), Thanassoulis and

Dyson (1992), Thanassoulis (1993), Thanassoulis et al. (1993), Athanassopoulos (l994a)

and (1994b) that have a "target setting" purpose.

Some closer investigation is needed for looking at the relationship between efficiency and

target setting. Target setting has fundamental differences compared to the efficiency

assessment methodology as can be seen in Table 3.2. Efficiency measurement studies are

considered as "external audit" of various organisational functions. Needless to say, the

assessed management regard this process as a potential "threat" and therefore, is more likely

to resist instead of collaborating in a performance measurement exercise. On the contrary,

had management been consulted in formulating targets based on mutually accepted
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objectives, performance measurement would be integral to both the control and planning

processes.

Table 3.2
Target setting Vs. efficiency assessment

Target Setting	 Efficiency Assessment

Comprises Control and Planning dimensions 	 Has a predominate control dimension

Perceived as an external process fromCloser to organisational objectives management

There is internal and external "accountability' 	 Major role is to discriminate between "good"
over time	 and "bad" past performance

Difficulties to convince management of theRequires close managerial consultation practical value of efficiency assessments

An efficiency assessment study seeks to discriminate between good and bad performers at a

particular point in time. However, this evaluation of organisational units does not provide

any insights into the nature of the assessed inefficiencies nor does it recommend strategies

for improving efficiency.

It can be argued that target setting is closer to the organisational strategy/objectives as it is

a natural way for their quantitative representation. The formation of targets requires

management participation which in turn enhances the validity of the target setting outcomes

as compared with those from the efficiency assessment. Target setting also provides an

accountability framework where organisational efforts for achieving the estimated targets

can be examined over time. Accountability related to efficiency improvements in

organisations, on the other hand, gives very limited information on whether individual units'

performance changes over time are due to their efforts or due to the variation of the

standards they get compared with. This is because the standards are based on the best

observed practices of each time period which do not remain constant. The advantages of

target setting will be exhibited in more detail in the discussion of the principles of effective

target setting.

3.2. Principles of effective target setting

The discussion above on the differences and similarities between target setting and

efficiency assessments suggested that target setting is a more advantageous approach for

improving performance. However, the discussion also emphasised the lack of systematic
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processes for setting targets that would encapsulate control and planning dimensions. This

can be facilitated by developing a set of target setting principles which state the conditions

that need to be satisfied if targets are to be useful in control and planning processes.

Table 3.3

Principles of Effective Target Setting

1. Operational feasibility of the assessed targets

2. Value revelation principle (Multiple objective dimension)

3. Incorporating managerial preferences over input/output improvements

4. Reflect desired global organisational performance

5. Develop supporting mechanisms to monitor the targets achievement

The set of "principles" in Table 3.3 is intended to open a very important debate regarding

the enhanced role of target setting as a control and planning instrument. The "debate" has

two basic dimensions; firstly it explores the characteristics and appropriateness of each of

these principles, and secondly it develops operational models for estimating targets that

satisfy these principles.

3.2.1. Operational feasibility of the assessed targets

The term 'feasibility" in the context of target setting has a twofold interpretation. The first

emanates from the actual comparative basis that targets are obtained, whilst the second

relates to the levels of estimated targets.

Smith (1990) criticises the use of PIs arguing that they do not provide a systematic basis of

comparator practices that would allow target estimation. The characteristics of the

comparator groups is a topic with limited concern in the performance measurement

literature. The selection of appropriate comparators, however, can increase management's

confidence on the assessed targets and also increase the likelihood for achieving these

targets.

Use of the frontier based methods (DEA), as introduced in chapter two, yield as a by-

product targets for underperforming units. These targets are made of combinations of "best

practice units" (efficient). The selection of "best" units determines the nature and

magnitude of these targets. Management is given the option to validate the assessed targets

by inferring whether the units used as comparators have compatible operating profile to the
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targeted unit. This validation process is based on the notion of perceived fairness

concerning the way management sees any performance measurement process. Epstein and

Henderson (1989) rated perceived fairness as a critical factor that affects the success of any

performance measurement system. In the frontier analysis literature steps for strengthening

the fairness in the assessment of performance can be found in the models formulated by,

Tulkens et al. (1992) and Athanassopoulos and Storbeck (1992).

The level of assessed targets needs to be realistic as well as challenging. Operating units

given targets to deliver the current levels of services at, say, 60% lower costs cannot usually

be expected to achieve these targets unless some supportive actions take place. The case of

unrealistic performance targets is seen in line with the "nature" of the observed inefficiencies

of operating units. It is noticeable that the nature of the observed inefficiencies in the

current literature of performance measurement attracts technical attention such as

"technical", "scale", "allocative", "scope", and "program" efficiencies, see Chames et al.

(1981), Banker et al. (1984) and Fare et al. (1985). It is important to mention again

Leibenstein's (1976) contributions introducing the concept of X-efficiency in order to

determine the causes of under performance of firms/units. Some light is expected to be cast

on this issue in the discussion of the value revelation principle which now follows.

3.2.2.	 Value revelation

Target setting was acknowledged earlier as being closer to organisational objectives in

comparison to efficiency assessment studies and therefore it can guide the assessment of

organisational effectiveness. The assessment of targets therefore should encapsulate the

organisational mission and the subsequent objectives used for its quantification. This would

aid the revelation of organ isational values as far as the performance of the organisation is

concerned.

To accommodate organisational objectives in setting targets one needs to find quantifiable

factors that will describe the operations of individual units. An investigation can be made

assessing the potential improvements of these factors in line with the managerialleconomic

objectives (e.g. input reduction) of the organisation.

The principle of value revelation has similarities with the notion of triangulation of

measures and methods. The concept of triangulation is simple: Any measure in isolation

can be misleading, Welch and Comer (1988).
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Multiple measures that use variations in conceptual perspective reduce the
possibility for invalidity and provide a more comprehensive assessment of
the concept.

Departures from the aforementioned principle result in selective choice of measures that are

optimistic or pessimistic assessments of performance depending on the purpose of the

performance review exercise.

In the UK the bulk of the current performance indicators used in the public sector have a

predominate cost saving orientation, Smith (1990) and (1993). The complexity in the

operation of public sector MUOs, however, advocates the development of more

representative systems to accommodate organisational objectives in the target setting

process.

A target setting process at a school, for example, would need to consider the mission

statement of the school (or the Local Educational Authority) and identify criteria (inputs

and outputs) for its assessment. This will imply inclusion of curriculum and extra curricular

achievements of pupils, the sociodemographic background of pupils and their abilities prior

to entering the school. Having taken these factors into account the target setting process

would support the identification of the strengths and weaknesses (e.g. value for money and

value added) of individual schools as far as their mission statement is concerned.

3.2.3. Incorporating preferences over input/output improvements

The representation of the organisational mission in the inputs-outputs of target setting was

established as a target setting principle in the discussion of value revelation. This principle,

however, needs to be enhanced by incorporating managerial directions within the target

setting processes.

The use of managerial preferences can also aid in accommodating strategic planning issues

into the assessed targets. Performance measurement systems are dominated by the

accomplishment of the present in comparison to the past, while usually there is little or no

explicit concern for the future. Estimation of performance targets based on best observed

behaviour of previous years assumes that the organisational strategy remains stable over

time. Undoubtedly, poor performance achievements in the past are sometimes

attributable to inadequate organisational strategy. Neglecting this possibility may

lead to reproducing the causes of poor performance and estimate performance targets

non-compatible with a revised organisational strategy.
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In an organisation that uses multiple inputs to deliver multiple outputs there are tradeoffs

regarding the orientation of the assessed targets. In the assessment of targets for schools,

for example, the orientation given to these targets has profound implications on the

operation of each school. On the outcome side there are questions on the extent to which

the academic achievements should be considered as more important than extra curricular

activities (e.g. music and sports) or whether the placement of 15-16 years pupils to work

will be considered as a preferred direction to having pupils with low GCSE achievements.

Other important issues concerned with the direction of the assessed targets emanate from

the tradeoffs between resources and outcomes at schools.

3.2.4. Reflect desired global organisational performance

MUOs have a multi-unit, multi-level structure. The target setting process needs to respect

the organisational structure of MUOs and thereby assess targets suitable for different levels

of decision making. Targets focusing at the global organisational level are of particular

importance for an organisation as they represent a direct and quantitative representation of

their mission statement which is recognised by Mandell (1991) as a surrogate measure of

organisational effectiveness.

The mission of corporate operational goals is closely related with the quantitative

representations of the legitimate (official) goals of organisations. For public sector

organisations official goals are often determined externally. In the UK, for example, the

"citizen's charter" provides a manifesto for the provision of public services. Sector specific

governmental acts provide more specific policy directives over the goals and mission of

organisations such as the National Health System (NHS), Education, etc. The quantitative

representation of these official goals are typically of a financial nature and are stated

through annual budgets which also have external influence e.g. treasury department.

Global organisational targets cannot always be decomposed on a pro rata basis for each

operating unit whilst on the other hand, aggregation of targets assessed for individual units

is not an appropriate method for their assessment.

An underlying assumption of the global target assessment is the principal-agent relation that

links central and individual DMU management. Performance targets in a principal-agent

context may result in resource reallocation among operating units. The latter constitutes

the principle of transferability of resources and performance targets among individual units.
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Figure 3.1 shows the framework under which global target setting can be monitored by the

assessment of DMU based targets.

Figure 3.1
Global targets and resource transferability
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Figure 3.1 gives an essential role to resource transferability as being the instrument that

would facilitate the achievement of estimated targets for individual DMUs and furthermore

for the whole organisation. It can be argued that other mechanisms can also be employed to

foster the targets' achievement (e.g. reorganisation, incentives and training).

3.2.5. Develop support mechanisms to monitor the targets' achievement

MUOs give high priority to the development of effective performance review systems.

Information systems are developed over time to support private/public organisations being

accountable to their principals. The intensive interest of the investors (principals) to

examine the degree to which management (agents) utilise their capital has advanced very

powerful information systems of financial reporting. Therefore, financial reporting operates

as a stimulating mechanism towards the objectives' achievement ii the private sector.

Moreover, the investor's discretion to take immediate action with regard to the reported

performance increases the value and use of performance measurement2.

2	
Phenomena of "creative accounting" can detract financial reporting from relevance and

reliability.
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In the public sector, performance reporting is realised as a type of information flow with no

immediate impact on managerial decision making. The recent governmental initiatives in

the UK3, to link performance with resource allocation decisions creates incompatibilities

between the reporting purpose of the current performance measures and the requirement of

performance based resource allocation.

The interchangeable role between tax payers, government, local governments and the

employed management as principals and agents create extreme complications. It is not

feasible, therefore, to have analogies of sources and destinations for the concept of

accountability in the public sector. This complication may increase due to the absence of

monitoring mechanisms for adjusting the performance of individual units.

The assessment of performance targets has not much to contribute to organisations that are

not prepared to support the whole target setting process. In the best case the assessed

targets will be included in the annual budgeting reports. It is argued here, however, that the

incorporation of target setting within the decision making process is a necessary condition

for achieving the assessed targets. The most effective decision making mechanism in the

public sector is the resource allocation process, and therefore, the targets' achievement

should be monitored in line with resource allotments in public organisations.

Summarising, it is argued that the aforementioned principles of target setting determine the

conditions for using target setting as an effective tool for managerial control and planning.

The development of operational tools that will support the assessment of targets compatible

with the principles of target setting is one of the main concerns of subsequent chapters.

4. Managerial & operational implications of target setting

The assessment of performance targets complying with the principles of effective target

setting is, undoubtedly, a challenging issue for MUOs. These principles have a variety of

implications for the current methodologies of target setting. The most advanced of these

methodologies is based on the notion of frontier analysis introduced in the second chapter

of the thesis. It is important, therefore, to examine the extent to which these methods

accommodate the principles of effective target setting.

A clear case of this kind of this kind of initiatives can be found in the allocation of governmental

grants to higher education institutions in the UK.
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To facilitate our discussion a graphical illustration of a single input/output production

technology Figure 3.2 will be used. Units A, B, C, D and E are relatively efficient units

(under variable returns to scale) whilst unit F is a relatively inefficient unit located in the

interior of the production possibility set. The assessment of performance targets for unit F

will be the main theme in our discussion. The traditional DEA philosophy for assessing

targets as introduced in chapter two will be enhanced so as to address more demanding

features introduced via the target setting principles.

Figure 3.2
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4.1. Projections on the efficient frontier

Unit F would be projected to a point on the segment KCG of the efficient frontier using

DEA to assess its performance. An output expansion orientation will project F at point G

whilst an input contraction at point K. These two strategies seek to improve in one

dimension (input or output) by keeping fixed the other dimension. More advanced DEA

based targets can be obtained by projecting unit F at alternative points of the segment KG.

Thanassoulis and Dyson (1992) developed an extension which yields targets involving input

and output improvements simultaneously. The choice of mixed target setting strategies has

undoubtedly very important managerial implications as, for example, the alternative points,

say point C, along the efficient segment KCG reflect simultaneous improvements to the

input and output values.
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There are a number of issues related to the simultaneous inputioutput improvements in

assessing performance. First, an element of choice prevails concerning the decision makers'

priorities on the improvement of inputs and outputs. On the other hand, assessment of

performance with simultaneous consideration of inputs/outputs can be used to address

operationally the value revelation principle introduced earlier on. Finally, the piece-wise

shape of the efficient segment KG characterises different rates of substitution (slopes) along

the segments KC and CG. In brief the rates of substitution give a measure of cost/benefit

for substitutions between the inputs and outputs of DMUs that are lying on the efficient

frontier. The use of the rates of substitution for setting targets and allocating resources are

discussed in more detail in chapters four and six.

The previous target setting strategies yield target values that would render unit F efficient.

Let us assume that an input contraction strategy has been adopted for unit F. This implies

that the unit is expected to deliver its current level of outputs by using the amount of

resources that corresponds to point K. The mathematical feasibility of such a projection,

however, does not guarantee managerial feasibility too. A reduction to the input levels of

unit F could perhaps have a negative impact on its performance by forcing it to a point such

as to K' in the near future. The target setting strategy, therefore, needs to consider the

expected likelihood of achieving the estimated targets based on close managerial

consultation. This implies that the target setting process should be accompanied by

extensive inspection on the intentionallunintentional consequences of the proposed targets.

The assessment of performance by focusing on individual operating units does not provide

any information concerning the global operations of the organisation. In a MUO structure,

units share resources, information and goals whilst retaining their individual characteristics.

Assessment of performance targets for individual units represent their contribution towards

the achievement of global organisational targets. However, the individual DMUs'

contribution can be assessed and maximised only if there is an independent process that will

proceed to estimate global organisational targets. The assessment of global organisational

targets and its linkage with the assessment of DMU based targets will be discussed in more

detail in chapters four and five.

4.2. From efficient frontier to improved directions

The transition from a unit specific to an organisation specific target setting process requires

a rethink of some of the underlying assumptions of the efficient frontier philosophy. Let us
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consider again the case of unit F. In our previous discussion it was argued that the segment

KCG should be considered for obtaining efficient targets for unit F. Two important

questions arise from the simultaneous consideration of unit and organisational based target

setting.

• Is it possible, in practice, that all inefficient units should be projected onto the efficient

frontier?

Clearly, some units will improve and some will worsen their performance over time as a

result of managerial decisions, innovation, as well as uncontrollable environmental changes.

The frontier analysis literature, however, is concerned mainly with the assessment of

performance targets and not with the follow-up process which will support the achievement

of these targets.

Is there a trade-off between the per unit and the global organisational target

achievements?

The achievement of global goals does not always translate automatically to stretching all

operating units to their maximum achievable performance level. The assessment of

performance targets for electricity generating plants would not consider all plants producing

at the maximum of their capacity. The relatively cheaper units may work overtime whilst

the more expensive plants may operate under capacity underutilisation. The criterion for

these decisions, however, is the way the central organisation selects its strategy for

generating electricity to meet its demand. One also needs to consider the effects of

organisational slack as discussed by Bourgeois (1981) which indicates that one needs to

take into account the tendency of individual DMUs to create a tolerance level of

performance (slack) in their operation.

Unit F, for example, could well improve its performance and operate at the levels of unit F

insofar as the global organisational performance is concerned. In general, all points within

the shaded area FKG correspond to potentially improved directions for the inefficient unit

F. These improved directions yield positions that dominate the original position of F but

are, nevertheless, sub-optimal solutions in view of the efficient frontier. The possibility of

exploring sub-optimal strategies for individual units should be in line with the global

organisational strategy of goal achievements.
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4.3. Extended Pareto efficient strategies

Hitherto, it was argued that the assessment of DEA targets for individual units can be

enhanced by considering improved direction strategies which seek to assess global

organisational targets alongside the targets of individual units. These policies aim to

explore all possible scenarios that improve the units' performance on the basis of individual

andlor global organisational criteria. The improvement directions, efficient or not, are

considered within the shaded area 1 of Figure 3.1. This is a restrictive strategy which

emanates from the way traditional DEA assessments are employed; the comparator efficient

set needs to dominate an inefficient unit in all input/output dimensions.

Using this policy for setting performance targets we exclude two areas of the production

possibility set that could be considered as feasible directions for setting targets. Using area

2 for estimating targets for unit F would result in targets that seek to augment the unit's

output by augmenting its resources. Targets from area 4 on the other hand seek to reduce

the scale size of operation for unit F by reducing the input it uses and the output it

generates.

The possibility of projecting DMU F to area 2 or 4 introduces a transferability and/or

internal communication feature in assessing performance targets. Units may acquire higher

levels of resources in anticipation of higher levels of returns; strategic organisational choices

may wish to contract the input/output operation for selected groups of operating units

(reduced capacity utilisation). Clearly the encapsulation of communication features

between individual units in assessing performance targets is not within the capability of the

current DEA models.

The introduction of the principles of effective target setting and the subsequent discussion

of the geometrical illustration of Figure 3.1 leads into two main conclusions.

Traditional target setting methods need to be extended in order to address the

extended purpose of target setting as introduced in the principles of target

setting.

There is a linkage between the target setting and the resource management

processes followed by MUOs at the DMU and global organisational level.

Chapters four, five and six that follow concentrate on the development of operational

models for assessing targets compatible with the target setting principles at the individual

unit level. Issues related with the economic and managerial implications of these models
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will be used in the next chapters for addressing the issues of global target setting and target

based planning models.

5. Conclusions

This chapter sought to address target setting in MUOs. Particular emphasis was placed on

not-for-profit MUOs where the assessment of performance targets seems to be a more

involved issue. Typically, not-for-profit organisations operate in an a-posteriori basis

where DMUs manage their resources with some degree of relative autonomy. The

systematic assessment of performance targets in organisations that give wide discretion to

individual DMUs to allocate/manage resources affects the performance of organisations as a

whole. Target setting is perceived, therefore, as a mechanism that would aid the managerial

control and planning processes in MtJOs.

A set of principles were put forward for target setting in MUOs in order to strengthen its

relative importance as control and planning tool. This framework reflects the fundamental

characteristics that target setting should accommodate in order to have an effective role in

MUOs. The possibility of extending the capability of traditional target setting tools like

data envelopment analysis was also discussed. Particular emphasis was given on the

incorporation of managerial preferences during the target setting process and also the

linkage between DMU based and global organisational targets. This task is pursued

operationally in the next chapter.

- END OF CHAPTER THREE -



Chapter 4

Analytic tools for assessing performance targets

& their economic implications

1. Introduction

Chapter 4 builds on the issues raised in chapter three regarding the assessment of

performance targets in MUOs. In chapter three, it was argued that target setting is

currently underutilised as an effective decision support tool in MUOs. Attempts were made

to highlight the advantages of adopting target setting procedures within managerial control

and planning systems. This idea was developed more systematically by proposing a set of

principles for effective target setting whilst the investigation that followed focused on the

ability of methods like data envelopment analysis to accommodate these principles.

In this chapter the main objective is to develop operational models which encapsulate the

principles of effective target setting as discussed in chapter three. Traditional performance

measurement tools in not-for-profit organisations, notably performance indicators, are

characterised in the literature (see chapter three) as inappropriate for setting performance

targets. Therefore, this chapter will consider frontier analysis as the means for estimating

performance targets.

The rest of the chapter is organised as follows. The development of target setting models

originates from the individual unit level. Emphasis is given to developing models that

encapsulate the principles of target setting highlighted in chapter three. The models

developed for assessing targets at the DMU level will be extended to assessing targets for

the global organisation. Next, the managerial and economic implications of the proposed

78
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target setting models are explored. This leads to a discussion of the economic notion of

substitutability and its relation with the target setting models. The economic implications of

the target setting models are elaborated further using a small numerical example. The

chapter concludes with reference to the ability of the models developed to satisfy the

principles of effective target setting that were developed in chapter three of the thesis.

2. Setting performance targets for individual units

The fundamentals of target setting in MUOs were outlined in chapter three. The debate on

the assessment of targets continues, however, emphasising the quantitative estimation cf

DMU and global based targets.

In chapter one it was argued (see section three) that there is a hierarchical link between

resource management and target setting at the unit level of MUOs. Resources are allocated

to individual DMUs to enable them to achieve performance targets. Target setting

strategies need to be developed taking into account the following issues.

On the j. jpj side, not-for-profit MUOs depend on governmental choice of policies. A tight

budgetary control policy on a particular fiscal year would automatically give a cost saving

orientation to the corresponding DMU based targets.

On the output side, targets are mainly official goals included in the mission statement of

organisations. The actual implementation of output targets, however, cannot be based on

political intentions and needs to be supported by operational procedures.

Provision of public services is monitored by legislative rules which enforce their provision

without considering marketable benefits. For example, the operation of schools in areas

without sufficiently large numbers of pupils can be protected by legislation in order to

enforce equity principles.

The issues raised above affect the estimation of performance targets at the individual DMU

level and need to be incorporated in the estimation process. The estimated targets will be

based on relative performance comparisons in the absence of absolute efficiency measures.

Data envelopment analysis (DEA) will be the method used for estimating these targets.

2.1. Current association between DEA and target setting

The use of DEA for setting targets has normally been seen as a complementary stage of the

efficiency measurement study. In practice, many analysts have found more effective to

communicate DEA results by converting the efficiency measures into target equivalents. It

is argued, however, that despite the usefulness of current DEA-based targets for
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communicating efficiency results to decision makers, they do not sufficiently accommodate

the principles of target setting introduced in chapter three.

Given a set of 1,...j..,n operating units we shall denote X E	 a vector of input quantities

1,...i...,m and YE a vector of output quantities 1,...r...,s. Combinations of these

input/output vectors generate a production possibility set (see Chapter two, section 3.3)

while the Pareto-undominated units of this set define its efficient frontier. DEA models

seek to identify best practice DMUs and thus derive an empirically based implicit

production function for the entire set of operating units. The solution to a DEA problem

associates every operating unit with an efficiency metric. This metric measures the distance

between the operating unit and the efficient frontier of the production set.

In an attempt to link efficiency assessment and performance targets Charnes et al. (1978)

and Charnes et al. (1985d) use the efficiency rating of DMUs to obtain performance targets.

The efficiency projection formulae, namely input contraction and output expansion, under

an assumption of constant returns to scale are provided in M4. 1. The estimation process

for these targets has been described in chapter two and is based on the solution of the LP

models in M2.8.

	

Input contraction XRs 
frontier > * - s_* and CRS frontier >

	 +

_______	 _______	 (M4.1)
Output expansion x 0CRS	 ' X - d_* and	 frontier ) zi' + d4

In M4. 1, 0* and z' represent metric values of the input contraction or output expansion

feasible while	 d, s1' , d+* account for extra gains (slack) for individual input/output

variables that are feasible beyond the pro rata contraction of inputs or expansion of outputs.

The two input/output combinations (x RS , YC'RS ) and (xg,	 represent two hypothetical

projection points of an inefficient DMU onto the efficient frontier under input contraction

and output expansion economic objectives respectively.

The targets estimated in M4. 1 can be contrasted with the principles of target setting

developed in chapter three. It is argued here that traditional DEA targets fail to

accommodate the:

• Value revelation principle as they are strictly input or output oriented,

• Organisational strategy as they do not reflect decision maker preferences,

• Managerial as opposed to strict mathematical feasibility of the estimated targets,

• Global organisational targets as they yield DMU specific targets.
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Field and Shutler (1991) appreciate the potential advantages of DEA in a new managerial

role, notably target setting. However, they leave this issue to be addressed in future

research realising, perhaps, the limitations of the current DEA models to address target

setting in its full dimension. Their note on the lack of DEA theoretical studies with target

setting orientation, however, perhaps overlooks the work of Thanassoulis and Dyson

(1988) who employed target oriented DEA studies (work published in (1992)). Our

purpose here is to build on this earlier work of Thanassoulis and Dyson in four respects:

• First, to fit the mathematical models developed by Thanassoulis and Dyson

(1992) into the managerial context of the principles of target setting justified in

chapter three.

• Second, to extend and generalise some of the original features of the

Thanassoulis and Dyson model concerning the concept of input/output

controllability.

• Third, to explore the managerial and economic implications of these models.

• Fourth, to assess the ability/limitations of these models as tools for resource

allocation.

2.2. Models for Prioritised Target (PT) setting

Let us consider the index sets I and 0 relating to the input (i=1,...,m) and output (r=1,..., ․)

variables of assessed DMUs respectively. A partition of the two sets can be made to

consider the subset ('a. O ) of inputs and outputs that are sought to be improved and the

complements (I i', O) not aimed for improvement. The model in M4.2 was developed by

Thanassoulis and Dyson (1992) for estimating prioritised targets.
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Prioritised target setting (M4.2)

Max
rEO	 1rEO1	 ieIj	 )

s.t.

=ZrYq
j=1

xj x + si = xyo

-	 = y j70

0.
	 1

Zr ^ 1

Estimated targets

	8x, 1	 iEl

$;,j0	 rYrj0 	rEO

	= xijo 	_s;_*	 i 611

	

Yrj0 = Yrj	 r601

i 6

r 6

i 6

r 6

i 6

r 6

^ 0

Where,

xy	is the quantity of the th input of the th unit,

y	 is the quantity the rth output of the th unit,

J - J	 user specified constants reflecting the decision makers' preferences over the
improvement of input/output components,

sT, sr	 are slack variables for inputs/outputs non-prioritised to improve,
0., Zr	 contraction/expansion metrics,

E	 this is the Non-Archimedian' infinitesimal.

The linear programming model in M4.2 assumes constant returns to scale. The addition of

the extra constraint 	 = 1 will mean M4.2 provides targets under the assumption of

variable returns to scale (see chapter two). The preferences over inputs/outputs operate as

"prices" reflecting the relative importance of different production components in estimating

performance targets. These "prices" reflect the per unit penalty for DMUs that have

failed to be efficient in some of the production components respectively. Higher

relative importance for an input (output) will "rotate" the projection of inefficient units to

1 
As explained in chapter two the use of a two phase linear programme to obtain DEA

efficiencies can be used in order to avoid the problems encountered with the use of the non-

archimedian quantity in the original DEA problem.
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those areas of the production possibility set where minimum (maximum) input (output) is

desired. As we shall see later the association between the expressed preferences and the

assessed targets can be explored using the sensitivity analysis concept in mathematical

programming.

Solution to M4.2 yields targets by simultaneous contraction/expansion of controllable

inputs/outputs of the production technology. The partitioning of the inputioutput set into

prioritised and non-prioritised classes as proposed by Thanassoulis and Dyson (1992)

constitutes an important feature of the PT model. The distinction necessary concerning the

prioritisation of inputs/outputs can be relaxed, however, by introducing the notion of the

degree of controllability that is discussed in more detail later in section 2.3 of the current

chapter.

The prioritised target model deviates from the traditional DEA models in two respects:

• First, it is a target and not efficiency measure seeking method and, therefore, the

estimates obtained reflect a focus on individual input/output components.

The deviation from the radial type of efficiency measures has been advocated long ago by

Fare et al. (1985), Russell (1985), Charnes et al. (1985). However, as mentioned in the last

section of chapter two, these studies focus primarily on the ability of non-radial efficiency

measures to satisfy properties of their radial counterparts (e.g. homogeneity of degree -1)

rather concentrate on the estimation of performance targets.

The second, deviation concerns the involvement of the decision maker (DM) in the

target setting process.

There is a fundamental difference between the traditional DEA models where no DM

involvement is allowed at the target setting process and the PT model where the DM

becomes the key component of the target setting process. The aim of this enhancement is

twofold: to relax the assumption that target setting is neutral in view of the organisational

strategy and to extend managerial will and co-operation for accepting the estimated targets.

Zeleny (1980) advocating the usefulness of interactive decision analysis methods argues that

"Letting the Man in ' seems to identify a process of considerable promise.

An interactive environment needs to be developed between the analyst and the DM in order

to develop preference structures over the desirability of input/output improvements. The

formulation of model M4.2 implies that the preference levels over inputs/outputs appear in
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the objective function simultaneously. Therefore, preferences need to be attached to

inputs/outputs in relation to other inputs/outputs. This relative basis would accommodate

managerial/economic trade-offs in estimating target levels. Mechanisms, such as the Delphi

method, Khorramshahgol and Moustakis (1988), the analytic hierarchy process, Saaty

(1980), the paired comparison method, Hihn and Johnson (1988) and the centroid method,

Olson and Dorai (1992) are suggested in the literature as tools to aid management in

expressing relative preferences over alternative decisions or sets of criteria. These methods,

however, have been tailored for the purpose of multi-objective programming problems and

thereby, their applicability in the DEA environment is not guaranteed per Se.

The interactive nature of M4.2. implies that the DMs need to participate and express

progressive preferences during the target setting process. It is expected that M4.2 will be

used interactively before a satisfactory set of targets is obtained. The design of the target

setting process needs to anticipate two important elements.

The first relates to the amount/nature of information supplied by M4.2 to the

decision maker(s) at each phase of the interactive process,

The second concerns the support provided to decision maker(s) in order to select

the most satisfactory sets of targets and terminate the iterative process.

The development of an interactive/iterative target setting framework needs to be customised

to the needs and conditions of specific applications. A two dimensional example is

employed next to illustrate the features of the PT model. Figure 4.1 exhibits the case of

seven operating units and their input requirements for producing one unit of output.
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Figure 4.1
A simple example of the Prioritised Target model

P1 >P2

U1•

• U2

- P1 =P2

U7

/

/ P1<P2
/

-.	 •U6
U3

0	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6

Input 2 I Output

Units U5, U4 and U3 are best observed practice units that define an empirical efficient

frontier2 for the set of seven operating units. Using traditional DEA (e.g. M28) models the

projection of unit U7 will be at unit U4 on the efficient frontier. However, U4 is only one

potential efficient projection of unit U7. Had management expressed different preferences

over the rate of improvement of the two inputs the projection of U7 would have taken place

at different segments along the efficient frontier. Varying the preferences P 1 on the desired

improvement of one input over the other alternative projections can be obtained on the facet

U5U4 with P1 > P2 and unit U3 with P1 <P2.

2.3. Extensions to the basic PT model

In principle, the PT model is the most generalised form by which the non-parametric

assessment of performance can be considered. Using the PT model one could generate all

known DEA models as special case scenarios. Table 4.1 below contains examples of the

association between the PT and some typical DEA models.

2 Unit U6 is located onto the frontier of the production set but not on the efficient subset of this
frontier.
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Table 4i
Special cases of the Prioritised Target (P1) model

Prioritised Target model P.=P=1	 DEA equivalent

Vi,9, = O,z, =••= =	 Output expansion CRS
(see chapter two model M2.8)

Vr, Zr = 0,0, =. . . = = e	 Input contraction CRS
(see chapter two model M2.8)

	

E {o, i}	 Free Disposal Hull assumption
Athanassopoulos and Storbeck (1992)

= 0, = 0	 Graph Efficiency

	

Z1 =.. . = z5 = z	 (Fare etal. 1985)

The models exhibited in Table 4.1 are only illustrative; they simply show how the PT can be

used to generate known DEA models. However, more extensions can be introduced via the

PT model. These extensions are discussed in more detail below.

• The first concerns the degree of controllability of inputs/outputs in assessing targets.

The concept of degree of controllability can be introduced to relax the current DEA

assumption that inputs/outputs should be considered only as fully controllable or as fully

uncontrollable quantities. This new concept can be used to aid target setting in hierarchical

(multi-level) organisations. For instance, the labour costs of the branches of a bank are

primarily under the control of central management and secondarily under the control of

local management. A target setting process for a branch should take into account the

differential controllability of labour cost by different levels of management. This can be

incorporated in model M4.2 using the following set of additional constraints.

L1 ^ 0 ^ 1, L, E [0,1], Vi E I	 Controllable contraction

Ur ^ ,4 ^ 1, Ur € [0,1], Vr E 0 Controllable expansion

Where L1 and Ur are lower and upper bounds for the rate of improvement of inputs/outputs

correspondingly. Undoubtedly, the values of these bounds are to be decided by the decision

makers involved in the assessment of targets. For extreme values of L and Ur the model

coincides with the PT model in M4.2. For example, L1=1 indicates an uncontrollable input

whilst a Li=0 indicates a fully controllable input. The notion of the degree of controllability

can be particularly useful when setting targets in multi-level organisations where there are

intermediate levels of decision making and no fixed controllability over the inputs/outputs.
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Finally, simple sensitivity analysis can assist management in examining how the performance

targets vary for different levels of controllability over individual inputs/outputs.

• The second extension concerns the restriction currently imposed on the improvement

directions taken in projecting inefficient units on the efficient frontier.

The two constraints Zr ^ 1 and O ^ 1 used in M4.2 restrict the directions of projection of

inefficient units towards the efficient frontier. The use of a more flexible set of constraints

could aid management to discover more suitable targeting strategies for inefficient units.

These new targeting strategies have already been introduced in chapter three (section 4) and

characterised as extended Pareto efficiencies. A revised set of constraints, based on this

extension, would enhance the formulation of the PT model in M4.2 to the flexible

prioritised target (FPT) model in M4.3.

Flexible prioritised targets
	

(M4.3)

Max	 Zr8i
r€O	 iEI

s.t.	 =e1x	 iel

= ZrY,i 	 reO

L ^O
	

A,L,e[o,1],	 Vie!

Ur ^ /
'r /'r
	 r'r ,ur e[o,l], VreO

A 1 ^O Vj

The notation in M4.3 is similar to model M4.2 with (L , Lj) and (Fr, Ur) lower and upper

bounds for the input/output radial components (Appendix 4B contains a proof that the

targets estimated by M4.3 are efficient targets).

With the set of upper and lower bounds used in M4.3 the notion of degree of controllability

is considered simultaneously with the idea of monitoring the direction of the projections

towards the efficient frontier. Each input and output in M4.3 has attached, a user specified

degree of controllability, whilst it is allowed to select extended orientations for projecting

inefficient units on the efficient frontier. These orientations would allow units to acquire

extra resources anticipating higher returns and/or reduce the produced outputs to

achieve even higher reductions in the level of resource utilisation.
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The estimation of flexible targets can, however, be complemented further to include

conditional constraints that would enhance the selection of directions in the estimation of

targets. A plausible assumption, for instance, would be that units acquiring more resource

of a given type would need to generate more output of another type. On the other hand,

units reducing their activities (reduced output) would also reduce with a higher (perhaps)

rate the level of particular inputs used. For example, increasing the number of doctors of a

particular specialty in a hospital should increase the number of cases treated related to that

specialty. The technical details of incorporating conditions of this type in the flexible targets

model, are provided in the appendix for this chapter (Appendix 4C).

3. Setting global performance targets

The importance of global organisational targets was emphasised as one of the principles of

effective target setting in chapter three. It was argued that the aggregation of targets

estimated for individual DMUs is not sufficient for estimating global performance targets.

The assessment of global performance targets as an independent process is important for a

number of reasons:

It develops an operational framework and a basis of planning, independently of

targets assessed for individual units,

It emphasises the interrelations between DMUs from a global perspective,

It aids developing multi-level target setting processes reflecting the hierarchical

structure of MUOs.

The ability of management to set targets at two different levels; one at the DMU level and

one at the global level has, undoubtedly, many positive elements. Organisational practice

shows that global targets are found almost exclusively in the annual budgeting processes,

Richards (1986). Attempts for a more objective assessment of global targets can be found

in regulatory bodies e.g. the Audit Commission in the UK where regression analysis models

are frequently employed to estimate global targets (e.g. cost savings for local authorities)

based on the performance of individual DMUs.

The current methods used for assessing global targets fail to capture the full strength of

target setting. The budgeting process, for example, does not contain sufficient systematic

elements for estimating performance targets that encapsulate the principles of target setting.

Even the use of statistical tools like regression analysis have limited scope as they are

mainly driven by cost saving objectives. The method suggested in this thesis, for assessing
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global targets, has its foundations on the notion of the "industry production function" found

in the economic literature.

The assessment of an industry production function has been one of economists' concerns for

many years now, Ainger and Chu (1968). Indeed one may refer further back to Farrell's

(1957) seminal work where he introduced the notion of structural efficiency, an issue that

has seen limited expansion in the recent frontier analysis literature. Structural efficiency was

introduced by Farrell (1957) in an attempt to assess the performance of industries that

cannot be compared with other similar industries due to lack of information and/or

homogeneity in operations. For example, it is difficult to compare the performance of the

education system (it can loosely defined as an industry) in the UK with another country due

to the fundamental differences in the way they are organised. To overcome this difficulty,

Farrell argued to compare an industry's performance with an aggregate production function

derived from its own constituent firms. This type of efficiency, namely "structural

efficiency", measures the extent to which an industry keeps up with the performance

of its own best firms.

The realisation and definition of the concept of structural efficiency is attributable to Farrell

who suggested the use of the arithmetic mean of the technical efficiency of individual firms

to estimate the structural efficiency of an industry. This original idea became a more

systematic field of study by the work of Aigner and Chu (1968), Forsund and Hjalmarsson

(1976), Forsund and Hjalmarsson (1979), Forsund (1992) and Athanassopoulos and

Ballantine (1995) developing linear programming models for assessing the structural

efficiency of industries.

It is not intended to review the pros and cons of the various industry production function

models that can be found in the literature. We shall provide, however, a basic non-

parametric formulation inspired by the flexible prioritised target models developed earlier

on. Following the same notation used in previous chapters we shall denote a set ofj=1,...,n

operating units (firms) that use vectors X E R' of input quantities I=1,..i..,m and vectors

YE 9 of output quantities O=1,..r...,s. We shall also define two index sets that will

separate the inputs and outputs into two classes 'B U 'B and 0 °B U 0,, where 'B and

°B denote index sets of commensurate inputs and outputs. These inputs and outputs will be

connected using the set of balance constraints in the formulation of the global targets

model.
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A set of input/output industry specific targets can then be obtained solving the following

mathematical programming problem in M4.4. (Notice here that the term "industry" is used

interchangeably with the term "global").

Industry based flexible tarçiets

Max 'V p+_V p-
r r	 .'iEI

n	 In

X jYrj zI	 yrjJ	 r E 0
j=I

n	 In

xJ xu =8;Ix1J	 iEI
j=1

<g<	 A,,L1e{O,1],	 ViEI-

Ur ^/g ^ ,1/	 Fr ,Ur E[O,l], VreO

Y. O [ x i J_ Z[YrJ)^B

1E18 	j=I	 rcOB	 j=I

^ 0

(M4.4)

(M4.4a)

(M4.4b)

(M4.4c)

Where,
7 g 0g

B

f+p

are global performance metrics for the rt and ith output and input that are
sought to be improved respectively,

are intensity variables that constitute the composite "industry" unit,

is a user specified fixed term representing the desire to allow violation of the
balance constraints between the targets of commensurable inputs-outputs
(i.e. BE(—oo,+oo)),

are user specified preferences over the improvement of inputs and outputs.

The model in M4.4 accommodates multi-input, multi-output production technologies which

is an extension of the current econometric literature that uses models with one dependent

variable (input or output), Ainger and Chu (1968). M4.4 has clearly a target setting

orientation as opposed to an efficiency assessment one. The solution of M4.4 involves the

estimation of a composite industry input/output mix	 ( y ), O ( x1 )J derived from

some of the best practice units within the industry. The linear programming model in

M4.4 consists of three sets of constraints that are discussed in more detail next.
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• M4.4a, is used to develop the industry composite unit.

The estimation of the global performance targets is based on the solution of a single linear

programming problem. Following the nature of typical DEA models a composite unit is

developed that seeks to outperform the assessed unit. 	 As the assessed unit

i E I; y, r E oJ is the whole industry or organisation, its corresponding

composite unit	 , i E I;	 r E 0) yields input-output targets for the whole

organisation. Targets corresponding to controllable inputs and outputs provide information

on the highest expected global performance of the organisation given the preference

structure reflected in the objective function of M4.4 for inputloutput improvements.

• M4.4b is used to facilitate the flexible target setting policies introduced in M4.3.

The estimation of global organisational targets is affected by the upper and lower bounds

set over the expected improvements on the inputs and outputs. These upper and lower

bounds can be used to facilitate the development of planning scenarios regarding the global

organisational achievements.

• M4.4c represents the so-called balance constraints which seek to monitor the

relation between the aggregate target levels of commensurate inputs/outputs.

Consider for example, a target setting process for local governments with revenue sources

as input factors and investments and services provided as outputs factors. At the global

level one would expect local authorities (industry) to balance revenue sources (e.g.

governmental and own) with expenditures. Moreover, these constraints give the

opportunity for developing financial scenarios that include (if necessary) short run

deficit/profit levels at the aggregate industry level. Balance constraints can also be used in

the estimation of DMU specific targets but their presence is more important in the

estimation of the "industry" based targets.

• The form of the objective function of M4.4 affects the selection of efficient units in

the composite industry unit.

The composite unit used for assessing the industry based targets constitutes one particular

facet of the production possibility set. There are a number of alternative facets that could

be used as the basis of the composite industry unit. The selection of any particular facet is

based on the form of the objective function of M4.4 and the magnitude of r and P1
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reflecting preferences over individual inputs/outputs. The selection of a particular facet for

deriving the industry based targets would yield corresponding marginal productivities

between the inputs and outputs. The set of marginal productivities would characterise the

efficient tradeoffs between inputs/outputs across the industry concerned. Assessing

corporate performance of the grocery industry, for example, one can compare the

substitution between capital employed and labour expenses estimated by M4.4 to sumrnarise

the state of technology at the corporate industry level. These substitutions can then be

compared with those substitutions obtained by ordinary DEA for individual grocery firms

and identify those firms that specialise in a particular operation and those that behave

closely to the general industry mode.

The industry production function approach yields aggregate input/output targets. These

targets provide useful information of the potential gains and savings that the industry could,

in principle, achieve. It is noteworthy, however, that the assessment of industry based

performance targets can over or under estimate the true potential of the assessed industry as

they are based on the best observed performance within the industry concerned. The

structural targets in an industry with overall poor performance, for example, would yield

moderate targets which would underestimate the true potential of the sector.

Furthermore, when it comes to identify the effects of the aggregate targets on individual

units the model M4.4 lacks the ability to focus on the targets of individual units. This has

serious drawbacks in the resource planning and goal setting processes in organisations. The

lack of decomposition, of the global targets assessed among individual units, constrains the

ability of the industry target model to become an effective tool for supporting resource

allocation decisions in MUOs. This issue, however, will be resolved with the centralised

and decentralised target-based planning models that will be developed in chapters five and

six.

The preceding two sections emphasised the development of appropriate target setting

models for supporting the principles of effective target setting introduced in chapter three.

The prioritised target model developed by Thanassoulis and Dyson (1992) were extended to

the flexible and industry target setting models as a means for addressing the principles of

target setting operationally. The next section focuses on the economic and managerial

implications of the models developed earlier. It is anticipated that this discussion will

highlight the decision support character of the target setting models towards resource

allocation decisions.
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4. Economic information from the prioritised target models

The prioritised target model in M4.2 was developed in an attempt to estimate targets

compatible with the principles of target setting put forward in chapter three. The

managerial and economic implications of this model are examined in the remainder of this

chapter. This information will be used as the basis for developing decision support

scenarios in chapter six.

4.1. DEA & marginal rates of transformation: Background

Koopmans ((1951) and (1957)) emphasised the importance of the concept of substitutability

in economics and management science. Substitutability or marginal rates of transformation

(MRT) are concerned with the extent to which simultaneous changes between factors of

production can occur without, however, affecting input/output factors not involved in the

substitution. The definition of MRT is conditioned by the notion of optimality concerning

the quantities of inputs used for delivering maximum amounts of outputs, (i.e. production

function). In classical economics, production functions are usually defined having

continuous derivatives throughout their domain (e.g. the Cobb-Douglas function). In this

case the MRT are uniquely defined at all points in the interior of that domain and are

estimated using econometric methods, Greene (1990).

The production function in DEA has a piecewise parametric form which implies that the

efficient frontier is made of linear segments which in the general case are supporting

hyperplanes 3 . Each assessed unit c lies on a supporting hyperplane SHC which is made of

the efficient units (xi, yi) that satisfy the following mathematical relation (under variable

returns to scale):

SHC = {(xJ yi) Uc Yi - vcXj - (,) C 
= o}.

Where,

U' E 9 and vc	 are respectively vectors of optimal weights attached to outputs and
inputs of the assessed unit c. These vectors constitute the norm of
the supporting hyperplane,

Y-' E	 and x E	 are respectively the output and input vector of DMU j.

is a factor reflecting the nature of the returns to scale at unit c (see
section 3.6 of chapter two).

A supporting hyperplane H can be defined as follows: H=(x I aTx = O}, where a is the norm of
the hyperplane.
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The number of efficient (and non-collinear) DMUs that satisfy the conditions of a particular

supporting hyperplane constitute its dimension ISHC The dimension of a supporting

hyperplane will be connected later to the defmition of MRT between the inputs and outputs.

A simple input/output production technology made of units A to E in Figure 4.2 is used

next to demonstrate the concept of efficient facets and MRT in DEA. The discussion will

focus on the assessment on the inefficient unit K.

Figure 4.2

Efficient facets and rates of substitution

Output (y)
,IçD
	 -ax+by=w

Input (x)

The efficient frontier of the production possibility set in Figure 4.2 is segmented into facets

defined by efficient observed input-output points. The efficiency of unit K is assessed using

the supporting hyperplane defined by units C and D which can be expressed mathematically

using the equation SHK	 y-' )by - ax - w = 0,j = C, D} where (-a, b) define the

norm to the hyperplane. The MRT of input and output combinations between point C and

D are obtained by the ratio of partial derivatives with respect to input x and output y. This

can be stated mathematically as:

(by - ax - w) /
/Y __b/

MRl;,y=;(by ax	 - Ia
/a

Inefficient units projected on the segment CD will be characterised by the MRT of their

supporting hyperplane (-b/a). Each segment, AB, BC, etc. in Figure 4.2 yields a different

set of MRT. Note however, that extreme points (units) of an efficient frontier (such as
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unit C) are supported by an infinite number of hyperplanes which implies a non-

uniqueness of MRT for these particular points. In our case SUpporting hyperplanes

defined by a single efficient unit, say C, do not define a unique set of MRT whilst in the case

of supporting hyperplanes defined by two extreme 4 units of the frontier there is a unique set

of MRT.

The example in Figure 4.2 shows the association between the number of efficient Units that

are used to define a supporting hyperplane and the extent to which the MRT of this

hyperplane are uniquely defined (see Bessent et al. (1988)).

In the general case, however, the definition of supporting hyperplanes in DEA is made via

the solution of linear progranmTling problems as introduced in chapter two (see model

M2. 11). Let us consider the case of the constant returns to scale efficiency model

reproduced in M4.5.

Peer sets and marginal rates of substitution (M4.5)

Offensive model 	 Defensive model

Max z	
Mm	 v.x,xi
v1 ,u,

-Yj X x — s, = —x	 i = 1,...,m	
s.t.	 UrYrj	 = 1j=1 J i

Sr = zy,2	r=1,...,s	 VjXjj4UrYrj —t	 0

zfree and ?^0,Vj s1,s^0	 v u t >0r	 i' r'j

Strong Complementary Slackness Condition, Spivey and Thrall (1970)

x v, =0 and s + v, >0
+*	 *

Sr XU=0	 s+u>0

The LP models in M4.5 have a dual relation and therefore their solutions are linked via the

strong complementary slackness condition (SCSC). The implications of this condition in a

DEA context are discussed next.

"Extreme units (vectors) of a frontier are linearly independent (non-collinear) vectors, Hadley

(1961).
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The number of basic, A, variables in the optimal solution of the offensive model in M4.5 can

be m+s-1 where m and s are the number of inputs and outputs in the model. The exact

number, however, is traded between the ?, , s , s variables, where	 > 0 identifies5

efficient units used to defme the supporting hyperplane of an assessed unit j0 . The number

of units with, ? >0, can vary from ito m+s-1 which implies, however, that the number of

positive slacks (si*,s*) can also vary from 0 to m+s-2 in the optimal solution. As the

slacks are associated via the SCSC (see M4.5) with the weights (v,u;) in the offensive

DEA model we can summarise as follows:

The variation in the number of efficient units included as peers (? >0) in

the optimal solution of the DEA model in M4.5 affects the number of
inputs/outputs that have positive weights 	 , u;) in the solution of the

defensive formulation of the same problem.

These implications are discussed next.

Inefficient units with supporting hyperplanes that include less than m+s-1 efficient
units (X > 0) have positive (basic) values in some of the input/output slack

variables. The positive slacks imply 	 weights for the corresponding

input/output due to the SCSC.

(I.e. if i:s, >0=v =0 and if r:s >0=>u =0).

The MRT between inputs/outputs of a DMU j are defined as ratios of the weights

attached to inputs/outputs in the solution of the basic DEA model in M4.5. For an

efficient unit 10 the following relation holds between its inputs/outputs:

VX -	 U:Yrj = 0 The marginal rates of transformation between input I

and output r that would allow unit 10 to remain efficient can be expressed

mathematically as MR7 =	 = _ t.
V

• Efficient hyperplanes that are defined by less than m+s-1 efficient units imply that

some of the inputs and/or outputs will have zero or infinite MRT, Charnes et a!

(1978) and Thomson eta! (1990).

Units with ? > 0 in the offensive model have zero t value in the defensive model which

implies	 that	 they	 are	 used	 to	 define	 the	 supporting	 hyperplane

SH3° = {(xJ, 
yi) u'	 - v Jo x .' = o} for unit Jo under constant returns to scale.
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The association between marginal productivities and DEA has not been neglected by the

current DEA literature. One can distinguish two DEA research streams concerned with the

identification of supporting hyperplanes for inefficient units (envelopment approach) and the

estimation of MRT between the inputs and outputs (value-based approach). As both

streams cover a very wide span this thesis discusses their rationale and some of their

strengths and weaknesses avoiding technical details.

• The envelopment approach

The envelopment approach seeks to address the problem of projecting inefficient units on

efficient facets of less than full dimension, (i.e. less than m+s- 1 peers assuming constant

returns to scale). As the efficient facets obtained by ordinary DEA models may not have

full dimension, the envelopment approach projects inefficient units on extensions of full

dimensional facets that fall outside the production possibility set. The estimation of MRT

between inputs/outputs is a natural by-product of the existence of full dimensional facets.

The rationale of the methodology is illustrated further using the two input per unit of output

diagram in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3

Envelopment of inefficient units on full dimension facets

Input 2 /Output

Figure 4.3 contains a set of five efficient units D1,D2,D3,D4 and D5 whilst unit D6 is an

inefficient unit as it uses the same quantity of input 1 but more of input 2 per unit of output

compared with DMU D5. Using an ordinary DEA assessment unit D5 is the peer for unit

D6 and, therefore, its targets will be equivalent to the input/output values of unit D5. An
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improvement for Input 2 will be estimated as a positive slack which is equivalent to the

segment D5D6. The positive slack implies that the weight associated with input 2 will be

zero and, therefore, there are no MRT defined between input 1 and input 2. The MRT for

unit D6 will be defmed properly only when the unit is projected along one of the extensions

of the facets D1D2 or D2D3 or D3D4 and D4D5. The efficiency of unit D6 will be

modified according to the facet selected for projection (e.g. OD6aJOD6 when compared

with the D1D2 efficient facet). On the targets estimation side, however, unit D6 will be

projected outside the empirical frontier of the production possibility set and this is one of

the main limitations of these methodologies.

A variety of technical models can be found in the literature for projecting inefficient units on

full dimensional facets. Bessent et al. (1988), Clarke (1988) developed the so-called

constraint facet analysis, whilst Olesen and Petersen (1991), (1993) developed mixed-

integer DEA models for projecting inefficient units on full dimensional facets.

• The value based approach

The value-based approach seeks to assess efficiency by superimposing "values" on the

inputs and outputs in a DEA assessment. As the assessed weights are bounded within user-

specified regions it is obvious that the DEA solution will attach positive weights to those

inputs/outputs that are restricted. These models constitute the weights restrictions research

area in DEA. A variety of different models have been developed by Dyson and

Thanassoulis (1988), Chames et al. (1990), and Oral et a!. (1991). The estimated positive

weights on the inputs/outputs are not in principle associated with the estimation of efficient

facets of full dimension. However, recent research lead by Dyson et al. (1993) showed

that the use of weight restrictions leads to revised efficient frontiers (value frontiers) in

order to satisfy these restrictions. A value frontier can be defined by supporting

hyperplanes different to those defined by ordinary DEA analysis.

In summary, the two research streams provide very useful insights into the problem of

estimating supporting hyperplanes and weight multipliers for inefficient DMUs. It is

argued, however, that both methods cannot support reliably the problem that this research

seeks to address, namely how best to utilise the principles of target setting for decision

making purposes. The envelopment approach attempts to extrapolate units on "full

dimension facets" outside the observed efficient frontier and, therefore, the corresponding

targets, yield excessive input/output improvements. This can endanger the principle of

managerial feasibility of the assessed targets. On the other hand, the "value based"
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approach seeks to assess relative efficiency and not performance targets, and also redefines

the DEA frontier as defmed in chapter two (see model M2. 11) using judgmental value

frontiers.

4.2. Prioritised targets and productivity tradeoffs

As already discussed, the prioritised target model in M4.2 deviates from the radial DEA

models developed originally by Charnes et al. (1978), and Banker et al. (1984). It also

deviates from Charnes et al. (1 985c) attempts to introduce non-radial models. One of the

unique characteristics of the prioritised target model concerns the incorporation of decision

making preferences during the target setting process. The implications of this feature on the

estimation of marginal rates of transformation between inputs/outputs is examined next. To

facilitate this discussion the dual formulation of M4.2 is used as stated in M4.6.

Weights based prioritised targets model
	

(M4.6)

Mm	 13 1 X +	 - a rYrrj 	rYrj +	
JL+ -

a r43 , y ,,	 lEIr	 jEt1	 rEO	 rEO1	 rcO

subject to

y > 0	 (Vj=1,...,n)r rj
iet	 i€I.	 rcO	 rcO1

cLrYrj
	 (Vr E O)

13 ,x
	

(ViEJ)

a r ,rEOc ;13 1 ,ieIc arefree variables;

and 0<cz 1.

Where,

xu	 is the quantity of th input of the th DMU,

Yrj
	 is the quantity of rth output of the th DMU,

are user specified preferences for inputioutput improvements.

The weights based prioritised target model reproduced in M4.6 seeks to minimise the

weighted sum of the differences between the inputs and outputs of DMUs. The weights

attached to controllable inputs/outputs are unrestricted variables, whilst a weak positivity

(E) assumption holds for the weights attached to uncontrollable inputs/outputs.

The first system of constraints expresses the fundamental input-output equations that

determine the mechanisms for assessing performance: no unit can generate a weighted

sum of outputs greater than its corresponding weighted sum of inputs. The second
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and third system of constraints relate to the weighted value of each controllable input and

output of the assessed DMU. These constraints force the weighted values to be greater or

equal to the values used to capture the DM's preferences over the improvement of the

prioritised inputs/outputs in assessing targets. A similarity exists between the weight

constraints associated with the inputs/outputs of DMUs assessed by model M4.6 and those

of the value frontiers ? literature discussed earlier.

The solution obtained by model M4.6 has important implications concerning the estimation

of marginal rates of transformation discussed earlier. The structure of model M4.2 and its

dual M4.6 guarantee positive values for all weights cç,f3 that concern the outputs and

inputs that are to be improved. This statement can also be extended to the case of

inputs/outputs that management has partial degree of controllability addressed by the

flexible prioritised targets model in M4.3. (The dual formulation of M4.3 and the relevant

discussion are provided in Appendix 4A).

The solution of M4.6 does not always give non-zero weight values ( , y) for inputs and

outputs that are not prioritised to be improved. As discussed earlier, zero weights in DEA

imply positive slack values for some inputs and outputs involved in the assessment. This in

turn implies that the supporting hyperplanes obtained by M4.6 do not have full dimension.

In summary, the positive weights obtained from M4.6 can be interpreted as marginal rates

of transformation. The possibility of considering non-fully defined MRT in empirically

defined production functions was not ruled out by Koopmans (1957).

"The price system associated with an efficient point likewise represents the more
general concept, which can serve to determine marginal rates of substitution
whenever the latter are definable, but which remains available as an instrument of
decentralisation of decisions even if marginal rates of substitution do not exist or
depend on the directions of net output change considered". 	 (pp. 95)

The use of linear programming models for assessing performance targets is associated with

the so-called post-optimality analysis, which provides information related to changes in the

optimal solution due to marginal changes in the prices/costs of the objective function. The

economic implications of sensitivity analysis in linear programming have been emphasised

by Charnes and Cooper (1961). In a later attempt they focused on the differences between

economics and operational research in the treatment of the concept of marginal rates of

transformation, Charnes and Cooper (1980).
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4.2.1. MRT and imputed prices in linear programming

The solution of a linear programming problem yields information on the extent to which its

optimal solution remains unchanged for marginal changes of the objective function

coefficients. Using sensitivity analysis information, obtained from the optimal solution of

the linear programming problems in M4.2 and M4.3, a number of observations can be made.

• The imputed (shadow) prices of the inputs/outputs in the solution of M4.2 and M4.3

can be interpreted as the marginal rates of transformation between inputs/outputs.

• The estimated imputed prices are affected by the preference structure of decision

makers over the improvement of the inputs/outputs in M4.2 and M4.3. In other words,

different sets of preferences may yield a dfferent set of imputed prices and thus MRT

for an assessed DMU.

• Using sensitivity analysis one can obtain information on how imputed prices change

by varying the preference levels on the inputs/outputs of the objective function of M4.2

Ond M4. 3. Simultaneous variation of the preferences on more than one input/output

can be addressed using parametric programming.

Estimation of MRT using models M4.2 and M4.3 is not based on the development of

supporting hyperplanes of full dimension. As mentioned earlier, this iy require the

extension of the efficient frontier outside the "natural" frontier of a production possibility

set which is outside the scope of this thesis. The imputed prices derived by M4.2 and M4.3,

on the other hand, are based on the DEA frontier of the assessed units and, therefore,

cannot be interpreted as MRT in the way they are conceived in economic theory 6. This

does not prevent, however, their use for supporting marginal analysis and resource

allocation in the spirit of Koopmans (1957). The use of the MRT for decision support

purposes is discussed in more detail in chapter six of the thesis.

4.3. An illustrative example

A three output one input production technology will be used next to illustrate the economic

information obtained from the prioritised target setting models. Table 4.3 exhibits the

output values for eight operating units used in the example. The numerical illustration has

three stages. In stage one the prioritised target model M4.2 is applied to assess targets for

unit K. Secondly, the assessment of marginal productivities for relatively efficient units is

6	 Recall here that in economic theory RI are well defined as partial derivatives of

continuous and differentiable production/cost functions.
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discussed using unit G as an example. Finally, the assessment of targets and marginal

• productivities using the global targets model M4.4 is discussed in comparison with the

previous two stages. Results from the first stage are included and discussed in the main

body of this chapter. The remaining two stages are discussed in the appendix of this

chapter (Appendix 4D and 4E).

Table 4.2
A three-output one-input production technology

Unit	 A	 B	 C	 D	 E	 F	 G	 K

Output 1	 1	 15	 1	 1	 25	 12	 10	 7

Output 2	 1	 15	 20	 18	 1	 1	 17	 14

Output 3	 20	 1	 1	 18	 1	 14	 12	 5

Input	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1

Prior to applying the various target setting models a discussion on the nature of the efficient

frontier and its efficient facets will be made. It can be seen in Figure 4.4 that in a three

output one input production technology an efficient facet contains three efficient (non-

collinear) units in order to have full dimension.

Figure 4.4
Prioritised Targets and Productivity Tradeoffs
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Let us consider the efficient hyperplane BGE. To define this hyperplane the coordinates of

three non-collinear points are required. In DEA, this is feasible when three efficient units

are present in the optimal basis of the corresponding linear programs. An efficient facet

with full dimension has well defined and continuous partial derivatives with respect to

inputs/outputs of DMUs in the interior of the efficient facet (supporting hyperplane). One

needs to examine, however, the case of having inefficient units projected on non-full

dimensional facets and the estimation of MRT in these cases.

Projections of inefficient units onto facets with less than full dimension imply that marginal

productivities cannot be defined in full accordance with the economic definition of

substitutability. Inefficient units projected on the line GE, for instance, will have well

defined productivity tradeoffs between output 01 and 02 but there will always be a fiç

Qroportions7 between these two outputs and 03. The radial type of DEA models,

(CRSIVRS) will give zero or infmity productivity tradeoffs for output 03 while the

nonradial models yield positive productivity tradeoffs (in fixed proportions).

• Resource allocation implications of projections above/below a full dimensional
facet

The polyhedron BGFE is made of the two supporting hyperplanes GEF and GEB which are

full dimensional facets of the frontier. Two half-spaces with different economic implications

can be defined using the polyhedron BGFE. The space in the interior of BGFE is

dominated by the efficient frontier of the example. Inputloutput sets within this space will,

therefore, be inefficient. On the other hand the space outside the intersection of the two

half spaces (GEF and GEB) lies outside the current efficient frontier. Input/output sets

within this space are not feasible in view of the boundaries of the efficient frontier.

These two observations indicate the considerations that need to be made in using exchange

rates for resource allocation. A resource allocation policy, therefore, even when it is based

on efficient exchange rates between inputs/outputs can guarantee the individual units'

efficiency for only a limited range of input/output combinations. However, as we shall see

in the following chapters, efficienc y is only one of three basic objectives, namely

efficiency, effectiveness and equity, in a peiformance based resource planning process.

These fixed tradeoffs have similarities with the Leontief type production functions of a fixed

technology.
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Projection on a non full-dimensional facet (e.g. segment GE)

Our previous point regarding the links between resource allocation and MRT will be

illustrated better focusing on the non-full dimensional facet GE. Out of the infinite number

of hyperplanes that pass through the segment GE the subset that spans the half-space

outside the envelope BGE-GEF will always lead to input/output combinations that lie on or

dominate the current efficient frontier. On the other hand, the subset of hyperplanes passing

through GE that span the inner part of the envelope BGE-GEF could lead into input/output

combinations that are dominated by the current efficient frontier. As mentioned earlier, the

use of the "efficient" exchange rates in a resource allocation process will need to be

supported appropriately so that inefficient input/output combinations can be avoided.

•	 Sensitivity analysis and marginal rates of transformation

We shall now turn our attention on the assessment of performance targets for unit K. The

use of decision makers' preferences for input/output improvements required by M4.2 was

organised as follows: We start from a "neutral" or indifferent initial case where all outputs

are given an equal priority of unity. The optimal solution of this problem yields information

regarding the extent to which the preferences, over the improvement of the three outputs,

can change without affecting the selection of efficient facet of projection. This strategy can

help decision makers to explore the consequences of alternative preference structures on the

selection of efficient peers, the estimated targets and the exchange rates between the inputs

and outputs. The LP problem solved in the example was derived from M4.2 as follows.

Max	 Fz1+P2z2+Iz3
zl ,z2 ,z3

8
= 7z1

8

J_IY2J?J =14z2

8

j=l Y
31X = 5z3

8

Z J ,Z2 ,Z3 ^1 andX1 ^O

Table 4.3 shows results obtained by the sequential variation of preferences in M4.2.
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Table 4.3
Prioritised targets & exchange rates for unit K

Priority Levels for Efficiency Components
(allowable increase-decrease)	

Productivity Tradeoffs

Output	 - a/ a7/ a/
FACET

selected	 (Incr., Decr.)	 (Incr.,Decr.)	 (lncr., Decr.)	 a2	 O3	 03

1	 1	 1
01,02,03

(+0.68, -0.11)	 (+2.2, -0.43)	 (+0.13, -0.61)	
1.992	 0.714	 0.35	 G

01	
1.7	 1	 1

(+2.88, -0.01)	 (+0.023,-oo)	 (+0.012,-O.6)	
3.3218	 1.214	 0.3655	 EG

01	 4.7	 1	 1
(00 -0.118)	 (+5.26, -00)	 (+0.025,	 )	

1.5	 3.27	 2.18	 EGB*

02	
1	 3.5	 1

(+0.015, -00)	 (+21.7, -0.3)	 (+5.56, -0.01)	
0.58	 0.725	 1.25	 GD

02	
1	 25.3	 1

(+0.11, -00)	 (00, -1.25)	 (+28.5,	 )	
0.16	 1.51	 9	 GC

03	
1	 1	 6.8

(+1.11, -oo)	 (+0.3, ..00)	 (00, -0.565)	
3.25	 0.619	 0.1838	 FGD*

The first column in Table 4.3 indicates the output selected for examining the implications of

sensitivity analysis information on the estimation of MRT. For example, in the first row the

preferences are equal among all outputs (P 1 =P2=P3=1). In the optimal solution, each

output has an allowable range that its preference can vary without altering the optimal

solution. The preference (F 1 ) for the first output in the first row can increase from 1 to

1.68 and decrease to 0.89 before a new optimal solution is obtained. The revised optimal

solutions and their implications are shown in the remaining rows. The numbers in bold

typeface indicate the outputs whose preference is progressively strengthened. The actual

magnitude of the preference levels are obtained using sensitivity analysis from the solution

to model M4.2.

The productivity tradeoffs for alternative preference structures are listed in columns five to

seven. These values were obtained from the ratios of the estimated weights (a 1 ,a 2 ,a 3 ) of

outputs (01,02,03) respectively (defined in model M4.6). The inputs and outputs of an

efficient DMU j 0 included in our example need to satisfy the following relationship:

ay 1 +c y21 +ay3 = 1. Unit j0 will remain efficient for all output combinations that

would not violate the previous relationship. This implies that an increase of output 02 by
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one unit would result to a decrease to output 01 by 	 units and keeping the quantity of

03 unchanged.

The last column lists the efficient facets for unit K as they change by varying the preferences

over individual outputs. These efficient facets can be used to provide a finite set of

alternative options to decision makers facilitating the interactive process for setting

targets compatible with their preferences.

Six alternative preference structures have been applied in assessing performance targets for

unit K. At each step the preferences for one particular output were adjusted in line with the

sensitivity analysis information so that the facet of projection changes. This was repeated

for each output until no further changes in the optimal solution (or factor projections) could

be obtained by increasing the preference on a particular output. Some observations

emanating from the results obtained in Table 4.3 are discussed below.

There is an association between the projection of inefficient units to an efficient

facet and the preferences expressed over input/output improvements.

Small changes in the relative priorities result in big changes insofar as the projection facets

and the conesponding targets are concerned. For example, when the preference level for

output 01 is changed from 1.7 to 4.7 the implications for the estimated productivity

tradeoffs were surprising. Higher preference for a production component would "force" the

efficient projection to take place to an area of the frontier where the corresponding

component has high substitutions with the other inputs/outputs.

In the first case, when the preference was 1.7 for 01 and 1 for 02 the trade-off between

outputs 01 and 02 was 3.32, i.e. for an extra unit of output 01 we need to give up 3.32

units of output 02. However, a stronger preference value over output 01(4.7 in row three

from 1.7 in row two) resulted in weaker substitution between output 01 and 02. In

particular, for each extra unit of output 01 produced we needed to give up only 1.5 units of

output 02. The revised projection of unit K has taken place in an area of the efficient

frontier that the production level of output 02 is not substantial.

On the other hand, the productivity tradeoffs between output 01 and output 03 were

strengthened (from 1.214 to 3.27) as the preference over output 01 changed from 1.7 to

4.7. Evidently the increased preferences over the improvement of output 01 has projected

the inefficient unit on a facet of the frontier that output 02 has also strong substitutions
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with output 01, and all of this at the expense of output 03 which has weakened its

substitutions with output 01 further from stage 1 to stage 2.

A new instrument for linking the preference structure with the selection of efficient

facets is used, that is sensitivity analysis at the optimal solution of M4.2.

Undoubtedly, the most important issue arising from the preferences' variation are the

changes to the efficient facets to which inefficient units are projected. It must be noticed,

however, that the potential benefits of sensitivity analysis information have not been

explored in full in our example. For instance, parametric programming can be combined

with the selection of appropriate preferences and, thus, simultaneous variation on

input/output preferences can be employed.

•	 There are resource allocation and production implications that follow any

decisions to project inefficient units onto dfferent facets of the efficient frontier.

The selection of efficient facets for projecting inefficient units has significant implications on

the input requirements for delivering outputs. To illustrate this issue we shall consider the

full dimensional facets EGB and FGD from the above numerical example. The MRT that

apply along the two facets were estimated earlier as:

Facet	 a1/
/a2	 /a3	 /a3

EGB	 1.5	 3.27	 2.18

FGD	 3.25	 0.69	 0.18

Production of the three outputs along the efficient facet EGB yields high substitutions

between output 03 and the other two outputs (i.e. you need to give up 3.27 or 2.18 units of

output 03 for an extra unit of output 01 or output 02 respectively). Moreover, each extra

unit of output 01 will cause the loss of 1.5 units of output 02. In summary, projection of

unit K onto the facet EGB implies that the decision maker seeks to increase production of

output 01 primarily and output 02 secondarily at the expense of producing output 03.

A different picture holds for units projected on the facet FGD. The substitution between

01 and 02 has changed from 1.5 in facet EGB to 3.25 which implies that an extra unit of

01 can be produced by giving up 3.25 units of 02. Secondly, the production of output 03

is economically more attractive in facet FGD than in the facet EGB. Indeed, an extra unit

of output 01 means giving up 0.69 units output 03 or an extra unit of output 02 means

giving up only 0.18 units of output 03 respectively for the DMU to remain on that facet.
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The information obtained by investigating the economic implications of alternative efficient

facets can be used as the basis for selecting the most appropriate set of targets for inefficient

units. A finite number of projection facets can be obtained for each inefficient unit using the

sensitivity analysis information discussed earlier. It will then be easier for decision makers

to select, among a finite number of options their most preferred targets for inefficient units.

5. Conclusions

In this chapter, the use of prioritised target setting models was put forward as the basis for

assessing performance targets for individual operating units. This family of models was

originally introduced by Thanassoulis and Dyson (1988) and succeeds to a very large degree

in encapsulating many of the target setting principles discussed in chapter three. These

include the presence of managerial preferences over input/output improvements, the

flexibility in treating the degree of controllability of the input/output factors and the ability

to accommodate simultaneous improvements to the input/output factors.

A direct extension of the prioritised target setting model was put forward for assessing

global organisational targets. This model which is provided in M4.4 seeks to generalise the

industry production function models from the econometric literature. Despite the appeal of

this model for setting global targets it is still insufficient for supporting resource allocation

decisions. M4.4 gives little or no discretion to individual DMUs to "re-act' during the

planning process. In this respect M4.4 is a "dictatoric" model as all the units of an

organisation are aggregated, in isolation of their input/output mix, culture, technologies,

etc., to a super-unit that represents an industry or organisation. This parallels the failed

experiments for central planning experienced in the ex-communist countries (see Smith

(1990)). More flexible and robust models for corporate/industry planning will be developed

in chapter five.

The economic implications of the prioritised models developed were emphasised in the

second part of this chapter. The assessment of prioritised targets encompasses the

preferences of decision makers regarding the rate of improvement to inputs/outputs. It was

argued, however, that these priorities also guide the projection of inefficient units onto

facets of the efficient frontier that support different exchange rates between inputs/outputs.

Simple sensitivity analysis in linear programming yields information on the association

between the preferences on input/output improvements and the estimated exchange rates.
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Despite their attractive features, the prioritised target models do not sufficiently address all

aspects of target setting. Indeed, the assessment of performance targets using the

aforementioned models would result in an improved use of target setting primarily as a

control instrument in MUOs. The planning dimension of target setting is yet to be

addressed in full. This is pursued in more detail in chapters five and six of the thesis.

- END OF CHAPTER FOUR -



Chapter 5

Centrailsed target-based planning models in
mu/ti-unit & multi-level organisations

1. Introduction

Chapter 5 builds on ideas developed in chapters three and four concerning the use of target

setting for managerial control and planning in not-for-profit organisations. These earlier

chapters pursued the development of a Set of principles for target setting in MUOs and then

explored models for setting targets consistent with these principles. Although the models

explored, M4.2 and M4.3, accord in large measure with the target setting principles of

chapter three they do not suffice for resource allocation purposes. The latter will be the

main scope of this chapter.

The development of target setting processes is undoubtedly a crucial factor in the design of

planning models. Planning models include aspects of resource allocation and decision

support which need to be linked with the assessment of performance targets. An attempt

towards this direction will be made in this chapter which is organised as follows.

The first section reviews existing •methods of planning in multi-unit and multi-level

organisations. Evidence from the existing literature shows that the current methods have

not attracted widespread application in real life multi-level planning problems. In the

second part of this chapter a target-based planning framework is proposed that seeks to

overcome some of the problems identified previously. A goal programming model is

developed for linking target setting and resource allocation processes adopting a centralised

mechanism for co-ordinating decision making in MUOs. This implies that the

representation of• individual units and the co-ordination of the planning process are

110
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controlled by central management. The chapter concludes emphasising the centralised

target-based planning model's ability to accommodate the principles of target setting.

2. Multi-unit & multi-level planning systems

The usefulness of decision support systems for resource planning is accepted within

organisations. Planning models are used to support the deployment of resources, personnel,

equipment and new technology in the best possible way in order to meet the organisational

objectives at the micro (unit) and macro (organisational) level. We shall distinguish the so-

called centralised and decentralised decision making processes as two extreme cases of

planning in MUOs. It is argued that the choice of planning method relates mostly to the

nature and power structure within organisations and, therefore, centralisation and

decentralisation cannot be seen as alternative solutions to the same problem.

For example, it is difficult, if not impossible to apply decentralised planning mechanisms to

military organisations because of their very rigid hierarchical structure. It is easier and more

effective, however, for an economic and political organisation like the European Union to

apply decentralised planning mechanisms among its member states. Bolton and Farrell

(1990), developed a framework for comparing the performance and suitability of centralised

and decentralised planning methods. They conclude that, despite the traditional economic

belief that favours decentralised planning, the performance of alternative planning

mechanisms is mainly affected by the nature of the planning problem concerned and not only

by the selection of planning tools.

The choice of planning mechanisms in public MUOs is influenced by political factors, as

illustrated by the case of the provision of local services by local authorities. Governmental

policy seeks to influence local authorities to provide services in line with its economic and

political desires. Local authorities, on the other hand, seek to implement policies according

to their own priorities. The latter can create tension and conflict between local authorities

and government, as well as among local authorities. Central government exercises its

discretion on the allocation of central funds, as well as on legislative matters whilst, on the

other hand, local authorities pressurise government by judicious choice of services to cut-

back (e.g. free meals at schools) in order to avoid overspending or by imposing excessive

levels of local taxation.
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The. case of planning in MTJOs is an old one. There is an extensive management science

literature related to multi-level planning problems, which is mostly theoretical with a limited

number of real life applications such as, Ruefli (1971).

The idea put forward in these studies is that the design of large planning systems can be

made by decomposing them into a number of smaller subsystems each with its own goals

and policies. These models result in multi-level hierarchical systems where each level has a

different degree of autonomy and authority over the organisational goals and objectives. As

Anandalingam (1988) argues the problem in a multi-level system is how to ensure that all

decision makers, acting according to their own goals, will achieve the overall system's goals.

Nijkamp and Rietveld, (1980) describe three principal problems of policy making in multi-

level environments:

Interdependencies between the components of the system,

• Conflicts between various priorities, objectives and targets within individual
components of the system,

• Conflicts between the priorities, objectives and targets between the various
components of the system.

Based on these three characteristics Nijkamp and Rietveld (1980), advocated the usefulness

of multi-objective programming methodologies for addressing planning problems in these

organisations. Presence of conflicting objectives at the global level requires use of multi-

objective programming for achieving compromise solutions whilst conflicts between the

organisational levels of the system require the presence of co-ordinating mechanisms

throughout the organisational hierarchy. In principle, co-ordinating mechanisms consist of a

common set of values and objectives which are agreed upon within organisation and it is

usually the responsibility of central management (principal) to activate these mechanisms in

order to monitor the planning process.

Each level of decision making has limited information on the objectives and policies adopted

by other organisational levels or even among units within the same level (e.g. schools within

the same geographical region). Acknowledgement of the inter and intra differences within

MULOs implies that the system of "values" adopted by individual decision making entities is

not always the same. It is difficult, therefore, to describe input-output relationships of

different activity centres using the same "pricing" policy which in itself increases the role

and significance of the co-ordinating mechanisms in the interior of MULOs. The exact
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form and characteristics of these co-ordinating mechanisms is open to different

interpretations.

Two alternative schools of thought have emerged in the management science literature as

solution methods of planning problems of MULOs. Ruefli (1974) calls them the classical

and behavioural models whilst Sweeney et al. (1978) call them decomposition and

composition approaches respectively. Figure 5.1 provides a pictorial representation of these

methods.

Figure 5.1

Planning methods in MULOs

Planning

'I,

Decomposition or 	 Composition or
Classical	 Behavioural

I	 I
Direct or	 Indirect or	 Goal Based
Budgeting	 Pricing

The classical or decomposition approach draws from the economic literature and is attached

to the notions of optimalit y and ideal organisational problem. Organisations are assumed to

have strictly pyramidal hierarchy with a global objective and various subunits. On the other

hand the behavioural or composition approach assumes that strategy is driven by the

subunits and not the ideal organisational problem. The behavioural model is based on a

goal setting framework which seeks to obtain the most satisfactory solution for an

organisation given its structure. This satisfactory solution will not always be an optimal

solution in terms of the criteria used in the classical approach. Ruefli (1971) as an advocate

of the behavioural school of thought states, that a firm with organisational structure, A and

planning solution S(A), will need to obtain a planning solution S(B) if its organisational

structure is to become B. Use of the classical approach of planning, however, would

assume that the two planning solutions will always be the same, S(A)=S(B).
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2.1. Decomposition approach for planning

Depending on the role and characteristics of the central authority as a co-ordinating body in

the classical or decomposition approach two subcategories of methods can be identified.

These are the direct and the indirect approaches also known as budgeting and pricing

processes respectively by Burton and Obel (1977). Let us consider the case of budgetary

planning for a set of schools controlled by a local education authority.

Using the direct approach for planning the central budget will be distributed directly among

individual schools in monetary and non-monetary terms. Each school will then solve its

own planning problem (provision of education services) and report opportunity cost

(shadow price 1 ) for the central budget. Having obtained these prices the central authority

revises the initial distribution of resources to increase the rate of resource utilisation across

all schools. When all the shadow prices of the schools are equal, the process has reached an

optimal allocation. Examples of direct planning processes can be found in Ten Kate (1972)

and Johansen (1978).

The indirect approach is based on a price based process for allocating resources.

Distribution of resources takes place only after the optimal prices of resources have been

obtained. The central authority starts off with the generation of provisional "prices" for the

provision of services. Based on these prices each school estimates the optimal amount of

budget required. The original prices are revised by the central authority until the schools

acquire sufficient resources to support their activities. The mathematical rationale of this

method is based on the original formulation of the decomposition algorithms in linear

programming made by Dantzing and Wolfe (1961) and Baumol and Fabian (1964).

A more general comparison between the resource and price based approaches to planning

can be found in Komai's (1973) work where a parallelism is made between the capitalistic

approach to planning (price based) and the centralised planned economies (resource based).

This debate has been enhanced further by Land et a!. (1993) where it is proposed that the

The notion of shadow prices originates from the mathematical programming literature. The

shadow price reveals the rate of change in the objective function for a unit change of the

resources available to individual units.
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main difference between capitalistic and socialistic planning are the different ways of

response to change.

Ruefli (1974) provides a critical survey concerning the use of resource allocation models in

MIJOs alongside with other authors such as Sweeney et a!. (1978). Some of these points

are discussed next.

Structural problems

As Freeland and Moore (1977) argue the direct or resource directive approach is not

without its structural problems. The authors provide a series of theorems that show that the

application of the direct approach is affected by the presence of multiple optimal sets of

shadow prices for each subdivision during the solution process. This "pathological"

phenomenon can seriously affect the solution process of the planning problem.

• Development of effective pricing systems

The estimation of "prices" for the inputs and outputs used in the planning process is another

area of concern. In both decomposition (classical) methods of planning the use of prices is

an essential part of the solution process. Burton and Obel (1989) argue that the prices

attached to resources to initiate the solution process are arbitrary. Lewin and Morey (1981)

also argue that all pricing systems in not-for-profit organisations suffer from the absence of

a reference basis (e.g. market) for their estimation.

• Representation of organisa tional objectives

The current literature of multi-level planning also fails to make specific reference to the

fundamental criteria of resource management notably equity, efficiency and effectiveness as

discussed in chapter three. It is assumed that these criteria are represented through the

interactive procedures between the central authority and the divisions during the allocation

process. There is an implicit assumption of rationality in the behaviour, as well as the

choice expressed by the individual "players" of the planning process. However, there is no

specific reference as to how efficiency, effectiveness and equity will be represented in the

planning process.

• Limited applicability

Ruefli (1974) argues, that the limited application of multi-level resource allocation methods

to real life problems reflects, perhaps, their limited usefulness. It must also be noted that

the only significant real life application of these methods by Manne (1973) on the Mexican
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economy has shown that the current methods have very abstract characteristics which limit

their applicability.

2.2. Composition approach for planning

Evidently, the composition approach has been given much less attention by the research

community and there is limited literature relating to this methodology. Sweeney et a!.

(1978) employed direct comparisons between the composition and decomposition methods

whilst Ruefli is undoubtedly the most influential advocate of the composition approach.

The goal programming based formulations representing the composition methods are

attractive in the sense that they include organisational objectives, in the form of goals,

reflecting objectives of the subunits and the global organisation. The numerical estimation

of these goals at the unit and/or global organisational level is, however, yet to be resolved.

Moreover, the technological coefficients representing resource requirements per unit of

output produced are not estimated in a well-defined and systematic way. These are two

areas that will be investigated further in the remainder of this chapter.

3. Rethinking multi-level planning

Multi-level organisations are organised into independent subsystems based on geographical

and/or functional segments. For example, a country's education system has geographical

subsystems, e.g. local educational authorities, and also functional subsystems, e.g. primary,

secondary education. It is proposed, that in a complex system of this kind one needs to

consider issues related with planning and control from the global educational, to the

regional (Local education authority) and finally to the individual school level.

Alternative forms of centralised decision making seem to be the most common practice of

planning in MULOs. Central authorities, often central government, are responsible for co-

ordinating the planning decisions affecting individual divisions and ultimately the operating

units. Decentralised planning on the other hand, is an issue with strong political, as well as

managerial implications. There is no unique economic and managerial definition of

decentralised planning. For some authors, the presence of a multi-level organisation is

sufficient to consider the decision making system as decentralised. In this research

decentralisation is measured by the extent to which central and DMUs' management

communicate (interact) in making decisions, as well as by the degree of autonomy
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that individual units have in planning their operations. One way of exercising this

autonomy is to consider the freedom that individual units have in choosing their own

technology (input/output mix) in delivering their services.

3.1. Equity, efficiency and effectiveness as objectives of planning

As it was argued earlier, the question of planning in MUOs concerns the best deployment of

all types of resources in order to meet the organisational objectives. It will be erroneous,

therefore, to proceed towards developing planning models without discussing the objectives

that should guide the deployment of resources. The organisational mission is, undoubtedly,

the starting point for decision making in an organisation. In Chapter one it was argued that

organisations seek to operationalise their mission by stating organisational objectives.

These objectives are quantified using targets whilst their achievement is supported by

resource allocation and decision making. In a not-for-profit MUO environment the notions

of Effectiveness, Equity, and Efficiency can be used as means for accomplishing the

organisational mission.

Within this conceptual framework therefore, Effectiveness, Equity, and Efficiency can be

considered as objectives that need to be maximised in order to support the organisational

mission. Let us consider the provision of health services in a country. The organisational

mission can be broadly defined as seeking to support and protect the well-being of citizens

by improving their health standards. This mission can be fulfilled by deploying resources

(e.g. doctors and nurses) within the whole country. The success of the resource

deployment is to be determined by the extent to which the resources are used effectively,

equitably and efficiently. The maximisation of these three components determines the

extent to which the mission of the health system is fulfilled. It is noteworthy, however, that

the definitionlmeasurement of these concepts could vary between sectors (e.g.

education/health) or between countries (e.g. UK and Greece).

In a seminal article, Savas (1978) sought to initiate a debate concerning the objectives in the

provision of public services. Savas (1978) discusses the importance of equity as a resource

allocation criterion, whilst arguing that management science has neglected in the past this

important dimension when allocating resources in the public services. Sava's argument,

however, draws upon practices experienced in Northern America. The European

experience, in general, and in the UK, in particular, gives many examples of resource
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allocation based, perhaps solely, on equity criteria. An illustrative example of equity based

studies is the large scale study by the by the Resource Allocation Working Party 2 (RAWP)

in 1976 in the UK to develop a relative need based system for allocation of governmental

grants for the provision of health. Similar examples, can be found in the allocation of

resources in Education, Taylor (1989) and in Local authorities, Smith (1987). More

recently, March and Schilling (1994) emphasise the presence of alternative methods for

measuring equity in resource allocation problems in the public sector.

Considerable theoretical and empirical discussion can be found in the literature of studies

focusing on the representation of the previous three objectives in resource allocation

problems. Heiner et al. (1981), for example, sought to develop a decision support system

for allocating resources for the care of mentally retarded people, in the USA. The authors

made specific reference to equity, efficiency and effectiveness as objectives of resource

allocation. However, their model building approach was based on the use of external

information concerning the estimation of performance goals and also the efficient costing of

the services provided. For example, an a-priori knowledge was assumed concerning the

association between consulting time (costs) and patients' health improvement at all health

units. Mandell (1991), suggested bi-level programming formulations for compromising on

equity and effectiveness tradeoffs in allocating resources among the branches of a public

library. Despite the advanced attempts launched by Mandell to measure equity using

inequality indices his model suffered from the a-priori assumption (production function) of

an association between population and library books' circulation for each library.

In summary, it can be argued that the use of effectiveness, equity and efficiency as planning

objectives is limited, due to the restrictive assumptions that are used for their representation

within the planning models. Furthermore, at the practical level, there are signs of over-

emphasising some of these criteria at the expense of some others. For example, the national

health system in the UK has shifted progressively from an equity based to an efficiency

based system of resource allocation, that is based on the internal markets and the service

contracts. Planning decisions based solely on any of these criteria can be "dangerous".

2 
The system of resource allocation of health funds has recently (1994) been reorganised by a

research team from the University of York in the UK, Carr-Hill et a! (1994).
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Equity as sole criterion does not guarantee the best possible use of resources whilst

efficiency in itself can increase inequality in the provision of public services.

The argument put forward in this research, however, is that the real challenge is

in developing resource allocation systems where equity, efficiency and

effectiveness are taken simultaneously into account.

The representation of the three aforementioned resource allocation objectives into resource

allocation processes is not sufficient for the development of operational planning systems.

Drawing upon the current multi-level planning literature, it can be argued that issues related

to the co-ordination of the decision process between headquarters and subunits; priority

assessment of the relative importance of each of the three criteria; guantfication of the

three objectives in the solution process are the key success factors for any attempt to

develop effective target-based planning systems.

4. Centralised target-based planning

Centralised resource management is considered as the process where central management is

responsible for the allocation and control of resources allocated to individual DMUs. Since

these resources are obtained by central means (e.g. taxation) there is a need for public

direction and accountability on their utilisation. Central co-ordination of the allocation

process but more importantly auditing of the actual use of these resources by individual

units is the typical route followed by central governments.

The target setting models developed in Chapter four provide a sufficient basis for

investigating the extent to which individual DMUs utilise their resources by delivering

outputs and services. The extension, however, of the auditing process towards resource

allocation and decision support needs to consider all the DMUs of the organisation

simultaneously. This would allow the planning process to take into account the global

organisational targets, the global resource constraints and the internal communication

between DMUs (resource re-allocation). A pictorial representation of this planning system

within a MUO is given in Figure 5.2 and will be used as the basis for discussing the

rationale of the centralised target-based planning system.
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Figure 5.2

Rationale of the Centralised Planning system
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The MUO represented in Figure 5.2 consists of a central co-ordinating mechanism that is

responsible for controlling/allocating global resources to DMUs that operate similar but

independent functions. Central management seeks to maximise the achievement of global

input/output targets (assuming for the moment they are known). Individual DMUs are

expected, therefore, to maximise their contribution towards the achievement of global

organisational targets. This conceptual framework used to describe the operations of

MUOs leads inevitably to questions concerning the operationality of the system, the

assessment of global and DMU based targets and finally the management of interactions

(resource re-allocation) between DMUs.

The models developed in Chapter four (M4.2 and M4.3) are sufficient when assessing

targets for individual DMUs. The targets for the kth DMU using quantities of inputs x,k to

deliver quantities of outputs y are given by the linear programming model M5. 1.

)	 PkzkPkek

rEO	 iEI.
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I 1 U I

oocuof

IC , OC

If, Of

is the th input and rth output of the th DMU,

is the factor contribution of the th DMU to the targets of the kth DMU,

are rates of improvement for the rth output and t1 input of the kth DMU,

user specified preferences over the improvement of inputs/outputs of the
kth DMU,

is an index set representing inputs I=1,...,m,

is an index set representing outputs 0=1,... ,s,

are subsets of the inputs/outputs to be improved,

are subsets of the inputs/outputs not to be improved.

The solution of M5.1 would yield targets 	 for the inputs/outputs of

each DMU k in isolation, which does not provide sufficient decision support for achieving

the global targets of the organisation. A simultaneous representation of all the DMUs

within the planning process of the MUO, as advocated in Figure 5.2, is necessary for

capturing the global inputloutput character of planning. The representation has been

achieved in the first set of constraints M5.2a of the planning model that is listed in M5.2

below. This representation is based on the formulation of M5. 1 which has been converted

into a goal programming form.

The activities of a multi-unit multi-level organisation can be aggregated and displayed by

global levels of the inputs/outputs, which are allocated among or produced by individual

operating units. Central management seeks to motivate individual units to maxirnise their

performance insofar as the use of inputs and delivery of outputs is concerned. A way to

motivate units in this direction is to set global performance targets for the organisation as a

whole. The extent to which the organisation achieves these global targets is considered as a

surrogate measure of its operational effectiveness. Individual units contribute to the global

organisational targets which questions, however, the extent to which they contribute to the

best of their ability. That is, the efficient contribution of individual units (see M5. 1) to the

global input/output targets can support the maxinilsation of the operational effectiveness of

the organisation. The set of constraints in M5.2b can be used to represent the efficient

contribution of individual units on the global input/output targets.

The planning process within a MUO is also subject to policy making type of constraints. As

an example, a set of balance of payment constraints are proposed for linking the aggregate
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target achievements of commensurate inputs and outputs in the planning process. For

example, balance constraints can be used for balancing the income-expense relationship in

macroeconomic planning models of local government spending. These would allow

central/local governments to operate under prespecified budget deficitlprofit. The

mathematical representation of these constraints is given in M5.2c, and it is similar with the

balance constraints used previously in the industry targets model (see M4.4) of chapter four.

The foregoing discussion can be drawn together into the centralised target-based planning

model M5.2. The model seeks to provide decision support that would maximise the

achievements of global input/output targets by maxiniising the contribution of individual

DMUs to those targets. Some notation is necessary to facilitate the mathematical

formulation of the centralised target-based planning model.

• At the global organisational level a further distinction is made concerning the

knowledge of the global input/output targets. It is anticipated that for a subset of

controllable inputs l and outputs °v management will be able to specify desired
global targets whilst the global levels of the remaining inputs I, and outputs O, will

be estimated through the solution of the model. It is expected that the distinction

of the global controllability of inputs and outputs will apply to the inputs and

outputs classified as controllable (' °) at the individual unit level. Thus the
inputs and outputs can be subdivided as follows: I, u J 1 and O, u	 O.

• Finally, the use of balance constraints to link the estimated global targets for the

commensurate inputs and outputs will apply to a subset of commensurate

inputs/outputs 1B' and OBCO respectively.

Using this notation the centralised target-based planning model is as follows.
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Centralised target-based planning model (CTP)
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Where,

nil , P1

nil

d1 , d;

FPr8

xv , y,j

GXiGYr

VXjVYr

are negative and positive deviation variables for the th input level of unit j,

are negative and positive deviation variables for the rth output level of unit j,

are the positive and negative deviation variables from the global target of input

iEI and output rEO,

preferences over the minimisation of positive/negative goal deviations of th input,

preferences over the minimisation of positive/negative goal deviations of rth output,

are the preference levels related to the global target of th input and rth output,

are quantities of input i and output r of the DMU j,

are global target quantities of input i and output r imposed a-priori,

are input i E I,, and output r E 0,, global targets quantities to be estimated by

the solution to the model,
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B

	

	 is a user specified constant concerning the balance between commensurable inputs
and outputs in the planning model,

'B' °13	 are the subsets of commensurable inputs and outputs.

The model in M5.2 is a goal programming one. Goal programming has been previously

suggested by Thanassoulis and Dyson (1992) in its purest form for estimating performance

targets. However, their model aimed at assessing performance of individual units assuming

some knowledge of "ideal" input/output targets. The formulation in M5.2 provides a

framework with no predetermined assumptions on individual units' achievements. The

structure of M5.2 is discussed in more detail next.

4.2. DMUs' representation in the CTP model

Each DMU in the model is represented by its own input/output constraints. For example,

the constraint set M5.2a represents unit k. This constraint set is based on M5. 1 regarding

the comparisons made between the inputs/outputs of the assessed unit k , y) and its

composite unit (*XU,S*yrj). The formulation in M5.2a differs, from the target

setting model in M5. 1 in the presence of the goal deviation variables for inputs n,k , p and

outputs n , p of unit k. The allowance given to over and under achieving input/output

"goals" in M5.2a has very important repercussions for the estimated targets of individual

DMUs. As is discussed later, suitable formulations of the objective function of M5.2 can

yield input augmentation andlor output reduction targets for supporting the achievement of

the global organisational targets.

The representation of individual DMUs using separate sets of constraints M5.2 would also

yield (in the optimal solution) efficient facets for projecting inefficient DMUs. The efficient

facet of unit k, for example, will be identified from efficient units j with > 0. The

criterion used for the selection of efficient facets, however, is an issue related to the nature

of the objective function of M5.2. Solution to M5.2 selects facets, for inefficient DMUs,

that would facilitate the achievement of global targets.

In ordinary DEA (see M5.1) each DMU is projected onto an efficient facet that would

maximise its efficiency. In M5.2, in contrast, each unit is attached an efficient technology as

chosen to facilitate the achievement of global organisational targets. This implies that

inefficient DMUs may be projected on different efficient facets by the solutions of models

M5.1 and M5.2 respectively.
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4.3. Estimating global input-output targets

The global input/output targets are represented in M5.2 through the constraints in M5.2b.

These constraints seek to aggregate the contribution of, say DMU 1, to the global targets of

the ith controllable input 
(8 

Sx 3 ) and of the r' controllable output 
(fl 6*yrj). A

further distinction is made between inputs/outputs with imposed global targets (GX1 , GYT),

and those with estimated aggregate targets, (VX, V}ç), by the solution to M5.2. Further

elaboration needs to be made concerning the possible ways of estimating global

input/output targets, (GX,G}), prior to the solution of M5.2.

Previous studies on multi-level planning models recognise the importance of this issue but

assume prior knowledge of global target levels, Freeland and Baker (1975). A number of

options are discussed below for assessing global organisational targets.

4.3.1. Policy making managerial decisions

Global organisational targets are often based on managerial judgment by central planning

policy makers. As mentioned in chapter one, global resource levels influence the

expectations on the global outcomes delivered by organisations. For example,

governments set spending targets for various education functions derived from their annual

budget. At the same time the government may set various output/outcome targets in

education as a result of the committed resources (e.g. percentage of pupils going into higher

education, increase in research quantity/quality in Higher Education).

A common situation that arises in public management concerns the incompatibility of

the simultaneous achievements of cost reduction and outcome augmentation targets

for individual DMUs. Furthermore, managerially andlor politically imposed targets can

under or over estimate the capacity of an organisation to deliver services. Under-estimated

global targets in M5.2b may result in resource underutilisation whilst over-estimated targets

may result in unrealistic targets for individual units.

4.3.2. Targets estimated by the global (industry) target model in M4.4

One step towards systematising the assessment of global targets is to consult the best

practices of the organisation under study, Farrell (1957). This would lead to using targets

obtained by the industry target model in M4.4. As was shown in chapter four targets

obtained by this model yield aggregate input/output levels that can be obtained based on the
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current input/output levels of observed units. Using the notation of chapter four a set of

global targets can be established for each controllable input and output as described in

M5.3.

Using the global target model developed in chapter four we can estimate upper and lower

bounds for each input/output variable with imposed targets (GX and GY r) in the

formulation of M5.2. The maximum output and minimum input targets can be obtained by

maxirnising (minimising) each output (input) variable included in M4.4. A number of linear

problems equivalent to the total number of inputs/outputs need to be solved which will also

yield lower bounds for outputs and upper bounds for inputs from the payoff table that will

be created from the solutions to the sequence of optimisation problems. An algebraic

representation of these constraints in given in M5.3.

LI,^ GX1 ^UI ViEI

LOr ^ GY ^ UO Vr E O.
	 (M5.3)

Where,

LI1 ,UI	 are the lower and upper bounds for the global targets of the th input,

LOT , UOr	 are the lower and upper bounds for the global targets of the rth output.

Alongside with methods employed for estimating these targets are the economic

implications of the set of constraints that correspond to the global performance targets in

the CTP model. These implications are explored next with reference to the optimal solution

to model M5.2.

The shadow prices of the constraints in M5.2b yield information on the marginal costs and

benefits of employing additional resources or requesting extra outcomes at the aggregate

organisational level. This, however, applies to inputs/outputs where we have previous

knowledge of desired targets. Opportunity costs/benefits of governmental spending in

different sectors of public activity can be obtained. For example, let us consider

governmental spending for health and education. One may desire to compare the

opportunity cost of achieving 1% extra of a health global target (e.g. reduction in the length

of waiting lists), with the opportunity cost of achieving a 1 % extra of an education global

target (e.g. reduction in the staff students ratio). Note here that the example does not

intend to compare the nature of these targets, but the marginal cost (in £ or natural

resources) of increasing their achievement.
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The achievement of the global targets of inputs/outputs is also monitored by the balance

constraint listed in M5.2c. This constraint seeks to balance the global targets of subsets of

commensurate inputs and outputs such that the organisation can meet prespecified (B)

targets of deficit or profit. These constraints are useful in plaiming problems with inputs

and outputs of a financial nature (e.g. the central government's budgeting of the local

authorities' finance).

4.4. Goal deviation variables & the objective function

The objective function of M5.2 contains goal deviation variables that correspond to the

global input/output targets' achievement (d1,d) and those that correspond to the

inputs/outputs of individual DMUs (fr'Pr)• To remove scale bias the under and over

achievement variables have been standardised on a per unit basis of their corresponding

input/output goal values. Elements of the objective function are also weighted by

preferences that express central management's views on the relative importance of the

input/output targets.

Various solution methods are available for linear goal programming problems, (see Igmzio

(1983) and Romero (1991)). One possibility is to aggregate the goal deviation variables

that correspond to both global and DMU goals. This would imply, however, that the

preferences selected by the decision makers for global targets P/i. and for individual DMUs

Fr;" will encapsulate tradeoffs between the two sets of goals. Alternatively, a lexicographic

solution approach can be adopted, where the solution to M5.2 will be obtained after a

number of iterations, Ignizio (1982).

The deviations of the goals of the global targets levels are represented, in the objective

function of M5.2 as typical goal programming variables Mm	 _-+	 It

is noteworthy, however, that the deviation variables used for global inputs (outputs)

represent an overachievement (underachievement) of the original input (output) global

targets. An assumption is made, therefore, that individual DMUs would seek in principle to

use more resources than available and to deliver less services than are desired by central

management. This assumption can be relaxed by the simple modification of the goal

deviation variables.
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The part of the objective function that relates to the deviational variables of individual Units

Mm	 (1" - + J	 -) +	 (F -- + P	 can be used for addressing the
j=1 i€1,	 X	 j= rEO,	 Yrj	 Yrj

issue of resource transferability. Under and over achievement goal deviational variables,

r' Pir are used for the controllable inputs/outputs of each DMU. The presence of a two-

way deviation variables implies that the problem can be solved by under or over achieving

the observed input/output values for individual units.

This is a fundamental departure from DEA models3 which assume that assessed

targets should always contract in inputs and expand in outputs. In the context of

performance measurement the goal deviation variables have stronger implications than in

ordinary goal programming models. This is because the "goal" levels in the right hand side

of M5.2 are the observed input/output values of individual units. These are effectively

"undesirable" goals in a peiforinance measurement context and, therefore, the solution

process should aid units to move away from their current input/output levels to more

efficient ones.

Alternative planning scenarios can be implemented concerning the targets' selection for

individual DMUs using the sign and magnitude of the preferences Jr;" in the objective

function of M5.2. Three of these scenarios are listed in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1
Developing planning scenarios

Planning scenario
	

Preference policies

i. Output expansion & input contraction	 Pj" , P ^ 0 and F, Pr'1 ^ 0

ii. Output & input expansion
	

1,1^0 and I'1f'1^O

iiL. Output & input contraction
	

F'1,P'1 ^O and P/',P ^0

Each of the three scenarios listed in Table 5.1 have different managerial implications

regarding the assessment of performance targets for individual DMUs. The first scenario

covers the traditional case of target setting where inefficient units are expected to expand

Thanassoulis and Dyson (1992) ideal targets' models is an exception but the user is expected to

specify ideal targets for inputs/outputs. This need has been relaxed in the CTP model.
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their outputs whilst reducing their inputs. This case corresponds to projections within area

(1) of the production possibility set in Figure 3.2 in chapter three. The second scenario

covers the case where extra resources are sought to be allocated to DMUs with the highest

prospects for utilising these resources. Similarly this corresponds to the area (2) of the

production possibility set of Figure 3.2. The last scenario concerns the case of simultaneous

inputloutput reductions which corresponds to the area (4) in Figure 3.2. The strategy

adopted for the projection of individual operating units can be guided by issues such as the

economies of scale of the corresponding unit (DMUs operating under increasing returns to

scale can be given extra resources anticipating higher rate of output returns).

The three scenarios discussed earlier can co-exist in the solution of the planning model. The

latter implies that M5.2 is flexible enough to accommodate different strategies for individual

operating units. As the solution of this planning model can take place after individual units

have been assessed via ordinary DEA one can obtain different planning strategies for units

with similar performance characteristics.

4.5. Operationalising the target-based planning model

The operational aspects of the mathematical development of the centralised target-based

planning are discussed next. The solution of the CTP model requires various stages/phases

that need to be linked. These stages are described in the algorithmic process below.
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Centralised target-based planning (CTP)

I 
Define Input-Output

variables

/Formulate CTP
/_model

/Select DMs for/
/ interactions /

Estimate Global
targets

Continue with a revised
set of preferences

0	 .The solution process is initialised in A by the selection of input-output sets that

describe the operating process at the unit and global organisational level. This

would give the opportunity for estimating global input-output targets using some of

the methods discussed earlier.

B 
The formulation of the centralised target-based planning model proceeds at this

stage. An important element here is the selection of a panel of decision makers

(DMs) that will facilitate the solution process.

C The interactive solution process constitutes the fmal part of the planning model. The

main idea is that the DMs would be provided with information associated with the

planning process and they will subsequently express their positive or negative
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impressions of the current solution. The information provided to decision makers

can take alternative forms varying from the extent to which the global targets are

achieved to the case of displaying the efficient peers for each inefficient unit in the

analysis. Undoubtedly, the exact detail of this information will depend on the

willingness of the decision makers to participate/understand the solution process.

The interactive scenario building process can be supported by the use of sensitivity analysis

on the optimal solution of the CTP model. This can be addressed at two levels:

First, to investigate the allowable variation at the global level of targets, that are

prespecified in the planning model (e.g. budget available for allocation), before new optimal

solutions are obtained. Parametric analysis can also be used to explore the effects of

simultaneous variations in the availability of more than one resource variable. For example,

the allocation of resources among the school of a local education authority may investigate

the implications of varying the total number of pupils within its geographical area, the

abilities of the pupils admitted and fmally the funds available for the operations of the

schools.

Second, to express preferences over the minimisation of under/over achievement of goal

deviation variables at individual DMUs. These preferences reflect penalties per unit of

deviation from the right hand side goals and, therefore, the range of preferences that would

leave the current optimal solution unchanged can obtained. In the case of schools this

investigation would give better insights on the tradeoffs between the maximisation of pupils'

achievements in different subjects, the resources allocated to the schools (e.g. pupils per

student) and the abilities of the pupils admitted per school. A demonstration on how the

preference levels in the objective function of DEA type of models can be used to explore

alternative target levels for inefficient units has been given earlier on in chapter four (see

section 4.3).

Model M5.2 is the first of a series of goal programming models that will be developed in

this thesis to facilitate target-based planning mechanisms. The solution process adopted for

goal programming models is a point of major academic controversies Hannan (1983),

Ignizio (1982), Steuer (1983), and Mm and Storbeck (1991). As Charnes and Cooper

(1977) argue, however, the solution process selected for goal programming problems is

context and problem dependent and therefore, no easy generalisations can be made. The
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most important implication, however, concerns the possibility of deriving dominated

solutions either because the goals set at the first place were not ambitious or because the

solution process adopted led to dominated solution. A typical remedy for this type of

problem is the use of a two-phase solution process similar to the one adopted by

Thanassoulis and Dyson (1992) in order to obtain non-dominated solutions. A more

detailed discussion and remedial models concerning the presence of dominated solutions in

goal programming problems are provided in chapter six.

4.6. Centralised target-based planning & the principles of target setting

The centralised target-based planning model was developed in an attempt to address

problems of planning in MULOs from a performance measurement perspective. DEA

models do not suffice for addressing planning problems as they concentrate solely on the

performance of individual units without being able to encapsulate the interactions between

individual DMUs. For example, the allocation of students of a given ability to a school

needs to take into account the intake of other schools in the area such that a balance can be

obtained. Similarly, the allocation of resources among the schools of the local education

authority need to take into account the global resource availability within its annual budget.

Clearly, the strength of DEA models to concentrate on a specific DMU at a time proves to

be a weakness when planning problems are considered.

On the grounds of the DEA insufficiency to address these type of problems the centralised

target-based planning CTP model was developed. This enhancement was based on the

conceptual framework of effective target setting, which was proposed in chapter three (see

section 3.2). This type of framework is necessary in order to keep systematic account of

the operating characteristics of the proposed model. The mathematical formulation in M5.2

was put forward aiming to encapsulate the principles of target setting proposed in chapter

three. In this section we assess the effect of these principles on the CTP model and the

degree to which their representation was successful.

The CTP is a target setting and resource allocation model that gives particular emphasis on

the achievement of global organisational targets. Individual DMUs contribute to the

achievement of input/output global performance targets in line with the priorities of central

management. The incorporation of global peiformance targets and also the use of decision
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makers' preferences are two important features of the CTP model. These two issues have

been proposed as two of the principles of target setting in chapter three.

Each phase of the solution process of the CTP requires involvement of the decision makers

which are expected to evaluate the desirability of the solutions obtained at each phase and

also to express priorities for the phase to follow. At the operational level the decision

makers' preferences will be considered at three core stages of the planning process:

I.	 In the development of an input-output model that represents the operations of the

organisation.

ii. In the selection of aggregate target levels for inputs/outputs.

iii. In the selection of preferences over the improvement of inputs/outputs.

The selection of preferences for inputs/outputs has an interactive nature as decision makers

may not have finalised ideas prior to the solution process. The iterative and interactive

process for the selection of sets of preferences increases the likelihood for obtaining

managerially feasible targets for individual DMUs. The latter is also a principle of target

setting which gets particular importance in the solution process of the CTP. An effort must

be made to ensure that central and management share similar views insofar as the

feasibility of the assessed targets are concerned.

The principle of value revelation, discussed previously in chapter three (section 3.2), was

used to emphasise the need for incorporating organisational objectives in the assessment of

performance targets. In a not-for-profit environment these objectives can be generalised

using the concepts of Efficiency, Effectiveness and Equity. The representation of these

objectives is compounded within the formulation of M5.2 due to its highly centralised

character. It can be argued, however, that the achievement of the global organisational

targets reflects the degree of the operational effectiveness of an organisation. The

assessment of targets for individual DMUs shows the efficient contribution of each DMU

to the achievement of organisational targets as it is represented by the set of constraints in

M5.2a.

Finally, elements of decision support for allocating resources are incorporated in the

formulation of the CTP model. The principle of transferability is supported by the set of

constraints in M5.2 which allow the inputs/outputs to be re-allocated among individual

DMUs. Note here that according to Mandell (1991) this principle is a basic component of
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equity. The predominate role of central management in determining the preference

structure used in the planning process limits the ability of M5.2 to incorporate the full

dimension of equity as a resource allocation objective. This is explored in chapter six with

the decentralised planning model where the political and economic dimensions of equity are

appreciated in full.

The reference made to the representation of the principles of target setting within the CTP

model is not sufficient to guarantee their successful implementation in a real life problem.

The application of CTP for allocating central grants to the Greek local authorities by

Athanassopoulos (1994a) has revealed a number of critical factors that can affect the

implementation of the planning process. Particular attention must be given to the selection

and co-ordination of the decision maker's team that would contribute to the solution

process. It is also important that the representation of the principles of target setting does

not confronts the resource allocation and planning methods used by the organisation

concerned in the past. Direct confrontation within a highly political environment (like the

local authorities) may put at risk the viability of the proposed model and its solutions as it

risks the stability of the organisation concerned. Resource allocation systems' reforms need

to be used within a general process of reorganisation in order to eliviate the direct

comparisons of those that benefit and those that loose at the end of the planning process.

The gradual implementation of reallocation policies over extended periods of time should

also be considered as a feasible option for supporting the implementation of the resource

allocation system.

5. Conclusions

The motivation of this chapter rests on planning problems encountered in multi-unit and

multi-level non-profit organisations. Throughout the chapter emphasis was placed on

addressing two critical issues.

The first follows naturally from chapters three and four and concerns the enhancement of

target setting mechanisms for linking control and planning processes. The models

developed in chapter four for setting targets at the DMU and the global industry level are

not sufficient for resource allocation. Therefore the planning characteristics of target

setting were yet to be addressed operationally.
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The second issue emanates from the limited support given by the current multi-level

planning literature to the formulation of planning models that would encapsulate the

principles of effective target setting.

The centralised target-based planning model presented here is a goal programming one.

Similar methodology was followed by the so-called composition approach for planning

developed by Ruefli (1971) and Freeland and Baker (1975). However, the CTP approach

has a performance measurement and target setting orientation. The current version of the

planning model presented in this chapter adopts a centralised philosophy of planning in

MUOs. Targets, preferences, and technology are monitored by the central management

without much flexibility for interacting with the DMUs included in the analysis.

The overall impression from the centralised target-based planning model is that it provides a

useful framework for addressing planning problems in MUOs. The applicability of this type

of planning model is associated with the existence of organisational environments with

highly centralised structure and decision making processes. The "bottom-line" of not-for-

profit organisations is highly centralised with governments or governmental bodies having

discretion not only on the budgeting process but also on the rules of the game regarding the

development/implementation of organisational strategies.

An alternative attempt for modelling target-based planning problems in MULOs will be

made in chapter six. This attempt seeks to give a more active role to individual operating

units during the resource planning process of the organisation and thus it characterises the

decentralised target-based planning model, of DEA whilst retaining a central resource

allocation role.

- END OF CHAPTER FIVE -



Chapter 6

Decentralised target-based planning in multi-unit

& multi-level organisations

1. Introduction

Chapter 6 is concerned with the assessment of targets and the allocation of resources in not-

for-profit multi-unit and multi-level organisations. Hitherto, the principles of target setting

in this type of organisations have been discussed (chapter three) and prioritised target

models at the DMU and global organisational level have been proposed (chapter four). The

first attempt to link operationally the target setting with the resource planning process in

MULOs was made in chapter 5 using the centralised target-based planning models. These

models adopted a hierarchical and centralised approach for planning, where target setting

and resource allocation decisions were co-ordinated by the central management.

The adoption of mathematical models for planning rests on the particular behavioural

assumptions made about the structure of the organisations concerned. The models in

chapter 5, for example, are based on principal-agent paradigms where the central

management is the principal of the planning process with the individual DMUs being the

agents that are expected to support the achievement of the global organisational objectives.

An alternative behavioural system of decision making is adopted in this chapter seeking to

carry forward the debate between centralisation and decentralisation as alternative

behavioural systems for estimating targets and allocating resources. That is, to maintain the

target-based focus of the planning models developed previously whilst developing a new

planning framework which gives more decision making discretion to individual DMUs

136
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during the plaiming process. This new framework, namely decentralised target-based

planning (DTP) will provide an operational framework which:

• makes explicit reference to the resource planning objectives of individual

DMUs and the global organisation,

• appreciates the impacts of tradeoffs between different resource planning

objectives in the planning process,

• respects and facilitates the presence of diverse interests/preferences between
the headquarters and the individual DMUs.

To pursue the decentralised planning framework this chapter is organised in the following

manner: A network representation of MULOs is given in order to exhibit the pattern of

communication, resource transferability, and administration in these organisations. Using

some of the fundamentals of network theory, a model building process, will be implemented

in order to represent the resource management objectives within the network formulation.

This formulation will lead to the development of a goal programming model. A subsequent

discussion on the formulation of the decentralised target-based planning model will focus on

both the organisational and operational aspects of the model.

2. Decentralised target based planning

The evolution of decentralised decision making in MULO is a natural by-product of the

debate among political scientists and organisational theorists which concern the structure of

decision making in not-for-profit organisations, Bennett (1980). Numerous theoretical and

empirical studies from political science, Brooke (1984); organisational theory, Govindarajan

(1988); economics, De Groot (1988) and Bolton and Farrell (1990) and operational

research, Burton and Obel (1988) and Van de Panne (1991), can be found inter alia

debating the differences between centralised and decentralised decision making and

planning. The evidence provided in these studies shows no clear answer as to whether

centralised is more advantageous than decentralised planning or vice versa. The thesis

does not intend to provide an exhaustive comparison between the two systems of planning

as its main emphasis is to provide models to support either type of planning.

The target-based planning model developed in chapter 5 sought to support centralised

planning processes. Its rationale is that central management has the primary role in

allocating resources and targets among individual units. Despite the elegant features of the

CTP model, notably resource transferability, value revelation, decision makers' preferences
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and incorporation of organisational objectives, organisations are viewed as highly

hierarchical entities. For example, the "technolog y " (rates of conversion of inputs into

outputs) that each DMU employs in order to support the achievement of the global

organisational objectives is selected centrally. Moreover, the CTP model is structured to

accommodate the decision making preferences on organisational objectives from a single

level of decision making which limits the participation of DMUs' management in the

planning process.

The objective in this chapter is to relax inter alia the top-down selection of

"technology" as advocated in chapter 5 by letting individual units choose their

"own' efficient technology prior to the resource allocation process. This new

development requires the representation of DMUs within the planning process as

independent entities that interacticompete for centrally allocated resources. The selection

of efficient technologies for individual DMUs, can be obtained using the concepts of

efficient rates of transformation as estimated from the prioritised target setting models in

chapter 4.

2.1. A network representation of MULOs

There is a growing literature in organisational theory makes use of principles of network

theory as a vehicle for analysing issues relating to the operations of organisations, Axeisson

and Easton (1992). Multi-unit and multi-level organisations provide an ideal environment

for developing/applying principles of network theory. Typically, network theory is used to

represent information flow and communication routes to support the design of effective

information and decision support systems. In this research, however, the network

representation focuses on the entire operation of an organisation facilitated by the use of

input-output frameworks.

Let us assume that a set of activity centres J=1,.,j,..,n operate within a MULO. Each unit

uses a vector X € 9 of input quantities to deliver a vector Y e 9 of output quantities

where x, , Yg is the observed level of the th input and rth output of DMU j. A

complementary notation will be introduced in this chapter with 4 , i,7 denoting unknown

target quantities of the th input and rt11 output level of the th DMU. The estimation of

these quantities is the main objective of the chapter.
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At the global organisational level organisational targets Gx 1 , GYr can be defined for the

inputloutput variables of the organisation as indicated in chapter 5. Let us assume that for

each DMU, included in the network, the rates of transformation of input quantities into

outputs and services are known. Technological coefficients (I3 , cx , ) for the jth input and

rth output of DMU j can be defined that indicate that efficient production of one unit

of output r would require 	 units of input i.

The estimation of these technological coefficients can be made using the prioritised target

model (M4.4) developed in chapter 4. Model M4.4 is reproduced below for ease of

reference. Let us denote the subsets (I°) of index sets I1,...,m and 0=l,...,s of inputs

and outputs sought to be improved and (I i, O) the subset of inputs/outputs without

improvement intentions. Let us also assume that user specified preferences, over

the improvement of individual inputs/outputs are available. The model solved for assessing

prioritised targets is M4.4 reproduced here as M6.l.

Mm
a,43,y,,ç	 'r	 ,E11	 rcO	 r€O	 reO	 i€I

subject to

, I3 1 x, +	 -	 YrYd
iEI1 	reO	 reQj

Yd0

are free variables; Yr'cj ^E.

^ 0	 (Vj=1,...,n)

^ P7 (VreO)

^ i - (Vji)

(M6.1)

The model in, M6. 1, needs to be solved separately for each unit j and, therefore, its

formulation is an instance of the linear programme relating to DMU j0 . For future

reference we shall denote, as the optimal solution to M6.l that corresponds

to the instance of M6.1 relating to DMU j. The advantages of M6.l have been discussed

extensively in chapter four concerning the estimation of non-zero marginal rates of

substitution for all inputs/outputs included in the analysis.

The operating process of the units of an organisation can be represented via a network

formulation. The network will consider as inflows the input quantities used by individual

DMUs and as outflows the output quantities produced. The conversion process of inputs

into outputs will be enhanced using the efficient rates of transformation between inputs and
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outputs of each DMU, as obtained by M6. 1. The network representation of MULOs is

exhibited in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1

Input-Output network flow models

A network system has sources, routes, and destinations as its main components. In the

Context of this study these components are represented as follows:

. There is a set of input production components that operate as sources.

• A set of operating units constituting alternative routes of input flow and output
generation.

A set of outputs as final destinations; delivered by individual activity centres.

The organisation conglomerate represented in Figure 6.1 is assumed to be subject to

resource allocation decisions controlled by a central authority (e.g. local education authority

(LEA), district authorities, and department of environment for local authorities).

The left hand side (shaded) flows, (13	 , Vi, j ), relate to the controllable inputs used by the

organisation, where 13 are the technological coefficients for input i of DMU j estimated by

M6. 1. The aggregate quantity, Gx, of each input needs to be allocated among the n

DMUs. This allocation is, in principle, feasible for only controllable inputs/outputs which

are represented separately in Figure 6.1. The arrow paths in the network represent the

possible flow of resources. The unit costs for reallocating resources between the operating

units is assumed to be zero. The right hand side flows, (a rj1V rj' Vr, j), relate to the outputs
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delivered by the organisation. An assumption has been made that the inputs (resources)

used in the network must be mininiised whilst the outputs/outcomes are maximised.

Undoubtedly, these assumptions can be modified in the context of specific applications (e.g.

increase spending for the reduction of crime).

At the operational level, the monitoring of the network flows will be considered regarding

the identification of the best possible routes for allocating resources and delivering

maximum output quantities. The selection of alternative routes (DMUs) for allocating

resources in order to produce outputs/services will be guided by the various planning

objectives included in the system (efficiency, effectiveness and equity).

2.1.1. DMLIs' operation in a network structure

The operation of individual units is represented within the network structure as input

inflows and output outflows. Each DMU has its own inflow requirements in order to

generate its corresponding outflow. The inflow-outflow process can be appraised by the

law of flow conservation which balances the inputs received by each DMU with its

outcomes generated. In a transportation network, for example, the flow conservation

requires all incoming goods to equal outgoing goods.

Given a total inflow	 and outflow	 cJ of the jth DMU the mathematical

representation of the flow conservation law is given in M6.2.

Vj=l,...,n,
	 (M6.2)

where

U,lIJJ7

, 
ctii

z:i

are technological coefficients of the th input and rth output of the jth DMU,

are unknown quantities of th input and rth output of the th DMU,

weighted total inflow of resources to DMU j,

weighted total outflow of outputs from DMU j,

accounts the waste or inefficiency in the operation ofth unit.

Efficient operation of unit j implies zero value for t1, while for inefficient DMUs, one can

decompose this inefficiency into different terms (e.g. technical and scale) as was discussed

in chapter 2. The purpose of the technological coefficients and a. which are obtained by

M6. 1 is threefold.
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LI To convert the incommensurate inputs/outputs into a commensurate scale,

ii.! to aggregate multiple inputs and multiple outputs into a commensurate total

inflow and outflow quantity,

iii.! to introduce the element of efficiency as the ratio of technological coefficients,
which represents the per unit of input i efficient requirement for

producing one unit of output r.

The conservation flow equations in M6.2 emphasise the independent representation of

individual DMUs within the decentralised planning process using their own set of rates of

transformation of inputs into outputs. This formulation wifi be used as the main component

of the DTP model as each DMU selects its own efficient rates of transformation prior to

participating in the allocation of central grants.

2.2. Objectives and co-ordination in MULO networks

The flow conservation equations convey a mathematical representation of the process of

converting input quantities into products and services. However, the presence of the flow

equations in M6.2 needs to be enhanced further in order to accommodate other objectives

within the network flow management.

The network in Figure 6.1 provides a pictorial representation of how individual DMUs are

associated within the global organisation in MULO planning problems. The co-ordination

of different levels of decision making in the planning process needs to be considered in

order to accommodate the potentially diverse interests of different levels of management in

MUOs and, furthermore, to achieve explicit representation of the resource planning

objectives in the modelling process.

Three fundamental resource management objectives, namely effectiveness, efficiency and

equity, were previously discussed in the model building process of the centralised planning

model in chapter 5. The same objectives are sought to be represented in the formulation of

the decentralised planning model in this chapter. The additional aim here is to provide

explicit representation of the three objectives of resource allocation within the planning

model. A pictorial representation of these objectives is provided in Figure 6.2 below which

will be used for discussing the rationale of the decentralised target-based planning model

prior to its mathematical formulation in M6.4.
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Figure 6.2
Objectives of resource management

The three objectives listed in Figure 6.2 seek to support not-for-profit organisations to

accomplish their mission. The satisfaction of each of these objectives requires appropriate

decisions and allocation of resources. A simultaneous maximisation of the effectiveness,

efficiency and equity within a MUO may not be always feasible due to limited resources.

Thus the planning process should aid management to find the most satisfactory levels of

achievement of the three objectives. The rationale to include the three objectives within the

planning formulation is discussed in more detail next so as to motivate the mathematical

formulation of the decentralised planning model that follows in M6.4.

The effectiveness of a MUO can be quantified through the extent to which the organisation

achieves its global targets. Issues related with the definition and quantification of global

organisational targets have already been discussed in chapter 4 and 5. The overall amount

of available resources and desired outcomes in a MUO can be used to construct a system of

global target goals. These goals are incorporated in the decentralised target model using

the set of constraints M6.4a.

The use of efficiency, as an objective for managing resources, promotes the idea that the

achievement of global performance targets needs to be pursued by minimising the amount of

wasted resources by each DMU. This issue has already been raised in the conservation flow

equations (M6.2) in the network representation of MUOs in Figure 6.1. Using the

marginal rates of transformation between inputs/outputs, obtained from DEA in

(M6.1), the DTP model (M6.4) will seek to find the most appropriate quantities of

inputs and outputs to maximise the efficiency of individual DMUs. This is the reverse

process of what is typically followed in DEA studies where the input/output quantities of
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individual DMUs are known. The mathematical representation of efficiency within the DTP

model is made using the set of constraints in M6.4b.

The importance of equity as an objective for allocating resources in not-for-profit

organisations has already been discussed in chapters 1 and 3. Empirical studies on the

distribution of public services, Wilson and Gibberd (1990), appreciated the difficulties for

simultaneous representation of the three objectives in a resource planning process and

proceeded to give exclusive priority to equity. The studies by Mandell (1991) and Heiner et

a!. (1981), (see section 3.1 of chapter 5), sought to encapsulate more than one objective in

the allocation process utilising multi-objective programming methods. An enhanced attempt

is made via the DTP model in M6.4 to consider equity along side with effectiveness and

efficiency in the allocation of resources.

In the basic formulation of the DTP model in M6.4 equity will be represented estimating the

relative need of individual units to obtain resources. One way of estimating relative need is

to use multiattribute additive value (MAV) functions. Given an index set E of equity

criteria with xej being the score of the jth DMU on the et equity criterion we can define the

relative need of the jth DMU using the formulae in M6.3.

RN =	
X1

e	 n
eEE	

j=1 Xej

where

We	 is a user specified weight factor representing the relative importance
of eth equity criterion in assessing equity.

(M6. 3)

The sociodemographic characteristics in the surrounding area of units providing public

services are chiefly used as relative need criteria. For example, the allocation of

governmental funds to geographical segments (e.g. district health authorities) can use as

equity criteria, the population characteristics of each region, deprivation, mortality and

morbidity indices. The estimation of the relative need of each region reflects the weighted

proportion that each region contributes to the overall score of each particular equity

variable (e.g population). The representation of equity in the DTP model is made using the

set of constraints in M6.4c.
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3. Goal programming for decentralised target-based planning

Having introduced the rationale of the decentralised planning model in the previous section

the next step is to develop an operational form that would solve the DTP model. The two

most important features that need to be considered in the DTP model are:

•	 its multi-objective nature,

•	 its support for decentralised decision making behaviour.

Central to the idea of the development of M6.4, is that individual units should be

represented with their own technology in the resource allocation process. Moreover, the

model should yield direct allocation of resources, as the variables of the problem are the

controllable inputs () and outputs (N'rj) of individual operating units.

The multiple objective nature of the problem is addressed using goal programming. A

specific goal is assigned to each objective and the model will seek to find the most preferred

combination of inputs/outputs that would maximise the achievement of the goals.

The formulation of the goal programming model in M6.4 requires definition of some

notation concerning the variables used in the model. Let us consider the index set of inputs

I=l,...,m and outputs O=1,...,s with ( I °) being inputs/outputs that are sought to be

improved and (Ii, Of) inputs/outputs without expectations to improve. An additional index

set E is also defined and concerns the factors used to estimate the relative need of DMUs

for inputs as deduced from the equity objective. The nature of the criteria for defining

equity is flexible and some of them can be the uncontrollable inputs of the index set I. On

the other hand, however, there is no restriction that all the equity criteria should be used

within the input-output model of efficiency and effectiveness.
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Decentralised target-based planning (DTP) model	 (M6A)

Mm	
P7D + PT D +	 +	 t Pjt,	 +

Gy	 Gx1	 '

(VrEO)
(M6.4a)

(vi€I)

(Vj)
(M6.4b)

Effectiveness	
+ D - D = GYr

+ D—D =Gx1
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Efficiency	 rEO

j* 
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ç.. +r€ojy;jyrj
C!! U if

Equi	 _+E=Gxj*Iwe
eEE	
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(Vie ')	 (M6.4c)

Vj

Policy constraints	 L4 ^	 ^	 (Vt €	 (M6.4d)
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Where,

amount of ith input allocated to the jt1 unit to be determined by the DTP model,

amount of rth output allocated to jt1 unit to be determined by the DTP model,

Xc,, Yrj

Gx, GYr

DI,D1

,Y;J ,

ti

F;

W

L ,U4,

Li,UWd

Pi

observed uncontrollable input/output levels ofjth DMU, (i C I., r e O)

specified global targets for the th input and rth output,

over/under achievement goal deviation variables for rth output global target,

over/under achievement goal deviation variables for th input global target,

technological coefficients for controllable th input and rth output, always>0

estimated by M6.1,

technological coefficients for uncontrollable inputs and outputs estimated by M6. I,

reflects the inefficiency for the th unit,

is a fixed component attributed to uncontrollable inputs/outputs of jth unit,

under and over achievement variables of the equity goals for the i input,

weight of the relative importance of eth factor in the equity formulae,

user specified lower and upper bounds for the 1th input of the jth unit,

user specified lower and upper bounds for the rth output of the jth unit,

user specified preferences of the ith input and rth output global target,

user specified preferences over the minimisation of inefficiency of the jth unit,
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F, F	 user specified over the minimisation of the under and over achievement of equity

targets in the allocation of th input of th unit.

Model M6.4 is a goal programming based one and consists of four sets of goal constraints

that represent the multi-objective nature of the problem. The objective function of M6.4 is

made of three groups of goal deviational variables. Each group reflects one particular

dimension of resource management, namely effectiveness (M6.4a), efficiency (M6.4b) and

equity (M6.4c) as discussed previously. The quantitative representation of the three

objectives of resource management and the structure of M6.4 are next discussed in more

detail.

3.1. Effectiveness within the decentralised planning model

The achievement of global organisational targets constitutes the main purpose of the

planning model in M6.4. The concept of global organisational targets and their estimation

has already been met in chapters 4 and 5. The planning scenario developed in this chapter

seeks, however, to give a more decentralised form to the planning question and, therefore, it

is important to clarify the assumptions made concerning the estimation of global targets in

the decentralised target-based planning model.

Some further clarification is necessary concerning the relation between the global

performance targets and organisational effectiveness. The difficulties to define and, more

importantly, to measure organisational effectiveness have led some researchers to

characterise any attempt for its quantitative representation as utopic. Such debate has been

avoided in this research by making a distinction between the concept of operational and

ideal effectiveness of an organisation. It is argued that operational effectiveness can be

assessed quantitatively by using the global performance targets (Mandell (1991)), while the

ideal effectiveness has a more qualitative character and is not pursued any further in this

research.

Global targets are used to reflect the operational effectiveness of organisations. This is

addressed by minimising the goal deviation variables included in the set of constraints in

M6.4a. These constraints include inputs/outputs which are considered as controllable from

the central management's point of view. The nature of the global performance targets may

involve resource levels such as total number of people employed in the MUO network (e.g.

number of doctors within the geographical segment of the network of DMUs) or the total
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spending target as is estimated by the treasury department at the beginning of the fiscal

year. On the output side the operational effectiveness of the system comprises targets for

service levels in a quantitative manner, such as the number of pupils enrolled within a

network of schools, and also in a qualitative manner such as the abilities of pupils admitted

and the value added achievements within a given geographical area. The systematic

methods (global target setting using model M5.3) discussed in chapter 5 can also be

consulted in order to obtain quantitative representation of the global targets.

3.2. Efficiency & individual unit representation

Individual units are represented in model M6.4 via the set of conservation flow equations

M6.4b. In ordinary DEA these equations represent the difference between the weighted

sum of inputs and outputs for each operating unit, with the weights being the variables of

the problem. In the resource allocation problem, however, the weights ( , c ,y ,) are

known whilst the inputs/outputs ase the variables (, ljJ.i ) of the model.

The technological coefficients (J3 , cc , , ) estimated in M6. 1 reflect decision makers'

preferences over input/output improvements. In this case preferences seek to

encapsulate the views of decision makers at the same level of administration as the

operating units. Thus, the technological coefficients used in M6.4b represent an

individual DMUs preferred directions of projection on the efficient frontier. This is a

very important feature of model M6.4 as it makes explicit reference to the diverse priorities

of planning emanating from different decision making levels in MTJLOs.

The decentralised planning process accommodates efficiency using the conservation flow

equations in M6.4b which are next discussed in more detail.

The first component of the equation	 -	 contains the variable levels of
IEIr	 reO

controllable inputs/outputs	 lifrj) that will be determined by the solution of M6.4 in such

a way that they will match the uncontrollable part of the equation

EJf LXu + rEOj	
which is a constant term as all of its parts are known. For

inputs and outputs that are considered as non-controllable (If, Of), their reallocation
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between operating units is not feasible 1 . Their actual levels 	 and their technological

coefficients	 are treated, therefore, as a fixed term, F, in the efficiency equation.

Finally, the t1 term accounts for the amount of inefficiency allowed for each operating unit.

The inefficiency term, t, will help to control the extent to which the individual DMUs will

be allowed to operate inefficiently after the allocation of resources.

The potential presence of non-unique sets of weights, (f3 , a, 1d'	 for individual DMUs

is a problem that needs to be discussed. The problem was mentioned, previously, in

chapters 2 and 4 and concerns almost exclusively efficient DMUs. The allocation of

resources, using M6.4, will depend on the set of efficient weights chosen for the

representation of efficient DMTJs in the efficiency objective in M6.4b.

The problem of multiple optimal sets of weights can be alleviated using our knowledge

about the minimum and maximum optimal value that each weight factor can take in the case

of multiple optimal solutions. Let us denote 	 and	 as the

maximum and minimum optimal inputioutput weights respectively, as obtained from M6. 1.

These values correspond to the maximum or minimum weight that each input/output can

take without violating the efficiency of the DMU concerned and will be used to modify the

formulation of the DTP model in M6.4. The mathematical model for estimating the

minimum and maximum optimal weights is given in Appendix 6A.

The extra information, concerning the range of optimal values for inputs/outputs, can be

incorporated within the formulation of the DTP in the set of equations in M6.4b. This

modifIcation will lead into the non-linear form in M6.5 where the weights and the

quantities of inputs and outputs become variables of the model simultaneously.

1 In a resource allocation case some production factors can have a variable treatment. For

instance, the demand for sernces in the public sector is in principle fixed; however, a

reorganisation policy would examine the appropriateness of re-allocating demand from least

efficient to more efficient operating units.
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The formulation in M6.5 yields a non-linear problem (in the constraints) as both the f3,, ,arj

and the 4)U,llJrj terms are unknown. The non-linear terms 13,J and arjWrj can be linearised

by introducing variables, B,3 = and A,.i arjWrj, and the equations in M6.5 will be

converted as in M6.5a.

jc!

3M
iUUU	 Ii

1Wrj	 (M6.5a)
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m	 M

Yrj	 - rj	 Yrj'

4jYrj^0

j'Wrj ^0.

The use of M6.5a in the formulation of DTP model will proceed the allocation of resources

to DMUs without being affected by the presence of multiple optimal sets of weights for

efficient DMUs. The representation of efficient units using ranges of plausible optimal

weights in the solution of M6.4. leaves open the judgmental question as to which set of

optimal weights should be selected to represent efficient DMUs. This question is

inextricably linked with the incorporation of value judgements by decision makers in the

assessment of targets, but it has not been pursued any further in the thesis. It is noteworthy,

however, that the solution to the modified model M6.4 will yield inputloutput values for the

efficient DMUs as they are represented in the remaining objectives, notably effectiveness

and equity.
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3.3. Defining equity goals in the decentralised planning model

The set of constraints lii M6.4c provides a quantitative representation of equity. The

constraints are based on the proportional representation of the relative need RN of DMU j

as was defined in M6.3. The allocation of controllable inputs j in the planning model is

represented in M6.4c as 	 -E + = Gx 1 *RN1 ,Vi,j where Gx is the global level of the

th controllable input, RN is the relative need of unit j and , ç are goal deviation

variables representing over/under achievement of the equitable allocation of input i for

DMUj.

Mandell (1991) and Savas (1978) argue that the exact representation of equity in allocating

resources and/or public goods/services can vary. This variation is a function of different

assumptions concerning the nature and measurement of equity. The numerical

representation of equity has been considered so far via the assessment of relative need in

M6.3 which is a computationally tractable process based on multi-attribute value functions.

Equity can also be defined using the concept of inequality which has, perhaps, more

theoretical elegance at the expense of incorporating computational complexities in the

resource allocation process (multi-objective nature). The use of inequality measures (e.g.

Gini coefficient, Atkinson (1970)) as a means for representing equity, and its implications

on the formulation of the DTP model are discussed in more detail in Appendix 6B.

3.4. Incorporate policy constraints in the planning model

The last set of constraints, notably M6.4d, seek to accommodate policy issues within the

planning model. The upper and lower bounds of the allocated inputs/outputs can be used

to facilitate the use of legislative type of constraints. For example, the allocation of stiff to

a school would include staff-student ratio, student per classroom and staff with different

experience/grades as policy constraints that need to be enforced by the planning system.

Policy constraints can also be used to restrict the radical reallocation of resources among

DMIJs that could be pursued otherwise. This can increase the operational feasibility of the

solution to M6.4 by minimising the managerial and political turbulence that follow a

radical reallocation system implemented in a not-for-profit MUO.

Finally, the upper and lower bounds can be used as an instrument for bringing the DTP to

the budgeting/planning process followed by organisations. For example, upper and lower

bounds can be used to incorporate the budgeting proposals of individual DMUs (upper
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bounds for resources and lower bounds for output) and Central management (lower bounds

for resources and upper bounds for outputs) prior to the allocation process.

3.5. The objective function of DTP as a planning instrument

Having discussed the representation of resource planning objectives (effectiveness,

efficiency and equity) in DTP, emphasis is next given on the form of the objective function

in M6.4. The objective function is made of three sets of deviation variables which are

associated with the corresponding objectives of resource allocation. Note here that the

objective function in M6.4 is currently presented as a three phase goal programming

problem by not linking the three sets of deviation variables in the same utility function. This

issue is discussed in more detail in the next section of the chapter.

Effectiveness is represented by the global target levels in M6,4a. The deviation

variables	 Pr Dr + PD	 + ' R included in the objective functionr+I

r€O	 GYr	 Gx,

have been standardised per unit of input/output correspondingly, to avoid scale bias

in the final solution of M6.4. The model also includes preferences related to per unit

penalties for not achieving the level of assessed global targets.

The second group of goal variables concerns the conservation flow equations and

the minimisation of the associated inefficiency components	 P/3. The

preferences attached to each inefficiency component P give the option for

expressing different priorities over the elimination of the inefficiency of individual

units.

Finally, the third part of the objective function relates to the relative need and policy

constraints which seeks to incorporate equity as a planning objective. The

constraints associated with equity are pure goal constraints and, therefore, under

and over achievement deviation variables are needed. These deviation variables

+ Fi7E) are included in the objective function of the DTP. The

trade-off between the two-side deviation variables is expressed in the preference

levels associated with each deviation variable. A judicious choice of these

preferences could promote redistribution of resources to classes of DMUs with

particular characteristics.

The weights of preference attached to the deviation variables in the objective function

capture internal tradeoffs within each of the three objectives, namely effectiveness
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(F,Ifl, efficiency (F) and equity (J,P). The case of external tradeoffs between the

three objective functions needs to be addressed separately in the solution process. The

reasoning for separating the process of expressing priorities within the attributes of each

objective and between the objectives themselves is twofold.

• Firstly, the decision makers will not be distracted by compounding issues

related with the representation of an objective, and issues related with the

tradeoffs between objectives,

• Secondly, the priorities concerning the internal structure of each objective can

be articulated a-priori by decision makers, while the tradeoffs between the

three objectives are pursued interactively.

These issues are discussed in more detail below in the operationalisation of the solution

process of the DTP model.

4. Operationalising the decentralised target-based planning

model

The modelling phase of the decentralised planning model was, hitherto, based on the

mathematical representation of alternative objectives of planning under a goal programming

framework. The remainder of the chapter focuses on issues concerned with the application

and solution process of the decentralised planning model. This includes a discussion on the

input/output variables, an algorithmic process for the implementation and selection of the

solution method and fmally, an investigation of the conditions of efficiency and optimality

which concerns the solutions obtained by DTP.

4.1. Selection of input-output variables

M6.4 is made up of mathematical statements between those inputs-outputs that constitute

the production process of DMUs and thereby the global organisation. Moreover, the model

seeks to reflect the structure of the organisation concerned and, therefore, anticipates the

presence of decision makers at different levels of management. This has two main effects

upon the nature of the input-output variables employed.

The first concerns the degree of input/output controllability by different levels of

management. Thus far the formulation provided in M6.4 has adopted an assumption that

the inputs/outputs used in the DTP are uniformly controllable within the organisation. This

assumption was made mainly for simplicity and it can be relaxed. This would advance the
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formulation in M6.4 by introducing variable input/output controllability between different

levels of decision making and, furthermore, between DMUs. This can be pursued by using

the concepts of variable degree of input/output controllability introduced in chapter four

(see M4.3).

The second relates to the choice of inputs/outputs in the model. There is an assumption

that the organisation as a whole can decide on commonly accepted inputs/outputs.

However, the selection of inputs/outputs that will be acceptable by all levels of decision

making is not given per Se. For the central government, for example, the allocation of

central grants to local authorities is a variable to be minimised while, on the other hand,

local authorities seek to maximise the level of the same variable. A decentralised planning

model needs to address these conflicting views within the formulation and the solution

process.

4.2. Solution process of DTP

An algorithmic representation of the decentralised planning model is provided next focusing

on the requirements of implementing DTP in a real life organisation. From the

mathematical development of the method it was obvious that the decentralised model would

require information obtained from independent solution stages. The flowchart in Figure 6.3

represents the various components required for the development of the decentralised target-

based planning model.
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Figure 6.3

Decision support for decentralised target-based planning
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The goal programming model in M6.4 seeks to integrate the three determinants of resource

allocation, namely effectiveness, efficiency, and equity under a decentralised target-based

framework. The decentralised system, however, is facilitated via the representation of

individual DMUs carrying their own "technology" to the planning model. The degree of

participation of different management levels in the planning process of multi-level

organisations is a key determinant of decentralisation, Brooke (1984). Lack of

absolute domination from central management, however, reinforces the need for well

defmed co-ordination mechanisms that will guarantee the representation of all interested

parties, as well as the system's functionality. The flow chart concerning the structure of the

decentralised target-based planning model in M6.4 includes four interrelated phases. These

phases are discussed next with emphasis on the representation and co-ordination of decision

makers' preferences over the satisfaction of the planning objectives.

• PHASE A AND PHASE B:

Trade-offs among different levels of decision making,

The process is initiated in phase A by assessing global performance targets Gx and Gy in

M6.4. The central management is responsible for this process and the global targets are

estimated following the methods discussed in this chapter. The second phase of the process

YES
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focuses on the assessment of performance targets for individual DMUs using M6. 1. This

process yields the technological coefficients for inputs and outputs that are used to build up

the efficiency equations M6.4b in the DTP model. The estimation of these technological

coefficients will incorporate preferences from lower level management concerning the

relative importance of inputs/outputs in assessing targets.

Phase A and phase B of the solution process initiate the decentralising debate by allowing

different management tiers to influence the planning process of the organisation. The

different management tiers involved in the two phases of planning may differ on the

definition of the input/output production sets, the degree of controllability of the

inputs/outputs and finally the relative importance given to the improvement of different the

inputs/outputs.

PHASE C:

Trade-offs within the planning objectives

Phase C seeks to synthesise the results obtained in phases A and B and proceeds in

formulating the goal programming model in M6.4. Each of the three planning objectives

represented in M6.4 have composite nature encapsulating a set of secondary objectives

(attributes). It is vital, therefore, at this stage to proceed towards reflecting upon the

internal tradeoffs within each planning objective.

Effectiveness for instance relates to the achievement of global targets of controllable

inputs/outputs. Central management would, therefore, express a preference structure

(P7'- , Vr and ,Vi) concerning its interest for achieving global targets for each input or

output variable. Similarly, the representation of efficiency as a planning objective would

include different preferences (P) for mininiising the inefficiency of clusters of DMUs.

Finally, when equity is represented in the DTP model, decision makers are allowed to

express different priorities (I' ,Vi e between either the importance of the different

controllable inputs to be allocated equitably or the importance of different DMUs of the

organisation to be resourced equitably.

The priorities concerning the internal tradeoffs for each the three planning objectives can be

derived using methods from the relevant literature. That is to say, techniques which include

the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP), the Centroid method, the Pair comparison method

can be used to facilitate decision makers in order to quantify their preferences concerning
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the importance of attributes in the interior of each objective in the model. The use of these

methodologies for incorporating preferences a-priori among the attributes of each objective

in goal programming are advocated inter alia by Gass (1986), Srinivasari (1973) and

Sinuany-Stern (1984).

Having estimated the weights of importance for the attributes of individual objectives one

can proceed to the final part of the solution process in phase D.

PHASED:

Trade-offs between the planning objectives

As discussed earlier on, model M6.8 has a multiple objective nature. The tradeoffs between

the three planning objectives, namely effectiveness, efficiency and equity, need to be

addressed by synthesising the three objective functions in M6.4a. Each objective function

includes priority weights (see phase C) for its attributes without, however, considering the

conflicts between the simultaneous maximisation of the three objectives. The development

of a two-stage process for accommodating the conflicting character among the objectives'

attributes and between the objectives themselves is not an issue discussed in the current

goal programming literature.

In the context of the decentralised target-based planning model the acknowledgement of the

two level of tradeoffs is a key issue of the model. In particular, the tradeoffs between the

three objectives constitutes an issue with profound economic and policy implications in the

decision making process of not-for-profit organisations. The potentially conflicting

relationship between these three objectives is well recognised in the literature. The

formulation of the DTP model, however, advances this debate significantly since the three

objectives coexist within the objective function of the same optimisation problem. It can be

argued that this objective function encapsulates all elements of the welfare of the

organisations concerned.

The tradeoffs between the three planning objectives can be addressed operationally using an

interactive goal progranmting solution approach. Reviews of the interactive goal

programming methods can be found in Zionts and Wallenious (1976), Zeleny (1982),

Goicoechea et al (1982), Hwang and Masoud (1979).

The review of advantages and disadvantages of interactive multi-objective programming

methods is beyond the scope of this research as the selection of appropriate interactive
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method is mainly context dependent. In other words, the size of the problem, the number of

decision makers involved, and the organisational structure can all often determine the choice

of interactive mechanism to be employed.

4.3. Efficiency and optimality in the solution of DTP

The formulation of M6.4 is a goal programming one. Goal programming is seen as one of

the most successful and widely used multi-objective programming methods. The method

has been widely applied, Zanakis (1982) and Romero (1991), in many areas of business and

economics. However, a number of concerns have been raised regarding the limitations of

the method. These discussions have been the subject of major academic debate between

Zeleny (1982), Hannan (1981), Romero (1991) and Ignizio (1982). More recently Mm and

Storbeck (1991) summarised pros and cons of goal programming in an attempt to

disentangle accumulated misconceptions of the use of the method.

The main body of the chapter concentrates on the properties of the solutions obtained from

M6.4, whilst Appendix 6C provides some mathematical tests that would allow to

investigate these properties.

The goal programming model in M6.4 can take the form of a medium to large scale

mathematical programming problem. As Kornbluth and Salkin (1987) argue large, scale

problems very often suffer from the presence of multiple optimal solutions. This, however,

brings forward the question on whether the solution obtained from M6.4 is Pareto efficient.

Pareto efficiency is a fundamental concept of multiple objective programming.

Given a set of objective functions F(x) , p1,...,n taking values from a convex

solution space XE X the concept of efficiency is defined as follows. A solution

vector xis efficient if F(x) ^ F(x'), V x' X and V p=l,...,n with at least one

strict inequality holding.

In the case of M6.4 one needs to investigate the possibility of obtaining non-efficient

solutions to the problem. This is possible in the goal programming formulations that

include under and over achievement deviation variables or in the goal programming

problems solved by the lexicographic method, Zeleny (1982). A number of different

methodologies are suggested in the literature, for investigating the presence of inferior

solutions in goal programming problems. All of these methodologies include further

computations in the original goal programming model, see Hannan (1981), Mm and

Storbeck (1991) and Romero (1991).
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A goal programming model which investigates the presence of inferior solutions in M6.6 is

provided in Appendix 6C. Since the computation process of goal programming problems is

not the main concern of this chapter the models for generating non-inferior solutions to

goal programming models are provided for completeness. Undoubtedly, a numerical

application of decentralised planning in future research would need to further investigate the

properties of the solutions obtained from M6.4.

4.4. Decentralised planning model & the principles of target setting

The DTP model shares the same aims with the CTP model developed in chapter 5 insofar as

the development of performance based resource allocation systems are concerned. A key

part of the development of the DTP model concerned its ability of direct accommodation of

the objectives of resource management namely effectiveness, efficiency and equity. This

direct representation is not feasible under the formulation of the CTP model in chapter 5.

The goal progranm-dng formulation in M6.4 makes explicit reference to each of these

objectives including their quantitative representation. It is noteworthy that the DTP model

in based on the classical use of linear programming models for allocating resources. The

crucial element of the formulation in M6.4 is based on the estimation of the "technological

coefficients" which link the inputs/outputs of individual DMUs.

With regard to the principles of target setting introduced in chapter 3 the following can be

argued.

The competing nature of efficiency and equity as objectives of resource management is well

recognised amongst economic and political science literature. In both cases, however, the

arguments are theoretically led without real concern to develop operational models.

Attempts to address these issues at the operational level (see Maridell (1991)) were based

on a-priori assumptions regarding the theoretical efficiency and effectiveness association

between inputs and outputs. The formulation of the DTP model has avoided this type of

assumption as it uses empirical estimates of relative efficiency and effectiveness. This is in

direct accordance with the principle of value revelation advocated earlier in chapter three.

Another important feature of the DTP model is the multi-level multi-stage process for its

implementation. Recall that the estimation process of the technological coefficients for the

inputs/outputs via M6. I seeks to encompass the preferences of low level management. On

the other hand, the preferences used in the solution process of M6.4 are driven by the aims
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of the central management which is responsible for the allocation of resources. Clearly, the

DTP model has multi-level dimension which is further advanced by the representation of the

global organisational targets as quantitative goals to be achieved.

The decision variables (4,ii,) of M6.4 correspond to controllable inputs and outputs of

individual DMUs which make explicit reference to the resource allocation nature of the

problem. The allowance of resource transferability among individual DMUs reinforces the

presence of equity as an objective of resource allocation. The decision support process

implemented via the solution of the problem has an interactive nature which aids the

achievement of managerialy feasible solutions.

Finally, the explicit reference made during the solution of M6.4 to the tradeoffs between

different levels of management, among the criteria of each objective and between the

achievement of the three objectives, enhances the policy making and decision support role

of the decentralised model in not-for-profit MULOs. These issues are pursued by

incorporating the decision makers' preferences throughout the whole development process

of the DTP. This is a element of strength of the DTP model as by "letting the man in" (see

Zeleny (1992)) increases the likelihood for obtaining scenarios to be implemented.

5. Conclusions

In this chapter the decentralised target-based planning model was put forward as a means

for linking managerial control and planning in MUOs. The central point of this linkage was

once more the joint assessment of DMU and global based organisational targets. A similar

problem was also addressed in the previous chapter (chapter 5). The uniqueness of the

methods developed in this chapter emanates from the adoption of decentralised decision

support for target setting and resource planning. Particular emphasis was given on the

representation of individual DMUs by the technological coefficients that reflect the

aspirations of management from the same rank within the organisation. Undoubtedly this

approach is computationally expensive as the formulation of the planning process uses

components that are obtained from solutions to unrelated performance measurement

problems.

The explicit representation of the three planning objectives in MUOs within the planning

model gives merit to the DTP model for being a reliable planning tool. Interactive/iterative
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processes need to be developed, however, in order to aid DMs in selecting the most

satisfactory planning scenario.

The decentralised planning model DTP is a more demanding decision support tool by

comparison with its centralised counterpart of chapter 5. It is anticipated, however, that the

plans obtained via decentralised decision making processes have a higher likelihood of being

implemented as their development has received a higher degree of Consensus among the

hierarchical levels of multi-unit multi-level organisations.

- END OF CHAPTER SIX -



Chapter 7

Diagnostic analysis and decision support for

a-priori resource allocation1

1. Introduction-motivation

Chapter 7 begins the investigation of the development of a-priori decision support systems

for managerial control and planning. The distinction between a-posteriori (chapters three

to six) and a-priori resource allocation has been discussed in the first chapter of the thesis.

Both methods have general applicability but the a-posteriori method is more suitable for

not-for-profit MUOs whilst the a-priori method is geared more towards for-profit MUOs.

This chapter pursues diagnostic issues regarding the assessment of the performance of

individual DMUs whilst chapters eight and nine are linked to the planning issues of the a-

priori decision making.

A basic characteristic of for-profit organisations is undoubtedly the competitive (market)

environment in which they operate. Market oriented MIJOs operate under intense

competition and therefore "operating efficiency" is a key success factor that affects their

long run viability. The definition of operating efficiency, however, is not directly linked

with the actual profit generated by individual firms. Based on Farrell's (1957) ideas of

technical efficiency this chapter defines the concept of operating efficiency in profit making

MTJOs and proposes models for its assessment.

1 
A version of this chapter has appeared in the Journal of the Operational Research Society

(1995), Vol. 46, Issue 1.
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Decision making in for-profit MUOs is concerned with the best deployment of resources

within networks of DMUs in order to achieve the corporate objectives of the organisation.

The achievement of corporate objectives would give competitive advantage to individual

firms which in turn affect their long run viability. The management of MUOs is often called

upon to make decisions concerning

• the development of innovative products/services in order to
create/utilise market opportunities,

• to identify effective location strategies for opening new outlets,

• to explore the market changes in the surrounding area of existing
outlets,

• to develop benchmarking strategies for effective managerial practices
among DMUs,

• to identify effective product mix services for different markets and
promote marketing policies for supporting their products and services,

• to allocate capital for maintaining and improving the profile of the
network of DMUs (e.g. training, redecoration, expansion).

The issues listed above largely describe practices followed by a wide range of profit making

MUOs. These issues can be addressed effectively only if an organisation combines the

decision making responsibilities of different levels of management. The latter brings

forward the multi-level character of decision making in order to support a-priori resource

allocation decisions. The operation of a large retailing brewery can be used to illustrate the

nature of multi-level multi-unit operations of for-profit MUOs. Data from public houses of

this brewery will also be used to obtain empirical results of models developed in this and the

subsequent two chapters. Figure 7.1 describes the levels of decision making that are used in

the operations of a retailing brewery.
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Figure 7.1

Decision & control in multi level profit making organisations
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The hierarchy displayed in Figure 7.1 contains three levels of decision making. Each level

of decision making has a different degree of authority regarding the allocation of resources

and the assessment of performance. The multi-tier decision making and assessment of

performance implies that decision support models should be customised to reflect different

levels of management.

In the brewery, for example, individual pubs make proposals for investments, the trade

companies prioritise and select part of these proposals within their investment portfolio and

fmally the central organisation is responsible for allocating capital among the trade

companies for realising their investment plants. The distinction between the levels of

decision making concerns: the central management who is responsible for the performance

of the organisation as a whole; middle management who are responsible for planning

decisions and, local management who are responsible for the operation of individual units.

Provision of decision support has diagnostic and planning stages. Diagnostic analysis

concerns the assessment of units' performance based on decisions and resource

commitments made in the past. The analysis, therefore, focuses on the extent to

which individual DMUs responded in support to the global organisational

performance. Planning analysis has broader appeal and seeks to investigate the

appropriateness of decisions that would result in future resource commitments (e.g.
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capital investment, reorganisation policies, etc.). Undoubtedly, diagnostic and planning

analysis are inextricably linked decision support tools for MUOs.

For-profit DMUs are typically assigned geographical segments and seek to penetrate the

markets within these segments by generating sales. Of equal importance is the conversion

of sales into profits. The two objectives will be discussed in more detail later in the chapter

but for the moment the discussion concentrates on defining the domain of diagnostic and

planning investigations in MUOs.

Figure 7.2 below is used to facilitate this discussion.

Figure 7.2

Diagnosis & Planning issues in profit MUOs

Unit's Status revised

Unit's status

Envir________ -	 rket	 I

Diagnostic Analysis

S	 -

N

- - - PianninAnalysis	
- -

Figure 7.2 shows diagramaticaly the role of diagnostic and planning analysis in MUOs as

part of the process for controlling the performance dimensions of individual outlets.

Diagnostic analysis concerns the extent to which individual units perform satisfactorily

given their objectives and resources (inner domain). Planning analysis seeks to explore the

scenarios for improving units' performance by changing their objectives and resource base

(revised domain). The development of systematic diagnostic analysis procedures in

MUOs is the main theme of this chapter. The implementation of diagnostic analysis will

be made focusing on:
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• the definition of the determinants of performance in profit making
MUOs,

• the assessment of performance targets for different tiers of
management based on the previously defined performance
components,

• the identification of good/exemplary operating practices that will be
used as the benchmarks in MUOs.

The rest of the chapter is organised as follows:

Market and cost efficiency are defmed as the main components of the performance of profit

making MUOs. Frontier analysis is used for assessing cost and market efficiency of profit

making units. The abstract concepts of market and cost efficiency will be conceptualised

further with a case study on the public houses of a brewery in the UK. Frontier analysis

models will be developed and empirical results will be obtained for assessing outlets'

performance.

2. Concepts of performance in profit-making MUOs

Profit generation is a goal for-profit making units. This needs to be reflected in

performance measurement mechanisms employed by such MUOs.

Measures of profitability can be absolute, relative or both. Absolute measures of

profitability are "Profit before Interest and Tax" and "Net Profit after Interest and Tax".

Relative measures of profitability relate the absolute profit to the revenue from which it was

generated or to the capital employed by the unit. Typical relative measures of profitability

are the "Gross Profit Margin", representing the percentage of gross revenue that is profit

before interest and tax, or "Return on Capital Employed", expressing profit before interest

and tax as a percentage of the capital employed by the unit.

Profitability measures, however, are incomplete in at least one important respect. They fail

to take into account environmental factors affecting profitability. Such factors need to be

taken into account at the very least in the interests of equitable comparisons of units. More

importantly, however, they make it possible to assess the viability of units and to identify

managerial practices conducive to higher profitability. For example in the case of a shop

Norman and Stoker (1991) argue its ability to control its costs (cost efficiency) and its

ability to attract custom (market efficiency) are independent aspects of performance. They

should therefore be assessed separately if the shop is to be set sensible performance targets.
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To illustrate how profit figures alone may be inadequate to convey the performance of a

unit consider the assessment of a set of bank branches. Environmental factors such as the

income levels, age distributions and level of competition in the catchment area of each

branch are outside the control of a branch yet they influence its profits. A very profitable

branch may in fact be foregoing even higher profits given the environment in which it

operates. Conversely, a branch with low profits may in fact be doing very well for the

environment in which it operates. Its practices could be very effective in generating high

profits if employed in a more helpful environment.

Market, cost efficiency and profitability constitute key performance components of profit-

making DMUs. The nature of these components is illustrated next using Figure 7.3 and

Figure 7.4.

2.1. The notion of market efficiency

Market efficiency of a DMU is the extent to which it penetrates its own market as

compared with other DMU operating similar functions. This is assessed on the basis of

output attributes expressed in either monetary terms i.e. revenue, market share, or as pure

service/volume quantities, i.e. number of transactions with clients, number of new clients,

volume of quantities produced or sold, etc. DMUs' market efficiency is affected by groups

of extrinsic and intrinsic input attributes. Some of these attributes are listed in Figure 7.3.

Figure 7.3

Extrinsic & intrinsic attributes of market efficiency
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Intrinsic input attributes reflect outlets' marketing profile determined by factors such as

capacity, state of repair, age, staff quality, capital investment, advertising, etc. These are
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the only factors over which management 2 has some control. Extrinsic factors on the other

hand reflect market characteristics of the outlets' surrounding environment. These factors

are primarily uncontrollable as they relate to consumer behaviour, population make-up,

competition, location characteristics (outlet's visibility), etc. The joint use of intrinsic and

extrinsic input attributes allows management to assess the extent to which outlets achieve

the highest possible results in terms of revenue.

With reference to measuring market efficiency units can be seen as operating a "production

technology" in which inputs are the environment and the resources deployed by the unit

while output is the revenue generated. The efficiency of a unit within this production

technology is its market efficiency. Thus, market efficiency reflects the units' ability to

convert potential for sales into actual sales.

2.2. The notion of cost efficiency and profitability

Cost efficiency is an internal factor in the operation of outlets. Depending on the nature of

the operations of DMUs cost efficiency can be a very important determinant of

performance. This would apply to cases where there is little scope for improving market

efficiency of outlets and therefore any performance improvements coincide with improved

cost control. This type of situation often arises in profit making DMUs like patrol stations

where the demand for services is predetermined by the location of the store and the prices

of petrol. Profit generation can be thought of as an internal process of a unit as illustrated

in Figure 7.4.

Figure 7.4
Attributes of cost efficiency
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2 
It should be noted however, that intrinsic input attributes are under the discretion of central

and/or local management.
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Cost efficiency is defined as the ability of outlets to convert their revenue into actual profit.

To assess cost efficiency one needs to consider all cost components that "consume' parts of

the generated turnover. Factors that affect the operating costs of outlets need also to be

considered. These include the size, state of repair, location and the service mix provided by

individual Units. The state of repair and maintenance costs of a public house with catering

facilities, for example, is expected to be higher than for public houses which offer only drink

services.

Measures of relative profitability of outlets, defined as profit margin, are often used as

surrogates of cost efficiency without however coinciding. There are, for example, cost

efficient outlets with very low profitability due to their high fixed costs andlor low market

efficiency. These phenomena need to be taken into account when decisions are made

concerning the long run viability of individual outlets.

2.3. Frontier analysis for assessing performance of profit making MUOs

Performance issues in profit making MUOs are discussed in the marketing, accounting, and

management science literature. In each discipline, however, the motives for assessing

performance are different and therefore different performance measures are used. For

example, sales forecasting methods for individual outlets are customarily used to support

marketing activities and profitability ratios are used by accounting departments to assess the

financial performance of outlets and/or outlets' managers.

In summary, sales forecasting and accounting based methods provide exclusive support on

either the planning or the diagnostic dimensions of performance. Sales forecasting would

guide the opening of new DMUs and would, therefore, be used for assessing "site"

performance, whilst accounting profitability ratios would be used to evaluate the profit

generation of existing sites. In assessing performance of two bank branches that face

different competition, for example, the use of profitability ratios would treat them as if they

had the same opportunity for generating sales and subsequently profits. Frontier analysis

tools, on the other hand, can encapsulate issues related to the environment in which

individual outlets operate and therefore support in full the earlier definitions of market and

cost efficiency.

Frontier analysis methods have been used for assessing cost efficiency in financial

institutions, e.g. Sherman and Gold (1985), Giokas and Vassiloglou (1990), Giokas (1991),
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Parkan (1987). Banker and Morey (1986) assess the cost efficiency of restaurants

compounding, however, cost factors (e.g. labour costs) with environmental factors (e.g.

location characteristics) that affect primarily the market and not the cost efficiency of

DMUs.

Less theoreticallempirical studies of frontier analysis can be found in the assessment of

market efficiency of profit making DMUs. Athanassopoulos and Thanassoulis (1995)

employed frontier analysis methods tailored for assessing market efficiency of public houses.

A similar attempt was also made by Mahajan (1991) in assessing the "selling function" of

sales forces of an insurance company. Frontier analysis methodologies were used in a

decision support mode by Banker and Morey (1993) in order to evaluate the

appropriateness of opening new branches of food outlets. Similarly, Athanassopoulos

(1993) developed frontier analysis models for estimating targets for reorganising the shape

and size of inefficient food outlets.

Research efforts concerning the use of frontier analysis in profit making DMUs have also

been made by Charnes and Cooper and their associates (F. Phillips and J. Rousseau),

Charnes et al. (1991), Charnes et al. (1993), Golany et al. (1993).

The assessment of the market efficiency in profit making organisations needs to take into

account the presence of different levels of management as described earlier in Figure 7.1.

This would lead into customising market efficiency in accord with the level of management

concerned. Figure 7.5 introduces three types of market efficiency that will be used in this

thesis to link organisational structure with the assessment of performance.
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Figure 7.5
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The three components of market efficiency described in Figure 7.5 seek to encapsulate the

differences in authority and responsibility among different levels of management in a profit

making multi-level organisation. Central management seeks to co-ordinate the overall

operations of an organisation by making decisions that affect directly or indirectly all other

levels of the managerial hierarchy. Assessment of central management's performance focus

on the long run consequences of its decisions which lead to an aggregate measure of market

efficiency. Local management, on the other hand, is responsible for implementing decisions

made by higher level of management. Assessment of local management's performance has a

short run horizon as it reflects the site-specific market efficiency of individual outlets.

In addition to the two extreme levels of managerial performance, namely aggregate and

sire-specific, the multi-level performance measures in Figure 7.5 make reference to a third

component which is concerned with issues of decision support. Assessment of performance

at these intermediate levels has a decision support role by setting performance targets for

individual outlets that would adjust the size and scope of operations of individual outlets.

These levels of decision support seek to develop decision scenarios for improving the

profile (e.g. scale of operation and service mix) of individual outlets using as a means capital

investment and reorganisation policies.

The development of operational models for assessing the components of market efficiency

alluded to above is pursued in this chapter and completed in chapter eight. As this chapter
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concentrates on the development of diagnostic analysis tools within profit making

organisations emphasis will be given on the disentaglement between the aggregate and site-

specific market efficiency. The latter will seek to estimate performance targets for

inefficient units compatible with central and local management responsibilities. The

diagnostic analysis will also concentrate on the identification of exemplary performers

among market efficient operating units.

3. The case study

In this part of the chapter the case study is introduced which was chosen to be used as a

vehicle for the theoretical developments of diagnosis and planning mechanisms in profit

making MUOs. It was felt that the integration of the theoretical models with the case study

will give a better understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of the method as a decision

support tool.

The case study covers a large retailing firm in the UK which is mainly concerned with

brewing and food services world-wide. The analysis includes a set of 154 public houses

(pubs) of the brewery located in the northern part of England. These pubs provide food and

drink sales and they target local and passing clientele. Background information concerning

the brewing industry in the UK can be found in Appendix 7A.

3.1. Ascertaining factors affecting the market efficiency of pubs

Thus far, the concept of market efficiency has been discussed in abstract terms as an

important component of the performance of profit making MUOs. This concept will be

applied to define the market efficiency of pubs.

In Figure 7.3 it is suggested that the assessment of market efficiency should consider factors

representing environmental (market) and internal characteristics of DMUs. The

specification of attributes reflecting these characteristics depends on the nature of the MUO

assessed. The methodology followed in this study for identifying determinants of market

efficiency of pubs was a series of interactions with the central management and the analysts

of the Operational Research department of the brewery. Statistical analysis was used to

verify "causal" effects that were thought important by the brewery's management. (Results

of the statistical analysis can be found in Appendix 7B).
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At the end of this process the input-output variables adopted for assessing the market

efficiency of individual pubs are exhibited in Figure 7.6.

Figure L

Factors affecting the market efficiency of pubs

+

The signs attached to each input factor of Figure 7.6 represent the assumption of the causal

effect of input factors on the pubs' outputs. For example competition is thought to have a

negative impact on the sales of pubs whilst the consumption of alcohol a positive impact on

the generation of sales.

The trade area is the geographic area from which the pub draws most of its customers and

within which market penetration is highest. Consultation with the planning managers of the

brewery revealed that a radius of 2.5 miles was the most appropriate size of trade area for

the type of outlets under investigation. More normative approaches for defining trade areas

can be found in the location analysis literature, Ghosh and McLafferty (1987). Techniques

like the gravity models and the analog method can be used to obtain more rigorously the

trade area of individual outlets.

A discussion of the reason for using each of the factors listed in Figure 7.6 is provided next.
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Turnover, the output in the context of a DEA model, is the sum of revenues from the sale

of drinks and meals. One could support the use of actual volume of sales to allow for price

variation of the provided services. This argument, however, does not hold for the pubs in

the current analysis as they have uniform prices determined by the central management of

the brewery.

The input variables can be classified as internal and external. Internal variables reflect

factors decided upon by the brewery. External variables reflect environmental factors

outside the brewery's control. None of the input variables is controllable by pubs' local

management.

3.1.1. Internal inputs

These are:

• Bar area (ft2)

• No. of car park facilities

• State of repair

The bar area of a pub reflects its capacity to accommodate customers. Clearly the larger

this area the more customers can be accommodated and the larger should be the revenue

generated. This can disadvantage pubs which are given by the brewery a large area

requiring them to attract a much larger share of their local market to fill up than is the case

for most other pubs. However, in the absence of further information it is implicitly assumed

that bar area at each pub is not such that it would require a significant proportion of the

local market to fill up.

The number of car park spaces is an important variable as "broad based" pubs seek passing

as well as passing custom and thereby parking facilities may facilitate certain categories of

customers.

The state of repair of a pub relates to its general decor, furnishings and fittings. This is

thought to influence significantly a pub's ability to attract custom.

There is little difficulty in measuring bar area and car park spaces. However, reflecting the

state of repair of a pub is difficult. In the case of this study the state of repair of each pub

was assessed on a scale from 1 to 15 by the marketing department.
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3.1.2. External inputs

The external variables chosen were as follows:

• Number of competitors,

• Number of potential customers,

• Consumption of alcohol in the surrounding area (barrels),

• Gross household income in the surrounding area3 (c).

Competition affects the ability of pubs to capture a share of the market in their catchment

area. It is clearly not a simple matter to reflect competition for a unit. For example in the

case of pubs competition may not so much be reflected by the actual count of competing

establishments but rather by some measure of their size or of the strength of competition

they represent. We had data only of the number of pubs and clubs in the area surrounding

the pubs being assessed and this is the variable used to reflect the strength of competition

faced by each pub.

A separate issue is whether competition is in fact an input or an output. Competition can be

seen as a factor which "consumes resource" within the "production technology" employed

by the pub. That is to say effort is required to overcome competition and expand or

maintain a certain market share. Competition can also be seen as an input factor in the way

capital might be an input in more traditional production technologies. The difference is that

the greater the capital employed the higher the output expected while the converse is the

case with competition. In both cases, however, they influence the productivity of other

inputs. Competition influences the "productivity" of the market size and the bar area much

as capital influences the productivity of labour.

In this assessment it was decided to take competition as an input. This was partly because

we found the second argument above more convincing and partly to maintain a single

output variable in the assessment.

The input-output model described in Figure 7.6 assumes isotonicity. That it to say for

efficient units higher input levels lead to higher output levels. However, the opposite is the

case with the number of competing establishments. Therefore, the inverse of the number of

This type of information is usually used on an average per household basis. In this analysis,
however, the actual value has been used in order to avoid bias of scale in the assessment of
market efficiency that follows.
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competing establishments was used as the input variable for competition. Discussions are

offered by Charnes et al. (1985a) and Golany and Roll (1989) favouring using the 'inverse

approach. In a number of previous applications of DEA (see Norman and Stoker (1991)) in

profit making environments no clear indication is made on how competition was included in

the analysis. More importantly Mahajan (1991) uses erroneously the number of competing

establishments as an input variable which violates the isotonicity assumption of frontier

analysis models (for efficient units higher inputs should lead to higher output levels).

Inverting the number of competitors could have been avoided by using instead their

difference from some large (subjectively decided) number. The two approaches give

generally dissimilar (but not very different) efficiency estimates. For example for our 154

pubs the median market efficiency was 90% when the number of competitors was inverted

but only 88% when it was subtracted from 162 (160 being the maximum number of

competitors any pub faced in that year).

The higher the consumption of alcohol in the catchment area of a pub, all else being equal,

the larger should be its turnover if it is effective in attracting custom. Thus to judge the

effectiveness of a pub in attracting custom we must allow for the consumption of alcohol in

its catchment area and this explains the use of this variable as an input.

The potential number of customers of a pub and the gross income of households are used

to reflect the size of its market for the sale of meals. Market surveys had found that the

typical customer of the pubs assessed was a person aged 15-24 or 35-54 belonging to one

of the socio-economic groups B, Cl and C2. (For a definition of socio-economic groups in

the UK see Monk (1986)). Based on this information and data from the Office of

Population Censuses and Surveys an estimate was made of the number of potential

customers in the catchment area of each pub.

It is argued sometimes (see for example Lovell (1993) p.53 ) that variables such as our

external ones, over which pubs have no control, should not be used as input or output

variables in the way suggested above. Instead, efficiencies should be estimated in the first

instance using controllable input-output variables only. In a second stage, the

uncontrollable variables (our external variables) can be used in the context of a regression

analysis to explain the efficiency scores obtained. The key difference between this two-

stage approach and the one stage approach adopted in the thesis for assessing market
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efficiency is that in the former inefficiencies are attributed to the external (uncontrollable)

variables while in our approach efficiency is measured while controlling for external

variables. On balance the one stage approach was selected because it makes it possible to

assess how effectively pubs on an individual basis exploit their uncontrollable factors to

generate revenue.

4. Managerial tools for diagnostic analysis

The assessment of market efficiency of units and the identification of "best-practice" policies

constitute the purpose of diagnostic analysis of profit making MUO. Market efficiency

targets will be assessed for inefficient units using the frontier analysis models introduced

earlier on. The mathematical basis of these models has already been discussed in chapter 2.

The diagnostic analysis will also focus on the performance of those units found relatively

efficient in an attempt to disseminate benchmark operating practices.

4.1. Assessing aggregate market efficiency

The aggregate market efficiency introduced earlier in Figure 7.5 can be assessed using the

frontier analysis models reviewed in chapter two. The input-output set of Figure 7.6 lists a

set of i=l,..,7 inputs and the food and drink sales as output that wifi be used to assess the

efficiency of the 154 pubs. In mathematical terms, the market efficiency (l/z*, where z=

max z), of pub j0 will be assessed using the model in (M7.l)

^x and	 =zy1 ,X3 ^O,i:=l,...,7 zfree	 (M7.l)

This model is based on the output expansion model described in chapter 2 (model M2.8).

The expansion factor z' gives the proportionate increase to output that would render j0

relatively efficient. This is done by adopting an economic assumption of constant returns to

scale in M7. 1. That is, DMUs are assessed for their managerial ability to attract custom and

also for their scale of operation (input/output mix). As the scale size of DMUs is mainly

under the control of central management the efficiency assessed by M7.1 reflects the

aggregate market efficienc y of DMUs. The concept of aggregate market efficiency is

illustrated next on the sample of pubs. Results on market efficiency of pubs are summarised

in the frequency histogram of Figure 7.7 (market efficiencies stated as a 1/z* percentage).
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Figure 7.7
Distribution of aggregate market efficiency of pubs
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On average the aggregate market inefficiency is 74% whilst the actual distribution of

efficiencies is shown in Figure 7.5. Nearly 30% of the pubs assessed have an aggregate

market efficiency below 60% which indicates that high sales' improvements from these pubs

should be possible.

The aggregate market efficiency compounds factors related with management and the scale

of operation of individual pubs. These two factors, namely management and scale, are not

controlled by the same level of management. Therefore, the aggregate market efficiency

needs to be decomposed by level of management to which it can be attributable.

To investigate further the association between market efficiency and scale size of pubs a

chi-square test was employed (see Appendix 7B) which found a significant negative

association between aggregate market efficiency and the size of pubs (ft 2). The latter gives

some preliminary evidence showing that smaller pubs tend to have higher market efficiency

as their turnover () per ft2 of bar area is higher than the corresponding score for the larger

pubs (all other input factors being equal). The size characteristics of individual units are

under the control of central management and therefore, size free market efficiencies need to

be assessed in order to assess the performance of local management.
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4.2. Assessing site-specific market efficiency

The aggregate market efficiency assessed earlier on concentrates on the central management

of an organisation. Central management responsibilities, however, encompass issues related

with local management effectiveness and scale size characteristics of individual outlets. The

site-specific market efficiency model is employed next to disentangle the aggregate market

efficiency into management and scale components. This can be done using the

mathematical model in M7.2 below where market efficiency of units is assessed treating

their market size as given (the notation is similar to model M7. 1). The expansion factor p,

that is used to define the Jte-sDecific market efficienc y gives the proportionate

improvement in the sales of unit j 0 given its scale of operation.

154	 154
max	 ^ x V	 t1y1 py	

(M7.2)

=1, p ^O,i=1,...,7 pfree

Results on the site-specific market efficiency of pubs were obtained using model M7.2 and

summarised in Figure 7.8 (market efficiency is expressed in percentage terms as in Figure

7.7).

Figure 7.8

Distribution of aggregate & site-specific market efficiency of pubs
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Efficiency range (%)

The distributions of aggregate and site-specific market efficiency of pubs are contrasted in

Figure 7.8. The average site-specific market efficiency is 83% compared with the 74%
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average aggregate market efficiency whilst 12% of the assessed pubs have site-specific

market efficiency below 60%. Clearly, the assessment of market efficiency of pubs proves

to be highly sensitive on the economic assumptions of returns to scale. The latter shows

also the scope of disentangling the potential of performance improvements of pubs among

different levels of management.

The assessment of aggregate and site-specific market efficiency of outlets are important

components of the diagnostic analysis framework proposed earlier in the chapter. The

aggregate market efficiency of outlets was made under the economic assumption of

constant returns to scale. The targets estimated by this model have a long run horizon of

achievement as they compound management and scale effects on the performance of

individual outlets. The bias of scale on performance was relaxed by assessing the site-

specific market efficiency which adopts a variable returns to scale economic assumption.

Targets obtained by the latter model have more immediate horizon as they refer to the

appropriateness of managerial practices employed by individual outlets.

4.3. Identifying role model operating practices (benchmarking)

The diagnostic analysis at the individual DMU level will now focus on those units found

relatively efficient in the previous analysis of aggregate and site-specific market efficiency.

The use of DEA does not give performance targets for market efficient DMUs and hence

some more qualitative criteria need to be employed in order to give better insights

concerning the performance of these DMUs. The process of identifying role model

operating practices will be called benchmarking and is discussed in more detail next.

Benchmarking can be defmed formally as a continuous process of measuring products,

services, and practices against a company's toughest competitors or companies renowned as

company leaders, Camp (1992). The essence of benchmarking is captured effectively by the

Japanese word danrotsu which means striving to be the best of the best. There are two

generic terms of benchmarking. "Micro" benchmarks focus on specific processes. "Macro"

benchmarks measure business characteristics and outputs that are the result of many

practices and processes. Successful benchmarking strategies, however, need to link the two

types of benchmarking under the general framework of diagnostic analysis.
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The identification of units with exemplary performance will aid management to disseminate

their operating practices to underperforming Units. The assessment of market efficiency

using DEA is based on DMUs that exhibit best observed practices, and therefore

benchmarks would be identified among market efficient units. Market efficiency, however,

is a necessary but not sufficient condition for a benchmark DMU.

A set of criteria can be defined in order to investigate the performance characteristics of

individual market efficient units using as a basis the results of the DEA models solved for

assessing the market efficiency of DMUs in M7. 1 and M7.2 These criteria comprise issues

related with the similarity between efficient and inefficient units and the relative distance of

efficient units from the efficient frontier in their absence.

• Similarity indices

Market efficiency is assessed by M7.1 solving a linear programming problem for each

DMU. In the solution process linear combinations of efficient units yield efficient targets

that are compared with the observed performance of inefficient units (see session 5 in

chapter 2). The frequency with which relatively efficient units are compared with inefficient

units is an indicator of how similar is the input-output mix of individual efficient units with

those of inefficient units. The more frequently an efficient unit is used as a comparator to

inefficient units the higher is its input-output similarity and therefore can be trusted as a

exemplary performer.

This similarity measure can be "weighted" further using the "proportionate contribution" of

individual efficient units to the aggregate targets of those that are inefficient. This

proportionate contribution is obtained using the values of the multipliers (X's) fronl the

solution to model M7. 1. Let us denote by NAGR the set of DMUs found efficient by M7. 1.

An efficient unit k contributes an amount of XYrk to the target of output r of unit j where

X is the optimal value of the intensity variable of the efficient unit k when unit j is assessed.

The aggregate proportionate contribution C ...." of unit k to the targets of output r is given

in (M7.3).

J=I.... . fl 	 ;= XkYrk	
Vk E N AGR	 (M7.3)(_'kr	 =

kcNAGR	 J'
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Separate indices Cj ...." are obtained for input-output variables used to assess market

efficiency. Notice here that the magnitudes of the X'k coefficients in M7.3 depend on the

orientation (output expansion - input contraction) and/or the economic assumptions

(constant - variable returns to scale) of the DEA model employed.

Estimation of Ci;' .... " would rank efficient units on the basis of their proportionate

contribution to the aggregate targets of individual inputs-outputs. These measures

combined with the frequency that efficient units are used as peer comparators constitute

similarity measures between efficient and inefficient units.

Relafive closeness indices

Another measure of distinction between relatively efficient units can be obtained by

assessing some type of relative distance between relatively efficient units. This type of

information is not provided by the aggregate and site-specific market efficiency models in

M7. 1 and M7.2 which give an efficiency of one for each efficient unit. This information,

had it been available, it could be used to identify efficient units with exceptionally high

distances from other efficient DMUs and hence rank efficient units on an "absolute" scale.

This scale is derived as the minimum distance between relatively efficient units and the

efficient frontier consisting of the remaining DEA efficient units and it will be called

absolute ranking efficiency (ARE). The new type of performance comparison is obtained

between the current performance of DEA-efficient units and their projection on the

adjusted efficient frontier due to their absence from the production possibility set.

The assessment of efficient units' performance on their absence from the production

possibility set has been addressed in previous research work by Andersen and Petersen

(1993), Lovell et al. (1991) and Adolfson et al. (1991). The mathematical form of the

"absolute ranking efficiency" (ARE) is given in M7.4 for the case of an output radial

expansion model under constant returns to scale assumption.
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The solution to M7.4 yields a radial expansion factor E for outputs which can take values

less, greater or equal to unity. This implies that the absolute ranking efficiency

J = 11 E will be less than unity for inefficient units as it would have been had the

assessed unit j0 been included in the production possibility set. A value of ARE = 1

characterises units located on the efficient frontier without however, being extreme points

of the production possibility set Values of ARE 1 > 1 characterise DEA efficient units and

indicate the extent to which individual efficient units "overperform" in comparison with

other efficient units. As we shall see in the numerical illustration that follows the scores of

ARE J > 1 should not be interpreted blindly as measures of "strength" or "superefficiency"

as they may indicate extraordinary operating practices.

The benchmarking criteria introduced above are illustrated next on the public houses of the

case study.

4.3.1. Identiftting benchmark pubs

Multi-unit organisations are organised in networks of activity centres and it becomes

impractical for central management to focus on individual units' operating practices. The

brewery used in this thesis manages a network of 2,000 pubs. The central management of

the brewery were very keen to revise their accounting based methods currently used for

identifying benchmark outlets. This was done utilising the results of the market efficiency

analysis models.

The aggregate market efficiency model was selected in this study as the basis for obtaining

benchmark pubs. Benchmark pubs were defined in view of their managerial and scale size
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performance and hence constitute role models from the central management's point of view.

The superior performance of a benchmark pub reflects the appropriate selection of scale

size of operation and also the recruitment of effective local management for the pub.

Table 7.1 contains aggregate market efficient pubs with a contribution to the total targets

for turnover of at least 1%. Four benchmarking criteria are used to investigate the possible

use of these pubs as the role models of the brewery. The "peer" frequency and the

contribution of aggregate market efficient pubs to targets reflect the "similarity " indices

between efficient and inefficient pubs. The higher the performance in these indices the more

"similar" are the input-output characteristics of efficient pubs with the underperforming

ones. The absolute ranking efficiency score (ARE) yields information on the "closeness" of

individual efficient pubs from the efficient frontier of the production possibility set in their

absence. Finally, the relative profitability (profit margin) of pubs provides useful

information on the ability of pubs to convert their turnover into profit. The profitability

criterion has complementary purpose as is a surrogate measure of the cost efficiency of

individual outlets. This acknowledgement of the global character of performance of

individual units (market-cost efficiency) can prove to be very important in identifying

reliable benchmarks within retail networks.
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Table 7.1
Criteria for identifying benchmark pubs

Pub	 Absolute ranking Contribution to Frequency as 	 Profitability
_________ efficiency*(%)	 targets (%)	 comparator	 (%)

PUB78	 139	 37.00	 88	 37

PUB34	 151	 8.10	 48	 36

PUB52	 109	 5.70	 18	 26

PUB153	 123	 4.00	 22	 32

PUB22	 126	 3.80	 20	 33

PUB33	 115	 3.00	 10	 38

PUB134	 129	 2.61	 18	 38

PUB5O	 174	 2.53	 26	 37

PUB121	 116	 2.43	 15	 30

PUB61	 128	 2.30	 16	 25

PUB67	 108	 2.30	 19	 19

PUB45	 148	 2.21	 11	 33

PUB19	 113	 2.12	 11	 31

PUB148	 111	 2.05	 6	 34

PUB4	 175	 1.65	 13	 0.05

PUB59	 128	 1.34	 10	 22

* 
Indicates the proportion of turnover excess produced by the corresponding
pub as compared with the efficient frontier in its absence.

The performance of pubs on the four benchmarking criteria is variable with only frequency

and target contribution being positively associated, having rank correlation of 0.76. An

exception was the case of pub 50 which contributes disproportionately lower to the

turnover targets of pubs for its frequency of appearing as "peer" pub. Upon further

investigation it was found that pub 50 has a very extreme input mix as it has a very large

size but operates under very adverse market conditions (very poor market potential).

Benchmark pubs show satisfactory profitability scores with pub 4 being a noticeable

exception. The very high number of competitors for the market size of pub 4 is the main

cause for being rated efficient. Pub 4 on the other hand does not generate enough sales to

secure a satisfactory level of profitability.

Further insights concerning the performance of relatively efficient outlets is given by the

absolute ranking efficiency indices. To illustrate this argument let us consider the case of

pub 4 and pub 50 which have absolute ranking efficiency of 175% and 174%, and
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profitability of 0.05% and 37% respectively. The absolute ranking efficiency scores indicate

that the two pubs have unusual characteristics. These characteristics, however, need to be

investigated using complementary information. For example, pub 50, has more 'similar

characteristics (e.g. market size, number of competitors, sales) with inefficient units and

therefore is used more often as a peer comparator.

The illustration of the benchmarking criteria on the set of pubs shows clearly the

complementarity between all four of them in diagnosing the operating characteristics of

relatively efficient outlets. Relatively efficient units that show very poor performance on the

benchmarking criteria should not be considered as good operating practices as their rating is

based on the extraordinary conditions under which operate and not on their exemplary

performance.

5. Conclusions

Chapter seven was the preamble in an attempt to develop frontier analysis-based decision

support mechanisms in for-profit making MUOs. Decision support in for-profit MUOs has

diagnostic and planning stages. Diagnostic analysis was the main theme of the chapter

using as a steppingstone the concept of market efficiency, that is the ability of individual

outlets to attract custom and generate sales. The market efficiency of DMUs is

complemented by the cost efficiency which determines the success of converting turnover

into profit. Profitability measures also give the profit profile of DMUs compounding

elements of cost control and effective product pricing. The assessment of these concepts of

performance was illustrated using a set of public houses from a large brewery in the UK.

Frontier analysis tools were used to assess market efficiency of different tier management

within for-profit MUOs. This resulted in defining the aggregate market efficiency which

reflects the ability to generate turnover and operate at the most productive scale size whilst

site-specific market efficiency reflects the ability to generate turnover given the scale size of

operation. Aggregate and site-specific market efficiency appeal to the central and ici
management of MUOs respectively and therefore convey valuable information concerning

the diagnostic mechanisms of the performance of multi-level organisations.

The input-output sets used to assess the various components of market efficiency are based

on factors representing the market conditions in the surrounding area of individual units and
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also factors representing the internal strength of these units to attract custom. A number of

critical issues emanate from the development of input-output sets that could bias the

efficiency measures obtained. These include the use and measurement of competition in the

inputloutput set and the definition of appropriate market area of individual outlets.

Finally, the diagnostic analysis sought to provide an advanced framework for supporting

benchmarking in retail MUOs. This framework combined information obtained from either

the use of market efficiency models and/or from more dedicated analysis. Evidence from

applying these techniques in identifying benchmark pubs showed that there are benefits from

using more than one criterion for characterising exemplary performers.

The diagnostic based study on the performance of for-profit MUOs provide limited

information concerning the development of decision support systems. The missing factor

concerns the planning dimension of decision support which is the main theme of chapter

eight.

- END OF CHAPTER SEVEN -



Chapter 8

Planning analysis and decision support for a-priori

resource allocation1

1. Introduction

Chapter 8 focuses on planning problems in for-profit MUOs. The methods developed in the

chapter seek to support decisions that require resource commitment (e.g. capital

investment, reorganisation policies, etc.) and therefore information concerning their

appropriateness is of vital importance to the management of MUOs.

The diagnostic analysis developed in chapter seven advocated the assessment of market

efficiency as the main performance yardstick in for-profit DMUs. The aggregate and site-

specific variants of market efficiency focused on ascertaining good operating practices and

to estimate market efficiency targets for "underperforming" DMUs compatible with

different tiers of management. This analysis, however, does not support the development of

planning scenarios that would improve the performance of individual units by adjusting their

operating profile. Elements such as the scale of operation of individual units, and the

type/mix of services provided can affect adversely the units' long run viability. The way

these issues are pursued in this chapter is discussed next in more detail.

Part of the models developed in this chapter are included in the paper "Performance

improvement decision aid systems in retailing organisations using DEA", by A.

Athanassopoulos, forthcoming in Journal of Productivity Analysis.

188
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Improving the scale size of operation of DMUs

The aggregate and site-specific market efficiency was assessed in chapter 7 as part of the

diagnostic analysis of the operations of individual units. Constant and variable returns to

scale economic assumptions were used as vehicles for disentangling the market efficiency of

two tiers of management in multi-level MUOs. Aggregate and site-specific market

efficiency seek to assess the extent to which decisions by different levels of management

support individual DMUs to utilise their market potential.

The assessment of aggregate and site-specific market efficiency does not give any insights

on whether individual outlets deploy their resources in proportions adequate to the market

conditions under which they operate. The latter is an issue closely related to the concept of

economies of scale as it corresponds to the extent that the scale size of controllable inputs

can be improved to utiise the market conditions (uncontrollable inputs) of individual

outlets.

The improved scale-size development proceeds adopting variable returns to scale economic

assumption, as its main emphasis is on improving the outlets' scale size. It is assumed that

individual outlets may underperform due to the mismatch between the scale of their

controllable inputs and the market conditions in which they operate. The investigation

examines the degree of scale size improvements for outlets already in operation. Thus the

results of this type of analysis will be useful to the middle management of the organisation

that is responsible for identifying/realising investment projects for improving the

performance of individual outlets.

• Assessing outlets' long run viability

The viability of individual outlets is determined by their ability to contribute to . the

organisation's profits. Generation of profit, on the other hand, cannot be seen in isolation as

it is compounded by elements of market and cost efficiency. Short and long run viability of

outlets will be investigated using efficiency-profitability portfolio matrices. The

classification of outlets into clusters with similar market efficiency and profitability will give

the opportunity to create different viability scenarios for each cluster.

• Assessing service mix effectiveness

The range of services offered by retail organisations is largely determined by the market

characteristics of individual outlets. Appraisal of the degree that different service mixes

may lead into higher returns is always on the managerial agenda of service organisations.
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Product mix differential cannot be appraised using sales increase information as it fails to

capture other factors affecting performance. The assessment of market efficiency

differential due to different service mix of individual units is advocated here as a more

systematic way of assessing service mix effectiveness.

The remainder of this chapter seeks to address the three components of decision support

introduced above. This is done by developing appropriate mathematical models which are

illustrated using data from the public houses used earlier in chapter 7.

2. Assessing improved scale size (ISS) targets

The aggregate market efficiency model in chapter 7 compounds scale and managerial effects

on the performance of units, whilst the site-specific market efficiency model eliminates these

scale effects from market efficiency. The scale size in itself can be used, however, as a

vehicle for exploring further improvements in the performance of inefficient units. This is

based on the concept of the Most Productive Scale Size (MPSS) as introduced by Banker

(1984), Banker and Morey (1986b) and generalised by Banker and Thrall (1992).

In chapter two it was shown that to each inputioutput production possibility (X,Y)

corresponds at least one MPSS given its input/output mix. Estimation of the MPSS seeks

to obtain the scale size that maximises the average productivity of the individual unit. For

instance, an input/output feasible combination (X 0,Y0), under variable returns to

scale assumption, is a MPSS if and only if for all feasible multiples of this combination

(SX0, EY0) we have ^E.

Formulae M8. 1 below can be used to estimate output expansion MPSS targets (; , ) of

inefficient outlets, Banker (1984).

	

x..	 z*y. +s$

	

lJ	 I	 .	 _-	 7)	 rx..=	 Vr
A1.	
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j=1	 J	 .1=1	 J

(M8.l)

where	 , y) is the level of the th input and rth output of unit j0 and z, ?, s, , are the

optimal values of the aggregate market efficiency model developed in chapter seven and

reproduced in M8.2 below.

z* ={max	 =, and	 j1 X j Yrj	 = zyd ,Xj ^ O,zfree.}	 (M8.2)
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Application of formulae M8. 1 yields inputloutput targets beyond the target levels estimated

by the aggregate market efficiency model which depend on the magnitude of the scale

indicator	 This enables management to estimate the inputioutput mix that maximises

the average productivity of each scale inefficient unit, Banker (1984). In other words, for

each feasible input/output combination (oX 0, EY0) the MPSS maxirnises the ratio Io.

Targets assessed using formulae (M8.1) will be denoted as improved scale size (ISS)

targets as they seek simultaneous adjustment to the input/output scale of inefficient

units.

The production technology employed by some units includes inputs/outputs that are not

under direct managerial control. Banker and Morey (1986), Thanassoulis and Dyson

(1992), and Thanassoulis et al. (1993), discuss this problem and recommend target setting

models that do not violate the uncontrollable nature of some input/output variables. In the

ISS in M8. 1 the problem of input/output controllability is more obvious as inputs/outputs
are adjusted pro rata by a factor of	 . The scale adjustment of uncontrollable

inputs/outputs needs to be prevented in order to give practically feasible planning targets.

A revised model for assessing ISS targets can be employed in M8.3 below, based on the

assumption that inputs and outputs can be classified into controllable and uncontrollable

groups. Let us denote I and I the controllable and uncontrollable subsets of the input set

I=l,...,m respectively and and x represent the ith controllable (c) and fixed (f) input

values of the jth unit. Similarly, O and O are respectively controllable and fixed output

subsets of the output set 0=1,... ,s with 	 and y, denoting the rt controllable (c) and

exogenously fixed (f) output values of the jtI unit.
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Table 8.1 lists, in the left column, the model M8.3 used to derive the ISS efficiency rating
q* and the scale size factor, 	 K. In the right column of the same table are listed the

formulae for deriving the ISS targets for individual units.

Table 8.1

Improved scale size targets with exogenously fixed inputs/outputs

(M8.3) ISS market efficiency with

	

exogenously fixed inputs/outputs 	
Improved scale size (ISS) targets

Max q
fl * C/I

K .x..

S. t.	 xK + w	 = x	 Vi E 4	
= =' 

/	
K	

Vi e 4
j=1 J

=0	 VieI	 ?2 */

n	

j=1

yK1 -	 = q y Vr E	 K	
Vr E

(y - y )ic =0	 Vr E	
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The market efficiency is assessed by M8.3 having adjusted the uncontrollable inputs/outputs

included in the study. This adjustment will enable the assessment of improved scale-size

targets using the formulae listed in the right column of Table 8.1. The model in M8.3 is a

generalisation of the Banker and Morey (1986) model and it differs from model M8. I in the

way exogenously fixed inputs and outputs are treated. This modification does not adjust

the scale of uncontrollable inputs/outputs when ISS targets are estimated. Improved scale

size targets are estimated, therefore, for controllable2 inputloutput attributes only.

The constraints that correspond to uncontrollable inputs/outputs are treated as equalities in

order to avoid the presence of slack 3 adjustments. Thanassoulis et a!. (1994) in a study of

the provision of perinatal care in the UK reported positive slack values for uncontrollable

2	 Controllability of input/output attributes depends on the hierarchy of organisationa)

structure. For example, expansion of an outlet's capacity is not a controllable input for low

level managers while it is under the discretion of higher level management.

The solution to model M8.3, however, includes a second phase optimisation as in the

classic DEA models (see model M2.8 in chapter 2). In this second phase the slacks

associated with controllable inputs/outputs are maximised by keeping the expansion factor

q* at the levels obtained in the first phase.
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input/output variables unless modifications similar to the ones in M8.3 are applied (in

Thanassoulis et al. (1994)).

Some general comments on the rationale and computational characteristics of the 1SS

model are provided below.

• The Aggregate market efficiency and the Improved scale-size (ISS) are models with
different purposes.

Evidently the improved scale size model developed in M8.3 yields different efficient targets

compared to those obtained by the aggregate market efficiency model in M8.2. A

reinforcement of the purpose of the two models needs to be made in order to clarify their

raison d' être. Model M8.2 assesses the aggregate market efficiency of units compounding

managerial and scale efficiency. The targets estimated by M8.2 give the maximum feasible

output expansion of inefficient outlets, compounding controllable and uncontrollable inputs

and thus it shows how effective past decisions were to opening individual outlets at given

locations. Model M8.3, adopts also a constant returns to scale economic assumption whilst

it disentangles the effects of controllable and uncontrollable inputs on market efficiency.

The differentiation between controllable and uncontrollable inputs/outputs will allow to

assess performance targets that focus on improving the scale size of operation of

controllable inputs/outputs (middle management responsibility).

• The use of the 155 model requires modification of the production possibility set for

each assessed DMU.

The solution to the ISS model requires transformation of the original input/output mix of

assessed units in order to preserve the status of uncontrollable inputs/outputs. The original

input/output levels of, say, unit j0 are modified from , x, , y , y) to , o, y , o)

whilst on the other hand the inputs/outputs of observed units included in the production

possibility set are modified from	 to	 which

indicates that the production possibility set is customised for the assessment of each DMU

j0 . This is a unique characteristic of the ISS model as in all other "known" frontier

analysis models (see chapter two), the inputs/outputs of the observed units of the

production possibility set remain unadjusted during the assessment of individual

units' performance.

The rationale of the purpose-built production possibility sets used in M8.3 considers the

performance of the assessed DMU j0 by eliminating the input/output levels (x y ) of
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uncontrollable inputs/outputs to a zero level. More importantly the uncontrollable

inputs/outputs of the remaining observed units are modified according to the inputloutput

levels of the assessed unit j 0 . This customisation of the efficiency assessment seeks to

alleviate the impact of the size of uncontrollable inputs/outputs on the performance of the

assessed unit. The remaining units can be used as comparators only after an equivalent

adjustment (by the levels of units j0) has been made to their uncontrollable inputs/outputs.

A more detailed investigation of the rationale of the ISS model can be found in the appendix

of chapter 8 (appendix 8A).

2.1. Illustrating the improved scale-size model on real data

Decisions made in for-profit MUOs regarding the operation of business units are based on

the assumption that their size and scale of operation should match the market conditions in

their close vicinity. However, the rapid changes in the market conditions necessitate

equivalent response from organisations in order to preserve/augment their market share in

these markets. In the case of pubs, for example, a reductionlincrease in the number of

potential customers in its surrounding area would need to be responded to in terms of the

size and service mix offered by the pub concerned. The improved scale-size targets can be

used to develop a support mechanism for selecting a course of actions that would let units

adapt to their changing marketplace.

The pubs of the brewery used in the previous chapter are used again to illustrate the method

of the improved scale-size targets. The brewery invests annually a considerable amount of

capital for altering the profile and style of its outlets and thus assessment of improved scale

size targets may provide considerable support to the capital allocation process.

The inputloutput set used to obtain results from M8.3 is the one developed originally in

chapter 7 (see Figure 7.6). M8.3, however, requires the separation of the input factors on

the basis of their long run controllability which is described in Table 8.2.
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Table 8.2

Controllable & uncontrollable inputs for ISS targets

Controllable Inputs	 Uncontrollable Inputs
(x, i=1,2,3 in model M8.3) 	 (x, i=1,2,3,4 in model M8.3)

• Consumption of alcohol in the
• Bar area (ft2)	 surrounding area (barrels)

• State of repair of the pub 	 • No. of potential customers

• Gross income of households in
• No. of car park facilities	 the surrounding area (E)

• Competition

The solution of model M8.3 adds a new set of targets to the current aggregate and site-

specific market efficiency targets for each operating unit. As the scale size of operation of

individual units is determined by central management, the discussion of the ISS results will

be compared with the corresponding aggregate market efficiency targets estimated in

chapter seven (see M7.1). Two particular pubs have been selected to illustrate the model

used and the differences in target estimates obtained by the two models. Summary results

will also be given focusing on average statistics of the targets of the sample of 154 pubs.

• The improved scale-size (ISS) targets do not always yield pro .-rata scale size

expansion/reduction to inputs/outputs.

Expansion/contraction of the input/output mix using the ISS formulae (defined in Table 8.1)

is estimated using the optimal expansion factor q*, the returns to scale indicator, and

the potential slack variables in the optimal solution of model M8.3. The importance of the

slack values in estimating planning targets is illustrated in Table 8.3 using pub 15 as an

example.

Table 8.3
Improved scale-size targets for pub 15 (K=0.75, q*=1.3)

Improved scale-size targets
Variable	 Current

Current Slack	 Target

Bar area (ft2)	 1257	 (1257 - 440)	 / 0.75 =	 1088

Car park facilities	 38	 (38 - 8.4)	 /0.75 =	 39

State of repair	 3	 (3 -	 0)	 /0.75 =	 4

Turnover ()	 97790	 ((97790 + 0 ) * 1.3) / 0.75	 170158
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The estimated ISS targets of pub 15 provide the input/output mix that would render pub 15

at its most productive scale size. Pub 15 is scale inefficient and it should expand its scale

size (i.e.K<1). One would expect, therefore, that a proportionate expansion of its

inputs would result in a more than proportionate increase to its output. For the bar area of

pub 15, however, this is not the case. The positive slack value (440 ft 2) exceeds the

impacts of the scale factor, and thus, pub 15 should reduce its bar area and increase

the scale of all other controllable inputs in order to maximise its average productivity.

From the illustration above one can conclude that the scale indicator,	 is not a

sufficient proof indicator of the direction of the scale-size adjustments estimated by the ISS

model.

• The scale-size adjustments may result in reduced output levels for inefficient units.

Improved scale-size targets for inefficient units could, some times, recommend reductions

to the levels of outputs, in contrast to the targets traditionally estimated by models like

M8.2. This can be illustrated using the case of pub 131, exhibited in Table 8.4.

Tab'e 8.4

Aggregate & ISS targets for pub 131

Aggregate targets	 ISS targets
Variable	 Current	 (=o.78, z0=1.21)	 (K*=1.19, q0=1.054)

Bar area (ft2)	 1003	 1003	 841

Car park facilities	 16	 11	 13

State of repair	 11	 8	 9

Turnover(s)	 187851	 227001	 166382

The estimated targets for pub 131 differ as a result of the different assumptions made by

models M8.2 and M8.3 respectively. The aggregate targets sought to expand the turnover

of the assessed pub without adjusting its current scale size ( the aggregate targets are

estimated using the composite unit = = ?J,y from M8.2). On the other

hand the ISS targets sought to adjust the scale size of operation of the inefficient unit. The

different purpose of the two models is reflected in their estimated targets.

Pub 131 has excess size capacity (bar area) for its market size and one needs to explore the

prospects of its future market size before any actions are taken. The reduced turnover
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levels, as a consequence of the 20% reduction on its bar area, can be justified so long as the

controllable costs will be reduced to a higher level and thus the alterations will increase

profitability. This information, however, cannot be provided by the market efficiency

models and therefore the relation between outlets size and profitability needs to be explored

separately.

2.1.1. Summarising the improved scale-size results for the set of 154 pubs

Having discussed the mechanism of the ISS model we can give some summary statistics of

the targets estimated for the set of 154 pubs in our example. Table 8.5 shows results of the

average estimated targets for the turnover and the controllable inputs 1

Table 8.5

Aggregate & Improved scale size targets (average)

Recommended plannin policy over input mix

Contraction (BK; > i) Expansion	 <i) No change (BK; = i)

Input/output	 Current Aggregate ISS Current Aggregate ISS Current Aggregate ISS

Bararea(ft2)	 1572	 1295	 1226	 980	 872	 1114	 1190	 1122	 1190

Car parks	 29	 26	 18	 17	 12	 16	 20	 19	 20

Stateofrepair	 11.4	 10	 9.1	 10	 9	 12	 10.5	 10	 10.5

Turnover(s)	 183740 277847 228650 144960 217480 244454 187970 199772 187970

Efficiency	 63%	 67%	 67%	 74%	 93% 100%

No. of pubs	 55	 52	 47

The indicator of scale adjustments, i, is used as a criterion for classifying the pubs in

Table 8.3. The column headed "Current" corresponds to the average observed input/output

values of each class of pubs. The columns headed "aggregate" and "ISS" correspond to the

average target values estimated by models M8.2 and M8.3 respectively. About 69% (107

out-of 154) of the pubs have ISS targets that recommend scale adjustments.

A general pattern emerges from Table 8.5 regarding the pubs' size and the associated

targets for the three classes of pubs. Pubs in the contraction cluster are relatively large pubs

in all controllable input dimensions. This argument is consistent with an earlier finding in

chapter seven where a negative statistical association between the aggregate market

efficiency of pubs and their bar area was found ( see Appendix 7B).
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Targets obtained from the ISS model concerning the state of repair of pubs must be

interpreted with caution. The nature of this variable is twofold. State of repair is aii

internal input reflecting the attractiveness of individual pubs. Achievement of a level of

state of repair requires consumption of resources such as capital investment and

maintenance. The state of repair of pubs has a decreasing life span4 , and therefore, its

targets can be used to obtain either minimum standards of state of repair before action is

taken or estimate the necessary improvements for attracting more custom.

2.1.2. Practical use of different market efficiency models

The assessment of market efficiency targets in chapters seven and eight is made using three

alternative models. These models, namely aggregate, site-specific and improved scale-size

have complementary roles in supporting managerial diagnosis and planning in MUOs.

Profit making MUOs have in practice multi-level managerial structure and thereby the

assessment of their market efficiency should be customised for different levels of

management.

The aggregate and site-specific market efficiency models can distinguish market efficiency

between central and local management in a diagnostic role. A third market efficiency

component, namely ISS, seeks to explore performance improvements by appropriate

alterations to the scale size of inefficient units. These decisions are mainly left to the middle

management of MUOs which are responsible for implementing the strategic plants adopted

by central management.

For the management of the MUO, however, the three DEA models give a unique

opportunity for decomposing the performance characteristics of individual units to assess

different tiers of management. This would enable management to detect sources and causes

of weak and/or superior performance, and therefore to manage more effectively its network

of outlets.

For example, the outlets' decor wears off over time due to consumers changing behaviour

-	 whilst the furniture needs replacement in regular time intervals.
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2.2. Market efficiency & returns to scale

Evidence concerning the presence of returns to scale in the operation of pubs gave

conflicting results depending on the DEA model adopted for the analysis. These results,

however, provide very useful insights concerning the causes of scale inefficiencies of pubs.

Chapter two gives technical details (see Table 2.1) on how the presence of returns to scale

can be investigated based on Banker et al. (1984) and Banker and Thrall (1992) criteria.

In the pubs' case study the aggregate market efficiency model, M8.2, yields scale efficiency

estimates on the basis of jJ input factors. Thus increasing or decreasing returns to scale

can prevail due to non-optimal mix of controllable (i.e. bar area) and uncontrollable (e.g.

consumption of alcohol in trading area) input factors. Results obtained by M8.2 provide

very useful information concerning the effectiveness of decisions made by central

management in the past to open and locate outlets (aggregate market efficiency).

If a mismatch is diagnosed, by model M8.2, between the outlet's profile and its surrounding

area, then the improved scale-size model (M8.3) is appropriate for deriving the necessary

and feasible scale adjustments of controllable inputs in accord to the characteristics of its

market. Thus, the scale size targets derived by M8.3 focus on the optimal scale of

controllable inputs given the scale of those that are uncontrollable.

Table 8.6 surnmarises returns to scale results as obtained by the aggregate market efficiency

and ISS models respectively.

Table 8.6

Estimating returns to scale of pubs

Aggregate market efficiency

Increasing	 Decreasing	 Constant	 Total

	

Improved	 Increasing	 52	 0	 0	 52

Scale	 Decreasing	 45	 8	 2	 55

Size	 ic	 Constant	 15	 0	 32	 47

Total	 112	 8	 34	 154

Table 8.6 reveals the presence of scale inefficiencies in the operation of public houses. For

many pubs, however, the results obtained by the two models are vastly different. Insofar as
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the aggregate market efficiency returns to scale are concerned, one would argue that

relatively many pubs operate under local increasing returns to scale. This would give an

indication to central management for expanding the scale size of units. This scale

indication, however, compounds controllable and uncontrollable characteristics of individual

pubs which are beyond the discretion of management.

The ISS model yields considerably different estimates of returns to scale; only 52 out of the

previously 112 scale inefficient pubs were found operating under increasing returns to scale.

The removal of the uncontrollable input factors' bias, therefore, has had considerable effect

on the characterisation of returns to scale. Additional information on the relation between

the returns to scale obtained by the two models can be found in Figure 8.1.

Figure 8.1
Aggregate ( ?J,, M8.2 ) versus ISS (	 in M8.3) scale factors
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The bivariate plot in Figure 8.1 shows how the returns to scale factors obtained by models

M8.2 and M8.3 are associated. The two returns to scale factors did not have a strong linear

association (Pearson and Spearman rank correlation coefficients were found 0.41 and 0.43

respectively). There is a linear pattern between the scale factors of pubs operating under

increasing returns to scale in both models (see lower-left quadrant). This pattern is different

for a considerable number of pubs which were assessed operating under increasing returns

to scale by M8.2 but decreasing returns to scale by the M8.3 model (right-down quadrant).
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3. Assessing outlet viability

The commercial viability of individual outlets determines their ability to support the global

organisational objectives. Their commercial viability is determined by the individual

characteristics of individual outlets and more generally by the effectiveness of the

services/products marketed by the entire organisation. The investigation at the individual

unit level will be made using product-portfolio matrices and also some models for

"predicting" the profit implications of changing the inputloutput mix of inefficient outlets in

line with the ISS target estimated earlier on.

As the size of outlets in MUOs can be excessive a taxonomy for classifying the network of

outlets into clusters with similar viability prospects is necessary. In the context of the

present study market efficiency and profitability are used as criteria for assessing units'

viability using two dimension portfolio matrices.

This is demonstrated in Figure 8.2 where operating outlets are classified into four clusters

based on their market efficiency and profitability. Each cluster represents outlets with

different operating profiles and thus different viability prospects.

Figure 8.2

Market efficiency Vs. Profitability
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Market efficiency is used in Figure 8.2 to reflect the extent to which individual outlets

realise their market potential by generating turnover. Profitability on the other hand is a
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relative measure (as opposed to gross profit which is an absolute measure) which focuses

on the outlets' relative ability to convert generated turnover into profit (cost efficiency).

A methodological problem arises from the selection of the appropriate model to represent

market efficiency. Profitability reflects an ability to control costs and, therefore, it is a

measure with primary appeal to local management (given the scale size of the unit).

Therefore, assessment of profitability against site-specific market efficiency focuses on

outlets' viability from a local management's point of view. The likelihood of improving

performance relies on units' ability to improve local management and control costs. We

shall indicate this as the short run viability of individual units.

On the other hand profitability against a measure of "aggregate" market efficiency brings

scale size factors into the assessment of viability. This assessment appreciates the

importance of central management decisions on the outlets' long run viability. The

improved scale-size efficiency model in, M8.3, should be chosen to reflect the efficiency of

units as it preserves the uncontrollable nature of some input factors included in the analysis.

This type of assessment concentrates on the long run viability of individual outlets as the

potential performance improvements would require capital investment decisions which have

a long time horizon of implementation.

Some illustrative results concerning the assessment of pub' viability are shown in Figure 8.3

(short run viability) and Figure 8.4 (long run viability). Pubs are classified into four viability

quadrants defined in Figure 8.2. The median profitability of pubs (0.25) was selected as an

arbitrary cut-off point for defining the upper and lower profitability clusters.
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Figure 8.3

Short-run viability: Site-specific market efficiency Vs. profitability
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Different policy implications apply for pubs found within each of the four viability-quadrants

in Figure 8.3. The weak positive linear relationship between profitability and site-specific

market efficiency supports the claim that local management of profit making outlets can

influence their profitability only marginally.

Low site-specific market efficiency and profitability characterise underperforming outlets

(pubs) in both performance dimensions. On the other hand, high efficiency and low

profitability indicate either poor cost control or inadequate scale size of operation (large

outlet's size in an area with adverse market conditions). High profitability and low

efficiency identify outlets that need to increase market share.

Further analysis on the long run viability of outlets of can be obtained using the ISS

estimates of market efficiency. This information is provided in Figure 8.4.
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Figure 84

Long run viability: Improved scale-size efficiency Vs. profitability
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Extending the efficiency assessment of pubs towards including controllable scale factors

increases the dimensions taken into account in the viability assessment. Simple comparison

of Figure 8.3 and 8.4 concerning the distribution of pubs in the four quadrants shows that

twenty pubs change cluster membership depending on the model employed for assessing

efficiency. These pubs are subject to scale size adjustments for improving their viability.

Although the evidence provided in Figures 8.3 and 8.4 is an illustration of a particular set of

data, the general message is that the assessment of outlets' viability needs to take into

account alternative definitions of efficiency. The product portfolio matrix alluded to above

gives preliminary signals on the relative positioning of individual outlets, and therefore the

general status of the MUO. A set of alternative scenarios need to be developed for groups

of outlets on the product portfolio matrix. These scenarios will seek to address

performance issues of the network taking into account corporate and strategic issues.

3.1. Profits impacts on scale-size strategy (PRISS)

The development of methods to provide adequate decision support in profit making

organisations has already been mentioned in chapter one using corporate databases like

PIMS. These studies seek to obtain regression based forecasts of firm profits as a function
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of various (quantitative and qualitative) explanatory factors. Similar problems exist in the

interior of MIJOs insofar as the profits of individual outlets are concerned. A regression

based methodology can also be used for assessing the impacts of the ISS targets on the

profits generated by individual outlets.

A combined process, named profits impacts on scale-size strategy (PRISS), can be used to

estimate the impacts of planning decisions on the current profits generated by individual

DMUs. The rationale of the PRISS process is inextricably linked with the assessment of

scale-size targets for inefficient outlets. The realisation of scale-size adjustments requires

resource commitments in the form of capital investment projects that need to be evaluated

using investment appraisal methods. Knowledge on the expected profits of alternative scale

adjustment projects would complement the evaluation of corresponding capital investments.

A regression based method for assessing the expected profit returns, E(P), as a result of the

scale-adjustment policies, can be developed as follows:

E(P1 )=c+ 'V al..
l	 I]

E(P)	 expected profit of unit j

c	 constant term

is the difference between the observed X 11 and the ISS target for input i

-

xu_,j__*	 / y

is the difference between the observed Yrj and the ISS target for output r

-
YY,j	

/.K;

Z	 Independent variable C affecting the profit of unit j

a,, br ' Yc	 Regression coefficients for 1th , n h and cth variables respectively,

V3	 Random noise error term

The regression model above includes a statistical error term vj = N(O, 2). More advanced

assumptions can be made concerning either the functional form of the regression model or

decomposing the error term into random noise and efficiency components, see Lovell

(1993).
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The rationale of the PRISS method emanates from the strategic planning literature and the

use of the PIMS data base. It is also affected by the relatively new trend within DEA for

expressing the efficiency of assessed units as a function of various explanatory factors.

Lovell et al. (1991) sought to link schools performance with environmental and socio-

economic factors, Cooper and Galliegos (1992) sought to explain the variation of the

assessed performance targets of airline firms as a function of input factors, Elyasiani et a!.

(1994) sought to identify the association between assessed efficiencies and multidimensional

ratio analysis in the banking industry. The methods chiefly used for this analysis are

alternative specifications of regression analysis (e.g. Ordinary least squares and Probit and

Logit regression models).

PRISS deviates from the applications reported above in that the

current methodologies seek to explain the efficiency of units as a function of

various factors. PRISS, on the contrary, seeks to identify the impacts of the

targets assessed by DEA on dependent variables (e.g. profit) not included

in the DEA assessment.

The PRISS regression model is illustrated next on the pubs' data set by setting up a profit

function. It should be noted that the profit function does not include prices of products or

labour as the pricing policy is monitored by central management. Results obtained from the

regression analysis model are summarised in Table 8.7 below.
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Table 8.7
Expected profits from ISS targets

Groups of	 .	 Expected gross
Predictors	 .	 T-statstic

variables	 profit ()

Consumption of alcohol per competitor	 0.002 **	 2.65

Market	 Potential customers	 0.55 **	 2.02

conditions	 Average income in surrounding area () 	 2.3 **	 2.69

Observed Turnover per Labour costs	 38123 **	 14.55

Difference in turnover () 	 0.09 **	 2.66

Internal	 Difference in Bar area (if2)	 4.25 **	 4.30

characteristics Difference in State of repair	 - 1393 *	 - 1.65

of pubs	 Service mix (0,1) (Food service = 1) 	 9642 **	 35

Difference in car park spaces 	 207 **	 2.8

Quality of pub manager ([1, 30] scale) 	 2042 **	 3.9

Alternative	 Back street	 (0,1)	 - 3793 *	 - 1.65

locations	 Suburban	 {0,1}	 - 5413 **	 - 3.40

of pubs	 Industrial Estate (0,1} 	 - 3600 *	 - 1.66

Constant term	 -120753 **	 - 9.98

	

R2-adj.	 79 %

* Significant level of less than 10%

** Significant level of less than 5%

The regression model in Table 8.7 includes three families of explanatory variables: mrket

conditions, adjustments in the controllable inputs/outputs of pubs, and spatial impacts due

to alternative locations. The model has a satisfactory fit explaining up to 79% of the

variation of current profits. No multicollinerarity problems were detected 5 and therefore an

interpretation of the partial regression coefficients can be made. The very large negative

constant term (-12O,753) reflects to some extent the average level of generated turnover

that is necessary to cover the average fixed costs.

Variance inflation factor (VIF) <<< 3.
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The positive association between profit and market conditions and between profit and the

positive alterations on the size of internal characteristics of pubs was expected. The

negative sign of the state of repair, however, reflects the cost-impacts of improving the state

of repair of pubs in the short run. The difference between the observed and the ISS

estimated turnover has a positive impact of 0.09 on the generation of profit which implies

that each £1000 of extra difference in turnover would generate on average £90 of extra

profit, all else being equal in the PRISS equation.

The PRISS model can also be used to "predict 6 " the expected profits of individual DMUs,

using the regression coefficients listed in Table 8.7. The estimated expected profits for

different classes of outlets are summarised in Table 8.8.

Table 8.8

Improved scale-size & profit implications (Overall sample set)

Planning	 Current average Expected average Aggregate	 Number

recommendations	 profits ()	 profits ()	 change (%)	 of pubs

Nochange	 K=l	 52646	 55216	 +4.6	 47

Expansion	 K<1	 35309	 41225	 +14	 52

Contraction	 JK >1	 51949	 53980	 + 3.7	 55

Results are provided in Table 8.8 in three diffcrent groups. Each group, namely no change,

expansion, contraction, corresponds to a particular scale adjustment policy suggested by the

ISS model. The estimated profit figures were obtained as follows. For the 47 pubs that

operate at an optimal scale (no planning targets were estimated) the expected profit was

truncated to be: the observed profit, for cases that the regression model had anticipated to

be less than the observed profits or the estimated profit by regression, for cases where

6 
An attempt was made to split the residual term into inefficiency (Uj) and random noise

(ej) terms. The regression model, however, rejected the hypothesis of skewness of the

inefficiency term (Uj) and therefore the statistical evidence allow only the presence of

random noise within the current data set. The latter, seems to reinforce a managerial

belief within the brewing industry that market (and not cost) efficiency is the main source

of inefficiency of public houses.
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the observed profit was smaller than the regression estimate. This adjustment was

necessary as no scale adjustments were suggested for these pubs. For the other two

categories of pubs the reported estimated profits are as obtained by the regression model.

For pubs with recommended expansion to their scale size there are positive profit increases

by 14.3%. For pubs with contraction projects, (No. 55), or no planning projects (No. 47) a

moderate profit increase of 3.7% and 4.6% is expected respectively. This implies, however,

that even market efficient pubs should endeavour augmentation in the generation of gross

profit.

Overall, the selection of regression analysis for developing the PRISS system could be

criticised for estimating average and not efficient levels of expected profit. Regression

analysis, however, is seen as more appropriate as the scale size adjustments included in the

analysis do not eliminate all possible sources of inefficiency (e.g. site-specific) of individual

units. Moreover, regression analysis is more flexible in dealing with qualitative type of

information and also avoiding a-priori assumptions on the direction of association between

profit and explanatory factors. In summary, the regression based approach of PRISS is seen

to be appropriate in identifying patterns of association and estimating expected profit

returns by allowing inefficiency in the operation of individual outlets.

4. Assessing service-mix effectiveness

Market efficiency has been advocated as a key measure of performance of profit making

MUOs. The various components of market efficiency (e.g. site-specific) were defined,

hitherto, at the DMU level. Thus, issues related with target setting, benchmarking, and long

run viability were addressed focusing on individual DMUs. Another important aspect of

performance, namely service mix effectiveness, is examined next which concerns the

appropriateness of the service portfolio of the organisation.

The Service-mix effectiveness of individual units seeks to assess the extent to

which there is market efficiency differential between units with a different mix

of services.

In the grocery industry for example service-mix effectiveness relates to the extent to which

groceries with increased non-food services have market efficiency differential. In the

brewing industry, on the other hand, service-mix effectiveness of pubs relates to the extent
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to which public houses providing food and drink services have market efficiency differential

over those that focus mainly on the provision of drink services.

One could argue that the question is trivial in the sense that units with different service mix

should be assessed separately and thus their market efficiency differential would emanate by

the separate assessments. An investigation on a real life organisation (public houses) is

made next to show that the assessment of service-mix effectiveness is not a straightforward

problem as it was found that separating the units into groups of different service mix does

not give any insights into their service mix differential.

The provision of food services by pubs is currently an important trend within the brewing

industry. The actual impact of food sales on the performance of public houses has,

however, yet to be assessed. The regression model used in chapter 7 (see Appendix 7A)

found pubs with food services had on average an extra £42,147 of annual turnover. This,

however, does not provide conclusive evidence on the actual performance of these pubs and

more in depth investigation needs to be carried out. Heretofore, all market efficiency DEA

models were based on a common production possibility set and thereby efficient frontier

respectively. Table 8.9 below shows the extent to which these results are different for units

with different service mix.

Table 8.9

Service-mix impacts on market efficiency

Average (%)	 Average (%)	 Welch's test

Market efficiency	 efficiency of pubs	 efficiency of pubs	 t-statistic
with food sales	 with no food sales	 (p-value)

-0.78
Aggregate	 76.3	 73.8	 (0.438)

-0.34
Ste-specifc	 84.6	 83.6	 (0.731)

Improved scale-size 	 75.7	
(c4)

No. of pubs	 89	 65

Statistical evidence provided in Table 8.9 shows that the different service mix, notably

alcohol and food, affect only the ISS efficiency (model M8.3). Insofar as the aggregate and

site-specific market efficiencies are concerned there is no statistical evidence to show pubs'

performance differs with service mix. Overall there is no conclusive evidence on whether
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there is market efficiency differential between outlets with different service-mix. A more

thorough investigation will be employed in the next section to pursue this question more

systematically.

4.1.	 Non-parametric models for service-mix effectiveness

Service mix-effectiveness will be assessed using the methodology of program efficiency

introduced by Charnes et al. (1981) and developed further by Grosskopf and Yaisawarng

(1990), and Kittelsen and Forsund (1992). These are DEA related methods with the main

objective of comparing the efficient frontiers of groups of units with different service-mix.

Service-mix effectiveness is assessed using a two-stage process described below. In the

first stage DMUs are classified into groups with similar service-mix; given a set of units N

we create t=1,...,T subsets of units N N1 u. ..uN. The market efficiency E7' = of

unitj0 is assessed against a frontier made of units lying in the same group (N t) using M8.4.

z	 ^x and X 1y ^zy,X ^ 0,zfre4	 (M8.4)
jEN,	 jcN,	 J

In the second stage the efficiency of all units is re-assessed in a joint group where the

inputs/outputs of individual units, say j0 , are previously adjusted to the target levels

(x; =	 xj XJ	 = jEN, X P' Yrj ) estimated by M8.4, where	 is the optimal

multiplier used to obtain the contribution of unit j to the targets of the assessed unit j0 . The

revised efficiency of unitj0, 7' =	 , can be obtained solving the model in M8.5.

= {max i x& ^ x and Pj Yrj ^	 ^ 0free}	 (M8.5)
JEN	 JEN

where (xc, y) are the adjusted levels of input i and output r using the solution of model

M8.4. The efficiency index estimated from M8.5 gives an estimate of the comparison

of the efficient frontiers of units within the same group of service mix. Inefficiencies

estimated by model M8.5 are attributed to the potential superiority of different types of

service-mix. On the methodological side the service-mix effectiveness models in M8.4 and

M8.5 compound local and scale performance characteristics by adopting constant returns to

scale assumptions. It was felt that the type of performance assessed in M8.4 should include

all possible factors that affect service-mix effectiveness. Investigation of scale differences
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between the efficient frontiers of groups with different service mix can also be employed in

order to decompose the performance differences between groups of outlets.

The results provided in Table 8.9 compared the market efficiency of outlets with different

service-mix obtained from a single data set without separating them into clusters of

similarity. A more in-depth investigation can be made using the models M8.4 and M8.5.

Thus each pub in the study will be attached three different indices of aggregate market

efficiency: one based on the aggregate set of units, one within sets of similar service mix

and, fmally, one on the adjusted aggregate set. Results of the three average aggregate

market efficiencies are presented in Table 8.10.

Table 8.10

Assessing service mix effectiveness

Average aggregate market	 Pubs with food sales	 Pubs with no food sales
efficiency (St. dev)	 (Sample size 65)	 (Sample size 89)

All pubs in the assessment1	 76.3 (21.3)	 73.8 (22.6)

Efficiency of pubs with similar

	

81.1 (17.1)	 82.3 (16.9)type of services (M8.4)

Assessed pubs are efficient within
their group of service mix' 1 (M8.5)	

99.5 (2.5)	 87.6 (10.2)

I: Efficiencies are estimated from the total sample of pubs (no. 154)
ii: Efficiencies are estimated independently between pubs with and without food sales
iii: Efficiencies are estimated from the total sample of pubs with inputs/outputs the targets

estimated from phase (ii).

The results in Table 8.10 illustrate the importance of the tests suggested earlier on for

assessing service-mix effectiveness. For example results from the first two models i.e. when

all pubs were assessed together or separately using their row data, indicate that there is no

market efficiency differential due to different service-mix.

Assessment of market efficiency separating pubs into groups with and without food

services, yield expected higher efficiencies, but without substantial differences between the

two groups of pubs. The increased efficiency in both samples indicates that in the joint

assessment efficient pubs are used as "peers" of inefficient pubs with different service mix

(e.g. inefficient pubs with food services are outperformed by efficient pubs without food

services and vice versa).
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Results in the third row were derived by M8.5 where pubs were assessed jointly with

adjusted inputs/outputs at the target levels obtained by M8.4. The market efficiency of the

two groups is substantially different. The efficient frontier of pubs with food sales

outperforms systematically the corresponding efficient frontier of pubs without food sales.

The differential market efficiency due to different service-mix did not arise in the first row

of Table 8.10 as many pubs with food services where inefficient. When these inefficiencies

were eliminated using model M8.4 the revised assessment by model M8.5 showed clearly

the performance strength of pubs providing food services. This potential would have

remained hidden had the service-mix effectiveness study not being employed.

5. Conclusions

The main objective of this chapter was to complement the diagnostic analysis employed in

chapter seven for supporting planning decisions in for-profit MUOs. These decisions are

primarily concerned with the adjustment of the scale size of individual units to match better

their local market conditions. The assumptions and structure of the aggregate and site-

specific market efficiency models do not provide any "realistic" scale adjustment targets.

The improved scale-size (ISS) model was introduced which estimates targets altering the

scale-size of controllable inputs/outputs of DMUs. The market efficiency targets obtained

apply to management responsible for planning decisions within the MUO. The real life

application of the ISS model demonstrated noticeable differences in its results as compared

to those obtained from the aggregate and site-specific market efficiency models. The

different results are particularly useful as they apply to different tiers of management within

the MUO and indicate how different modelling assumptions can be used to encompass the

multi-level structure of organisations in assessing performance.

The viability of MUOs is determined by the ability of individual units to generate profits. A

systematic framework was developed seeking to investigate the association between DMUs'

market efficiency and profitability. Four viability-quadrants can be developed with different

policy implications for their corresponding units. The assessment of units' viability is,

undoubtedly, very sensitive to criteria used to support the investigation and this resulted

into defining variants of short and long run viability.
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The assessment of outlet viability was further explored using the Profits Impacts on Scale-

Size (PRISS) regression based system. This system provides decision support concerning

the profit implications of possible scale-size adjustments to controllable inputs/outputs of

inefficient units. The application of PRISS to real data gives useful results that can be used

to guide decision making at the DMU level.

Finally, the chapter sought to assess the service-mix effectiveness of individual DMUs. The

methodology adopted revealed market efficiency differential due to different service mix

which would have remained hidden otherwise.

- END OF CHAPTER EIGHT -



Chapter 9

Assessing marginal impacts of investments on the

performance of organisational units1

1. Introduction

Chapter 9 addresses the issue of disentangling investment and environmental impacts on the

comparative "market efficiency" of organisational decision making units (DMUs). In the

previous two chapters a performance related decision support process was developed for

profit making MUOs. The diagnostic part of this process (chapter seven) sought to assess

market efficiency targets for different tier management. On the other hand, the planning

part of the study (chapter eight) succeeded in estimating improved scale-size targets for

scale inefficient units.

Central management of MUOs seeks to improve the performance of their network of

DMUs by using capital investment projects for upgrading their outlets. This, it is hoped,

should ultimately lead to higher corporate profitability. Central management needs to

identify those DMUs which will secure the best return on funds invested. In the current

practice, the identification of DMUs to receive investment funds often rests on little more

than their profitability in the previous fmancial year. This, as was argued in chapter seven,

is not a valid method of selection because it ignores the market efficiency of the DMU. A

1 
An earlier version of this chapter will appear in the International Journal of Production Economics

(1995).
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DMU showing a high profit could be benefiting from a very favourable environment and in

fact securing only a fraction of its potential custom. In such a case further investment of

funds would only be justified if they would lead to an improvement of the market efficiency

of the DMU. In contrast a DMU enjoying a high market efficiency should only receive

further investment funds if they are essential for the maintenance of its market efficiency.

Objectives of capital investment in MIJOs relate to the specific characteristics of individual

organisations and the nature of the sector in which they operate. Profit making MUOs

invest to support their relative positioning within competitive markets seeking short/long

run maximisation of corporate benefits. These objectives are operationalised using

attributes such as sales growth and increased market share; product diversification and

improved quality of services; information technology and cost reduction investments.

The target setting process in either and diagnostic (chapter 7) or the planning (chapter 8)

mode give estimates on what individual outlets should be achieving in principle had they

operated efficiently. The management of the MUO is called upon to support the

achievement of these targets by improving operating practices, changing the products it

markets and increasing the marketing effectiveness of its outlets. In principle, most of these

issues are not cost free and substantial capital investments are required for their

implementation. For example, improving the site-specific market efficiency of outlets may

require improved managerial practices by local management. The latter can be achieved by

better training of new recruits and continuing training of current staff, by giving incentive

plans and perhaps by employing management with higher qualifications. In the case of

improved scale-size targets, again the achievement of the estimated targets is capital related

as the expansion or contraction of the service area of outlets require substantial investment

and/or relocation in an area with higher market potential.

Thus the likely impact of an investment of funds on the market efficiency of a DMU is of

vital importance in the decision to invest or not funds in the DMU. It is not, however,

straightforward to ascertain this impact. One possibility is to appraise changes in a DMU's

market efficiency resulting from past investments made in it and extrapolate them to the

future. However, this is not very simple. Most private sector organisations and many in the

public sector operate in environments which constantly change. The number of drinks and

meals sold over a period of time by a restaurant are affected by the general state of the
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economy and the same goes for the sales secured by other commercial outlets such as car

showrooms and holiday outlets. Indeed, the same is true of public sector organisations

selling goods andlor services. These changes in market conditions from one time period to

the next compound the difficulty of prising out the effect of investments on the market

efficiency of DMUs.

A variety of non-parametric models have been developed for assessing changes in efficiency

over time. Chief among these are Charnes et al. (1985), Clarke (1992), Fare et a!. (1989),

Fare et al. (1992), and Tulkens et at. (1991). These models, however, cannot be used to

assess the impact of investments on market efficiency because they do not allow for

estimates of the impact of changes in market size over time to be incorporated within the

model. These estimates are necessary if investment and market size effects are to be

disentangled.

An approach is developed for assessing the impacts of investments on the market efficiency

of DMUs. The investments considered relate to funds invested in the infra-structure of the

DMU as distinct from investments in new products andlor services. Investments in infra-

structure (e.g. in new furniture and fittings) impact indirectly on sales and the revenue they

generate cannot be estimated by conventional accounting methods. The method rests on

estimating the market efficiency of the DMU as it would have been without the investments

and then contrasting that efficiency rating with its actual efficiency rating with the

investments. Any difference in these two efficiency ratings reflects in part the effect of the

investments on the market efficiency of the DMU.

Our attempt to disentangle market and investment impact on market efficiency has

similarities in aim with Charnes et al. (1981) where an attempt was made to disentangle

managerial and programme effects on efficiency. The approach adopted in our case is,

however, different. In principle DMUs with investment can be classified in one programme

and those without in a separate programme. However, this will still not make it possible to

disentangle market and investment effects. For this estimates of the effects on market

efficiency emanating from changes in market size alone are needed. Such estimates are used

in the approach adopted here.
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The structure of the chapter is as follows:

The next section develops the method for decomposing changes in market efficiency

between two time periods into those attributable to investment and those attributable to

changes in market size and other effects. The third section constructs the specific input-

output set and associated DEA models for disentangling the impacts on market efficiency

attributable to investments made in the pubs used already in the previous chapters. The fmal

section discusses the results obtained.

2. Isolating the effects of investment on market efficiency

A key feature of market DMUs is that the volume of goods or services they sell is strongly

influenced by the size of the market in which they operate. The size of markets generally

changes over time. Consequently if we wish to assess the impact of an investment on the

volume of goods or services sold by a DMU over time we need to segregate the impact of

the change in the size of the market in which the DMU operates from the impact of

investments made in its infrastructure. This section develops a method for this purpose.

2.1 Isolating investment impacts on market efficiency

Consider a set of j=1,...,n DMUs over a time period t=1,...T. For each time period t a

'production possibility set' c1 can be defined as follows:

t	 ^Xt;	 ? 1 Y7 ^Y t ;	 =i, j	 t=1,...,T (M9.l).

Ct' consists of all input levels X and corresponding output levels Y' feasible in principle.

The vectors (xi , ,) consist of the vector	 e	 of input levels and the vector E

of output levels observed at DMU j and the superscript t identifies the time period

concerned. This definition of ' assumes variable returns to scale hold in the production

process operated by the DM1Js (see chapter 2). In the case of market DMUs inputs relate

typically to market size and capacity of the DMUs while outputs relate to revenue generated

(see in chapter seven and eight the set of intrinsic and extrinsic inputs used to describe the

production technology of pubs).
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The market efficiency of DMU j in period t is measured by E where

E = max{ztXt ^ X,Y ^ ZtY71(Xt,Yt) E t}	 (M9.2).

The assessment of market efficiency adopts an output expansion strategy (see chapters 7

and 8) as inputs in the study are the resources committed and outputs the sales generated by

individual DMUs.

Let (x, x, i'7) be the input-output levels of DMU j at time period t so that X are the

levels of inputs which stay constant from t to t+ 1 when no investment in the DMU is made

in year t, X are the levels of inputs that generally alter from year t to t+1 irrespective of

investments made in year t (for example the market size in which a DMU operates) and

are the levels of outputs in year t. Finally let E, be the market efficiency of DMU i

computed using M9.2.

Let us assume now that an investment was made in DMU j0 at the end of time period t. We

can now compute the following efficiencies:

(i). We can compute the market efficiency of DMU j0 , E in period t+l. E 1 is

measured using M9.2 with reference to t+1 defined as in (2.1) using input-output

levels observed in period t+1.

(ii). We can also compute the estimated market efficiency of DMU j0, Er', in period

t^1 had there been no investment in it at the end of period t.	 is measured using

M9.2 with reference to a new production possibility set cI7'. 	 is constructed

as cI t1 in (i) above except that it contains the additional "DMU" which is being

assessed and has the estimated input-output levels (x11x1,ct^iy7) DMU j0

would have had in t+ 1 without investment. How these estimates might be obtained

is discussed later.
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The following measures can now be defined to reflect the effects on the market efficiency of

DMU j attributable to investment and changes in the size of the market in which it operates:

The overall change in the market efficiency of DMU j between periods t and t+l is

reflected

Ot+1 = E 1/E.	 (M9.3)

The change in the market efficiency of DMU j between periods t and t+ 1 attributable

to the change in the size of the market in which it operates and to other factors not

related to investment is reflected in

M' t ' =
	

(M9.4)

The change in the market efficiency of DMUj between periods t and t+1 which is

attributable to investments made in it in period t is reflected in

J•t+1 = E/E'
	

(M9.5)

We shall refer to	 as the "investment effectiveness" of DMU j from period t to

period t+1.

Note that	 = Mtx l' so that the measure reflecting overall change in market

efficiency is multiplicatively decomposed into a measure reflecting change in market

efficiency mainly due to market size changes and the investment effectiveness measure. The

estimation and use of the investment effectiveness component l' is one of the main

objectives of this chapter.

2.2 Practical aspects of the method developed

Both E' and E' are defined on production possibility sets which depend on observed

input-output levels of DMUs in period t+1. These levels in turn depend on investments

made in DMIJs other than j during time periods t, t-1 etc. Thus the measures
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Qtt+lMt,f+lIt,t+1 are relative to investments made in all DMUs in periods up to and

including t.

This observation has important consequences for the use of the measure of investment

effectiveness I' developed. The measure is seen as our best estimate of the effect on the

market efficiency of DMU j due to the investments made in it, given the investments made

in other DMUs todate. It is entirely possible that this estimate would be different had

investments in DMUs other than DMU j been different to those actually made so far. It is,

however, more sensible to use actual rather than hypothetical investments to estimate the

impact on the market efficiency of DMU j from the investment made in it.

The key to measuring the investment effectiveness of a DMU is the estimate of the impact

of market size change on its output levels. It is generally safe to assume that without

investment a DMU would continue to use the same operating practices in the short term.

So the major difference in its ability to generate outputs (notably revenue) between

successive time periods when no investment is made will be due to changes in the size of the

market in which it operates. There will, of course, be other random impacts on its outputs

not related to market size changes but these are likely to prove minor in relation to those

induced by changes in market size. Hence to estimate outputs as they would be without

investment we need to focus on an estimate of the impact of market size changes on the

DMUs outputs.

The simplest estimate of an output level at DMU j when no investment is made in the DMU

is obtained by assuming that the output level would have altered between periods t and t^l

by the same factor as the size of the market alters between t and t+l in the output

concerned. For example in the application of the method to public houses outlined later, it

was assumed that a public house ("pub") that had no investment between years t and t+l

would have experienced the same change in its sales of beer as was experienced in its

catchment area overall. This is an acceptable basis for estimating the effects of market size

changes when such changes are not affected significantly by any investments in the

individual DMU concerned. (Investments in individual pubs, as pointed out later, generally

affected only marginally the size of the market in their catchment area.)
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The estimation of the investment effectiveness (defined in (2.5) ) of a DMU with

investments makes use of unobserved input-output levels. These are the input and output

levels that would have been expected at the DMU without investment.

This has similarities with the so-called 'counterfactual' studies often found in economics.

Counterfactual studies use econometric models to link input-output factors of economic

systems where the levels of some of the factors have not actually been observed. The

models are then used to estimate the effects of unobserved factor levels on the economic

system. For example, using counterfactual studies Dimsdale and Horewood (1992)

examine the effects of hypothetical public spending programmes on unemployment levels in

the UK during the interwar period. In assuming the absence of investment when estimating

input or output levels of a DMU with investment, the estimates are being derived in a

counterfactual manner.

The use of unobserved output levels for estimating the investment effectiveness has also

similarities with the concept of latent variables in econometric theory. Latent variables can

be used to account for measurement errors in independent variables but more importantly

for estimating the effects of unobservable factors on social and economic phenomena. For

instance, Lanen et a!. (1992) use latent variables to examine how adoption of contracts for

executives affect performance of electric utilities in the USA. In estimating investment

effectiveness in the case of pubs the latent effect is the overall change in drink and food

sales from time period t to t+1 in the market in which pubs operate.

In the general multi inputloutput case the vector = (q ,d?) where . E 9V' ,4 €	 can

be used to estimate (t^i t+i)=	 the input-output levels ofDMUj in period

t+ 1, without investment in period t. The vector can be estimated in several ways. Use

can be made of general economic growth indices such as consumption and trade indices

reflecting market size changes over time. Indices reflecting local market effects on specific

inputs/outputs wifi also be needed. Alternatively, an attempt can be made to estimate the

elements of j by using causal regression or other more advanced stochastic methodologies

along the lines of latent analysis (see Bollen (1989)).
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The method developed in this paper makes it possible to compute the investment

effectiveness of outlets for each year. This can be used to identify outlets and managements

that offer the best scope of returns to investments.

The method is intended to be an aid rather than a sole instrument by which investments are

decided. In particular, the method cannot direct investments to outlets that have had no

Investment in the past. However, for on-going organisations the proportion of outlets

which never had an investment should be very small and therefore this should not present

serious difficulties. The next section illustrates the use of the method in the brewery

controlling the pubs used in chapters seven and eight.

3. Disentangling market and investment effects on market
efficiency: An illustration using data on pubs

Capital investment plays a key role within the brewing industry in the UK. This is mainly

due to the intensified competition and structural changes experienced currently within the

industry in the UK. The general decline in beer consumption experienced in the UK market

at the time of writing had profound effects on the investment strategies adopted by

individual brewers. Some brewers concentrated their investment activities towards beer

production whilst others emphasised investments on their network of pubs and restaurants.

Investments on refitting and improving pubs and restaurants grew from £ 624 million in

1986 to £1131 million in 1990, Key Note (1991). For the individual brewing company was

very important, therefore, to ensure that investment decisions are made to support the long

run viability of the company. Assessment of the investment effectiveness of past

investments in pubs would have particular importance in evaluating how "effective"

decisions made in the recent past were.

As noted earlier the brewery owns several hundred pubs (2,000 pubs) but the study focused

on a subset of 154 pubs for which all the data required existed. Some 78 of these pubs had

had capital invested in the period 1988-1991 and this was the period covered by the study.

No pub had more than one investment of capital in the period under consideration.

Corporate management identifies the outlets to receive investment funds and the nature of

the investment to be made in each case. Managers of individual pubs have no discretion on

how investment funds are used.
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Table 9.1 summarises the amounts invested in the four year period 1988-1991 in pubs

within the set of 154 pubs being studied. The Table also shows the numbers of pubs that

received investment funds each year. Amounts shown are in real (1988) prices.

Table 9.1

Capital Investment in Public Houses
( '000 per pub that received investment that year)

YEAR	 Pubs with	 Average per pub Maximum	 Minimum
______________	 investment	 ________________ investment investment

1988	 7	 137763	 191748	 61652

1989	 18	 146384	 253342	 63868

1990	 26	 147252	 339303	 49712

1991	 27	 147675	 554534	 34644

The amount invested each year has on average remained relatively stable after a rise from

1988 to 1989. Total funds invested have, however, risen steadily as more and more pubs

received investment funds. It is noteworthy that maximum amounts invested rose too over

time representing more substantial investments in the cases of certain pubs.

Estimates of i	 and M'141 (see M9.5 and M9.4) were obtainable only for investments

made during the period 1988-1990 as their estimation requires observations of at least one

year after the investments have taken place. There were 51 pubs that had investments in

these three years but data for all four years was available for only 42 of them. The effects

of investment on the market efficiency of these 42 pubs were studied.

The input-output variables selected for assessing the market efficiency of the pubs were the

ones selected in the diagnostic and planning analysis of chapter seven and eight. This

input/output set in listed in Table 9.2 for completeness.
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Table 92

Variables for Assessing the Market Efficiency

INPUTS	 OUTPUT

Bar area (if2)	 Turnover from the sale of food and drinks ()

State of repair

No. of car park spaces

No. of competitors

Consumption of alcohol in catch ment area
(barrels of beer)

No. of potential customers in
catchment area

Households' income in the catch ment area

The catchment area of a pub is taken as the area within a 2.5 miles radius from the pub.

The variables in Table 9.2 were arrived at after much deliberation and discussions with

corporate management. Pricing, target clientele and investments at a pub are the preserve

of the controlling brewery. The assessment therefore seeks to reflect the efficiency of pub

management in attracting custom given the decisions made centrally by the brewery about

the pub's operations.

The input variables can be classified into internal and external. Internal variables reflect

factors decided upon by the brewery (i.e. location, state of repair, bar area, and car park

facilities). External variables reflect environmental factors outside the brewery's control.

None of the input variables is controllable by pub management.

3.2. The DEA models used

Using M9.2 the market efficiency in year t+l, EJ ', of pub j0 which had an investment in

year t is
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Market efficiency model (M9.6)

E' = max z
Jo

s.t.	 ^	 x'	 Vi

^

= 1

zfreeandX^O,Vj=1,...,n

The formulation in Ml is based on the DEA models developed by Banker and Morey

(1986b) for treating uncontrollable inputs. (The Banker and Morey (1986h) model (19) pp.

516 reduces to (Ml) when, as in our case, all inputs are uncontrollable and an output

orientation is used.) x' and y' represent the ith input and output level of pub j in year

t+ 1.

The market efficiency model in M9.6 is what was called as "site-specific market efficiency"

of outlets in the diagnostic study of chapter seven. The decision to use the local market

efficiency of pubs for assessing the investment effectiveness avoids penalising pubs which

operate at an unproductive scale size. Only by removing the scale bias from the assessment

of market efficiency shall we be able to answer the question of what the market efficiency of

pubs would have been had no investment taken place.

The estimated market efficiency E of pub j0 during year t+1, had it had no investment at

the end of year t, was assessed by modifying M9.6 above to model M9.7. 'Pub j 0 ' without

investment is labelled as
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Market efficiency free of investment effects (M9.7)

E1=max q
Jo

s.t.	 +t3x;1

jJtJolfh

^	 'v/i 
C Sc

^	 x''	 Vis,i f J0

n
1 ,,t^i z )	 I t,r^i

y 0 ^ q	 y0)
j=1

Fj	 +J1 5	 =	 1

qfreeandt^0Vj=1,..,j0,..,n,j0

Where and	 are as defined for M9.6, t y is the estimated turnover of pub j0 during

year t+1 had it had no investment during year t. The next subsection outlines the method

followed for computing these estimates. s and S are the subsets of inputs whose levels

change and do not change respectively due to the investment in period t. These subsets

generally vary with investments.

The inclusion of pub J in the set of "observed" input-output levels may at first appear odd.

However, if we assume that our estimated input-output Jevels of pub j0 during period t+l

reflect what would have held true had pub j0 had no investment during period t then there is

no reason to exclude these estimates from the input-output levels used to define the

production possibility set for period t+1. (The interested reader is referred to further

discussions at this point in Berg et al. (1992) and Elyasiani et at. (1990).)

3.3. Estimating the input-output levels of a pub

As noted above, it was necessary to estimate for the purposes of model M9.7 the levels of

the inputs and the output of pub j0 during period t + 1 as they would have been had there

been no investment in the pub during period t.

The internal variables were not affected by the investments during the period considered

except for the state of repair. This was only available for 1991, that is as it was fij the
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investments had been made. This changed the interpretation of the efficiency E'

obtained from M9.7.	 is now an estimate of the market efficiency of pub j in year t+1

as it would have been with investrnnt in year t had its turnover in t+l merely reflected

overall market size changes. Thus, I' as defined in M9.5 still reflects the extent to which

investment has enabled pub j to perform better than if it was merely following market size

changes.

The output level (turnover) 4,';'y for year t+1 net of the effects of investment in year t was

estimated as follows.

Let y be the turnover of pub j during year t, y its revenue from the sale of drinks and

y 1 its revenue from the sale of meals during the same year. Then we have = y +

The sales of drinks	 and meals 5 as they would have been without investment in pub

j in year t were estimated as follows:

t+1	
TD'

YDi=TD,Y

and

- TM1
YM1 TM YMJ

(M9.8)

(M9.9)

where

TD and TM represent the total sales of drinks (barrels) and number of meals served in

the surrounding area of pub j in year t.

y and y 1 were adjusted for inflation using the drink and food retail prices indices so that

all monetary values used in M9.8 and M9.9 were constant at 1988 values. This ensures

year on year comparisons reflect revenue changes net of inflation.

The estimated output level	 for pub j during period t+1 without investment in year t

was

t'	 YJYDJ	 (M9.lO)
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The estimated turnover in pubj using M9.lO assumes that without investment in year t the

pub would have registered in its drinks and meals sales the same change as did the size of its

market in these two areas.

All investments were completed within the fmancial year in which the funds were allocated

so that their effects on market efficiency should be apparent in a subsequent year.

Disruption in the year of investment t could, however, lead to 4" 1 y being an

underestimate of potential sales in year t+l. This in turn can lead to an overestimate of
I,t+1.

4. Results

Before looking at the investment effectiveness of pubs, their average market efficiency

during each one of the four years 1988-1991 was computed using model (Ml). The aim

was to obtain an overview of how average market efficiency has changed in the light of

continuing investments in the pubs. The results appear in Figure 9.1, where efficiencies

defined in M9.6 have been inverted to give lOO/E5. This means the efficiency ratings in

Figure 1 represent the percentage of its potential revenue a pub realises.

Figure 9.1

Average site-specific market efficiency of pubs

Year of Assessment

Average efficiency is relatively stable during the four-year period, if somewhat down. This

means that either investments have not narrowed in any way the average gap between the

proportions of their potential revenue the pubs actually realise or investments have revealed

an increasing potential for revenue generation. If potential revenue has risen then stable
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mean market efficiency means rising mean gross revenue. In the case of the pubs,

however, mean gross revenue declined through recession. This still, however, cannot be

taken to mean that investments have been ineffective. The revenue realised might have been

lower still without investments.

The investment effectiveness indices I,t+1 of the pubs are summarised in Table 9.3.

Table 9.3

Investment Effectiveness Indices

Years of	 Number of pubs
withassessment

	

Tt,t+1	 .

(ttot+1)	
1	 I	 On	 median	 Qr3

1988to 1989	 4	 2	 1.00	 1.03	 1.04

1989to 1990	 11	 8	 0.93	 1.02	 1.07

1990to 1991	 28	 14	 0.94	 1.05	 1.08

Total	 43	 24	 0.94	 1.03	 1.07

Qrl and Qr3 are respectively the first and third quartile. Note that pub numbers are

cumulative.

The following observations can be made:

The market efficiency of pubs that have investments is generally 2 to 5 percentage

points higher than would be expected if their turnover had merely reflected overall

market changes.

This can be deduced from the median value of It+1 in Table 9.3. The rise in market

efficiency appears managerially if not statistically significant. The improved market

efficiency of pubs with investments can naturally not be taken at face value. The estimated

turnover at a pub is subject to uncertainty. Also there could be factors unrelated to

investments that have generally influenced positively the market efficiency of pubs with

investments. The approach does, however, at least indicate where investment of capital

might have led to better sales than would otherwise have been the case.
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Consistency of investment effectiveness is variable.

Eighteen of the 42 pubs showed consistently investment effectiveness above 1. Five had

consistently investment effectiveness below 1. The remaining pubs had inconsistent results,

with investment effectiveness some of the years above and the rest below 1.

• investment effectiveness was associated with location of pubs

Pub locations were characterised suburban, main road or industrial estate. The null

hypothesis of no association between pub location and investment effectiveness was

rejected at the 5% level of significance. Pubs located in suburbs appeared more likely to

register better than expected market efficiency. Thus, more generally the analysis can lead

not only to the identification of individual DMUs but also to environments where

investments might be more effective in securing better than expected market efficiency.

• There are significant differences in the investment effectiveness of individual pubs.

The interquartile range of the investment effectiveness in Table 9.3 is quite large, covering

generally some 14 percentage points. Pub 19, registered the largest investment

effectiveness. It was from the year 1990 to 1991. Investment in it in 1990 was above

average but substantially below the maximum size of investment in that year. At the other

extreme Pub 5, registered the lowest investment effectiveness at 0.66, from 1989 to 1990.

It had an investment of average size. Clearly in both cases the size of the investment does

not seem likely can explain the investment effectiveness observed. There may, of course, be

factors not reflected in the input-output variables used which can explain the apparent good

performance of Pub 19 and weak performance of Pub 5. The usefulness of the analysis lies

in identifying pubs such as Pub 5 and 19 which exhibit performance substantially at variance

with expectations. Their operations can be further analysed outside the DEA context to

identify the factors responsible and use the information to improve performance of pubs

generally.

•	 There are indications that market effectiveness is highest immediately after an

investment is made.

This can be seen more clearly in Table 9.4 where the investment effectiveness ratio

computed one, two and three years after the investment is shown. Note that I'' is always

computed for consecutive years but the investment itself could have occurred before t.
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Table 9.4
Investment eftectiveness I

Years between the
year of investment	 Qrl	 Median	 Qr3	 Sample size

and t+1

1	 0.94	 1.046	 1.08	 42

2	 0.86	 1.02	 1.065	 19

3	 0.95	 0.96	 1.03	 6

The sample where there has been a third year of operation after investment is too small to

be reliable. However, the sample sizes for 1 and 2 full years of operation after the

investment are fair and it does appear that market efficiency is higher than expected in the

year following immediately the one in which an investment was made. This could be simply

because disruption in the year of investment has led to an underestimate of market

efficiency as it would be the following year without investment. It could, however, also be

indicating that the life of investment in general infrastructure, (refurbishment etc.) is

relatively short and continuing investments are necessary if pubs are to progressively

improve on market efficiency. Better estimates of sales due to market size changes alone

could help resolve this uncertainty.

Pubs that show high profitability and market efficiency prior to investment are likely to

show high investment effectiveness.

This can be deduced by looking at the results in Table 9.5 It shows the median market

efficiency and profitability of pubs of each category before and after investment and of their

investment effectiveness.
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Table 9.5

Investment effects for pubs of each category

Groups of Pubs	 Prior to Investments	 After the investments
(median)	 (median)

Market	 Investment
Profitability	 ProfitabilityCategory No. of Pubs Efficiency
	 effectiveness ratio

6	 60.5	 0.18	 0.95	 0.24

"Sleepers"	 9	 56.2	 0.30	 0.99	 0.25

"Stars"	 11	 100	 0.34	 1.06	 0.335

"Dogs"	 16	 100	 0.24	 1.005	 0.19

The "stars" are pubs with high market efficiency and profitability. Pubs in the "?" category

have low profitability and market efficiency. "Sleepers" have high profitability but low

market efficiency. Finally, "dogs" have high market efficiency but low profitability.

Pubs in the "T' category (low efficiency and profitability) appear to show low investment

effectiveness. However, their median profitability rises substantially after investment from

18% to 24%. Although the sample is small one likely explanation is that these pubs faced

with decreasing revenues showed better cost control which resulted in higher profitability.

The indications are, however, that despite investment they are not exploiting their market

potential in full.

Pubs in the sleeper and dogs categories appear to offer no better market efficiency than

might be expected without investment. Their investments effectiveness is about 1 but their

profitability declines. Possibly no action was taken to contain costs in a decreasing gross

revenue situation during the period covered by the study.

Stars (high market efficiency and profitability prior to investment) appear to offer the

highest investment effectiveness. Their profitability is virtually unchanged before and after

investment but the improved market efficiency should result in higher gross profits (if the

market size is increasing) than would be the case without investment. This tends to justify

selecting star pubs for further investment. Clearly there is a case of studying operating

practices at "star" pubs and transferring them to the rest of the pubs.
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5. Conclusions

Investment in the infrastructure of trading outlets is an important part of their short term

management. In this chapter a method was developed to aid corporate management to

select recipients of infrastructure investments.

It was argued that it is not sufficient to merely contrast the market efficiency of a DMU

before and after investment in order to determine how effective investment in its

infrastructure has been. An allowance needs to be made for the fact that market DMUs

operate in changing market sizes and the effects of these changes need to be disentangled

from those of investments. The method developed relies on contrasting the market

efficiency at a DMU after investment with its market efficiency as it would have been

without investment. In this way an estimate was made of the improvement of the market

efficiency of a DMU which may be attributed to the funds invested in it.

An organisation controlling a set of market outlets would normally have data on

investments made on outlets in the past. The method developed in this paper makes it

possible to compute the investment effectiveness of such outlets for each year. The

information can be used in a number of ways:

To identify outlets and managements that offer the best scope of returns to

investment

• To estimate how rapidly investment effectiveness wears off after an investment is

made.

• Environmental features conducive to good investment effectiveness.

The method is intended to be an aid rather than a sole instrument by which investments are

directed. In particular, the method cannot direct investments to outlets that have had no

investment in the past. However, for on-going organisations the proportion of outlets

which never had an investment should be very small and therefore should not present

serious difficulties for the use of the method developed.

The method developed was illustrated using data from a set of 154 pubs. Data was

available on investments made in these pubs in the four year period 1988-1991. It was

found that generally investment increased market efficiency. This, however, appears to
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depend on location of the pub, as well as on their market efficiency and profitability prior to

investment. Pubs with high efficiency and profitability before investment were more likely

to improve their market efficiency while pubs with low efficiency and profitability appear to

suffer lower market efficiency after investment.

The estimates of the effects on market efficiency that the method provides are subject to

uncertainty. However, the method is useful at least for indicating those DMUs that are

likely to secure a good return on market efficiency if further funds are invested in their

infrastructure.

- END OF CHAPTER NINE -



Chapter 10

Conclusions and further research avenues

1. Introduction

This chapter reviews the ideas and models put forward in the previous nine chapters of the

thesis and discusses some possible directions of future research. Decision support is

undoubtedly a critical factor of effective decision making. The complexity multi-unit

organisations (MUOs) face in their operations requires the development of sophisticated

systems that would enable management to control current operations and plan for the

future. As it was noted in chapter one, managerial control and planning are usually separate

processes in organisations. Yet there is widespread appreciation of the potential benefits

from opening communication links between the two processes. This thesis was motivated

by the lack of adequate operational models to address the question of linking control and

planning mechanisms and thus new approaches have been developed which:

seek to co-ordinate management control and planning at individual activity

centres of MUOs in order to support their operations towards responding

successfully to their market competition (profit oriented) or to the demand

for services (not-for-profit).

The thesis has distinguished two broad types of resource allocation problems incurred in

MUOs.

The first concerns activity centres that manage their budgets without interference from their

headquarters. This has been characterised as a-posteriori decision making since the use of

236
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resources is decided after the resources have been allocated to individual units. The second

problem concerns the allocation of resources to activity centres to realise specific projects

decided upon by headquarters. This has been characterised as a-priori decision making

since the allocation of resources is project specific and projects are centrally selected.

The decision support framework for resource allocation consists of diagnostic and

planning phases. The diagnostic phase focuses on the extent to which DMUs support

adequately the objectives of the central organisation. The planning phase on the other hand

draws on the findings of the diagnostic process and develops scenarios of alternative

courses of action for improving the performance of the organisation.

The thesis has proposed a series of analytical models linking control and planning

mechanisms. In this concluding chapter the intention is to summarise the rationale of these

models. The chapter starts by discussing the rationale of the centralised and decentralised

models for target setting and resource allocation in the a-posteriori decision making case.

A similar discussion follows on the diagnostic and planning support system for the a-priori

decision making case. The chapter concludes by giving directions for future research

concerning the development and use of frontier analysis as a decision support tool.

2. Decision support for a-posterior/diagnosis and planning

A-posteriori diagnosis and planning takes place at MUOs which allow their individual units

to deploy their resources without direct interference from central management. However,

as organisations operate with scarce resources and intense pressure for accountability, it is

necessary to introduce mechanisms for monitoring resource utilisation. The need to

develop and use effective control mechanisms is greater because of the limited involvement

of central management in the actual use of the resources. The obvious paradox is that the

higher the discretion of activity centres to make decisions the higher is the need for central

management to assess performance effectively.

The development of a-posteriori decision making mechanisms in chapters three to six was

pursued having as objectives:

To disentangle the concept of target setting from that of efficiency assessment.

. To link control and planning mechanisms, using as a vehicle the target setting

process.
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• To develop centralised and decentralised decision support systems which

assess targets and allocate resources as parts of a simultaneous process.

The notion of target setting in MUOs was strengthened in order to be used as a coiThi and

planning mechanism. Principles of effective target setting were posited and used to develop

the target setting model M4.3 in chapter four. This model was an extension of earlier work

done by Thanassoulis and Dyson (1992) for estimating performance targets. It enables the

target setting process to consider as alternative courses of action the possibility of

increasing the resources used by decision making units (DMUs) anticipating higher output

returns or reducing the outputs delivered anticipating more than proportionate input

savings. Chapter four also develops a model for setting performance targets at the global

organisational level in the form of model M4.4. The target setting framework developed, in

Chapter four, has a number of unique features including:

• The active involvement of decision makers during the target setting process due

to its interactive-iterative nature,

• The use of inpulloutput substitutability in the process of setting targets.

Despite the advanced features of the target setting models M4.3 and M4.4 the question of

resource allocation and decision support cannot be addressed in full since the target setting

models focus on the performance of one unit at a time without considering interactions

among them. These issues were the main focus of chapters five and six where the a-

posteriori decision support framework was developed. A pictorial representation of this

framework is given in Figure 10.1.
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Figure 10.1
•	 Decision support for target based planning
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The Decision Support System (DSS) in Figure 10.1 is made of three interrelated phases

which are discussed in more detail next.

2.1. DSS: phase one

The systems component within the DSS encapsulates the modelling aspects of the process.

That is, the conversion of the general organisational objectives into input-output models

which are ultimately the basic components of the mathematical formulations that follow in

the next phase of the DSS.

The role of the systems components has already been acknowledged in Chapter four as a

necessary component in the development of performance measurement systems. This role

is enlarged, however, in the development of the DSS. Decision makers and analysts are

expected to reach agreements, concerning the nature of organisational objectives that need

to be pursued via the planning models developed. This includes the identification of

appropriate criteria to represent the three fundamental objectives, namely efficiency,

effectiveness and equity, of resource management in MUOs.
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2.2.	 DSS: Phase two

The second phase of the DSS process is the 'engine" of the system as it includes the

selection of mathematical models for estimating performance targets at the DMU and global

organisational level in line with the centralised or decentralised process of the organisation.

The mathematical models used for assessing performance targets seek to encapsulate the

principles of effective target setting as developed in chapter three of the thesis. It is worth

mentioning that the targets estimated reflect the decision makers preferences incorporated

in the estimation process as illustrated numerically in the second half of chapter four.

The operationalisation of the linkage between target setting and resource allocation is the

next issue of consideration. The problem of performance and resource allocation in multi-

level multi-unit organisations (MULO) has been subject to substantial research effort by the

management scientists and economists but as noted in chapter five limited progress has been

made in linking resource allocation and target setting in real life problems. The goal

programming formulations in chapters five and six were put forward for addressing these

kind of problems. Two alternative formulations were used to accommodate the different

behavioural issues arising in centralised and decentralised multi-level planning.

The distinction between centralised and decentralised target-based planning models goes

beyond the differences concerning the solution process of multi-level planning problems.

The main research stream, in multi-level programming problems, is based on the assumption

that centralised and decentralised planning are alternative solutions processes for similar

planning formulations (e.g. the price and resource directive methods discussed in chapter

five fall on this stream). The centralised and decentralised models in chapters five and six

adopt a different philosophy towards planning. The main differences lie on the way the

organisational objectives are encompassed within the planning process and also on the

extent to which the planning process is determined by the preferences of the management of

the organisation. The discussion of the characteristics and differences between these

models that follows is facilitated by the information provided in Table 10.1.
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Table 10.1
Features of centralised and decentralised target-based DSS

Centralised model (M5.2) 	 Decentralised mode' (M6.4)

i. The formulation of the target setting	 i. Different management tiers are involved in

models is made by central management.	 the formulation & estimation of targets.

ii. Implicit representation of resource	 ii. Explicit representation of resource

management objectives (3Es). 	 management objectives (3Es).

iii. Activity centres are expected to operate
iii. The efflcLent technology of activity centres

with efficient technologies selected
reflects their own performance priorities

centrally. (i.e. they are judged against a
concerning the values of inputs/outputs.

central system of values of inputs/outputs)

iv. The solution process allows central 	 vi. Interactions with central management are

management to select the most	 required to resolve the internal and

appropriate strategy for meeting the 	 external tradeoffs that emerge from the

global organisational targets.	 maximisation of the resource planning

Tradeoffs are considered among the 	 objectives.

decision makers of central management.

v. The solution process is faster at the risk,	 v. The method is computationally

however, of lower effectiveness	 expensive but the likelihood of reaching

due to the lack of participation by the 	 viable solutions is much higher due to the

lower level of management. 	 high degree of consensus that is reached.

The characteristics of centralised and decentralised DSS models in chapters five and six

represent two alternative routes for solving target-based resource allocation problems. It is

important to emphasise, however, that the two models are not the alternative solutions to

the same problem as:

1. Centralised planning models seek to select the most favourable efficient

technology for the inputs-outputs of individual DMUs in order to achieve the

global organisational targets. The efficient technology of each DMU is selected

globally and it reflects central management values on inputs/outputs.

II. Decentralised planning models, on the other hand, seek to maximise the global

organisational objectives civen the efficient technology of individual DMUs. The

efficient technology of each DMU is selected separately and it reflects local

management values on inputs/outputs.

Centralised and decentralised planning draws upon the fundamentals of the principal-agent

theories. Van Ackere (1993), advocates the principal-agent relevance in production
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planning problems as a mechanism that can be used to facilitate optimal contracting

relationships among the members of a firm where each member is motivated by self-interest.

The models developed in this thesis go beyond the basic principal-agent frameworks as

they seek:

to incorporate strategic issues in planning,

to setup contracts based on the selection of efficient technologies,

to develop systematic ways for estimating performance targets for agents and

principals,

• use of iterative/interactive processes which can be thought of as a means for

renegotiating the contracts between principals and agents.

Van Ackere (1993), calls for an expansion of the current domain of principal-agent theory

as a prerequisite for its effective application to management science problems. The planning

models developed in the thesis represent a move towards that direction.

2.3.	 DSS: phase three

Figure 10.1 depicts the solution process of the DSS models formulated as an independent

component. This was done intentionally in order to highlight the effects of the solution

process on the planning scenarios developed. The target-based planning models in chapters

five and six have multiple objectives. These objectives, namely efficiency, effectiveness and

equity, are both in centralised and decentralised planning the same. However, the way they

are addressed is different in each case.

Multiple objective programming problems have typically many satisfactory solutions and,

therefore, one needs to consult the stakeholders of the modelling process (decision makers)

for selecting the most preferred one. Typically, multiple iterations between analysts and

decisions makers would be required before a final solution can be selected.

The solution of the centralised target setting model in M5.2 relies largely on the preferences

and priorities of central management. This makes the solution process more efficient as the

tradeoffs are constrained only within one level of the managerial hierarchy. The risk

associated with this strategy concerns the lack of participation from the lower levels of

management which is not allowed for by the model. In contrast, the decentralised planning

model in M6.4 permits preferences and priorities both from central and local management in

its solution process.
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3. Decision support for a-prioridiagnosis & planning

The second part of the thesis sought to aid resource allocation in a-priori decision making

problems. The overall aim was, first to provide sufficient diagnostic information of the

performance of individual DMUs, and second to guide management to select units to

receive capital allocations. The models developed in the a-priori decision making case were

tailored to multi-unit organisations operating in a market setting.

Profit making organisations deploy resources within their network of DMUs in order to

maximise the penetration of their markets. Individual DMUs, despite the similar missions

they pursue, have substantial differences in their size, scope and operating profile that create

difficulties in assessing their performance. A two stage process was defined for assessing

the market and cost efficiency of individual DMUs. Market efficiency assesses the relative

success of individual outlets in attracting custom whilst cost efficiency concentrates on the

outlets' ability to control costs.

Three definitions of market efficiency were developed reflecting the responsibilities of

different tiers of management in MUOs.

• The Aggregate market efficiency, focuses on the control exercised by the

central management of the organisation (e.g. location, input/output scale). Its

assessment (model M7.1 in chapter seven) was pursued adopting a constant

returns to scale economic assumption compounding elements of scale and

management in the efficiency ratings obtained.

• The Site specific market efficiency, focuses on the performance of the

management of individual DMUs (model M7.2 in chapter seven). The economic

assumption of variable returns to scale was adopted here removing the scale

bias from the assessed efficiency.

• The Improved scale-size market efficiency (ISS), seeks to estimate targets for

scale size improvements as a vehicle for augmenting DMUs performance

(model M8.3 in chapter eight). This type of market efficiency seeks to adjust the

scale of controllable inputs/outputs of individual outlets and, therefore, an

assumption of constant returns to scale is inherent in the assessed targets.

The three definitions of market efficiency (ME) were used as the basis for building a

diagnostic-planning framework of decision support exhibited in Figure 10.2.



Central management
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figure 10.2
Diagnosis & planning models as decision aids for MUOs in market settings
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Results obtained from the three market efficiency models were used in the diagnostic and

planning analysis as follows.

Market efficiency targets were customised for different tiers of management in accordance

with their control over the allocation of resources. These targets assessed the extent to

which expected performance improvements of individual DMUs can be associated to

different levels of management control. The market efficiency targets were estimated using

relatively efficient DMUs which are considered as exemplary performers. Some additional

tests were employed to identify those efficient DMUs which can be used by management as

the company benchmarks.

Returns 1	 __

The question of scale was given sufficient emphasis in both the diagnostic and planning

components of the analysis. Results from the site-specific and aggregate market efficiency

model were combined to investigate the extent to which individual outlets operate at a

wrong scale. Further insights were obtained by the improved scale size (ISS) model that

was used to derive scale adjustments for controllable inputs/outputs. The analysis also

showed how sensitive the conclusions on the nature of economies of scale can be. For

instance, when the site-specific market efficiency model was used to characterise economies

of scale, a large proportion of a set of units (see Table 8.7 in chapter eight) were found to

be operating under local increasing returns to scale. The opposite results, notably

decreasing returns to scale, were found when the same units were assessed using the ISS
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model. This variation has profound managerial implications as, for example, using the site-

specific model decision makers were advised to expand the scale size of DMUs whilst the

ISS model advised reduction in the scale of controllable inputs. The conflicting results

indicate how important the selection of efficiency models is particularly when is related with

the provision of decision support.

It was suggested that the long and short run viability of individual outlets can be assessed

combining information on external (market efficiency) and internal (profitability)

performance indicators of the network of DMUs. The efficiency profitability matrix is used

in chapter seven to classify DMUs in clusters with similar viability characteristics.

Further investigation of outlets' viability was made using the profit impacts of scale size

(PRISS) regression based system in chapter eight. PRISS sought to provide an evaluation

mechanism to assess the impacts of altering the scale of individual outlets on their profits.

Application of the PRISS method on real life data showed, as expected, that DMUs that

expand their scale size of operation (increasing returns to scale) would expect considerable

profit increases.

The decision aid component is the third part of the decision support process. A-priori

decision making concerns the allocation of resources in MUOs, and relates to problems of

capital investment and/or reorganisation of the services provided by DMUs. The

contribution of the decision support mechanism developed in chapters seven to nine is

primarily concerned with the identification of best operating practices, the estimation of

targets for adjusting the scale size of operation of DMUs and the assessment of the impacts

of past investments on the performance of units. This information can be used as the basis

for improving the effectiveness of decision making tools used for allocating capital within

the MUOs (e.g. project appraisal).

The provision of decision support for selecting projects to improve the operating profile of

individual DMUs was pursued further in chapter nine. An evaluation process was put

forward seeking to estimate the marginal impacts of past investments on the performance of

DMUs. The investment effectiveness indices obtained from this new methodology can be

used to guide management to invest in DMUs with the highest market efficiency returns.
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4. Frontier analysis and decision support: avenues for further

research

Frontier analysis as introduced in chapter two has been proposed as a tool for assessing the

performance of activity centres drawing upon a wide spectrum of the political science,

economics, management science and accounting literature. Since the original development

of frontier analysis by Farrell (1957) and its operationalisation by Charnes ez' al. (1978) a
.1considerable expansion of the method has taken place. Nowadays one can safely talk

about different research directions within the frontier analysis area. Figure 10.3 below

exhibits a framework of the current development of independent research disciplines within

the area of frontier analysis.

Figure 10.3
Frontier analysis & research directions

Econometrics

Links with other disciplines
(e.g. strategic planning)

FRONTIER	 Mathematical
ANALYSIS	 formalism

Computations

Resouce allocation
Decision _______

SUPPO	
Target setting

Reorganisation

It is beyond the remit of this chapter to discuss all branches listed in Figure 10.3 in full as the

thesis is concerned with the decision support dimension of frontier analysis. These decision

support mechanisms were developed in two different types of managerial problems (need-

based and market-based performance Weasurement and resource allocation problems).

1 
In one of the panel discussions focusing on modelling issues of DEA, organised in the

EURO Xll-0R36 conference in Glasgow (1994) Arie Lewin (Professor of Business

Administration at the Duke University) paralleled the current development of DEA as very

similar to the development and progress of regression analysis in the post second war

period.
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The research questions addressed in the thesis give rise to a number of issues that constitute

themselves directions for further research. These research directions are related to the

models and techniques developed in the thesis but also with more general issues regarding

the future status of performance measurement as a part of the managerial process in multi-

unit organisations.

4.1. Combining the target-based methods of the thesis with traditional

resource allocation approaches

The establishment of efficiency as one of the key components of public management within

the market economies is universally acknowledged. The assessment of efficiency, however,

has so far been more prevalent in an auditing rather than planning context. There are recent

moves, however, towards incorporating efficiency within the legislative processes of

resource allocation. In the USA, for example, there is the issue of progressive

reimbursement of hospitals on the basis of the costs of efficient benchmarks. An analogue,

can also be found in the way resources and activities are allocated to individual hospitals, in

the UK, via the contracting market process.

More examples of performance related funding can be found in the public funding

mechanisms in the UK. The allocation of central grants to the local authorities is based on

estimates of "efficient" costs. More recently, the performance related funding has emerged

within the higher education where the allocation of resources seeks to take into account

research and teaching performance of universities.

Critiques can be found in the literature (see for example the special issue of the journal of

Health Economics (1994)) which concentrate on the limitations of the current efficiency

assessment methods to estimate the "true" cost efficiency of public sector organisations.

Moreover, problems of definition and measurement of quality (e.g. quality in the provision

of health and measurement of research quality in the higher education sector) seem to cast

doubts on how efficiency measures would operate in real decision making situations.

Relatively few voices can be found, however, calling for the combined use of the

fundamental objectives of efficiency, equity and effectiveness within the legislative

processes of allocating resources in not-for-profit organisations. In our opinion, there is

scope for future research in this direction as the problem goes beyond the current critiques
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on matters of measurement and representation of appropriate input/output variables in the

assessment of performance.

An attempt towards the simultaneous representation of efficiency-equity and effectiveness

within an actual decision making framework for macroeconomic planning of the Greek local

authorities is reported by Athanassopoulos (1994). Some very useful pointers have been

obtained from this real life application insofar as the applicability of the models developed in

chapter five is concerned. The project includes the participation of decision makers from

the association of the Greek local authorities representing the local management (agents)

and the ministers of interior and treasury in Greece representing the central management

(principals) of the study. The pointers, listed below, are based on the use of planning

models in line with the framework proposed in chapters three and five of this thesis. The

pointers are summarised as follows:

• Different levels of decision making (e.g. central government and local

authorities) have a very important and distinct role in the assessment of

performance and the process of allocating resources.

• There are difficulties in defining commonly accepted input-output sets that

describe the operations of multi-unit organisations (e.g. hospitals, schools,

local authorities). This is the result of the different perceived objectives

adopted by different levels of these organisations. This leads to the

conclusion that

• The traditional assumption that decision making units are uniform can be

questioned as there are cases where the decision making units are adopting

different organisational missions which need to be reflected within control or

planning models (e.g. local authorities, universities, schools).

• The viability of the process to reform a resource allocation system may rely on

the power structure between those who gain and those who lose by the new

system. Pressure groups (e.g. political parties), hence, can affect the

attempts for reorganising the resource allocation process.

These pointers are put forward to highlight the significance and challenge of incorporating

decision making preferences within a systematic process of resource allocation. The

operationalisation of these systems can be pursued using group decision making and

methods of negotiation that would facilitate the presence of qualitative aspects (e.g. human

judgements) within mathematical decision making procedures.
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4.1.1. Implications for frontier analysis modelling

The developments in the frontier analysis literature (see section 5 in Chapter 2) since its

development by Farrell in (1957) have retained an efficiency assessment focus without

particular concern on issues related with planning and decision making. The ability of

frontier analysis to be used as a decision support tool will, in our opinion, be one of the

determinants of the future viability of the method within the non-profit organisational arena.

The original application of DEA in the public sector by Charnes et al (1981) sought to

assess the degree of resource utilisation of different educational programmes in the USA.

Thus, the message that frontier analysis should be linked with resource allocation and

decision making has been indicated from the very early days of the methodology. The early

experiments by Bessent et al (1982) and (1994) to support resource allocation decisions in

the management of secondary education schools of San Antonio in Texas needs to be

followed with methodological advancements and more applications.

The centralised and decentralised target based planning methods developed in chapters five

and six put forward two alternative ways of addressing the problems of resource allocation

and performance measurement in non-market oriented organisations. Undoubtedly, these

models need to be extended in the future to take into account:

• Qualitative characteristics in the measurement of inputs/outputs,

• The dynamic character in the allocation of resources that have more than

one fiscal year horizon,

• The uncertainty regarding quantities of inputs/outputs and also on the

efficient performance of units over time.

The issues listed above would have profound implications regarding the use and application

of the resource allocation methods of the thesis on existing organisations. The

incorporation of qualitative aspects in the inputs/outputs used to describe operating

processes is an issue that has not been addressed in full by the current frontier analysis

literature, Olesen and Petersen (1993).

The extension of the resource allocation models developed in the thesis from a single to a

multi-period problem can provide considerable support to the budgeting processes that

cover, by nature, more than one time period. This extension will also bring forward
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strategic issues in the assessment of performance and the allocation of resources. The use

of single period performance measurement and resource allocation models cannot capture

strategic organisational issues. Thus, the development of multi-period resource ailocation

models is a necessary step towards enhancing the uses of the models concerned.

Finally, the incorporation of stochastic elements in resource allocation models is perhaps, a

natural consequence of the previous proposal to introduce multi-period formulations. A

considerable number of uncertainties are encountered in a resource allocation system:

varying from the level of global resources the central management is prepared to allocate up

to the very nature of the distribution of the inefficiencies within each firm. The work of

Lovell et a! (1993) could be considered here as the basis of building a stochastic

programming framework for target based resource allocation. Furthermore, the use of

stochastic factors within a dynamic framework of resource allocation can accommodate

elements from the principal-agent theory. For example, Bogetoft (1994) has opened a

prominent research area linking issues such as managerial effort and motivation with the

improvement of efficiency.

4.2. Linking the diagnostic & planning tools developed in market based

MUOs with decision making processes.

The a-priori decision support system was developed in the context of an existing

organisation which indicated the need for some further research in this area. Such research

should consider two main issues: improvements regarding the definition and assessment of

market efficiency and the use of the information obtained by DEA to guide capital

investment decision making.

4.2.1. Market efficiency

Market efficiency was introduced in the thesis as a measure of the extent to which individual

retail outlets utilise their potential to attract custom. Evidently, the vast majority of

efficiency assessment studies concentrate on the assessment of cost and not on market

efficiency. The former has been characterised as an intrinsic factor of the performance of

outlets and has widespread popularity in retail banking studies (see special issue of the

Journal of Banking and Finance (1993), Volume 17).
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The assessment of market efficiency is based on inputs/outputs that relate to the market

conditions in the area surrounding an outlet. The definition, selection and measurement of

this type of information is a crucial factor that affects the assessment of market efficiency.

Factors such as competition and market potential, despite the difficulty in quantifying them

have implications for the market efficiency models (see the discussion regarding the use of

competition in DEA in chapter seven). Clearly, the representation of factors that determine

the market conditions of individual outlets should be subject to systematic investigation

prior to their use. DEA models assume causality between inputs and outputs in that the

higher the input value is the higher should be the output value under efficient operation.

Empirical studies see Mandley (1994) have shown that certain market conditions (e.g.

number of competitors) may operate positively for some outputs and negative for some

others. Modelling extensions will be necessary in order to address this type of problems.

This is a direction that has been pursued by Athanassopoulos and Dyson (1994) where the

efficiency is assessed without any assumptions about the positive or negative contribution of

inputs on the generation of outputs during the assessment of efficiency.

4.2.2. From decision support to decision making

The justification of the a-priori modelling was focused on cases where individual DMUs are

selected to undertake capital investment projects as a means of improved performance. The

models developed in chapters seven, eight and nine had a decision support and not decision

making character insofar as the direct allocation of capital is concerned. Future research

should seek to explore the possibility of adding direct decision making character to those

issues already developed in the thesis.

Some ideas towards that direction are next discussed. Decision making for improving

performance of retail outlets is inextricably linked with the allocation of capital to undertake

investment projects. As a further step of the current analysis one would expect to develop

systematic models for linking the information provided in chapters seven to nine of this

thesis with methods of investment appraisal. The mathematical programming literature

provides sufficient background information to proceed towards these formulations. For

example, multiple objective programming models for capital investment can be formulated

(Thanassoulis (1983)) in order to help selecting projects that would:

I. Maximise expected returns on sales (market efficiency),
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ii. Maximise expected profits,

iii. Maximise the long run viability of the network of DMUs,

iv. Minimise the projects' risk and uncertainty,

v. Maximise service mix effectiveness.

The information obtained from the analysis in chapters seven to nine can be used to

represent quantitatively the objectives of capital investment appraisal. The objectives listed

above are illustrative and can be modified appropriately for specific problems. The

significance of capital investment problems is well appreciated within the literature. Yet,

there are no sufficient answers concerning the estimation of expected returns from future

investments and the identification of investment opportunities among networks of for-profit

DMUs. It can be argued that the information yielded from the models in chapters seven to

nine can enhance the effectiveness of the current investment appraisal methods.

This thesis sought to develop decision support mechanisms for improved resource

management in multi-unit organisations. Two main cases were studied concerning a-

posteriori and a-priori resource management problems. The model building process gave

the opportunity to explore the potential of mathematical programming in general while

frontier analysis in particular to be used in a control and planning mode. As Charnes and

Cooper (1980) argue, mathematical programming has been traditionally used to support the

solution of planning problems. The development of frontier analysis by Farrell (1957) and

by Charnes et al (1978) gave a control dimension to mathematical programming. The

current thesis attempted to contribute towards the integration the control and planning

dimensions of mathematical programming as an aid to resource allocation and target setting.

In the years to come frontier analysis will be tested for its ability to expand its current

horizons in a number of new directions. Decision support is one particular direction

supported by this research. The ability of the research community to provide viable and

realistic processes that would enable integration of the control and planning mechanisms in

MUOs will affect the long run viability of frontier analysis.

- END OF THESIS -
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APPENDIX 4A

THE DUAL FORMULATION OF THE FLEXIBLE PRIORITISED

MODEL

The flexible prioritised model in M4.3 can be written in a dual form similar to the one

developed for the basic prioritised model in M4.6. This formulation is given in M4A. 1

Mm	 -i-'+i7/u _L1+/
ar,j,y, rEQ	 rEQ	

r	
:EJ	 Id

1 X —c'i ,Y,J ^ 0
jEl	 rEO

-13,x _6,L+ ^—F

arYrj'Y ' ^ 'r

Li Fr i i Ur e[O,1]
L c	 U
i'°i'Yr'Yr ^0

ar,13 1 free.

The notation is similar to the one used in the primal formulation in M4.3 with,

Vj

Vi

Vr

(M4A.l)

X1

FPr

L1 , Ur

ar,13i

r,A	 F,A
Yr '"i

are the th input and rth output of DMU j,
are user specified priorities over inputioutput improvements,

are lower bounds of desired improvement and controllability of inputs and

outputs,

are upper bounds of desired improvement and controllability of inputs and
outputs,

are weight variables for output r and input i respectively,

are weight variables for the upper/lower bounds of the rates of improvement

of output r and input i respectively.

The set of constraints in M4A. 1 a represents the condition that the weighted sum of outputs

of assessed units should not exceed the corresponding weighted sum of inputs. This is the

condition upon which all known DEA models are built. The remaining constraints M4A.lb

and M4A.lc seek to incorporate lower bounds on the contribution of individual

inputs/outputs on the weighted sum of inputs or outputs of individual units.
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APPENDIX 4B

TARGETS ESTIMATED BY THE FLEXIBLE TARGETS MODEL

IN M4.3 ARE EFFICIENT

The proof of the theorem is very similar to the ones employed by Thanassoulis and Dyson

(1992) to prove the estimation of efficient targets by the prioritised targets model.

The prioritised models is reproduced below:

Max	 PzPO

rEO

n

s. t.	 = Ox	 Vi E I
j=1

11

j Yrj	= ZrYrj	 Vr E 0	 (PT)
j=1

L,^ O ^)/. i,,L,e[O,1]	 ViEI

Ur ^ 4 /	 F,., Ur E [0,1]	 Vr E 0

X 3 ^0 Vj

Let us assume that a DMU j0 has been assessed using the PT model and its was found

relatively inefficient, i.e. r: Z,. ^ 1 or i: 0, ^ 1. The targets	 ,	 ) estimated for unit j0

are obtained as follows: Yrj0 =	 and	 =

If we adjust the inputioutput levels of unit j0 to its target levels (5	 ) the PT can be

employed to test whether these inputloutput levels make j0 efficient. The revised PT 1

model is given below:

Max	 1j
tJOrt,	 r€O	 iEI

'rx +	 =	 Vi E I
j=I,j^jo

tJ YrJ + 'tJ YrJ	=OrSrj	 VrEO	 (PT1)
j=I,j^jo

L, ^ , ^ )/,	 L, E [0,1] Vi e I

Ur^)/ø^/ Fr ,Ur E[0,1] VrEO

If the optimal solution to the PT1 model is {o,i.,'r; r:o ^ 1 or 2i:t' ^ i} then this

implies that unit j0 is inefficient.
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The optimal solution to the PT1 problem (t;i, , o;5) can be used, therefore, as a feasible

solution to the original PT problem. The optimal solution obtained from PT 1 is a feasible

solution of PT since the target input-output level (t;111 , o;;d ) is a linear combination of the

original input-output set (x, 'Yrj0)

This would yield a new feasible solution	 , O[, ?c } as follows:

z=z;xo;

(a)

=

Given the set of preferences P7, 1, the feasible targets obtained in (a) dominate the optimal

solution for unit j 0 obtained from the solution to the original PT problem. This is not

possible as the original solution to PT is optimal and therefore we conclude that the targets

estimated by the PT model are efficient as they cannot be improved any further without

violating optimality conditions.
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APPENDIX 4C

POLICY MAKING CONDITIONS IN THE FLEXIBLE TARGETS MODEL

The flexible target setting model introduced in the main part of the thesis (M4.3) seeks to
assess inputloutput targets constrained within policy making upper and lower bounds.
Some extensions concerning the direction of the assessed targets are introduced below.

The simplest way to monitor the directions of the assessed targets is to use the weights of
preferences included in the objective function of the flexible targets' model. If Pr> P 1 for all
outputs/inputs in the analysis then a priority is given to the model for exploring output
expansion targets as opposed to input contraction ones.

A more systematic process need to the used, however, in case the decision makers need to
link the expansionlcontraction of selected inputs with the expansion contraction of selected
outputs. We illustrate next two possible cases:

If we assume that Zr <1 then the following is expected Zr >0 1 for some selected r, i
If we assume that 0, > ithen the following is expected Zr >0 , for some selected r, i

The condition above seeks to guarantee that if a unit reduces its produced output then it
should also reduce its level of input use to more than compensate for the output reduction.
On the other hand, if the unit increases its resource availability is should increase the
production of outputs to compensate for the cost of the extra inputs. The mathematical
formulation of these conditions requires the use of zero-one control variables and it is
provided below:

Max	 d1'7ZrZi
8,Z,,A.J	

r€O	 iEJ

iEI

(Zr - 0.) ^ Mo

(Zr+1)^M(10)

_(Zr_0i)^MtP

(0, —1) ^ M(1 - p)

OE{O,1}and(pE{O,l}

where M is a very large positive number.

Combination of the values of the two control variables can be used to generate scenarios of
target setting. For example, a value of 0 = 0 will imply that z,. <1 and that Zr > 0.. Similar

scenarios can be developed for value of 8 = 1 and/or values of the other control variable (p.
The formulated model has a mixed-integer programming format and its solution can be
obtained using ordinary integer programming methods.
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APPENDIX 4D

MRT & RELATIVELY EFFICIENT DMUS

The assessment of exchange rates between factors for relatively efficient units is an area of

concern. Efficient units are located on the extreme points of an efficient hyperplane and

thereby partial derivatives cannot be obtained for these points. Given that there is an

infinite number of optimal sets of weights for efficient units, there is a difficulty in estimating

productivity tradeoffs between their inputs/outputs. The presence of decision makers'

preferences in M4.6 yields weights compatible to these preferences without, however,

resolving the problem of multiple weights for relatively efficient units.

Using the strong complementary slackness condition (SCSC) discussed earlier, one can

obtain at least one set of positive weights for all inputs/outputs. In DEA parlance this

implies that from the potentially infinite sets of optimal weights for efficient units, at least

one set of positive weights for all inputs/outputs can be identified. Kornbluth and Salkin

(1987) introduced the notion of incremental and decremental shadow prices as a means of

overcoming problems of multiple optimal solutions in linear programming solutions. In their

method Kornbluth and Salldn recommend the solution of two LP problems where they

provide the maximum and minimum values for shadow prices without affecting the current

optimal solution to the problem. A more efficient process is employed here as the aim is to

obtain a set of weights where all inputs/output will be weighted positively. A max-mm LP

problem is suggested therefore as formulated in M4D. 1.

A Max-Mm model for weights estimation	 (M4D.)

Maxa,,13 ,,

	

, 13 1 X,, +tX,1 -	 a ,Yrj -	 'YrYrj
iEI1	r€O,.	 rcO1

, 
13,x,,	 -	 a rYrj -	 ?rrj

iEIj 	 i1j	 r€O	 rEQ1

a r Yrj,

13ix1j',

Y rYrj,, - V

- ii!

	

^ 0	 (Vj=l,...,nAj^j0)

	

= 0	 L

(VrEO)

	

i	 (vmi)

	

^ 0	 (Vro,)

	

^ 0	 (ViEI)

a r,J3 j are free variables; 1 r ' ö i ^ 0

The formulation of M4D. 1 is based on the prioritised target model in M4.6 using also a

similar notation. However, some changes have been made in order to address the case of
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the multiple optimal sets of weights that correspond to relatively efficient units. The

efficiency constraint associated with the assessed unit j0 is now represented as equality

rather than inequality as j 0 is an efficient unit. The role of the new variable ii introduced

in the model is to ensure that all inputs and outputs are attached a positive weight.

Therefore, the optimal value of ji is a lower positive bound for all inputloutput weights in

the assessment.
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APPENDIX 4E

GLOBAL TARGETS ASSESSMENT & PRODUCTIVITY

TRADEOFFS

When discussing the features of the global targets models earlier on it was argued that the

solution of model M4.2 yields a single set of shadow prices which represent opportunity

costs at the industry level. To facilitate the discussion on the shadow prices obtained by the

solution to the global targets model its dual formulation is provided in M4E. 1 below.

Weights based global targets model
	

(M4E.1)

Mm	 ar( I' 1 yj_	 'r(
ar , I3,y,i	 iE/	 1E11	 reR	 rERr	 iEl

^ 0	 (Vj=l,...,n)
i€J	 jEt1	 rR	 r€R1

r(iy)

	
^ i	 (vT€R)

^ i -	 (vji)
are free variables; Yr'ci ^

The model in M4E. 1 has a similar structure to that of model M4.6 but they have different

objective function and "virtual' input/output constraints. In both cases, the input/output

values represent the aggregate value of the corresponding input/output. This difference is

effectively changing the "pricing" of weight variables in the objective function and also their

corresponding constraints. The set of weights derived by the solution to model M4E. 1 can

be used as a basis for comparing the common set of marginal productivities with those

obtained for individual DMUs when models M4.6 and M4D. 1 were employed. The example

of the eight DMUs listed in Table 4.2 of chapter 4) will be used again to illustrate the use of

the global targets model. For illustration purposes we have reproduced the graphical

representation of the three-output one input efficient frontier as was used in the main body

of chapter 4 (Figure 4.3).
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Figure 4.3

(reproduced from the main part of chapter 4)

Particular emphasis is given to the marginal productivities obtained from the solution of this

model. Using the same methodology as before a set of seven alternative sets of targets and

consequently marginal weights from the solution of M4E. 1 was derived. Sensitivity analysis

was employed to explore the association between alternative preference levels and the

selection of efficient facets for projecting the assessed DMUs.
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Table 4E.1
Global targets & exchange rates

Priority Levels for Efficiency Components

	

(Allowable Increase-Decrease)	 Productivity Tradeoffs

Priority	 p2	 a/	 a,/	 a71 FACETfor output	 (Incr., Decr.)	 (lncr, Decr.) (lncr., Decr.) 	 a2	 a3	 a3

1	 1	 1
01,02,03

(+0.79, -0.32)	 (+3.6, -0.73)	 (+0.54, -0.72)	
1.12	 1.019	 0.91	 G

01	 1.79	 1	 1

(+2.1, -0.007)	 +0.007, -0.5)	 (+0,009, )	
2.0217	 1.85	 0.91	 EG

01	
1	 1

(oo, -0.007)	 (+0.009, oo)	(+2.72,	
4.4	 1.077	 0.244	 EFG*

02	
1	 4.64	 1

(+0.0008, oo)	 (+5.2, -.009)	 (+21, -0.013)	
0.242	 1.02	 4.21	 GD

02	
1	 9.91	 1

(+0.46, 00)	 (00, -0.0009)	 (+.00009 •	
0.166	 1.45	 9	 GC

03	
1	 1	 1.55

(+0.0002, 00)	 (+14,-0.002)	 (+3.21,-.0003	
1.12	 0.65	 0.58	 GD

03	
1	 1	 4.77

(+1.89, 00)	 (+0.0003,00)	 (00, -0.001 )	
3.25	 0.619	 0.1838	 FGD*

The results listed in Table 4E. 1 are organised in a way similar to Table 4.3. These results

also indicate that the global target model has a similar behaviour to the one already

discussed in the prioritised target model. The difference rests, however, in that the global

target model will select one projection facet for all inefficient units. For example the facet

EFG could be selected for projecting unit K using an appropriate set of preferences. This

facet, however, was not selected when targets customised to unit K were assessed using

model M4.3 (listed in Table 4.4). This indicates that the use of global target model yields

industry related and not DMU related targets and therefore the estimated marginal

productivities have global organisational appeal.
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APPENDIX OF CHAPTER 6

The appendix of chapter 6 contains extensions concerning the development and application

of the decentralised model in M6.4.

• The first case includes the mathematical models for assessing ranges of optimal weights

for inputs and outputs in the solution of M6. 1.

• The second, includes a modification on the way equity is represented in the

decentraljsed model in M6.4. This concerns the definition and measurement of

inequality indices as opposed to the relative need indices used in the main body of the

chapter.

• The third extension, includes the formulation of a goal programming model that needs

to be solved for investigating the efficiency of the solution obtained from M6.4.



^ 0 (Vj^j0)

= ti

(M6A. I)
^ I + (VrO)

^ i	 (Vii)
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APPENDIX 6A

ESTIMATING RANGES OF OPTIMAL WEIGHTS FOR

INPUTS/OUTPUTS

The presence of multiple optimal sets of weights in the solution of M6. 1 is very common

for relatively efficient units whilst more unusual for inefficient units. Therefore, the

selection of sets of weights to represent relatively efficient units in the solution of the DTP

model can be highly judgmental. The alternative formulations in M6.5 and M6.5a require

specification of the range of optimal weights for each input and output in the solution of

M6. 1. These weights can be obtained following the two-phase approach discussed next.

Let assume that optimal sets of weights were obtained by the solution of M6. 1 for unit j0.

The formulation in M6A. 1 can be used as the basis to generate a sequence of linear

programmes that will be used to obtain upper and lower bounds for weights on

inputs/outputs. The model in M6A. 1 is demonstrated for output r of DMU j0.

a ={min arIM6AJ} and a ={max aIM6A.l}

s.t

f3 1x +t ,x -	 a rYrj -	 1rYrj
jet1	reO	 reQ1

+	 -	 -	 rYrj
iEI	 iEI1	 rEO	 reQ1

a rYrj

1
a r'	 are free variables; 'Y r	 ^ E.

where is the optimal solution obtained from M6. 1 for DMU j0.

The current formulation of M6A. 1 requires solution to two linear programming problems

that differ on the direction of the objective function. The first problem yields an optimum

set of weights where output r takes the minimum weight whilst the second problem yields

an optimum set of weights where output r takes the maximum weight. Similar pairs of

linear problems can be solved to derive the range of weights for all inputs (13 ', P ) and

outputs (a,a) of all DMUs with multiple optimal solutions.
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APPENDIX6B

DECENTRALISED PLANNING OBJECTIVES & INEQUALITY

Hitherto, the resource allocation model in M6.4 used relative need criteria, expressed in

M6.4d, in order to incorporate equity as a resource allocation objective. An additive social

welfare value function was employed to obtain an index of relative need of individual

DMUs. This index is then applied individually to the allocation of each global controllable

input Gx. According to this specification, equity is achieved if all DMUs are allocated

resources in proportion to their relative need score. This objective is pursued in the

resource allocation process taking into account the tradeoffs between the satisfaction of the

other two objectives, namely effectiveness and efficiency.

There is a considerable theoretical and empirical literature that provides more rigorous

definition of equity as a planning objective. Savas (1978) argues for a classification of

equitable allocation methods into four different types, namely equal payments, equal

outputs, equal inputs, equal satisfaction of demand. The economic literature also has

substantial contribution to the equity debate through the notion of inequality see Allison

(1978), Atkinson (1970), Bartels and Nijkamp (1976).

Inequality in welfare economics is typically defined using alternative relative distance

functions, see Gini coefficient, Theil inequality function (1967), and simple statistical

coefficient of variation of the allocation of resources to different activity centres. In a

comparative study employed by Allison (1978) it was argued that the Gini coefficient is the

most commonly used index of inequality without, however, offering any substantial benefits

over the other two indices. In the context of this study we do not pursue any further the

debate on the choice of inequality indices. The analysis will concentrate, therefore, on how

one index, namely the Gini coefficient, can be used as an equity criterion in the target-based

planning model in M6.4.

Let us assume that there is a distribution of public services to a set of n operating units

(activity centres). We shall denote Sj the set of service units (resources) received by unit j.

It is assumed for the time being that the service units are expressed in the same values (e.g.

pounds). We shall also denote the number of "equity units" contained in unit j. Equity

units represent factors (e.g. population) that will be used as criteria for the allocation of

services. The variables used to represent the service S1 and equity Q units will typically
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have a multidimensional nature and their representation in the Gini coefficients need to be

discussed next.

Berne and Stiefel (1984) provide a mathematically tractable expression of the Gini

coefficient that is presented in M6B. 1.

G=	 Jsj	
(M6B.l)

where

S1	 is the number of service units received by unit j,

Q	 number of "equity units" of the th unit,

=	 is the proportion of "equity units" in the area of unitj,

. Q	 is the total number of "equity units" for all j units.

The mathematical representation of M6B. 1 is discussed next in order to give a managerial

interpretation to its formulation. The formula in M6B.l represents the aggregate pairwise

comparisons of combinations of equity and allocated resources of activity centres. In the

numerator we have all differences between the resources (Si) allocated to, say, DMU j

weighted by the relative need (q,) of, say, DMU k and the resources (Sk) allocated to DMU

k weighted by the relative need (q1) of DMU j. The denominator contains the total number

of allocated resources which serves as a standardisation coefficient. The inequality index G,

therefore, yields a numerical estimate of the extent to which the allocation of service units

to activity centres is in proportion to their relative need.

One of the mathematical properties of the Gini coefficient in M6B. 1 is that it reflects

absolute inequality aversion rather than relative inequality aversion. In other words,

increasing the level of service per equity unit by a constant amount decreases the Gini

coefficient which indicates greater equity. A multiplication of the level of service per equity

unit by a constant will have no effect on the Gini coefficient.

The Gini coefficient defined in M6B.1 can be applied directly to cases with service and

equity units being represented by single dimension variables. For example, this could be

applied to a case where the budget constitutes the service units and population constitutes

the equity units respectively. In cases, however, where the allocated resources reflect more
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composite factors e.g. personnel, equipment, recurrent grants, etc. and the equity units

reflect a variety of relative need criteria the formulation in M6B. 1 need to be extended.

The formulation in M6B. 1 will be extended next to assess inequality among DMUs with

multiple inputs-outputs. The extension succeeds to aggregate service units (multiple inputs)

into a single dimension without any presumptions on the prices of the multiple inputs of

each DMU. This task is pursued making use of the earlier methodology of the network

representation of MUOs as was proposed in the introduction of Chapter 6.

The "service units" can thereby be aggregated using the notion of "input flow", defined

earlier in Chapter 6, by means of the weighted sum, 	 ,	 of controllable inputs of

individual activity centres (DMUs) in model M6.2. The assessment of "equity units",

however, will remain as the weighted proportion of relative need of individual DMUs

defined already in M6.4d. A modified formula of inequality measurement is provided in

M6B.la that seeks to incorporate the two enhancements made above.

G=
	 UU —qJPkIk	

(M6B.la)

Where,

q, q	 are composite equity units for the jth and k DMU correspondingly estimated by the
weighted multiattribute value function in M6B. ib,

is the optimal weight factor estimated by the prioritised target model (M6. 1),

Xej	 is the observed value of the eth equity criterion of DMU j,

is the variable associated with the th input quantity of DMU j,

We	 is the weight of importance of the eth equity criterion.

The formulation of the Gini coefficient in M6B. 1 a has the same managerial interpretation as

in M6B. 1. The only part that needs to be discussed concerns the estimation of the various

multivariate components of the formulae. The representation of the input flow (previously

called service units) is made using the network flow balance equations discussed in the

development of the model in M6.4.
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It is noteworthy, however, that the use of the network flow components for individual

DMUs is valid so long as they are estimated via the prioritised DEA model discussed in

detail in chapter 4 and reproduced in chapter 6 (M6.1). Possible use of the radial CRS/VRS

models (see M2.8 in chapter 2) for obtaining these input flow components will give non-

comparable flow equations for individual DMUs due to the input or output standardisation2

that takes place prior to solving these DEA problems.

Another issue concerning the multivariate Gini coefficient defined in M6B. 1 emanates from

the estimation of the technological coefficients for controllable inputs. These coefficients

are obtained from the prioritised target model in M6. 1 which may yield multiple optimal sets

of weights for efficient DMUs. The presence of multiple optimal sets of weights does not
affect the aggregate value of the inflow equation	 although it will affect the

iE1

contribution of individual inputs f3	 to that value. The case of the multiple optimal sets of

weights, although it does not affect M6.B 1, can be addressed using the range of optimal

weights discussed earlier in Appendix 6A.

The target-based planning model revised

Having extended the Gini coefficient in a multi-input multi-output production space

(M6A. 1 a) the next step seeks to incorporate this formula in DTP model in M6.4. Inequality

is usually perceived as an undesirable effect in an allocationldistribution system and,

therefore, inequality as a resource allocation objective needs to be minimised. The

formulation of equity introduced in M6B. 1 cannot be used to define specific target values of

inequality that would enable its representation in a goal programming sense3.

The representation of equity in the DTP model of M6.4 leads to its modified version in

M6B.2.

2 
The typical DEA model is solved by standardising the weighted sum of inputs or outputs of

assessed DMU5 to be equal to 1. The fact that a different standardisation takes place for each
DMU makes the comparisons between, say, the input flow component 	 of alternative

DMUs meaningless.

The latter was possible when equity was defined along the lines of relative need in M6.ld.
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The notation of model M6B.2 is as defined in M6.4 and M6B.1 above. The nature,

however, of M6B.2 is a multi-objective one (bi-criteria). The first objective constitutes the

part of the goal programming model formulated in M6.4 that corresponds to the satisfaction

of the objectives of effectiveness and efficiency. The second objective represents the

satisfaction of the objective of equity by minimising the aggregate inequality in the

allocation of resources. The constraints of the problem (M6B.2c-M6B.2f) correspond to

the representation of effectiveness, efficiency, policy constraints and the inequality

component.

A similar problem faced in the formulation engineered by Mandell (1991) was solved using

frontier-generating techniques from the multi-objective programming literature. In brief,

this solution process anticipates that, in bi-criteria problems, one can generate the frontier of

non-dominated solutions simply by converting one of the objective functions to an

inequality and then generate optimal values for the other objective by parametric variation
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of the value of the introduced constraint (E-method Cohon (1978)). Having generated the

non-dominated frontier for two objectives a graphical interface can be employed for

selecting the solution with the most preferred tradeoffs. The adoption of a solution

approach for the multi-objective problem in M6B.2 is left to be context dependent as there

are other methodologies one can adopt to derive solutions to the problem.
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APPENDIX 6C

TESTING FOR NON-INFERIOR SOLUTIONS IN THE DTP MODEL

IN M6.4

As Mm and Storbeck (1991) emphasise, there is no unanimous agreement concerning the

conditions for non-inferior (see definition in the main body of chapter 6) solutions in goal

progranmiing. It is widely recognised, however, that one needs to be aware of the

possibility of obtaining inferior solutions from certain forms of goal programming models.

It is worth mentioning that a simple inspection on the very wide goal programming

literature (see Zanakis and Gupta (1985) and Romero (1991)) shows that the possibility of

inferior solutions in goal progranmiing tends to be neglected by the vast majority of

published research.

A number of remedies have been proposed providing alternative methods for obtaining

efficient solutions from goal programming models. The application of these methods on the

solution process of the decentralised planning model is illustrated using the model suggested

by Hannan (1981) and also applied by Thanassoulis and Dyson (1992) in a DEA context.

Inferior solutions in a goal programming problem are possible due to the simultaneous

presence of under/over achievement deviation variables for some of the goals of the

problem, see Zeleny (1982), Romero (1991). The formulation of M6.4 contains two

direction deviation variables in the set of goal constraints used to reinforce the equity

criterion. Let assume that a solution (D, , D	
, ,
	 was found to the M6.4 problem.

The linear programming model in M6C. 1 can be solved to investigate the presence of non-

efficient solutions in the solution of the DTP model.
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Testing for non-inferior solutions in the DIP
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The notation of M6C. 1 is similar to models M6.4 with Lr , L, , c, being a new set goal

deviation variables.

The direction chosen for the extra goal variables in the model emanates from the implicit

assumption concerning the aim of output goals' overachievement and input goals'

underachievement. If the optimal solution of M6C. 1 yields L,. = L,. = c = 0 that would

imply that no further improvements are feasible to the solution obtained by M6.4.

Otherwise, the solution obtained by M6.4 was inefficient and adjustments in line with the

solution obtained by M6C. 1 need to be made to render the solution efficient.
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APPENDICES OF CHAPTER 7

The appendices related to chapter 7 are mainly concerned with the provision of background

information of the Brewing industry in the UK and the descriptive statistics of the data set

used in our case study. Some statistical results concerned with the assessment of pubs'

performance are also discussed.

APPENDIX 7A

The Brewing industry in the UK

Over the period 1987-1993 the brewing industry in the UK has been subject to intense

pressure for reorganisation. The adverse general economic climate and the governmental

attempt to reinforce competition within the brewing industry are the main forces for

reorganisation.

The most important characteristic of the brewing industry in the UK is the decline in its

market size. Table 7A. 1 shows the marginal decline in the number of public houses in the

UK in 1990 and 1991 following a number of years of modest growth. Turnover of public

houses also decreased in 1991. This decline in turnover can be attributed to the general

decline in disposable income, the 1989-1992 recession, to price rises in the industry above

inflation and to the increasingly competitive role played by off-trade4.

Table 7A.1

Number and Turnover of Public houses in the UK, (1 987-1 991)

Turnover
Year	 No. of outlets	 Alcohol sales as

( Million inc. VAT)	
(%) of total sales

1987	 68500	 8274	 73

1988	 68825	 8716	 71

1989	 69450	 9712	 70

1990	 69300	 10295	 67

1991	 69000	 9980	 63

Source: Brewers Society and Business Statistics data

This relates to trading stores that hold licences for selling alcohol for at home consumption.
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The decline in the market's size, as well as the increasing costs for maintaining and

improving 'the state of repair of public houses are the main reasons for price rises in pubs

(e.g. 11% tax free increase in 1991). The price increases for compensating lost revenue

from reduced volume of sales has very limited appeal in the long run. Increased prices

result in further customers' (sales) losses which are switched to the off-trade market. The

decline of the alcohol sales to the aggregate turnover composition from 73 to 63 percent

indicates the growing interest of public houses in providing full catering facilities.

The brewing market in the UK is an oligopoly. Over half of the total number of public

houses in the UK (see Table 7A.1) are controlled by less than ten major brewers whilst the

top four brewers have over 6000 pubs each, accounting for 46 % of pubs in the UK.

There are three main types of pubs in the UK based on their type of management; tenancies,

managed pubs and free pubs. Under the tenancies or tied system tenants rent their pubs

from the brewery, and they are not free to buy from a supplier of their choice. Managed

pubs are under more direct control of the brewery as the managers are brewery employees.

Free houses are run by independent management that are, in theory, free from ties to

individual breweries. This independence is, however, limited due to various financial links

(e.g. loans, supply agreements) with the major brewers.

Despite the downturn in alcoholic drink consumption (see Table 7.1), alcoholic products

still account for over 60% of the turnover of the average public house. However, the

importance of alcoholic drink sales to public houses is declining as shown in Table 7.A1.

Evidently, the decline in the consumption of alcohol over time created a favourable era

towards broadening traditional services provided by public houses. Provision of food and

catering services account for over 30% of the turnover of the average public house.

Public houses' emphasis on food services, however, increase the pressure on brewers to

invest a higher proportion of capital in their retail activities rather than in their

manufacturing activities. The proportion of investments devoted to manufacturing activities

has fallen from 19% in 1986 to 15% in 1990 whilst the proportion of investments devoted

to retailing activities has risen from 62% in 1986 to 72% in 1990 (by value).

Another important factor related with the management of public houses is concerned with

the variety of types of public houses depending on their location, type of services they

provide, targeted clientele, etc. There is no unique classification system of public houses in

the UK and each brewery uses its own list of pub categories.

The pubs used in this study constitute the so-called "broad based" pubs. These pubs rely

on local and passing customers whilst their services vary from drink to food oriented.
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Broad based pubs are on a transition period as central management sought to increase the

range and quality of catering facilities in accordance with the general trend discussed earlier.

Descriptive and statistical analysis of the input-output set

The location characteristics of pubs in the study vary considerably. The location effects on

pubs' performance are examined later in the chapter. Table 7A.2 classifies the pubs based

on three location characteristics.

Table 7A.2

Location characteristics (average) of pubs within 2.5 miles radius

	

No. of Turnover Parking State of Potential 	 Alcohol	 Compe	 Bar
Location

	

Pubs	 (c)	 places	 repair	 Custom	 Consumption	 -titors	 Area
(No.)	 [1,15]	 (barrels of beer)	 (ft2)

Industrial	
65	 166640	 28	 11	 9718	 104902	 10	 1241

Estate

Main road	 46	 182461	 20	 10	 11800	 122501	 22	 1323

Suburban	
33	 182064	 17	 9	 13627	 150218	 11.4	 1351

Areas

Total	 154	 171936	 23	 10.5	 10523	 112794	 11	 1255

Table 7.2 shows a summary of the average characteristics of pubs located into three main

areas. The data provided refer to proposed determinants of market efficiency discussed

earlier on. Pubs located in industrial estates seem to have smaller turnover than the rest of

pubs as a result of the smaller number of potential customers, as well as lower consumption

of alcohol in their surrounding area. Competition is variable with main-road pubs facing

the most intense competition as they have on average 22 pubs within their trade area.

Surprisingly enough, industrial estate pubs have the highest state of repair as a result of

perhaps higher investment by the brewery.

A linear regression model was used to examine the statistical association between the input

factors used in Figure 7.6 and the generated turnover. These results are provided in Table

7A.3 below.
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Table 7A

Turnover as a function of input variables

Regression variable	 Turnover ()

2	 *
Bar area (ft )	 34.64

Number of car park facilities	 647.00*

State of repair of pubs	 4928.00*

Consumption of alcohol (barrels) per premise of alcohol	 0 0067*
trade in 2.5 miles radius

Number of potential customers in 2.5 miles radius 	
3•95*

Average households income in 2.5 miles radius 	 7.56*

Dummy variable (1, 0) for pubs with and without food sales 	 42147.30*

Constant term	 - 103378.00*

55%

(*) Significant at the 5% level

The regression analysis model was employed to "validate" the statistical significance of the

factors proposed as determinants of market efficiency of pubs. The explained variation of

the total turnover was 55%. All input factors employed in the regression model were found

statistically significant at a 5% level. The explanatory factors in the regression model do

not coincide with those exhibited in the influence diagram in Figure 7.6 (in the main body of

chapter 7). Some variables were modified (e.g. income in the surrounding area) whilst

some others were merged into one variable (e.g. consumption of alcohol per licensed

premise) in order to avoid spurious results in the regression model due to multicollinerarity.

The internal factors of market efficiency have on average a positive association with the

turnover of pubs. For instance, each square foot of bar area has an average return of £

34.64 whilst each extra parking space contributes on average £647. State of repair has an

average contribution of £4928 for each extra point in the qualitative scale of measurement

[1, 15]. One could estimate, perhaps, the per unit scale cost of improving the state of repair

of pubs and contrast that with the average returns.

External factors have also positive influence on the turnover of pubs. For instance each

potential customer of pubs has on average a contribution of £3.95 to the pubs' turnover.

Evidence from Table 7A.3 also indicates that on average public houses with food services

have £42,147 extra turnover.
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A better fit of the model could be explored by employing different functional forms linking

turnover with market efficiency factors. The latter, however, would open a debate on the

identification of the most appropriate functional form (e.g. Cobb-Douglas, Translog,

Quadratic, etc.) to fit the data which was not one of the intentions of the current study.

Regression analysis is employed here to shine some light on the statistical association

between the various factors of market efficiency and the generated turnover of pubs. Issues

related with the use of regression analysis as a performance measurement tool are discussed

in more detail in Thanassoulis (1993) and Banker et al. (1986).

Notwithstanding, the model in Table 7A.3 shows that the suggested determinants of market

efficiency are at least statistically significant. Statistical significance, however, is not the

only criterion for identifying factors that affect the performance of operating units. Varian

(1984) for instance makes use of the term "economic significance" to emphasise the

presence of non-statistically significant factors which are often sacrificed by the sole use of

statistical yardsticks in estimating production functions. To elaborate further this remark,

one should realise that if a factor, say, consumption of alcohol in the surrounding area was

not statistically significant in a regression model this could imply a non-linear association

andlor an excess underutilisation of the market potential by the pubs in the sample. The

specification of causal models for assessing market efficiency, therefore, should combine

managerial judgement and statistical analysis.
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APPENDIX 76

The association between pubs' size and efficiency

The association between pubs' size and performance was investigated using the chi-square

test described in Table 7B.1. Pubs were classified in this Table using the quartile scores for

pub size and aggregate market efficiency.

Table 7B.1
Distribution of pubs by size & aggregate market efficiency

Pubs with bar area (ft2)

Pubs with	 ^ Qr.1= 900	 Qr.1- Qr.3	 ^ Qr.3 = 1590
efficiency	

Obs.	 Exp.	 Obs. Exp.	 Obs. Exp.

	

0-60	 4	 11	 21	 17	 13	 9

	

61 - 94	 25	 20	 28	 33	 20	 18

	

95-100	 15	 13	 22	 11	 6	 12

X2= 11.14, significant at 5% level with 4 d.f.

The statistical test in Table 7B. 1 shows that there is a statistically significant association

between size and aggregate market efficiency of assessed pubs. Indeed, it was found that

pubs with smaller bar area tend to outperform relatively larger pubs. This can lead to

unrealistic performance comparisons as there is no evidence indicating that all being equal if

we double the size of a pub its turnover should be doubled. For example, the large size of

pubs can, sometimes, be a counter attractive factor for certain types of customers that

prefer smaller and quieter places for entertainment.
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APPENDIX OF CHAPTER 8

INVESTIGATING THE RATIONALE OF THE IMPROVED SCALE SIZE

(ISS) MODEL

In this part we provide some further information regarding the rationale of the Improved

Scale Size model that was developed in the main body of chapter 8 for developing planning

scenarios in for-profit outlets. The main emphasis here is to describe the effects of M8.3 on

the assessed efficiency and hence efficient targets of inefficient units. To facilitate this

discussion we use the dual formulation (defensive model) of M8.3 which is provided in

M8A.1.

M8A.1

M8A.la

M8A.lb

M8A.lc

Improved Scale Size targets defensive model

= 100
PE

p - a r y +	 - x, )- y r (Y - y,1 ) ^ 0 Vj
tEI	 r€O	 1E11	 rEQ1

^E

Where,

are quantities of input i and output r of DMU j,

'c O are subsets of controllable inputs and outputs respectively,

I , O are subsets of uncontrollable inputs and outputs respectively.

The assessment of DMU j 0 includes in the objective function (M8A.la) and the

standardisation constraint (M8A. ib) only the controllable inputs and outputs , O).

Furthermore, the constraints that link the weighted sum of inputs to the weighted sum of

outputs for each DMU j differ from the constraints used in a typical DEA assessment (see

M2.8 in chapter 2). These differences are discussed in more detail next.

The uncontrollable input and output levels of each DMU are adjusted by subtracting the

observed levels of the assessed unit j0 (This is why the objective function and the

standardisation constraint do not include these inputs at all). This standardisation affects

the very mechanism of the DEA comparisons as follows. The assessed unit j 0 will be rated
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relatively inefficient if at least one of the remaining DMUs has its constraint in M8A. ic

binding in the optimal solution of j0. The adjustments of uncontrollable inputs/outputs of

each DMU j can affect their likelihood to have their constraints binding in a positive or

negative way. Let us consider the case of unit j and input i:

1. For unit j, if x, <x then the difference is	 = xu - xy <0 and thus the revised

input .i of unit j is taken as an output during the assessment of unit j0 . The latter

implies that it is more likely for unit j to balance its inputs with its outputs and

therefore to have its constraint binding and thus j0 inefficient. Thus, units with

smaller uncontrollable inputs are compensated by the model for the difference

between their values and the values of the assessed unit j0.

2. On the other hand if > then the difference	 = x - x > 0 and therefore the

revised input	 is taken as an inputs during the assessment of unit j 0 . The latter

implies that for units with higher uncontrollable inputs to those of the assessed unit

j0 their difference operates as an input which needs to be considered (weighted) in

order to have their constraints binding.

Similar arguments can be made for the effect of the uncontrollable outputs on the

assessment of the efficiency of unit j0 . Undoubtedly, the situation will become more

complicated in cases with simultaneous presence of uncontrollable inputs and outputs where

some of them have higher and some smaller input or output values than the assessed unit j0.
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